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Preface

Manufacturing has been one of the key areas that support and influence a nation’s
economy since the 18th century. Being the primary driving force in economic
growth, manufacturing constantly serves as the foundation of and contributes to
other industries with products ranging from heavy-duty machinery to hi-tech home
electronics. In the past centuries, manufacturing has contributed significantly to
modern civilisation and created momentum that is used to drive today’s economy.
Despite various revolutionary changes and innovations in the 20th century that
contributed to manufacturing advancements, we are still facing new challenges
when striving to achieve greater success in winning global competitions.
Today, distributed manufacturing is unforeseeably coming into being due to
recent business decentralisation and manufacturing outsourcing. Manufacturers are
competing in a dynamic marketplace that demands short response time to changing
markets and agility in production. In the 21st century, manufacturing is gradually
shifting to a distributed environment with increasing dynamism. In order to win a
competition, locally or globally, customer satisfaction is treated with priority. This
leads to mass customisation and even more complex manufacturing processes, from
shop floors to every level along manufacturing supply chains. At the same time,
outsourcing has forged a multi-tier supplier structure with numerous small-tomedium-sized enterprises involved, where highly-mixed products in small batch
sizes are handled simultaneously in job-shop operations. Moreover, unpredictable
issues like job delay, urgent-order insertion, fixture shortage, missing tool, and even
machine breakdown are challenging manufacturing companies, and adding high
uncertainty to the fluctuating shop floors. Engineers often find themselves in a
situation that demands adaptive planning and scheduling capability in dealing with
daily operations in a distributed manufacturing environment.
Targeting the uncertainty issue in manufacturing, over the past years, research
efforts have focused on improving flexibility, dynamism, adaptability, agility and
productivity of manufacturing, particularly in a distributed environment. Various
Web-based and AI (artificial intelligence)-based tools have been developed to deal
with issues in process planning, scheduling, and their integration. Many research
projects have been devoted to improving the throughput and process efficiency,
targeting manufacturing uncertainty. Thanks to recent advancement in AI and
network technologies, sensing, monitoring and control, manufacturing research has
progressed to a new level in adaptive decision making and trouble shooting, in order
to address those problems encountered in today’s manufacturing with increasing
globalisation and outsourcing. While research and development efforts have been
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translated into a large volume of publications and impacted the present and future
practices in manufacturing, there exists a gap in the literature for a focused
collection of works that are dedicated to the process planning and scheduling for
distributed manufacturing. To bridge such a gap and present the state-of-the-art to a
broad readership, from academic researchers to practicing engineers, is the primary
motivation for this book.
Focusing on effective process planning, Chapter 1 presents a function block
enabled approach for adaptive decision making. Algorithms for machine-specific
operation planning are embedded into function blocks that are called at runtime by a
controller, rather than being decided in advance. Owing to its event-driven nature, a
function block can also be used for remote process monitoring while in execution at
a local machine, providing an interface to dynamic scheduling. It is implemented
into a DPP (distributed process planning) prototype for concept realisation. The
discussion of decentralised process planning is extended in Chapter 2 to include
polishing processes. A Web-based portal system (WBPS) is developed aiming to
streamline polishing process planning as well as addressing the hindrance problem
of subjective human determination of knowledge discovery using data-mining
techniques. In order to integrate process information with geometry data, Chapter 3
introduces a rule-based IMPlanner for process selection that considers part geometry
and tolerance. Each selected process is then verified through a virtual machining
module using Java 3D to identify any undesired part–tool collisions.
Recognising the importance of process planning in distributed manufacturing,
Chapter 4 reports on a CyberCut system, being a coordinated pipeline of design,
process planning and manufacturing. It is an integrated system that targets the
automation of a design-to-manufacturing process, including a macroplanner and a
microplanner, for Web-based rapid part machining. With mass customisation in
mind, Chapter 5 continues the integrated efforts on producing one-of-a-kind
products (OKP). Being a real industrial application, the reported work adopts the
one-piece flow method to produce variations on a number of different kinds of doors
and windows.
Linking to process planning, Chapter 6 introduces a tolerance analysis method
based automated setup planning strategy that can be applied in the masscustomisation environment. It is based on the concept of production and process
similarity and the best-practice knowledge in the automotive industry.
Extending the scope to scheduling, Chapter 7 addresses the issue with holonic
manufacturing systems in mind. The reported work is based on task and resource
holons that cooperate with each other based on a variant of the contract net protocol.
This idea is implemented in a Fabricare holonic system. Similar to the holonic
approach, Chapter 8 utilises an agent-based approach to achieve autonomy, while
tackling dynamic scheduling problems in distributed manufacturing. An iShopFloor
framework has been developed to support the agent-based dynamic scheduling. The
discussions are carried on in Chapter 9 to include job-shop scheduling, combining a
multi-agent system with an evolutionary approach. It is thus able to evolve the rules
by which a schedule is created rather than the schedule itself.
Targeting distributed scheduling issues in multi-factory production with machine
maintenance, Chapter 10 uses a GADG (genetic algorithm with dominant genes)
approach to generate schedules that can minimise the interruption of maintenance
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during production. Moving to the enterprise level, the problem of distributed
resources scheduling is addressed in Chapter 11. A virtual CIM concept is proposed
as a solution to satisfy the emerging technological application of virtual enterprises,
whereas the resource scheduling is dealt with using an agent-based approach.
While process planning and scheduling are crucial in distributed manufacturing,
their integration can offer added value in achieving global optimisation. Chapter 12
introduces a unified representation model and a simulated annealing based approach
to facilitate the integration and process optimisation. Moreover, in Chapter 13, a
different integration approach is applied to holonic manufacturing systems, in which
a basic architecture is proposed to determine both suitable sequences of machines
needed to fabricate a part and suitable production schedules of the machines.
In addition to process planning and scheduling, how to manage dynamic demand
events and how to replan current operations are equally important in winning global
competitions in distributed manufacturing. In view of increasing dynamic demands
in the semiconductor industry, Chapter 14 describes a planning method proactively
responding to dynamic events that pose a threat to the services of manufacturing
chains. A dynamic system model for manufacturing chains under exogenous
demand shocks is also provided, together with an optimal control model. In Chapter
15, a parameter-perturbation approach to replanning operations is presented. Several
planning models are developed and used to show how the operating conditions can
be perturbed so that optimal short-term plans can be developed.
Finally, in Chapter 16, an emerging ISO standard, informally known as STEPNC, is introduced, which points out one of the potential future directions leading to
an interoperable manufacturing paradise. A three-tiered and Internet-based prototype
system demonstrates how design and manufacturing data can be exchanged over the
Internet during process planning in a distributed manufacturing environment.
All together, the sixteen chapters provide an overview of some recent research
and development efforts on process planning and scheduling for distributed
manufacturing, and are believed to make significant contributions to the literature.
With the rapid advancement of information and communication technologies,
particularly Internet- and Web-based technologies, we believe that this will continue
to be a very active research field for many years.
The editors would like to express their deep appreciation to all the authors for
their significant contributions to this book. Their commitment, enthusiasm, and
technical expertise are what made this book possible. We are also grateful to the
publisher for supporting this project, and would especially like to thank Mr Anthony
Doyle, Senior Editor for Engineering, and Mr Simon Rees, Editorial Assistant, for
their constructive assistance and earnest cooperation, both with the publishing
venture in general and the editorial details. We hope the readers find this book
informative and useful.

London, Ontario, Canada
October 2006

Lihui Wang
Weiming Shen
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Abstract
This chapter presents a function block enabled approach towards distributed process planning.
It covers the basic concept, generic machining process sequencing using enriched machining
features, process plan encapsulation in function blocks, and process monitoring through
event-driven function blocks. A two-layer structure of supervisory planning and operation
planning is proposed to separate generic data from machine-specific ones. The supervisory
planning is only performed once, in advance, at the shop level to generate machine-neutral
process plans, whereas the operation planning is carried out at runtime at the machine level to
determine machine-specific operations. This dynamic decision making is facilitated by
resource-driven algorithms embedded in the function blocks. The internal structures of typical
function blocks are also introduced in the chapter. Our approach and algorithms are verified
through case studies before drawing conclusions. It is expected that the new approach can
greatly enhance the dynamism of fluctuating job-shop operations.

1.1 Introduction
Manufacturing processes involved in job shop operations are complicated, especially
on machining shop floors where a large variety of products, usually in small batch
sizes, are handled dynamically. Such a dynamic environment of job-shop operations
is usually characterised with operation uncertainty, including job delay, urgent-job
insertion, fixture shortage, missing tools, and even machine breakdown. It thus
requires an adaptive means that enables distributed process planning, dynamic job
dispatching, and process monitoring. It should be responsive to unpredictable
changes of distributed production capacity and functionality. An ideal shop floor
should be one that effectively uses real-time manufacturing intelligence to achieve
the best overall performance with the least unscheduled machine downtime.
However, most available CAPP (computer-aided process planning) systems were
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developed mainly for flow-shop operations, and are inflexible if applied directly to
the dynamic job-shop environment. In response to the above requirements and in
order to adapt to the dynamic activities in job-shop operations, a function block
enabled distributed process planning (DPP) approach is introduced in this chapter to
achieve the dynamism during job-shop planning and plan execution.
Process planning is a knowledge-intensive and complex task that transforms
design information into manufacturing processes and determines the optimal
sequence of operations. It could also be defined as the act of preparing detailed work
instructions to produce a part [1.1]. There are many factors that affect the process
planning task. Part geometry, tolerance, surface finish, raw material, lot size, and the
available resources (machines, fixtures, and tools, etc.) all contribute to the decision
making during process planning. The variety of resource and operation selections
together with their combinations makes the task of process planning complex and
time consuming. This combinatorial optimisation problem has been proven to be
NP-complete [1.2]. Maintaining the consistency of all process plans and keeping
them optimised is difficult, especially for dynamic job-shop operations.
Targeting the uncertainty of job-shop operations, the objective of our research is
to develop a methodology for distributed process planning. Within the DPP context,
function blocks are used for machining-data encapsulation and event-driven process
control, while machining features are used for process sequencing. The ultimate goal
of DPP is to achieve the adaptability of a process plan for job-shop operations. The
rest of the chapter is organised as follows: Section 1.2 briefly reviews the literature
of process planning; Section 1.3 outlines the fundamentals of the DPP approach;
Section 1.4 presents decision-making algorithms used in DPP; Section 1.5 gives
details on function block enabled plan execution and process monitoring; finally,
Section 1.6 concludes the chapter and identifies our contributions.

1.2 Brief Literature Review
For decades, since Nieble reported the idea of using the power of computers to assist
process planning in 1965 [1.3], subsequent research efforts have been numerous. In
order to transform product data in design to numerical control data in machining, a
number of steps must be followed, including setup planning [1.4][1.5], process
sequencing [1.6][1.7], tool selection [1.8]–[1.10], tool-path planning [1.11][1.12],
machining-parameters selection [1.13][1.14], and fixture design [1.15][1.16]. These
activities are knowledge-intensive, complex and dynamic in nature [1.17]. These
research achievements can be classified into three categories: variant, generative,
and AI (artificial intelligence)-based CAPP systems. The variant approach is a dataretrieval and editing method, whereas the generative approach is a knowledge-based
method that can automatically generate the process plan of a part according to its
features and manufacturing requirements. Most AI-based CAPP systems can be
categorised into the generative approach.
Among many others, previous achievements on process planning include objectoriented approaches [1.18][1.19], genetic algorithm based approaches [1.20][1.21],
neural network based approaches [1.22][1.23], Petri net based approach [1.6],
feature recognition or feature-driven approaches [1.24][1.25], and knowledge-based
approaches [1.26][1.27].
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The early hybrid approaches (variant + generative) include interactive process
planning [1.19], rapid process planning [1.28], micro/macroplanning [1.29][1.30],
integrated process planning [1.31], dynamic process planning [1.32], incremental
process planning [1.33], Web-based process planning in CyberCut [1.34], and agentbased process planning [1.35]–[1.40]. No attempt is made in this chapter to compare
and evaluate these different approaches, although some details of certain approaches
are given below.
As decentralisation of business grows, the research focus of process planning is
moving towards solving problems in distributed manufacturing environments. Tu et
al. [1.33] introduced a method called IPP (incremental process planning) for one-ofa-kind production (OKP). The IPP approach is used to extend or modify a primitive
plan (a skeletal process plan) incrementally, according to the new features that are
identified from a product design until no more new features can be found. A
complete process plan generated by the IPP may include alternative processes. This
means that a given part can also be processed by alternative machines in alternative
sequences in a different plant.
A distributed manufacturing environment also changes the way of applying AI
techniques to process planning. In addition to centralised AI approaches (e.g. genetic
algorithms, neural networks, fuzzy logic, knowledge-based or expert systems, etc.),
agent technology, being one type of distributed AI approaches, has attracted wide
attention. Instead of being one large expert system, cooperative intelligent agents are
being used in developing distributed CAPP systems. Among others, CoCAPP [1.37]
(cooperative computer-aided process planning) attempts to distribute complex
process planning activities to multiple specialised problem solvers and to coordinate
them to solve complex problems. The CoCAPP attempted to satisfy five major
requirements: autonomy, flexibility, interoperability, modularity, and scalability. It
utilises cooperation and coordination mechanisms built into distributed agents with
their own expert systems. Each agent deals with a relatively independent domain of
process planning. Collectively, the multiple agents can solve complex problems.
Shih and Srihari [1.41] proposed a distributed AI-based framework for process
planning. Their approach decomposes the entire production control task into several
subtasks, each of which is implemented by an intelligent agent. By working
collectively, the agents can arrive at a solution for the problem. Similarly, Sluga et
al. [1.38] introduced a VWS (virtual work system) as the essential building block for
decision making in a distributed manufacturing environment. The VWS represents a
manufacturing work system in the information space, and is structured as an
autonomous agent. It is a constituent entity of an agent network in which dynamic
clusters of cooperating agents are solving manufacturing tasks. The decision making
in process planning is based on a market mechanism consisting of bidding–
negotiation–contracting phases. The VWS approach aims at enabling dynamic
decision making based on the actual state of a given environment. The biddingbased approach is also useful to integrate product design, process planning, and
scheduling [1.39].
CyberCut is a research project that aims to develop a networked manufacturing
service for rapid part design and fabrication on the Internet [1.34]. A critical part of
this service is an automated process planning module that is capable of generating
process plans to satisfy the desired geometries and specified requirements. Three
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types of agents are designed to facilitate the CyberCut: primary process-planning
agent, environmental planning agent, and burr minimisation tool path planning agent
[1.40]. The multi-agent planning module incorporates conventional and specialised
planning agents for environmental consideration and burr minimisation. However,
the interactions between those agents are based on human decisions.
The agent-based approach is also being recognised as one of the effective ways
to realise adaptability and dynamism of process planning. Zhang et al. proposed an
AAPP (agent-based adaptive process planning) system on top of an OOMRM [1.19]
(object-oriented manufacturing resources modelling) framework. The OOMRM is
used to model manufacturing resources capability and capacity in an object-oriented
manner, which intends to encapsulate manufacturing system knowledge and the
methods of using the knowledge, while the AAPP is implemented as a man-machine
integrated process planning platform. Instead of automating process-planning tasks
completely, the AAPP system provides an interactive mode for experienced
manufacturing engineers to map out more reasonable and flexible manufacturing
processes for a realistic manufacturing environment. Five agents are used in the
AAPP system to carry out part information classification, manufacturing resources
mapping, process planning, human planning, and machining parameter retrieval. A
contract net-based scheme is utilised as the coordination protocol between agents.
As partial trends in CAPP, as pointed out by ElMaraghy [1.42], integrations of
CAPP with either product design or manufacturing scheduling or both remain
attractive to researchers and practitioners. Previous studies in this area include
design-planning integration [1.28], design-to-control [1.43], a reactive planning
environment [1.32], machining-feature-based product design and process planning
[1.44][1.45], and planning-scheduling integration [1.21][1.46][1.47].
While the reported process planning algorithms were claimed to be effective in
achieving their optimal solutions, most techniques focus on enhancing the system
functionality in their respective domains. They attempted to generate a narrowly
targeted optimal solution for a specific set of tools and machine, or to suggest
alternative solutions for various operation scenarios. In both cases, the generated
process plans are static in nature and specific to dedicated resources. The dynamic
shop-floor environment and disruptions caused by stochastic bottlenecks,
unavailability of cutting tools, or breakdown of equipment are often overlooked
during process processing.
Although there have been many efforts devoted to the generative approaches in
CAPP, their adaptability to unpredictable changes in shop-floor operations remains
insufficient. This may be due to the fact that most of the developments attempt to
recognise very detailed design information and lack adaptive-learning and decisionmaking capability. Moreover, most CAPP systems available today are centralised in
architecture, vertical in sequence, and offline in knowledge processing. It is difficult
(if not impossible) for a centralised offline system to make adaptive decisions in
advance, without the knowledge of the actual status of machines on shop floors. The
changing shop-floor environment demands a dynamic approach for process planning
that is adaptive and responsive to a sudden change in production. In response to the
demands, we selected a fundamentally different approach to process planning. A
novel DPP (distributed process planning) concept was therefore proposed by the
authors [1.25][1.48] to generate adaptive process plans so as to address these
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dynamic issues, such as product changeover, job delay, urgent job insertion,
unavailable fixtures, missing tools, and even a machine breakdown that happen
unpredictably in today’s manufacturing shop floors. Within the context of DPP, the
benefits of a so-generated process plan are generic to different machines and
adaptive to environmental changes.
Table 1.1 provides a comparison between conventional CAPP approaches and
DPP in terms of the processing tasks involved. While conventional process plans are
normally associated with specific resources at an early stage, our approach is
designed to generate machine-neutral process plans during high-level supervisory
planning and consider machine-specific operation planning at the CNC controller
level. More details on DPP are given in the next section.
Table 1.1. Conventional CAPP approaches vs. DPP
Conventional CAPP approaches
 Interpretation of part design data
 Selection of machining processes
(drilling, milling, grinding, etc.)
 Selection of machines, tools, and
fixtures
 Process optimisation
 Decomposition of material volume to be
removed
 Selection of machining operations
 Generation of precedence constraints
 Sequencing of machining operations
 Cutting parameter selection
 Tool-path planning
 Operation optimisation

DPP approach
Supervisory planning:
 Product data analysis/EMF parsing
 Selection of machining processes
 EMF grouping/setup planning
 Multiple setup sequencing and EMF
sequencing
 Function block generation
 Generic process plan dispatching
Operation planning:
 Tool/jig/fixture selection
 Cutting parameter selection
 Tool-path planning
 Machine-specific local operation
optimisation

EMF: enriched machining feature

1.3 Distributed Process Planning
1.3.1 Fundamentals of DPP
According to the literature survey, most process plans generated using existing
CAPP systems are tied to specific resources (machines, fixtures and cutters, etc.) in
the first place. They are inflexible, unportable, and not responsive to unexpected
changes. When a resource becomes unavailable, its dedicated process plan is subject
to a major change or even regeneration. Such repetitive planning tasks may happen
frequently in job-shop operations. DPP, however, is used to generate adaptive
process plans that can also be integrated with dynamic scheduling functions. The
ultimate goal of DPP is to improve flexibility, responsiveness, agility, adaptability,
and real-time manufacturing intelligence of shop floors. A process plan generally
consists of two parts: generic data (machining method, machining sequence, and
machining strategy) and machine-specific data (tool data, cutting conditions, and
tool paths). A two-layer hierarchy is considered suitable to separate the generic data
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from those machine-specific ones in DPP. As shown in Figure 1.1, the tasks of DPP
can be divided into two groups and accomplished at two different levels: shop-level
supervisory planning and controller-level operation planning. The former focuses
on product data analysis, machining feature decomposition, setup planning,
machining process sequencing, jig/fixture selection, and machine selection. The
latter considers the detailed working steps for each machining operations, including
cutting-tool selection, cutting-parameter assignment, tool-path planning, and control
code generation. Between supervisory planning and operation planning, scheduling
functions can be integrated with DPP by means of function blocks. (The integration
of DPP with scheduling is beyond the scope of this chapter. Readers are referred to
[1.47][1.49] for more details.)

Figure 1.1. Concept of distributed process planning

1.3.2 Basic Requirements
Being an adaptive process planning tool, DPP is required to be able to process and
transform product design data to NC machining data, and optimise the generated
technological data (cutting parameters and tool paths, etc.) on the fly. The basic
requirements for DPP can be summarised as follows.
•
•
•
•
•

Intelligent: to be able to handle uncertainty and maximise the probability of
success of controlled machining process;
Adaptive: to be able to adjust its machining strategy/data when alternative
resources are used through embedded algorithms;
Fault tolerant: to be able to react to a failure and resume properly on the
same machine, or find alternative plans on a different machine;
Portable: to be able to run in different machine controllers without control
code modification or regeneration; and
Reusable: to be able to reuse the basic function blocks of a process plan for
other machining operations.
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1.3.3 System Architecture
The system architecture of DPP is illustrated in Figure 1.2, which consists of five
modules across supervisory planning and operation planning: (1) machining feature
parsing, (2) machining sequence generation, (3) function block design, (4) execution
control, and (5) function block (FB) processing. They are supported by a group of
shared databases and knowledge bases for decision making.
Design Office

Factory Shop Floor

Product Data

Supervisory Planning

Corporate Network

Cutting
Strategy

Resource
Database
Gateway

Tool
Database

Tool Path Generation

Machining
Techno.

ECC

Pocket
Roughing

C. Parameters Selection

(Feature-based reasoning)

FB Processing

Cutting Tool Selection

Machining
Features

Sequence Generation

Operation Planning

Execution Control

Manufacturing
Knowledge Base

Function Block Design

(Agent-based decision-making)

Feature Recognition
Fixturing Information

Machining Feature Parsing

Part
Geometry or
Features

Open CNC Controller

Scheduling Info Monitoring Info

Fieldbus

Figure 1.2. System architecture for distributed process planning

At the supervisory planning level, a list of enriched machining features (EMFs)
is first identified after feature recognition and feature parsing. The machining
processes are then sequenced using an EMF-based reasoning approach, before being
embedded in a set of function blocks. The system outputs of supervisory planning
are a set of function blocks with sequenced process, machining data, and algorithms
embedded. It is the set of algorithms that make adaptive decisions at runtime during
operation planning after a set of function blocks is dispatched to an appropriate
machine for execution. During the operation planning, the function block is finalised
with actual tool data, cutting conditions and tool path. The resultant function block
is thus able to describe the detailed machining operations. Runtime optimisation is
performed at the latter stage, when specific resources (machine, tool and fixture) are
known, and within a relatively small search space, because the machine controller is
knowledgeable of the machine in terms of its dynamics and runtime status.
On the other hand, because of the event-driven nature, the execution status of a
function block is sent back to the execution control module together with the
runtime machine status for dynamic scheduling, whenever necessary.
This system architecture also considers extensions to Web-based manufacturing.
The major decision logics are deployed on an application server. A client conducts
distributed process planning through an applet-based user interface running in a
Web browser. This function is currently under development.
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1.3.4 Enabling Technologies
As can be seen in Figure 1.2, machining features, function blocks and intelligent
agents are the three enabling technologies, with the first two used extensively in the
current implementation. In this section, only machining features and function blocks
are introduced in detail.
1.3.4.1 Machining Features
As shown in Figure 1.3, machining features are those shapes such as step, slot,
pocket, and hole that can be easily achieved by the available resources and defined
machining technologies [1.44]. Being standard shapes that can be machined, the
machining features are different from design features (geometric standard shapes
such as vertex, curve, and face). Each machining feature holds a set of loosely
coupled information about how to fabricate it, including cutter type, operation
sequence, tool path generation logic, and suggested cutting parameters, which
provide an indication as to what kind of operation and tools will be required to
manufacture the feature. Since milling and drilling operations are dominant in
machining operations, only milling and drilling features on prismatic workpiece are
considered here. Today, these machining features are widely accepted in design and
machining for the ease of information retrieval and processing.
Face

Side

Step

Thru Slot

Sem i-Blind Slot

Blind Slot

2-Side Pocket

3-Side Pocket

4-Side Pocket

Cham fer

Thru Hole

Blind Hole

Tapped Hole

Sunk Hole

Ring

Tool access direction

Figure 1.3. Typical machining features

Within the context, each machining feature can be represented by its geometric
feature, surface feature, volume feature, and loosely coupled cutting information. A
geometric feature is a topological unit that holds the main information of the
machining feature itself, such as geometry, dimension, and tolerance; a surface
feature captures the attributes and the relationship of faces defining the surface of
the machining feature; and a volume feature is the solid volume enclosed in the
machining feature. Figure 1.4 illustrates the combined feature model of a machining
feature step.
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Surface feature
Machining feature: Step

Geometric feature
Loosely coupled
cutting information

Volume feature

Figure 1.4. Combined feature model of machining feature step

This combined feature model can be expressed by the following equations:
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where
MF

the set of all machining features of a given part; I is the total number
of the machining features;

MFi

the ith machining feature of the set;

MF
( SFi )
il

the attributes of the ith surface feature; L is the total number of
attributes used to describe this surface feature;

MF
im (GFi )

the attributes of the ith geometric feature; M is the total number of
attributes used to describe this geometric feature;
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the attributes of the ith volume feature; N is the total number of
attributes used to describe this volume feature;
the machining information loosely coupled with the ith machining
feature, R is the total amount of machining information used to
fabricate this machining feature.

Within DPP, it is assumed that the machining feature list of a part is given. Such
a feature list can be obtained either by adopting third-party feature-recognition
solutions [1.24][1.50]–[1.52] or by incorporating machining feature based design
methodology, i.e. designing a part in the same way of “machining” by subtracting
machining features from its blank [1.44].
1.3.4.2 Function Blocks
The concept of function blocks is described in the IEC-61499 specification [1.53], as
an IEC standard for distributed industrial processes and control systems, particularly
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for PLC control. It is based on an explicit event-driven model and provides for data
flow and finite-state automata-based control. It is relevant to the DPP in machining
data encapsulation and process plan execution. The event-driven model of a function
block gives an NC machine more intelligence and autonomy to make decisions on
how to adapt a process plan to match the actual machine capacity and dynamics. It
enables dynamic resource scheduling, execution control, and process monitoring.
Figure 1.5 illustrates the internal structure of a basic (left) and a composite
(right) function blocks. A basic function block can have multiple outputs and can
maintain its internal hidden-state information. This means that a function block can
generate different outputs even if the same inputs are applied. This fact is of vital
importance for automatic cutting-parameter modification, after a function block has
been dispatched to a machine, by changing the internal hidden state of the function
block. For example, a function block of pocket_milling can be used for roughing and
finishing at the same machine, or at different machines, with different cutting
parameters and tool paths by adjusting the internal state variables of the function
block to fine tune the algorithms in use. The behaviour of a basic function block is
controlled by an internal finite-state machine, whose operation is represented by an
execution control chart (ECC) as shown in Figure 1.6.
Event Outputs

Event Inputs

Event Inputs

Event Outputs

Execution
Control
Chart
Type identifier

Type identifier

Algorithms

Internal
variables

Data Outputs

Data Inputs

Basic Function Block

Data Inputs

Data Outputs

Composite Function Block

Figure 1.5. Internal structures of basic and composite function blocks
Execution Control Chart

EI_In

EO_In

ECC
EI_Cut

Initial EC State

START

EO_C

EC Transitions

pocket_milling
EMT
MT
MAC_ID

EMT

EI_Init
Init

EO_Init

Cut

EO_Cut

MT
FB_EXE

EC Action

OPER
CC_UP

EI_Cut

EC Action

1
EC Transition

EC States: Init, Cut

Figure 1.6. Execution control mechanism of a basic function block
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Being a (representation of a) finite-state machine, an ECC is made up of EC
states, EC transitions, and EC actions. The initial EC state, START in this case,
cannot have any EC actions associated with it. The occurrence of an event input,
such as EI_Init and EI_Cut, causes the ECC to be invoked and the input variables
(EMT, MAC_ID, OPER, etc.) to be mapped. The EC transitions use a Boolean
combination of conditions that may be comprised of event inputs, data inputs, and
internal state variables. A triggered EC transition causes a change of EC state and
this leads to the execution of an associated EC action, Init or Cut in this case. The
EC action then sends out an event, EO_Init or EO_Cut, upon completion. In the
DPP, each machining feature (hole, step, slot, or pocket, etc.) is mapped to a basic
function block that defines fundamental relationships between events and data. The
needed processing algorithms are encapsulated in the basic function block and they
can only be accessed by the basic function block itself. A setup of machining
features forms a composite function block (combination of basic function blocks)
connected by events and data. Within the context, event inputs of a function block
are used to trigger appropriate machining strategies (algorithms) encapsulated inside
the function block, while the data inputs are used for algorithm processing. The
event flow between function blocks determines both the machining sequence and the
type of machining operation (roughing or finishing, etc.). How a function block is
designed is presented in Section 1.4.4.

1.4 Decision Solutions for Supervisory Planning
This section introduces the decision-making algorithms for supervisory planning and
execution control. Note that the supervisory planning needs only to be done once,
the result of which is a resource-neutral generic process plan. This generic process
plan is embedded in a set of predefined basic function blocks in the unit of setup,
which are ready for merging and dispatching to a specific machine.
1.4.1 EMF for Machining Process Sequencing
One critical task in DPP is machining process sequencing. Since a part design can be
represented by machining features either through feature-based design or applying a
third-party feature-recognition solution, machining process sequencing in DPP is
treated as the task of putting machining features into proper setups and in the proper
sequence. However, for the purpose of effective machining process sequencing, only
the information of machining features is insufficient. We combine the intermediate
machining volume (IMV) with each machining feature to reflect the dynamic change
of its shape during machining. A combined machining feature is called an enriched
machining feature (EMF) in this research.
The IMV of a machining feature is the intersection of its maximum machining
volume (MMV) and the current workpiece; whereas the MMV of the machining
feature is the volume to be removed to create the machining feature directly from the
surface of its raw material along the defined tool-access direction without destroying
the part. Figure 1.7 shows the concept of IMV through a hole. The IMV of the
machining feature Hole varies between its MMV and its actual machining volume
(AMV) along the machining process of the part. The upper limit of the IMV is the
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volume (or MMV) to be removed from the raw material; the lower limit of the IMV
is the volume feature (or AMV) of this machining feature. Collectively, the change
of IMVs of machining features demonstrates the change of a workpiece while the
workpiece is gradually taking its shape during the machining operation.
Raw material
Step1
Step2
Hole

(a) A Hole in a part

(b) Current workpiece

(c) Final workpiece

(d) MMV of Hole

(e) IMV of Hole

(f) AMV of Hole

Figure 1.7. Intermediate machining volume in machining

Adding the current IMVs into Equation (1.2), the enriched machining features of
a given part can be denoted as:
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where,
EMF

the set of all enriched machining features of a given part;

EMFi

the ith enriched machining feature of the set;

T

f

MF
it ( IMVi )

t 1

the attributes of the ith intermediate machining volume; T is the total
number of attributes used to describe this IMV.

The detailed representation of an EMF, especially its surface feature, volume
feature, and IMV, is formulated using the basic geometric entity – surface. Here, a
surface refers to a basic individual face shape, such as planar surface, cylindrical
surface, etc. Jointly, they define the geometry of the EMF. A surface is termed real
when the inside of its boundary is solid, or imaginary when the boundary is
enveloping an empty area [1.54]. The surfaces of a given part can be defined as:
J

S

RS  IS

K

 RS j   IS k

j 1

k 1

(1.5)
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where,
S

RS

the set of all surfaces of a given part;
the set of all real surfaces of the part; J is the total
number of real surfaces;

the set of all imaginary surfaces of the part; K is the
total number of imaginary surfaces;
RS
f j ( R j1 , R j 2 ,..., R jP ) the jth real surface described by a function of a set of
parameters; P is the total number of parameters;
IS

RS j

f kIS ( I k1 , I k 2 ,..., I kQ )

IS k

the kth imaginary surface of the part described by a
function of a set of parameters; Q is the total number of
these parameters.

The surface feature of the ith enriched machining feature can be described by a set
of real surfaces, denoted as:
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Similarly, the volume feature and the IMV of the ith EMF can be described by a set
of surfaces, including the real surfaces and the imaginary surfaces:
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Substituting Equations (1.6)–(1.8) to Equation (1.4), a comprehensive representation
of an EMF can be obtained as the ith EMF of a given part:
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(1.9)

This EMFi, i[1, I], is first grouped into a setup and then sequenced in the setup
using an EMF-based reasoning approach described in the subsequent sections.
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1.4.2 EMF Grouping
In a mechanical design, the functional requirements of a part are normally expressed
by geometrical dimensions and tolerances. To eliminate as much machining error
stackup as possible, it is suggested that the machining features with certain
functional relationships should be grouped together and machined in one single
setup [1.15], based on an appropriate datum reference frame. A datum reference
frame is a reference coordination system used to secure other machining features in
the same part [1.55], and is determined by the functional relationships (e.g. //, A, ,
etc.) among the machining features. The EMF grouping in DPP follows three steps:
(1) choosing datum references; (2) finding a primary locating surface and direction;
and (3) grouping EMFs into appropriate setups.
Step 1: Choosing Datum References
One of the relationships among EMFs is the datum dependency precedence
given in the representation of an EMF as a reference feature and/or reference face,
which expresses the position, orientation or profile tolerance requirements of the
EMF. By tracing the reference feature/face of each EMF, a primary datum reference
frame and its dependency precedence of multiple datum references (if any) can be
identified as follows,
for i that EMFi  EMF do
search an RFi (RFi  EMFi  RFi z none);
for j(j z i) that EMFj  EMF do
search an RFj (RFj  EMFj  RFj z none);
if RFi depends on RFj
switch i and j;
end if
end for
end for
where RF is the set of all reference faces. The first item of the sorted results of
datum dependency is the primary datum reference. The EMF grouping must be
arranged according to the datum reference frame and their dependency.
Step 2: Finding a Primary Locating Direction
*
A primary locating direction is the surface normal V of the primary locating
surface (PLS), which usually serves as the primary datum reference for determining
the spatial position and orientation of a workpiece and constrains at least three
degrees of freedom. It should be aligned with or be orthogonal to the Z-axis of a
machine tool, depending on the configuration of the machine. The primary locating
surface and its locating direction can be determined by the following equations:
PLS

*
V

°
A*
T*
*
*
 WT u
® f A ,T WA u
Amax
Tmax
°̄

ª wf wf wf º
« , , »
¬ wx wy wz ¼

§
A
T ·°½
¸¾
max ¨¨W A u
 WT u
Amax
Tmax ¸¹°¿
©

(1.10)

(1.11)
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where, A* and T * are the surface area and the generalised accuracy grade of the
PLS; WA is the weight factor of surface area; WT is the weight factor of the surface
accuracy grade; Amax and Tmax are the maximum values of surface area and
generalised accuracy grade of all candidate locating surfaces. A generalised
accuracy grade T can be obtained by applying the algorithms described in [1.16]
[1.56][1.57].
Step 3: Grouping EMFs into Appropriate Setups
*
Based on the primary locating direction V (setup orientation) determined in Step
2, the EMF grouping can be accomplished
by searching for those EMFs whose tool*
*
access directions TEMF are opposite to V , and grouping them into setup STV* . The
procedure of EMF grouping is given below.
for i that EMFi  EMF do
*
*
search a TEMF ( TEMF  EMFi );
*

*

*

if ( T EMF is a primary access direction  T EMF is opposite to V )
group EMFi into the setup STV* ;
*

*

else if ( TEMF is a secondary access direction  EMFi is ungrouped  TEMF
*
is opposite to V )
group EMFi into the setup STV* ;
end if
end for
Following the procedure, a setup is formed, which can also be denoted as:
STV*

^EMF

*
TEMF

*
V

`

(1.12)

Note that the remaining EMFs are grouped by repeating Steps 2 and 3, but based on
the secondary locating direction and so on until all the EMFs are properly grouped.
To be generic, the EMF grouping (into setups) at this stage is done for 3-axis
machines, as their configurations form the basis of other machines with more axes.
In other words, the 3-axis-based EMF grouping makes a process plan generic and
applicable to other machines with varying configurations. However, a setup merging
is required for 4- or 5-axis machines, after a specific CNC machine is selected. This
setup merging is straightforward if a machine’s configuration is known [1.58].
1.4.3 EMF Sequencing
EMF sequencing normally consists of two parts: (1) multiple setup sequencing, and
(2) EMF sequencing within each setup. The issue of multi-setup sequencing is
addressed implicitly when selecting locating directions (primary, secondary, etc.) for
the EMF grouping, in terms of the generalised accuracy grade and critical datum
reference. The true challenge of EMF sequencing is now shifted to how to sequence
EMFs within each setup, when their machining sequence cannot be determined
simply by the datum relationships and manufacturing constraints among the EMFs.
In DPP, an EMF-based geometric reasoning approach is proposed by tracking and
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comparing the IMV against the AMV (or volume feature) of each EMF. By applying
the following five reasoning rules sequentially, a machine-neutral sequence plan
with multiple setups can be created. For example, in the case shown in Figure 1.7,
the IMV of the Hole varies between its MMV (Figure 1.7(d)) and its AMV (Figure
1.7(f)) along the machining process. As a rule of thumb, if the IMV of an EMF
equals the AMV of the EMF, it is the time to machine the EMF.
Rule 1: During sequencing, when the IMV of an EMF equals the AMV of the EMF,
or IMV=AMV, this machining feature is ready for machining.
Applying Rule 1 to the case shown in Figure 1.7, it is easy to conclude a sequence of
Step1 o Step2 o Hole for machining. Figure 1.8 shows 30 typical cases after
applying Rule 1.
MAIN FEATURES
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Slot
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Blind Slot

Face

Face

Slot

2-Side Pocket

3-Side Pocket
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Thru Slot

1
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3
Face o Slot
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Slot

4

5

6

Face o Pocket

Face o Pocket

Face o Pocket

Step

Step

Step

Pocket

Pocket

Pocket

7
Step1 o Step2
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Thru Slot

Slot

2-Side Pocket

8
Slot // Step
Slot1

Pocket

Step

Slot2
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Slot

Pocket

Pocket

Pocket

Slot

Slot

20

21
Pocket // Slot

Pocket

Pocket

Slot

26
Slot o Pocket

10
Pocket o Step

11
Pocket o Step

Step // Pocket

Slot

Slot

Slot

Pocket

15
Slot2 o Slot1

Slot o Pocket

25
Step o Pocket

Slot1

Slot1 o Slot2

19
Step o Pocket
Step

9
Step // Slot

Slot2

13
Step o Slot

3-Side Pocket

ASSOCIATED FEATURES

Step

Step2

2
Slot // Face

Face o Step

Pocket

17

16

18

Pocket o Slot

Pocket o Slot

Pocket o Slot

Pocket1 Pocket2

Pocket1 Pocket2

Pocket1 Pocket2

22
23
24
Pocket2 o Pocket1 Pocket2 o Pocket1 Pocket1 // Pocket2
Pocket1 Pocket2

27
Slot o Pocket

Pocket

12

Pocket1 Pocket2

Pocket1 Pocket2

28
29
30
Pocket2 o Pocket1 Pocket2 o Pocket1 Pocket2 o Pocket1

Figure 1.8. EMF sequencing results after applying Rule 1

This reasoning rule works effectively for EMF sequencing in the same setup and
with feature interactions. However, after applying Rule 1, there still exist some cases
that cannot be handled by this rule, in which the sequence of two machining features
remains in parallel (shown as // in Figure 1.8), such as Case 8: Thru Slot + Step. In
this case, if the Thru Slot is cut first, the Step will be divided into two smaller ones,
which is contrary to the definition of a machining feature being a basic single
machinable shape.
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Rule 2: If the IMF of machining feature A is to be divided into more than one piece
as a result of the machining operation of machining feature B, the machining
feature A should be cut first.
In addition to the feature-splitting case encountered in Rule 2, there are cases
where incorrect sequences may result in different types of machining features, e.g.
Case 2: Thru Slot + Face. In this case, if the Face is milled first, the Face feature in
machining is actually changed to a Step. This is not allowed, as different EMF types
require different machining data (tool type, tool-access direction, and tool-path
pattern, etc.). Rule 3 is therefore established to prevent such ill cases.
Rule 3: If a machining feature is to be changed to another feature type as a result of
its own machining operation, this machining feature is not ready and should be
cut later.
The remaining parallel cases after applying Rule 1 to Rule 3 do not have feature
interactions and their machining sequences are not critical. They are further handled
by adopting the knowledge of best practice or know-how of operators. One rule
commonly used by machinists is that the bigger volume is to be removed first,
because removing a bigger volume generally produces more cutting force and
cutting heat that may result in more deformation and poor surface quality, especially
for large workpieces.
Rule 4: A bigger machining volume is to be cut first.
Figure 1.9 shows the EMF sequencing results after applying the reasoning rules
2–4 to those parallel cases remaining in Figure 1.8.
Slot

Face

Slot

Step

2
Slot o Face

Step

Slot

8
Step o Slot

Step

Pocket

9
Step o Slot

Pocket

Slot

12
Pocket o Step

21
Slot o Pocket

Pocket1 Pocket2

24
Pocket2 o Pocket1

Figure 1.9. Sequenced results of the 6 parallel cases in Figure 1.8

Although Rules 1–4 are applied sequentially during EMF sequencing, Face and
Side features are handled differently, except for Case 2. These two types of EMFs
usually cover large surface areas and are frequently used as datum references. They
are normally removed first in each setup. In addition, the tool-type information
embedded in each EMF is used to group the sequenced EMFs into clusters (within
each setup) to minimise the tool-change time.
Rule 5: In a setup, the machining features sharing the same tool types are grouped
into clusters.
By applying the five rules, a machine-neutral sequence plan can be created.
These rules cover all critical EMF sequences of a prismatic part. The remaining
parallel sequences, if any, are not critical and will be up to the controller-level
operation planning (see Figure 1.2) to determine.
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1.4.4 Function Block Design
Three basic function block types are defined in the DPP: (1) machining feature
function block (MF-FB), (2) event switch function block (ES-FB), and (3) service
interface function block (SI-FB).
1.4.4.1 Machining Feature Function Block
In DPP, each machining feature can be mapped to one machining feature function
block (MF-FB). Here, we use a 4-side pocket feature to demonstrate the function
block design process. Figure 1.10(a) gives the graphical definition of a 4-side pocket
function block, and Figure 1.10(b) depicts its execution control chart.
EI_INI
EI_RUN
EI_UPD

EO_INI

4-Side
Pocket
MF-FB

EI_ESR

EI_INI
1

MT
MAC_ID

EO_INI

EO_ESS

START
EMT

ALG_INI

INI

1
EO_RUNRDY

Internal Algorithm
ALG_INI
ALG_RUN
ALG_UPDATE
ALG_MON

RUN

EI_RUN

ALG_RUN EO_RUNRDY

EMT
MT
FB_EXE

EI_UPD
1

1

UPDATE

OPER

ALG_UPDATE

EI_ESR

CC_UPD

Internal
Variables

MON

(a) Graphical definition

ALG_MON

EO_ESS

(b) Behaviour control

Figure 1.10. A 4-side pocket machining feature function block

It can also be expressed in a textual way that is more readable by human designers:
FUNCTION_BLOCK
4-SIDE POCKET
EVENT_INPUT
EI_INI WITH EMT, OPER;
EI_RUN WITH MT;
EI_UPD WITH MAC_ID, CC_UPD;
EI_ESR;
END_EVENT
VAR_INPUT
EMT:
FLOAT;
MT:
FLOAT;
MAC_ID: INT;
OPER:
STRING;
CC_UPD: VECTOR;
END_VAR
EVENT_OUTPUT
EO_INI WITH EMT;
EO_RUNRDY WITH MT;
EO_ESS WITH FB_EXE;
END_EVENT
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VAR_OUTPUT
EMT:
FLOAT;
MT:
FLOAT;
FB_EXE: VECTOR;
END_VAR
ALGORITHM
ALG_INI;
ALG_RUN;
ALG_UPDATE;
ALG_MON;
END_ALGORITHM
END_FUNCTION_BLOCK

where, EMT is the estimated machining time based on the suggested machining
data, which is accumulated and relayed along an MF-FB chain; MT is used to store
the actual machining time accumulated during function block execution; MAC_ID
passes the selected machine ID to the MF-FB for machine-specific local
optimisation; OPER tells the MF-FB the type of machining operation such as
roughing, semi-finishing or finishing; FB_EXE is a vector storing the execution
status and cutting parameters of the function block for monitoring; and CC_UPD is
another vector that can be used by an operator to override the auto-generated cutting
parameters. Based on the external variables and embedded internal variables (not
shown in Figure 1.10(a), such as machining feature ID, workpiece material), the four
defined algorithms can provide the needed functions upon request.
In Figure 1.10(b), the START state is an initial idle state ready for receiving
event inputs. EI_INI triggers the state transition from START to INI, and when state
INI is active, algorithm ALG_INI is being executed for initialisation. Upon its
completion, ALG_INI will fire an event EO_INI indicating the success of the
initialisation. Similarly, for other state transitions to RUN, UPDATE and MON,
different embedded algorithms ALG_RUN (MF-FB execution), ALG_UPDATE
(cutting-parameter update), and ALG_MON (MF-FB monitoring) are triggered,
correspondingly. An event “1” means a state transition is always true. That is to say,
the state will transit back to the START state and be ready for receiving the next
event input. If a START state is not ready, any arrival events will be ignored.
Table 1.2 lists the required machining information embedded in an MF-FB.
Table 1.2. MF-FB embedded machining information
Feature type
f: Feed per tooth
n: Flute number
L: Tool-path length

Operation

Cutter type

Roughing
Finishing

Square end mill
Square end mill
(Diameter smaller than
twice the corner radius)

Suggested tool-path patterns
(1)

(2)

Machining time estimation: T = L / ( f  n  rpm )
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With the required machining data and the embedded algorithms, an MF-FB like
this is empowered to make adaptive decisions at runtime with respect to the assigned
resources (e.g. machine and cutters). For an MF-FB, the initialisation algorithm
ALG_INI can fulfil the following tasks before actual fabrication:
•
•
•

calculating optimal cutting conditions,G
generating tool path according to suggested tool-path patterns, andG
estimating or accumulating machining time.G

1.4.4.2 Event Switch Function Block
As mentioned in Section 1.3.4.2, while basic MF-FBs can define the functional
relationships between events, data and algorithms for individual machining features
fabrication, their combination can form a composite function block representing a
setup. A composite function block may consist of several basic and/or composite
function blocks with partially sequenced connections via events and data. The event
flow among MF-FBs also determines their machining sequence. Figure 1.11 shows a
composite function block, where the event flow (or sequence) among three MF-FBs
is facilitated at runtime by an event switch function block (ES-FB).

Feature
2

ES-FB
Feature
1

Feature
3

Feature
5

342
Feature
4

Figure 1.11. An ES-FB in a composite function block

For example, if a machining sequence of “342” is given to the three machining
features (Features 2–4), the ES-FB will fire events accordingly to appropriate MFFBs for feature fabrications in the order of 342. It thus adds flexibility for the
composite function block to dynamically adjust the machining sequence of noncritical machining features. Figure 1.12 gives the graphical definition of the ES-FB,
where ROUTE is the only data input to the function block. It is used as a reserved
port for controller-level operation planning to do the local optimisation of machining
sequence. Once the final sequence becomes explicit for those parallel features, a
string of integer numbers indicating the sequence is applied to the port. The function
of event switching is realised by an internal algorithm ALG_SWITCH, which parses
the input data string and triggers one execution event at a time until the entire string
is exhausted. An acceptable string must (1) only consist of non-repetitive numbers,
e.g. “342”, and (2) represent all parallel features needed for switching.
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EO_INI

Event
Switch
FB

EI_P

EO_P1
EO_P2
……
EO_Pn
EO_DONE

Internal Algorithm
ROUTE

ALG_INI
ALG_SWITCH

Figure 1.12. Event switch function block

Denoting an acceptable string as S tr for an event-switch state machine M yields
°
G * START , x
®x  I
I ^ Ie , Id `
°̄

S tr M

DONE, ½°
¾
°¿

(1.13)

where, START and DONE are the initial and final states; I is the set of both event
input I e and data input I d .
Id

x1 , x 2 ,  , x i ,  , x p , xi x i  I  , i d p

(1.14)

where I  is a set of positive integers; p is the number of all parallel features; and
x i z x j when i z j i, j 1, 2, 3,  , p . As we are only interested in data inputs when
forming an acceptable string for an ES-FB, Equation (1.13) can be rewritten as
S tr M

^x  I d

G * START , x

DONE `

(1.15)

1.4.4.3 Service Interface Function Block
In addition to MF-FBs and ES-FB, a service interface function block (SI-FB) is
designed to facilitate the execution control of MF-FBs in DPP. It also enables
machining-process monitoring during function block execution. As mentioned
earlier, all MF-FBs are grouped in setups before being dispatched to appropriate
machines. Each setup is a composite function block. An SI-FB is plugged to each
composite function block with the following assigned duties: (1) to collect the
runtime execution status of an MF-FB including its ID, cutting parameters, and jobcompletion rate; (2) to collect machining status (cutting force, cutting heat, and
vibration, etc.) if made available; and (3) to report any unexpected situations to the
execution control module of DPP, e.g. security alarms and tool breakage, etc.
Similar to other function block types, an SI-FB is designed (as illustrated in
Figure 1.13) with five embedded algorithms for requesting and reporting execution
status (ES), machining status (MS), and unexpected situation (US) from MF-FBs
and to the Execution Control module (see Figure 1.2), respectively. In order to
monitor the machining process during execution, an SI-FB can be connected to a
composite function block as shown in Figure 1.14. At each request of the Execution
Control module, the SI-FB will pass the request (EI_ESR, execution status request)
to the composite function block, which will then return an array of FB_EXE
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containing runtime execution status back to the SI-FB and finally to the Execution
Control module. The SI-FB is of vital importance for machining-process monitoring
and dynamic rescheduling in case of machine failure.
EI_ESR

EO_ESR

Service
Interface
FB

EI_ESS
EI_MSR

EO_ESS
EO_MSR

EI_MSS

EO_MSS

EI_USS

EO_USS

FB_EXE

FB_EXE

Internal Algorithm

MS

MS

ALG_ES_REQ
ALG_ES_SEND
ALG_MS_REQ
ALG_MS_SEND
ALG_US_SEND

US

US

Figure 1.13. Service interface function block
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Sunk Hole
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EMT
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F26

FB_EXE

EI_ESR

Execution
Control
Machining Selection
FB Dispatching
FB_EXE
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EI_ESS

SI-FB

EO_ESS

EI_MSR

EO_MSR

EI_MSS

EO_MSS

EI_USS

EO_USS

FB_EXE
MS
US

ALG_ES_REQ
ALG_ES_SEND
ALG_MS_REQ
ALG_MS_SEND
ALG_US_SEND

FB_EXE
MS
US

Figure 1.14. An SI-FB linking to a composite function block for process monitoring

1.5 Setup Merging and Monitoring
The Execution Control module shown in Figure 1.2 integrates supervisory planning
with operation planning. It also links to an agent-based dynamic scheduling system.
Due to page limitation, this section only presents the algorithms for setup merging
and its execution monitoring through examples.
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1.5.1 Setup Merging
As mentioned in Section 1.4.2, a DPP-generated sequence plan is 3-axis based. In
the case that a 4-/5-axis machine is selected, proper setup merging is required for the
best utilisation of the machine. According to the five EMF-based reasoning rules, a
3-axis-based generic setup plan of a test part (shown in Figure 1.15(a)) with 26
machining features can be generated. It consists of 5 setups, each of which contains
a set of partially sequenced machining features, as shown in Figure 1.15(b). The
light grey areas are setups and the dark grey areas indicate the feature groups sharing
the same tools. Each 3-axis-based setup can be represented by a unique unit vector u
indicating its tool-access direction (TAD).
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F13

F15

F17

F11

F2

F10

F5

F18

F19

(a) A test part with 26 machining features

Reference Feature

Setup-5

(b) Partially sequenced machining features

Figure 1.15. A test part with 5 setups after applying EMF-based reasoning rules

In the case that a 5-axis machine tool {X, Y, Z, A (around X), B (around Y)} is
selected, more than one setup of the test part may have the chance to be machined in
one base setup through setup merging. The setup merging examines whether other
setups can be included in the base setup by checking the unit vector u of each setup
against the tool-orientation space (TOS) of the selected machine. The procedure is
straightforward by following two steps and their iterations, i.e. (1) aligning the
locating direction of a base setup to the spindle axis Z, and (2) searching for a
position that includes a maximum number of 3-axis-based setups by rotating the part
around the locating direction (or spindle axis Z). This merging process is repeated
for all setups until a minimum number of 5-axis-based setups can be reached. Since
the first step can be done easily using matrix transformation, we only provide more
details on the second step.
Figure 1.16(a) shows a typical scenario, where a base setup has been aligned
with -Z axis and another 3-axis-based setup with a tool-access direction ui (xi, yi, zi)
is under consideration. The goal is to rotate the vector ui (or the test part) around Z
and at the same time determine a mergable range (or ranges) within 2S, that ui can
fit in the TOS of the machine. The TOS is represented as a spherical surface patch
denoted by EFGH in Figure 1.16(a).
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Figure 1.16. Setup merging for a 5-axis machine

As shown in Figure 1.16(a), the spherical coordinates of ui are ( 1, J i ,T i ). By
rotating ui around Z, a circle Ci is obtained.
 xi
°
® yi
°z
¯ i

sin T i cos J i

(1.16)

sinT isin J i
 cos T i

where, Ti is a constant and Ji  [0, 2S]. The Ci may intersect with the spherical
surface patch EFGH defined by
) A , IB  [ )B , )B ]

(1.17)

FG: I B ) B , I A  [ ) A , ) A ]

(1.18)

GH: I A ) A , IB  [ )B , )B ]

(1.19)

) B , I A  [ ) A , ) A ]

(1.20)

EF: I A

HE: I B

where, [ ) A , ) A ] and [ )B , )B ] are the motion ranges of axes A and B, respectively.
For I A ) A and IB  [ )B , )B ],
z

(cos() A )) 2
1  (cos() A ) tan(I B )) 2

, IB  [ )B , )B ]

(1.21)
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) A , IB  [ )B , )B ]} and the circle Ci has no

If z i  z min , the segment EF:{ I A

intersection. If zi  0 and z i ! z max , the segment EF and circle Ci intersect over
the entire range of [0, 2S]. Otherwise, if zi  0 and z min  z i  z max , EF and Ci
intersect with each other along the edge of the TOS. Figure 1.16(b) gives the
mergable range of the case shown in Figure 1.16(a). This mergable range can be
calculated for every 3-axis-based setup. A pose (position and orientation) of the test
part that provides the most overlapping mergable range determines a 5-axis-based
setup. Figure 1.17 depicts one case of setup merging of the test part after the generic
sequence plan in Figure 1.15(b) has been combined for a 5-axis machine.
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Figure 1.17. Results of setup merging for a 5-axis machine

1.5.2 Detailed Operation Planning
After a merged composite function block (e.g. Setup-2 in Figure 1.17) has been
dispatched to its dedicated machine, detailed operation planning is performed. The
algorithm ALG_INI in each MF-FB can choose a cutter, determine a set of cutting
parameters, plan tool path, and generate optional G-code for conventional machines.
A knowledge base that contains suggested tools and tool-path patterns for each MFFB is used to facilitate operation planning. Although the runtime initialisation runs
transparently in a controller, a user interface is implemented to visualise the process
and to verify the concept, as shown in Figure 1.18. The machining sequence X and
setup Y are derived based on critical datum references, manufacturing constraints,
and the EMF-based reasoning rules, while other detailed machining data Z–\ are
derived by individual MF-FBs. The data in Z and [ is used to cut corresponding
machining features. The G-code \ of a setup (setup-5 merged into base Setup-2 in
this case) is generated for the selected machine, by assembling blocks of G-code of
each machining feature in the order of the defined sequence. Note that the function
of G-code generation is designed into function blocks to best utilise legacy
machines. It is triggered when the process plan is dispatched to a non-OAC (open
architecture controller)-based machine.

Machining sequence
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3

4

Cutter data
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5
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Figure 1.18. Detailed machining data derived by function block embedded algorithms

1.5.3 Function Block Execution Control and Monitoring
Unlike conventional CAPP systems, our function block enabled DPP approach can
provide two-way information flow. The monitoring information from bottom up
adds value to adaptive process planning and is of vital importance for shop-floor
execution control and dynamic scheduling. The current DPP implementation enables
both remote monitoring through the Execution Control module and local monitoring
beside a machine using the Operation Planning module. TCP/IP through sockets is
used for data communication. Figure 1.19 demonstrates one scenario for remote
monitoring of another test part. Once a request is sent to the composite function
block that runs on a specific machine, its runtime status including current cutting
conditions and job completion rate (%) will be sent back to the requester.
DPP Execution Control
Ethernet

CNC Machine

Figure 1.19. Real-time function block execution monitoring
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Finally, the two sample parts machined using DPP-generated process plans are
shown in Figure 1.20. It is worthy of mention that rather than “how to do” defined
by ISO-6983 in terms of G-code, the function blocks in DPP only define “what to
do”, which is independent of machines. The detail instructions on “how to do” a job,
however, is up to the embedded algorithms to determine at runtime.

Figure 1.20. Machined test parts for DPP concept validation

1.6 Conclusions
This chapter presents an innovative distributed process planning (DPP) approach to
meet the challenges of process planning for dynamic job-shop operations, including
the DPP concept, architecture, and algorithms for machining process sequencing,
setup merging and function block design. A two-layer hierarchy of shop-level
supervisory planning and CNC controller-level operation planning are considered
suitable for separating generic machining data from machine-specific ones. Enabled
by function blocks, the machine-specific data are generated at runtime, before plan
executions, to better adapt to shop-floor uncertainty.
Within DPP, a process plan of a given part is divided into setups, each of which
is a composite function block. In order to achieve generality of a process plan, 3-axis
machines and partial sequencing are considered for feature grouping and sequencing
using five EMF-based reasoning rules. Setup merging is then performed when a
specific machine is selected based on a mergability analysis. Three basic function
block types are defined in DPP to facilitate job execution control and machining
process monitoring. The DPP concept and algorithms are demonstrated through two
test parts. It is expected that the DPP approach will largely increase the flexibility
and adaptability of process plans, especially in fluctuating job-shop environments.
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Abstract
A Web-based portal system (WBPS) is developed to implement process planning that aims to
streamline polishing products and processes. This Web application system mixes its functions
of providing intelligent decision support to polishing enterprises by facilitating the sharing of
vast collective polishing knowledge, as well as addressing the hindrance problem of
subjective human determination of knowledge discovery using data-mining techniques.
WBPS will create an important knowledge base for parameter optimisation using fuzzy logic
and genetic algorithms through laboratory experiments and field studies within collaborating
companies. Another aim of developing WBPS is to cope with the vast collective polishing
knowledge, information sharing across the companies and applicable case initialisation.
Functionality of WBKP will be explained with provision of online interfaces, access
integration to polishing expertise and values, and application embedment to serve as selfdocumenting activities.

2.1 Introduction
Polishing process is a mechanical finishing process regarded as a common practice
to enhance product value [2.1][2.2] by removing a considerable amount of metal or
non-metallic and to smooth a particular surface. Figure 2.1 illustrates a model to
simply demonstrate how polishing generates additional value for products. It has
been widely used as a finishing process for a wide variety of manufactured products,
including kitchenware, watch belts, jewellery, automobile interiors and other
souvenirs items.
In polishing industries, product designers and production engineers have
developed a huge range of products for their customers or buyers, meeting diverse
product requirements. They will also practice product customisation to design
products for customer approval according to customers’ specific requests and
updated market trends. This kind of continuously renewed product knowledge can
become a company’s competitive advantage and further implement Customer
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Relationship Management (CRM) well in developing their own marketing strategies.
Polishing enterprises can make efficient use of their practicable past experiences in
product development to swiftly generate polishing process plans after receiving
customised feature specification from their customers.

Figure 2.1. Basic model of polishing process adding product value

An ideal practice is for polishing enterprises to store successful and useful
projects on their database system after the projects are completed. Key polishing
information such as product structure and operation process parameters can be
referred to in the future, provided that production reordering is launched or products
of similar kinds are exploited. However, it is not unusual to see polishing
technicians and operators making their own judgments to determine which projects
to retrieve for use upon receiving a new product specification request. There is a
lack of systematic approaches to case matching by impersonal assessment of
polishing projects. Also, polishing enterprises seem to be unable to store this
valuable information and share among their departments. These pieces of polishing
experience are only focused in a small group of experienced polishing masters,
which may encounter a possibility to be lost or to gradually vanish after these
masters retire. Polishing enterprises seem to have no system for keeping track of this
vital polishing information [2.2], storing key process parameters and interacting
between parties and providing decision support [2.3][2.4]. Furthermore, another
significance of process planning is to support the sharing of polishing operation
knowledge and experience. However, the current situation is that it is not easy to
extract this polishing knowledge because the processes are still operated on the basis
of traditional subjective human determination, even if most polishing industries
make use of automatic machinery nowadays. The quality of polished products can
not be guaranteed.
In an attempt to relieve the information-sharing, case-retrieval and knowledgeextraction problem, our project is to develop a Web-based portal system aimed to
propose a total solution to streamline the polishing product and process and to
facilitate communication across the polishing enterprise. The system is supported by
development of a knowledge base for optimisation of polishing process parameters.
Up to now, the mechanism of polishing processes is still under investigation. It
could be regarded as a black box by outsiders. Fuzzy modelling is one of the
techniques currently used for extraction of knowledge of nonlinear, uncertain, and
complex systems [2.5][2.6] and it has been applied successfully in many cases [2.7],
especially in control engineering. Park et al. [2.8] showed that the introduction of
genetic algorithms could improve the performance of fuzzy control systems. The
introduction of genetic algorithms into fuzzy systems, which is known as genetic-
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fuzzy systems, was successfully applied to different areas [2.9][2.10]. However, it
has not been applied in the polishing of stainless steel.
This chapter is organised as follows. A literature review is presented in Section
2.2. Then the concept of process planning for polishing is described in Section 2.3.
Section 2.4 illustrates the framework of a Web-based portal system for polishing.
Section 2.5 describes the methodologies of knowledge-base development. The
results and discussion of the knowledge-base development are delivered in Section
2.6. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 2.7.

2.2 Literature Review
2.2.1 Research Works in Polishing
In the study of polishing, research efforts have been focused on the polishing
mechanism and modelling of the polishing process. In abrasive polishing, Samuel
[2.11] stated that several researchers tried to explain the interactions between the
abrasive and the substrate in the 19th century. However, it has recently been
established that the concept is false. The polishing mechanism seems to be not fully
understood and there are still many uncertainties. Currently, major polishing
guidelines are provided. Davis [2.12] stated qualitative procedures to achieve
different grades of finishes. Dickman [2.13] suggested wheel speeds for hand
buffing for different materials and production techniques for achieving satin
finishing, cutdown buffing and colour buffing for some materials. Reyers [2.14]
recommended the work pressure and wheel speed for different applications. It seems
to be too general to apply these features in specific materials.
2.2.2 Web Application for Knowledge-based Planning
Knowledge application and knowledge creation are at the core of any organisation’s
existence. Without knowledge, companies cannot survive. The relevance of various
knowledge differs between organisations and changes over time. A professional
organisation, that is, an organisation of so-called “knowledge workers” [2.15][2.16],
leans more heavily on its intellectual assets than the average production firm.
Knowledge management is the management of corporate knowledge that can
improve a range of organisational performance characteristics by enabling an
enterprise to be more “intelligent acting”. It is not a new movement per se, as the
organisations have been trying to harness their internal processes and resources that
have resulted in various movements over the years, such as total quality
management, expert systems, business processes re-engineering, the learning
organisation, core competencies, and strategy focus.
Most organisations already have a vast reservoir of knowledge in a wide variety
of organisational processes. However, these organisations could not fully utilise
their valuable recorded knowledge to further their business. Up to 2001, it did not
seem evident that managerial users could focus on developing business applications
that provide them with predefined planning reports giving them the information they
need for decision-making purposes [2.17]. Even if the concept of a management
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information system (MIS) started to be developed by 1970, such systems are still not
adequate to meet many of the decision-making needs of management [2.17]. This
knowledge is quite diffused and mostly unrecognised. Often, organisational culture
itself prevents people from sharing and disseminating their know-how in an effort to
hold onto their individual powerbase and viability. Determining who knows what in
an organisation itself could be a time-consuming and daunting task. This, in itself,
justifies the need for a system to manage important knowledge assets for the
organisations to allow them to identify and access workers’ skills and expertise.
A Web-based portal system is a knowledge-based system developed with
artificial intelligence that has many applications in the cognitive science area [2.17].
It enables e-business by provision of a unified application access, information and
knowledge management within enterprises, and between enterprises and their
trading partners, channel partner and customers. Users can add a knowledge base
and some reasonable capability to the information system. A portal system is
regarded as a key technical application to create an interface that presents polishing
information to users and a gate to users to access the required data sources and
knowledge acquisition [2.3][2.18]. Significant and invaluable polishing knowledge
is collected and kept track of for future use [2.2], providing a way to shorten the
product development time in later process planning and to smooth the knowledge
management. It can be viewed as a way to access disseminated information within a
company since information chunks can be stored in various systems using different
formats. One of the major differences between a traditional Web site and a portal
resides in the fact that the portal is usually tailored according to users’ need. A portal
is, consequently, a single point of access to Internet resources, an integration
platform focusing on unification oriented towards the business processes of the
companies. Therefore, portals synchronise knowledge and applications, creating a
single view into the organisation’s intellectual capital. The best example in this
category is Yahoo. Today, the term “portal” is widely used to describe many
different modules with corresponding interfaces for different purposes.
An enterprise portal can be defined as a single point of access (SPOA) for the
pooling, organising, interacting, and distributing of organisational knowledge
[2.19][2.20]. While it is true that enterprise portals are useful because this
technology can bring about cost reduction, organised and structured information,
and reduced access time, their competitive advantages are inherent in their abilities
to filter, target, and categorise information so that users will get only what they need
[2.21]. My Yahoo!, which was developed in 1998, was the first personalised Internet
enterprise portal. Campus portals were pioneered by UCLA in 1999 [2.22].
Enterprise portals have fairly complex structures and features. However, their basic
functions and elements are relatively easy to define. First, from an operational
perspective, the strength of corporate portals lies in their ability to provide Webbased access to enterprise information, applications and processes. Second, in a
functional view, they leverage existing information systems, data stores, networks,
workstations, servers and applications as well as other knowledge bases to give each
employee in every corporate site immediate access to invaluable sets of corporate
data anytime and anywhere [2.20][2.23]. These capabilities are made possible
because the generic framework is essentially focused on delivering information to
the users from disparate databases.
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2.2.3 Case-based Reasoning
Case-based reasoning stands for adapting the past solutions to resolve new problems
or requests. It involves utilisation of precedent-applicable cases as paradigms to
explain the new case. Sometimes, these selected existing cases even undergo
revision in an attempt to match a new case’s problem. A reasoning mechanism of
case-based reasoning should be a learning system so that it has the capability to
conduct evolution by itself, with the use of its own knowledge, to generate more
feasible and consistent solutions to problem cases.
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Figure 2.2. Artificial process planning with CBR to polishing problem

With adoption of the concept of case-based reasoning developed by Aamodt and
Plaza [2.24], a polishing problem is studied to be resolved by optimal solutions
derived from artificial process planning of WBPS, as demonstrated in Figure 2.2.
1. Case retrieval: The objective of this step is to retrieve the old cases stored in
case libraries.
2. Case reuse: In case-based process planning, the selected old solution case is
used as an inspirited candidate solution to solve the new problem case.
3. Case revise: Since a new problem case may not exactly match the old ones,
the old knowledge may often need to be revised to generate a proposed
solution case to fit the problem. The proposed solution will be verified as to
whether it can solve the problem.
4. Case retain: Provided the new problem is solved, it is stored in case libraries
for future use.
2.2.4 Fuzzy Modelling
Conventional approaches to system modelling mainly relied on mathematical
functions for a precise description of a physical system [2.25]. One of the
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disadvantages of using conventional approaches is that the parameters obtained may
not be easy to be interpreted by human beings. In addition, the approximation may
not be good enough if a system that is to be modelled is highly nonlinear [2.26]. It
was hard for users to extract knowledge if the mechanism of a system was unknown
or highly nonlinear.
Fuzzy modelling is one of the techniques for nonlinear, complex systems. The
underlying principle of this technique is based on fuzzy set theory, which was
developed by Zadeh [2.27]. Details of the important concepts of fuzzy set theory
were defined by [2.28]. Fuzzy set theory was the foundations of fuzzy logic (FL)
systems, and the most important area of applications is fuzzy rule-based system
(FRBs) [2.26].
In FRBs, fuzzy rules are presented in “IF-THEN” form. An “IF” part and a
“THEN” part correspond to an antecedent part and a consequent part, respectively.
Linguistic variables and their linguistic values are used in fuzzy rule representation
and their meanings are defined by membership functions [2.29]. Mamdani and
Takagi–Sugeno–Kang are two types of FRBs currently used for dealing with
engineering problems. Mamdani-type FRB was the first FRB, developed by
Mamdani in 1974, and is known as a fuzzy logic controller (FLC).
A FLC contains four major blocks. The FLC knowledge base consisted of two
components: a database (DB) and a rule base (RB). The DB contains the
membership functions and the RB contains a collection of fuzzy control rules. The
operations of FLCs are well described by [2.26].
2.2.5 Genetic Algorithms
The formulation of genetic algorithms was started in the early 1950s for the
simulation of biological system, and the work was done in the late 1960s and early
1970s by John Holland [2.30]. The operating principle is based on natural selection
and natural genetics. It is summarised as follows: each chromosome represents a
potential solution to a problem. Genetic algorithms start with chromosome
initialisation. The fitness of each chromosome is evaluated by a user-defined fitness
function. Chromosomes with higher fitness will have a higher chance to survive and
vice versa. Crossover and mutation will be conducted so that a new search space can
be exploited. The above processes are repeated until user-defined termination
criteria such as the number of generations and fitness values are reached. After
reaching the termination criteria, the best chromosome will be decoded into a real
solution to the problem. Details of the mechanism can be found in [2.30][2.31].
The advantage of using genetic algorithms is that they are very effective in
performing global searches. In addition, they can handle different kinds of objective
functions and constraints [2.31].
2.2.6 GA-Fuzzy Systems
Park et al. [2.8] pointed out that the completeness of the fuzzy rule base, the
subjective definition of a fuzzy subset and the choice of fuzzy implication operators
are the challenging problems in the application of fuzzy modelling, and stated that
the selection of membership functions have a significant effect on the output. The
definition of fuzzy rules and the membership functions is one of the key questions in
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designing the FLCs. Genetic algorithms had been employed by many researchers to
generate fuzzy rules and membership functions [2.32]. GA has demonstrated its
power by producing promising results through different applications [2.10]. The
approach is called a genetic fuzzy system [2.33]. The advantages of applying genetic
algorithms into fuzzy models over other methods are stated in [2.8].
The automatic generation of fuzzy rules and membership functions using genetic
algorithms has been investigated recently and had been categorised into four types
[2.34]:
Type 1: learning fuzzy membership functions with fixed fuzzy rules
Type 2: learning fuzzy rules with fixed membership functions
Type 3: learning fuzzy rules and membership functions in stages
Type 4: learning fuzzy rules and membership functions simultaneously
Experiments have been conducted to compare the performance of DC motors
using type 1, type 2 and type 4 approaches, and showed that the performance of
fuzzy models was the best using type 4 [2.8].
In this chapter, type 4 is used to generate an optimal knowledge base for the
polishing process of SS304 stainless steel.

2.3 Polishing Process Planning
Process planning can be defined as a systematic selection, determination and
generation of detailed methods by which requested products or parts are
manufactured from an initial form to a final form. For a polishing enterprise to
proceed the polishing operations for products that meet the customers’ appearance
specification, the polishing processes of each feature part of the product must be
thoroughly planned. Customers’ requirements on polished products basically come
from their satisfaction of products with respect to their appearance quality,
aesthetics, reliability and durability. On the other hand, only guaranteeing that the
products can meet the polishing quality specification is not enough. Like many other
manufacturing processes, polishing processes of the products must be cost effective.
In other words, the products must be polished to maximise the added value within
the agreed processing time and production cost.
2.3.1 Purpose of Polishing Process Planning
Precision surface finishing makes remarkable finishing progress to complete the
final product manufacturing. Precision finishing is mainly accomplished by lapping,
grinding and polishing, according to Heiche and Spengler [2.36]. On the other hand,
they mentioned that polishing can be considered the best finishing methods among
the three, in the context of yielding the best precision and finish. Therefore, a
scrupulous planning of the polishing process is a crucial stage of product
manufacturing and requires defining the selection and proceeding of processes and
operations to achieve the requested products. The main objective of polishing
process planning is to identify the main tasks and corresponding detailed work
instructions implemented to generate a well-designed polishing process plan.
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Examples of the tasks include selection of polishing operations, equipments, tooling,
wheels and compounds used. In some special requirements, selection of quality
levels is also involved by determining the process parameters. It can also be used to
avoid the costly changes due to manufacturability problems, one of which is the
quality levels of products determined by factors such as product components,
features and process parameters. Therefore, process planning becomes important in
stipulating the polishing activities to provide the best products to customers. Several
contexts of process planning are described as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

identify the product and components;
identify the polishing features corresponding to the products;
identify the main operations undertaken during process planning;
specify and describe process parameters of each operation;
specify assets and resources required for each operation;
identify the main process planning documentation;
identify the main data libraries used to store key polishing information.

These tasks in polishing process planning are implemented for domain specification
in processing a successful case with appropriate adoption of equipments, wheels,
compounds, and other expected resources for a total polishing solution.
2.3.2 Design of Polishing Process Planning
As polishing process planning aims to meet the production need, which in turn
determines the final product quality in the whole operation management, the input
parameters of the process planning play an important role in minimal reachable
quality control, such as the product’s feature specification, sequencing and
optimisation and so on. This can be determined through the identification of the
product item and consultation of those customers. Figure 2.3 shows the stages of
polishing process planning adopted in polishing enterprises.
Within the flow chart, identification of the product item is constantly referred to
during process planning. It formally states the customer’s quality requirement, as
this requirement plays a pivotal role in settling the quantitative stages of the process
plan afterwards. Process planning is constructed by selection and sequencing of
polishing processes and operations to produce finished products and components
from initial materials. It is a way to prepare detailed work instructions including
selection of polishing equipments, resources such as wheels and compounds,
polishing time and so on. Another essential procedure is to specify polishing process
parameters whose values regulate the product quality. In the polishing industry,
polished products, for example, stainless steel cooker, glasses, are complex in shape
and structure. They involve many components that are composed of various kinds of
polishing features. These product hierarchical structures raise the complexity of
polishing processes. This is the most apparent issue for the enterprise when
considering the appearance-polishing process to products.
As illustrated in Figure 2.4, polished products form a hierarchical structure to
components, features, polishing operations with reference to each feature and
process parameters to generate the polishing operation sheet. In general, this
operation sheet is the output of polishing process planning. According to this figure,
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we can see that when the complexity level of a product’s design structure increases,
required efforts to make an appropriate process plan on a larger number of
components, features of each component and the product assembly will improve
correspondingly.

Figure 2.3. Flowchart of polishing process planning
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Figure 2.4. Hierarchical structure of polished product

2.4 Web-based Portal System for Polishing
This section presents an online system to streamline polishing products and
processes through development of a Web-based portal system (WBPS). It is also
used to communicate with users across the enterprise and even the whole industry.
WBPS is a key technical application to create an interface that presents polishing
information to users and a gate to users to access the required data sources and
knowledge acquisition [2.3][2.18]. It can keep track of vital polishing information
[2.2] by storing key process parameters, interacting between collaborating data and
making decisions [2.3][2.4], and provides a benchmarking tool to smooth the
knowledge management work by users, including disciplines of business
intelligence management, information system resources [2.37]. Without adopting a
knowledge-management approach, polishing enterprises might find it quite difficult
to capture the key manufacturing knowledge and to retain recordable polishing
information. Therefore, developing WBPS can benefit the polishing enterprises via
important polishing knowledge integration and application, as well as its simpler
circulation among departments and workers [2.4][2.37], which is expected to be
shared in a multi-functional environment quickly and easily [2.38][2.39].
Figure 2.5 illustrates an overview of polishing knowledge sharing through the
Web portal. An understanding of WBPS is dedicated to express its capability to
locate and organise together the relevant polishing information involving a series of
continuous processes through accessing structured datasets [2.4][2.37][2.40].
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Figure 2.5. Knowledge integration in multi-functional environment by WBPS

2.4.1 Problem Definition
Current polishing practices are merely paper-based manual approaches, which are
most likely unreliable and subject to human personal variations. WBPS has a
purpose to develop an online portal system to streamline the polishing processes and
products analysis (PPPA) such that a more scientific decision making can be
generated with unambiguous expression of an innovative framework, and to build up
a Web system to fulfil polishing product development analysis. Most often, users
can even generate a higher value of polished products [2.1][2.2] through WBPS as
intellectual and knowledge-based assets.
2.4.2 Objectives
The core points of introducing this system are the fixation of knowledge acquisition
of parameters information in polishing processes and enabling that the key data of
superior polishing features can be enrolled in recordable form [2.1]. While the portal
system is attempting to build up a systematic knowledge-based support for polishing
processes, it aims to achieve four main technological objectives:
•
•
•

To identify and record polishing-incurring features of polished products and
define quality requirements.
To recognise relationships between polishing-process parameters and their
corresponding quality levels through substantiated knowledge discovery.
To collect information of polishing operations and specific quality levels they
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•

could give rise to, and to prepare for building up of a discovery algorithm for
optimisation of polishing-process parameters.
To furnish a decision-support mechanism for polishing industries by WBPS’s
optimisation mechanism to produce appropriate and cost-effective polishing
quality levels.

2.4.3 Design of Web-based Portal System
The framework of the portal system, its design and structure, as well as the
organisational system are introduced as a tool to provide a platform to manage
polishing information. Table 2.1 shows how knowledge application is conducted
through WBPS.
Table 2.1. Knowledge application through WBPS
Activity
• Knowledge acquisition
• Recommendation
• Product development

Selection criteria
Recognition procedure
Algorithm procedure
Product build-up

System function
Knowledge store and retrieval
Optimization analysis
Case application

The Web-based portal system makes an important contribution to enable users to
obtain efficient access to various types of structure and unstructured datasets (like
features or operations) to streamline polishing process. The system also facilitates
perspective-based combination and integration of information retrieval. Basically,
WBPS is composed of 4 modules: Manual Planner, Repository, Business Cases and
AutoPlanner. Figure 2.6 shows a graph to demonstrate the 4 architectural modules of
the WBPS for polishing information sharing and how the process planning of
polishing products and processes is accomplished.
2.4.3.1 Manual Planner
Planner is a starting user interface to allow them to process polishing projects. They
either receive the enquiries or make stratified or “layer-to-layer” selection on project
particularities. This kind of item-selection style provides a short time to give rise to
a recommended polishing solution. It is designed to focus only on the work expected
to be done by users planning to work out polished products structures and required
operation sheets accordingly.
•
•
•
•

Planner mainly builds a polishing project list for identification, management
and accomplishment of product-oriented worksheets in Web page format.
It helps look up the requested project, product, corresponding components
and features, and operation processes quickly.
It enables users to build up, delete or edit project or product details upon
specific requirement of polishing process parameters.
Mapping of product hierarchy helps manage its corresponding product
structures and related process classes in a collaborative secured way.
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Figure 2.6. Conceptual framework of Web-based portal system

2.4.3.2 Repository
Repository consists of libraries for storing polishing information, related to the
polishing processes. These data are self-contained information that can be used
independently or shared with other components to satisfy the Planner requirement.
Elementary data in the Repository module need to be customised in order to allow
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Planner to handle the project planning specific to a new request of a conceptual
product.
•
•

•

•

Repository is managed to acquire the key polishing knowledge in the form of
documentary, libraries, information record.
It is referring to a quantified presentation of abstract polishing parameters in
recordable form to users, so they can specify suitable and workable values to
these parameters for streamlining the polishing processes and products.
Definition of the content of polishing information can be supported by this
package to store the key values. Products, components, polishing features,
quality levels and operation process parameters can be generated for a
standard meta database.
Libraries are utilised to share polishing information categories for internal
departments such as Project Team, Product Development Department,
Operation Department and Quality Department, and for outside parties like
customers or vendors. With a system to implement this strategy, every party
can share significant information in order to achieve a better polishing
product and process.

2.4.3.3 Business Cases
The Business Case module is another knowledge storage in WBPS. The Repository
module contains libraries to record polishing process data. The Business Case
module, on the other hand, is evolved to register the whole polishing projects in the
format of cases. Each case consists of all elements of the polishing projects, such as
products, hierarchical structures of products’ components and features, polishing
operations to make the qualities and corresponding process parameters. All the
aspects are captured in Business Case databases to enable search, categorisation or
other tasks in support of AutoPlanner, the fourth module of WBPS.
In terms of implementation, project cases can be built up from the Manual
Planner module, in which the Operation Sheets for polished products are manually
created and stored in databases as a practical case to achieve working memories.
Another derivation of cases in Business Case is the adaptation of applicable cases
from the AutoPlanner module. It involves many abstract case concepts and
underlying product structures to mandate the knowledge-based mechanism. The
bilateral case sharing between Business Case and AutoPlanner is shown in Figure
2.6, where it is clear that AutoPlanner searches and retrieves case records from the
Business Case database for algorithm analysis. While the expected-to-be suitable
case is extracted, it can be revised to solve the problems and for adaptation, then
assembled to the database in the Business Case module.
2.4.3.4 AutoPlanner
AutoPlanner undertakes an essential contribution to develop an automatic
processing algorithm to search for existing solutions, to revise the retrieved cases
and to delve into applicable new solutions to the problem cases. It provides users
with Operation Sheets of project solutions best resolving the new product prototype.
This module will also help the users save valuable time in launching projects of
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similar products, so that a better time-to-market and quick return on its knowledge
investment can be made.
•

•

•

•

AutoPlanner provides a platform for users to define new product design and
desired quality levels. Projects of similar product specifications or prototype
styles can be looked up from the database of the Business Case module to
search for existing solutions, where advantageous polishing features and
process parameters can be traced and revised to new solutions.
Polishing product and process are defined dynamically. New product
structure and operation specification can be built on the basis of elite selected
existing projects, followed by customisation of product details. This
approach allows for a mapping of learning style to any successful product
development.
It is capable of building new projects from existing projects and
implementing modifications. This facilitates product development
improvement by driving knowledge exchange and brainstorming procedures
across parties. It integrates the development of new products from past
successful cases and advanced technical skills for products.
AutoPlanner analyses the function gaps of existing products in terms of what
functions the products can perform, what key features need to be developed
and the cost. This can be managed and responded to through this module.

2.4.4 Implementation of Web-based Portal System
Implementation of the WBPS will be discussed in this section. Polishing process
planning is detailed to show how a knowledge-based system is deployed through the
Web application to conduct process planning for the Operation Sheet of problem
cases. It is utilised as an identification to specialise every polishing project based on
stating its key polishing properties or relevant product attributes. Figure 2.7 and
Figure 2.8 show a simplified diagram to demonstrate how the Web application
supports the streamlining procedures of polishing process planning and libraries
management under different modules.

2.5 Knowledge-base Development Methodology
2.5.1 General Framework
A general framework of knowledge-base development is shown in Figure 2.9. The
encoded chromosomes consist of fuzzy rule sets and membership functions. The
internal structure of chromosomes is shown in Figure 2.10.
The generic format of fuzzy rule, Ri, is expressed in the following format.
Ri : IF x1 is A1 and x2 is A2 and … and xn is An
THEN y1 is B1 and … ym is Bm
where
x1, x2, … xn = input variables
y1, y2, … ym = output variables
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Figure 2.7. Process planning flow path of WBPS
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Figure 2.9. Framework of knowledge-base development

A1, A2, … An = fuzzy sets defined in the universe of discourse U1, U2…Un
B1, B2, … Bm = fuzzy sets defined in the universe of discourse U1, U2…Um
Parametric representation of a membership function of a fuzzy set A of a process
parameter P is defined in the following.
MFPA= (A(start), A(righttop), A(lefttop), A(finish))
where
A(start)
A(lefttop)
A(righttop)
A(finish)

= the value on the left-hand side of the membership functions defined in
the universe of discourse of fuzzy set A when u(A(start)) is zero
= the value on the left-hand side of the membership functions defined in
the universe of discourse of fuzzy set A when u(A(lefttop)) is one
= the value on the right-hand side of the membership functions defined
in the universe of discourse of fuzzy set A when u(A(righttop)) is one
= the value on the right-hand side of the membership functions defined
in the universe of discourse of fuzzy set A when u(A(finish)) is zero

In fitness evaluation, the condition part of encoded chromosomes and past data
will be compared to see whether they match or not. If their conditions match, the
resultant parts will be compared. The fitness value will be assigned based on the
proximity of the resultant part of chromosomes and past data. The higher the
proximity of the resultant parts, the higher the fitness value of the chromosome. If
the condition parts do not match, zero fitness values will be assigned. After fitness
evaluation, chromosomes will be selected based on the fitness values for crossover
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and mutation to form a new population. The best chromosome, which contains the
optimal fuzzy rule set and membership functions, will be selected and decoded after
fulfilling the termination criteria. The decoded chromosome will be the optimal
knowledge base for parameter optimisation.

Figure 2.10. Internal structure of chromosomes in generation T

2.5.2 Case Study
2.5.2.1 Problem Description
The polishing process has been widely applied to different product categories.
Products such as ornaments and jewels with polished surfaces could increase their
attractiveness. A polished surface not only increases attractiveness, but also affects
issues related to safety and health. However, the current practice is that the
subjective judgement of polish masters determines polishing parameter settings.
Parameter settings may be different from one to another and they are hard to
express. Therefore, the quality of the surface finish could not be guaranteed. It is
difficult to establish relationships between input parameters and the quality of the
surface finish using the conventional approach as the polishing mechanism is not
clear [2.35]. Fuzzy logic has been applied to model complex systems to determine
outputs, which are known as fuzzy systems, since a knowledge base that consists of
a fuzzy rules set and a membership function set affects the performance of the fuzzy
system. The problem is to develop the best knowledge-base for the polishing process
so that a proper surface finish quality would be determined with a given input.
Intensive research efforts have been focused on the generation of knowledge bases
using genetic algorithms. A number of papers have shown that a genetic algorithm is
a powerful technique for selecting high performance FLC [2.10][2.41]. This has
been applied in industrial processes [2.42], but not yet in the polishing industry.
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The general framework proposed in Section 2.5.1 is used to generate the best
knowledge base using fuzzy logic and genetic algorithms. The implementation of
the proposed framework is described and the flow chart of the case study is shown
in Figure 2.11.

Figure 2.11. Flow chart of case study

2.5.2.2 Framework Implementation
Past data consists of three parts: customer requirement, process parameters and the
output, which is shown in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2. Data structure
Process parameters
material
pressure
wheel speed
feed rate
compound loading
number of passes
type of compound
type of wheel
country of origin
roughness grade

Values
SS304
1 kg
2100 rpm
0.06 m/s
1g
10
RC6
7X8
China
6

customer requirement

process parameters

surface roughness
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Each chromosome consists of 10 fuzzy rules and membership functions. The
genetic pattern of a chromosome is shown as follows:
Genetic patternchromosome = FR1, FR2, … FR10, MFwheelspeed, MFpressure, MFfeedrate,
MFcompoundloading, MFnumberofpasses, MFRGrade6, MFRGrade7
where
FR1
FR2
FR10
MFwheelspeed
MFpressure
MFfeedrate
MFcompoundloading
MFnumberofpasses
MFRGrade6
MFRGrade7

= fuzzy rule 1
= fuzzy rule 2
= fuzzy rule 10
= membership functions for wheel speed
= membership functions for pressure
= membership functions for feed rate
= membership functions for compound loading
= membership functions for number of passes
= membership functions for roughness grade 6
= membership functions for roughness grade 7

For the format of fuzzy rules, input variables are customer requirement and process
parameters and the quality of surface finish for rough polishing, and the output
variables are the fuzzy terms defined in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3. Fuzzy terms for rough polishing
Process parameters
material
pressure
wheel speed
feed rate
compound loading
number of passes
type of compound
type of wheel
country of origin
roughness grade

Range
SS304(1)
low(1)
low(1)
low(1)
low(1)
low(1)
RC6(1)
6X8(1)
China(1)
6(6)

SS316(2)
medium(2)
high(2)
medium(2)
medium(2)
medium(2)
SC8(2)
7X8(2)
Korea(2)
7(7)

SS420(3)
high(3)
high(3)
high(3)
high(3)
SC33(3)
10X8(3)
Japan(3)

customer requirement

process parameters

surface roughness

For the format of membership functions, since all membership functions are
expressed in triangular form, the value of A(lefttop) and A(righttop) will be the same. In
this case study, fuzzy sets for each membership function and the universe of
discourse of each fuzzy set is defined in Table 2.4.
Since each chromosome consists of a fuzzy rule region and a membership
function region, genes in the fuzzy rule region stores the encoded values of input
variables and output variables defined in Table 2.5. The encoded values of genes
stored in the membership functions region are the values of the universe of discourse
defined in Table 2.4.
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Table 2.4. Fuzzy sets for membership functions
Membership functions
MFwheelspeed

Fuzzy sets
high
low

Universe of discourse
2100–2800 rpm
2100–2800 rpm

MFpressure

high
medium
low

1.5–2 kg
1–2 kg
1–1.5 kg

MFfeedrate

high
medium
low

0.06–0.08 m/s
0.04–0.08 m/s
0.04–0.06 m/s

MFcompoundloading

high
medium
low

1–1.3 g
1–2 g
1.5–2 g

MFnumberofpasses

high
medium
low

10–12
8–12
8–10

MFRGrade6

Grade 6

0.04–0.07

MFRGrade7

Grade 7

0.03–0.05

Table 2.5. Encoded values of input and output variables
Parameters
pressure
wheel speed
feed rate
compound loading
number of passes
type of compound
type of wheel
country of origin
roughness

Actual value of data 1
0.5
2800
0.06
1
8
RC6
6X8
China
0.04

Fuzzy terms
low
high
medium
low
medium
RC6
6X8
China
Grade 4

Encoded values
1
3
2
1
2
1
1
1
4

In this stage, data 1 and fuzzy rule 1 from chromosome 1 will be used to
illustrate how the processing stage works.
Step 1: Random Generation of Chromosomes
The first generation of chromosomes are randomly generated within the range
specified in Table 2.3 for fuzzy rules and Table 2.4 for membership functions.
The encoded format of a chromosome would be as follows:
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= [ 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 6, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 2, 7, 1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 2, 1, 3, 3, 1, 7,
1, 1, 1, 1, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 6, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1, 3, 3, 1, 3, 7, 1, 1, 3, 2, 1, 2, 3, 1, 3, 1, 7,
1, 1, 3, 2, 2, 1, 2, 1, 3, 2, 7, 1, 1, 3, 1, 3, 1, 1, 2, 3, 2, 7, 1, 1, 3, 1, 3, 1, 1, 2, 3, 3, 7,
1, 1, 3, 1, 2, 3, 3, 1, 2, 1, 7, 1, 2100.0, 2100.0, 2100.0, 2800.0, 2100.0, 2800.0,
2800.0, 2800.0, 100, 100, 100, 104, 100, 129, 129, 200, 199, 200, 200, 200, 4, 4,
4, 6, 4, 5, 5, 7, 7, 8, 8, 8, 70, 70, 70, 72, 70, 95, 95, 113, 116, 130, 130, 130, 8, 8,
8, 10, 8, 9, 9, 12, 11, 12, 12, 12, 0.04, 0.05, 0.05, 0.07, 0.03, 0.04, 0.04, 0.05]
Step 2: Data Fuzzification and Encoding
For each chromosome, data are converted into fuzzy terms through fuzzification
using the random-generated membership functions stored in that chromosome and
encoded based on Table 2.3. The result of Step 2 is shown in Table 2.4.
Step 3: Comparison of the Fuzzified Data and Fuzzy Rules
The objective of this step is to determine which fuzzy rules are valid through the
comparison of the condition parts of the encoded data 1 determined in Step 1 with
the “IF” part of fuzzy rule 1. The comparison is shown in Table 2.6. The result
showed that fuzzy rule 1 matched with encoded data 1. Their output parts will be
compared in the next step. Otherwise, the fitness value of fuzzy rule 1 will be zero
and data 1 will be compared with the next fuzzy rules in chromosome 1.
Table 2.6. Comparison of encoded data 1 with fuzzy rule 1

pressure
wheel speed
feed rate
compound loading
number of passes
type of compound
type of wheel
country of origin

Encoded data 1
1
3
2
1
2
1
1
1

Encoded fuzzy rule 1
1
3
2
1
2
1
1
1

Step 4: Comparison of the Output Part of the Fuzzy Rule and the Dataset
The output part of the fuzzy rule 1 is then compared with the encoded data 1, which
is shown in Table 2.7.
Table 2.7. Comparison of output parts
Roughness grade
Fuzzified data 1
Fuzzy rule 1

4
5
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Step 5: Computation of the Accuracy of the Fuzzy Rule
The accuracy of fuzzy rules, denoted by A(Ri), is shown as follows:
A(Ri) = 1 

Dr
13

(2.1)

where A(Ri) is the accuracy of fuzzy rule i and Dr is the difference in roughness
grade, e.g. the accuracy of the fuzzy rule 1 after the comparison in Step 3 is:
A(R1) = 1 

(5  4)
= 0.9166
13

Step 3 and Step 4 are repeated for the other fuzzy rules.
Step 6: Determination of the Amount of Data Covered by Chromosomes
Valid fuzzy rules are summarised and the summarised rule is used to determine the
amount of data covered by chromosomes. The percentage of coverage of the
chromosomes, denoted by Ci is determined by the following formula:
Ci =

number of data matched with summarised rule by chromosome i
number of data

(2.2)

Assume that the total number of data is 20 and the number of data matched with the
summarised rule is 9 in chromosome 1. The percentage of coverage of chromosome
1 is:
C1 =

9
u 100% = 45%
20

Step 7: Determining Fitness Values of Chromosomes
Fuzzy accuracy and the data coverage are also taken into consideration in the design
of fitness functions. Since the accuracy of rules affects the summarised rule, higher
weight will be assigned in the fitness evaluation. The fitness function, denoted by
F(i), is defined in the following:
F(i) = (average of accuracy of fuzzy rules)u0.7 + (data coverage)u0.3

(2.3)

Assume that the average accuracy of fuzzy rules in chromosome 1 is 70% and the
data coverage of the chromosome 1 is 50%. Therefore, the fitness of chromosome 1
is shown in the following:
F(1) = 70u0.7 + 50u0.3 = 64

and the maximum fitness is 100.
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Steps 3 to 7 are repeated for the fitness evaluation of the other chromosomes.
Step 8 will be performed until all the fitness values of chromosomes are determined.
Step 8: Checking the Termination Criteria
Termination criteria are used to determine whether the evolution process should be
terminated or not. In this case study, the number of generations is used as a
termination criterion. If the current number of generations does not exceed the
termination criterion, Step 9 will be needed. Otherwise, Step 10 will be performed to
decode the best chromosome among the population.
Step 9: Crossover and Mutation
Chromosomes are selected for crossover and mutation based on the fitness values so
that a new generation of chromosomes can be formed in this step. After Step 9,
Steps 3 to 7 will be repeated for this generation.
Step 10: Chromosome Decoding
If the current number of generations equals the number specified in the termination
criterion, the best chromosome will be selected among the population and decoded.
The decoded chromosome represents the optimal fuzzy rules and membership
functions.

2.6 Results and Discussions
The Jgap package, which is written in Java, has been used to develop the program
based on the methodology. Since the number of generations affects the total
computation time, the number of generations is set to 50, 100, 150, and 200. The
graph of fitness values against total number of generations is plotted, which is
shown in Figure 2.12.
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Figure 2.12. Fitness values versus the number of generations
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According to Figure 2.12, fitness values for the generations after 100 are more or
less the same. In the consideration of the computation time and accuracy, the
termination criterion is 100. Two generalised rules were generated. They are verified
through the comparison of the generalised rule and data. It was found that 78% of
the data can be classified by the rules.
The performance of the system can be improved by two factors. The first factor
is the amount of data. Since the number of variables involved in a rough polishing
process is very large, generalised rules will be more concise and precise if the
system can get more data. The second factor is the number of rules for each
chromosome. There is a trade-off between the number of rules, the data coverage
and the computation time. If the number of rules increases, the percentage of data
coverage will be increased but computation time will be longer and vice versa. In
the future development, it is necessary to design a methodology to determine the
optimal number of rules for each chromosome. The optimal number of rules is the
compromise between the data coverage and the computation time.

2.7 Conclusions
This chapter introduced a Web-based framework for provision of a collaborative
system of polishing product and process analysis, and knowledge-base development.
It is not unusual to see that there are many polishing companies following humandependent work in many manufacturing activities, where the processes are actually
based on personal knowledge and the experience of technicians. A Web-based portal
system (WBPS) is developed to deliver a Web application system to conduct online
polishing process planning, with a framework model to support knowledge sharing,
retrieval, adaptation, and optimisation. The WBPS is constituted of four modules:
Manual Planner, Repository, Business Case and AutoPlanner, these modules
perform different planning and sharing functions to achieve product development
and library construction. These special properties have been integrated and adopted
in various complex systems for polishing problem solving. In particular, the
optimisation mechanism of WBPS is such a sophisticated system that could
potentially be used to design and represent polishing solutions as an applicable
project paradigm when new projects are launched.
This research work aims at developing a Web-based generic system to provide
effective instantaneous knowledge coordination in streamlining the polishing
product and process, and in presenting the enterprises with a single point of access
to their knowledge assets. WBPS is able to respond and behave adaptively in a
dynamic environment to tackle polishing problems. Polishing enterprises can
structure their precious polishing knowledge through effective and user-friendly
Web system interfaces, and process the intellectual polishing solution accordingly.
Enterprise management can easily target and acquire the correct polishing
information where this information is stored in Repository. It allows users to share
valuable information among individuals, project groups, departments, companies
and even the whole industry on a real-time basis, depending on the necessity of
manufacturing progress. Therefore, our Web-based portal system represents a
generic distributed control framework, where the need for an optimal process
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planning can be truly fulfilled by the Intelligent Decision Support Mechanism of
WBPS within a short period of time. All these are believed to award the companies
using WBPS a competitive advantage. With implementation of this online polishing
application system, not only the polishing enterprises can be benefited to facilitate a
better utilisation of existing knowledge and new product development, but also it
enables strong information-retrieval capabilities and key information exploration.
Regarding the knowledge-base development, a general framework for the
construction of a knowledge base was developed and it has been implemented in the
polishing process. Results showed that the classification result was satisfactory.
With a proper knowledge base, it is expected that proper parameter settings could be
extracted with given the required surface finishes. In addition, parameter settings
could be kept permanently, they could be accessed at anytime and therefore the
quality of surface finish would be consistent even though skillful polishing masters
retire. Furthermore, through the Web-based system, technical opinions could also be
delivered online to manufacturers quickly so that production lead-time could be
shortened to increase competitiveness.
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Abstract
Efficient utilisation of both design geometry information and process information is at the
heart of modern CAPP systems. The need to consider them both in development and
implementation of process planning algorithms and optimisation is the focus of this chapter.
The chapter describes a framework for integration of process information in the form of rulebased process selection with geometry data in the form of virtual machining. A rule-based
process selection module considers the part geometry and tolerances, and identifies a set of
machining processes, tools, and/or machines needed to produce the feature with the required
quality. Each selected process candidate is sent to a virtual machining module, which uses the
process data and part geometry to generate a virtual machining model and simulates the
process in a virtual 3D world enabling the users to verify the process parameters, identify any
undesired part/tool collisions, and create an intermediate workpiece geometry required for
fixture design. The virtual machining model also enables ranking of alternative candidates for
the same feature and verification of the sequence of processes required for a single feature.
Procedures and algorithms for both process selection and virtual machining and approaches
for their integration are demonstrated on several complex mechanical parts.

3.1 Introduction
This chapter describes development of an integrative distributed process planning
system IMPlanner. The integrative system consists of several independent or semiindependent modules, each performing a particular task in product development
(some examples of modules are feature modelling, feature recognition, tolerance
modelling, process selection, machine selection, cost estimation, sequencing, and
cell formation). In this chapter the focus is on a rule-based process selection module
and a virtual machining module, and methods for their integration. The data
generated by the process selection module is the rudimentary data required by the
virtual machining module. These modules may exchange data in several ways:
through file interface (one module writes a file and the other reads it), database
interface (both modules access the same database), object interface (the modules
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exchange objects using CORBA), XML interface (the modules exchange tagged text
streams), or inter-process communication (remote method invocation, RMI).
This chapter is organised into several sections describing algorithms and
procedures developed in modules and implemented in IMPlanner prototype. Section
3.2 describes the overall architecture of an IMPlanner prototype with the emphasis
on the process selection and virtual machining modules. Section 3.3 describes the
procedures for knowledge-based process selection and their implementation in two
prototypes: Lisp-based 3I-PP and a newer version, a Java-based, rule-based process
selector (RBPS) within IMPlanner. The knowledge representation, rule development
and integration with a rule-based engine Jess are explained. Section 3.4 is devoted to
a description of the virtual machining module. Virtual machining of selected process
is achieved by using a Java 3D tool for development of animated, shaded virtual 3D
models. The virtual machining procedure, which consists of developing geometric,
kinematic and animation models, is described. Section 3.5 emphasises integrative
properties of the approach by describing several different integration mechanisms
between process selection and virtual machining. Section 3.6 provides a few stepby-step examples that demonstrate developed procedures and the prototype. Section
3.7 provides comparison of this work with related research. Section 3.8 provides the
conclusions, and the chapter ends with a list of references.

3.2 IMPlanner Architecture
IMPlanner is a manufacturing planning prototype system [3.1] developed at Ohio
University with the purpose of providing an integrative framework for development
of process planning procedures and their integration into overall manufacturing
planning. Data flow within the IMPlanner system for process selection and virtual
machining is shown in Figure 3.1. The dark shaded modules represent outside
software tools. Two modules shown by a sharp rectangle (with light grey shadow) in
the middle represent a process plan representation model. The rounded rectangles
without grey shadow represent modules that are being described in this chapter,
namely RBPS (rule-based process selection) and IVM (IMPlanner virtual
machining). Sharp rectangles on arrows represent interfaces utilised between
different modules. It is important to note here that, due to software development
tools selected for this system (namely, Java, JNI, and XML), all of these modules
(existing and those under development) may exist on different computers with
various operating systems, and on geographically distant locations.
Process plan representation is a key component of the system. It includes two
related segments, a machining feature model and a process plan model, which
interact in process selection. These models (as in other data models) are built using
object-oriented modelling. Characteristics of object modelling such as data
encapsulation, inheritance and method overloading are utilised. The feature model
provides a link to the geometry model of the CAD system and contains references to
the part geometry. The process plan model consists of a hierarchical semantic
network that includes various entities required for representing process plans.
Existing systems for design (CAD), and process planning (CAPP) and databases
are being linked into the system in order to utilise existing design, planning and
data-management expertise. For example, any system need related to geometric
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computations on solid model may be satisfied by a CAD system (the current
prototype is built for Unigraphics); tool, machine and cutting-parameter databases
can be provided by a variety of tools (MS Access, Oracle, MySQL, XML, etc.).

Figure 3.1. Architecture of the IMPlanner system

A high-level scenario for integration of process selection and virtual machining
is shown by arrows in Figure 3.1. Part and stock designs are given as CAD models
developed using a Unigraphics package. The part model is developed using featurebased design and utilised Unigraphics built-in form features. The stock model is
given as a solid with planar faces such that the part solid model is a 3D subset of the
stock solid model. The prototype currently does not check for these conditions,
because stock design is outside the scope of the system. Both CAD models are
imported into IMPlanner, and the machining feature model for the part is built by
mapping form features into corresponding manufacturing features. The machining
feature model is sent to either the 3I-PP system or RBPS module using appropriate
data conversion. For 3I-PP, custom-defined schemas are created and sent using
inter-process communication (IPC) and sockets. For RBPS, module facts are
asserted using Jess API. Both of the process selection systems consider each feature
individually, select appropriate manufacturing processes, verify capabilities and
send them back to IMPlanner to build a process plan model. Virtual machining
receives each manufacturing process object and generates the corresponding virtual
world model using Java 3D. A virtual world model consists of: (a) a stock, tool, and
feature geometric model; (b) a kinematic synchronisation model between workpiece
and tool, and (c) an animation model that defines behaviours and transformation of
geometric models in the virtual world to perform virtual machining.
This scenario can be executed in distributed or integrated applications, with the
capability of displaying and verifying each of the steps and displaying each
individual object in both the machining feature model and the process plan model
upon request of a user.
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3.3 Knowledge-based Process Selection
Process selection is that part of the process planning task in which a set of
alternative processes is selected for a given feature [3.2]. The process selection
module performs the following tasks for each feature: a) verification that the process
candidate can satisfy the dimensional-tolerance and surface-finish requirements for
the feature in full or partially, b) selection of multiple processes for a given feature
when it is necessary to satisfy the design requirements, i.e. when a single process
cannot produce the feature completely, c) selection of machining processes for a
composite feature, d) specification of machine and tool constraints for processing of
the feature by the machining process, and e) computation or estimation of machining
time and cost for the process candidates.
In our approach we have developed two alternative process selection modules.
The first module is part of the 3I-PP system [3.3], which utilised an object-oriented
representation of process knowledge in terms of frames and schemas, and executed
the process selection module as the first phase of integrative process plan
development. The module is capable of selecting multiple processes required for
individual features, both alternative processes (of which only one needs to be
selected, for example, end milling or side milling of slots) and sequential processes
(in which all processes have to be utilised, for example rough and finish milling of
slots and pockets, or drilling and reaming for holes).
The new procedure for process selection has been developed as RBPS module in
IMPlanner prototype using the idea of knowledge-based process selection from 3IPP. However, this procedure has been implemented as a rule-based system in order
to utilise separation of knowledge and inference and to allow incremental system
development. While the basic procedure has remained the same, the implementation
of the rule-based system involved several issues: knowledge representation, process
selection rules, and the execution of the process selection procedure.
This section describes knowledge representation for the RBPS module, rules that
utilise that knowledge in selecting processes for individual features, knowledge
database, and the rule execution procedure that integrates Jess into IMPlanner.
3.3.1 Knowledge Representation
Process selection knowledge consists of three kinds of information (knowledge): 1)
knowledge of applicable machining processes for different feature types, 2)
knowledge about capabilities of individual manufacturing processes with respect to
tolerance and surface finish, and 3) precedence requirements for different
manufacturing processes.
Knowledge of applicable machining processes for various feature types relates to
the understanding of process kinematics and physics and their relationships to the
geometry of machining features. This knowledge is described in various
manufacturing handbooks [3.4][3.5]. It may be of a general nature, as in those
handbooks, or it may be specialised for each individual factory or manufacturing
equipment. For example, it is a well-known fact that various drilling, boring and
turning operations may be used to produce holes, and that prismatic features
(meaning planar faces) are usually produced by milling operations. This knowledge
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is represented in a computer by utilising object-oriented programming and building
a semantic net of manufacturing related entities [3.6]. The extent to which this
semantic net is implemented defines the scope of the domain of the process selection
module. The IMPlanner prototype contains the knowledge for machining of
prismatic parts, though the principal procedure may be extended to other processes.
The machining features included in the knowledge base are shown in Figure 3.2 and
the machining process hierarchy is shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.2. Hierarchy of features covered by IMPlanner

Figure 3.3. Machining process hierarchy in IMPlanner

Process capability data used in this project are based on publicly available data
(from handbooks) collected in the USC/NIST project [3.7] for hole-making and
milling capabilities. The standard-practice data related to tolerance and surface-
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finish capabilities have been collected and implemented into the IMPlanner system.
The small portion of the data used in the process selection module is shown in Table
3.1 (from [3.8]). It may be noted that some values are constant, while for some of
them, the actual process capability depends on the feature dimensions, and the value
is given by the formula (e.g. negative tolerance for twist drilling), which poses an
additional requirement in the implementation.
Precedence requirements for manufacturing processes are based on the following
data of a feature: stock, dimensions, specified tolerances and relations between them
(e.g. true position versus straightness for holes). These requirements are mentioned
as process selection rules in [3.9]. The process precedence data have been
implemented in the form of a graph, shown in Figure 3.4. The graph is traversed
from the initially selected process for a feature if all specified tolerances are not
satisfied by the process. The traversal is recursive until tolerances are satisfied, or
the RBPS module decides that a feature can not be made using stored knowledge.
Table 3.1. Process capability data
Parameter
Smallest T.D.
Largest T.D.
Negative tol.
Positive tol.
Straightness
Roundness
Parallelism
Depth limit
True position
Surface finish
Perpendicularity
Flatness
Angularity

Twist-drill

Reaming

0.0625
2
0.007 * D 0.5
0.007 * D 0.5 + 0.003
0.005 * (L/D) 3 + 0.002
0.004
0.001 * (L/D) 3+ 0.003
12D
0.008
100

0.0625
4
0.0004
0.0004
0.0001
0.0005
0.01
16D
0.01
16
0.01

Boring
0.375
10
0.0003
0.0003
0.0005
0.0005
0.001
9D
0.0001
8
0.001

2.75
20

Center drilling

Peripheral
Endmilling
milling
4
3/16
18
4

0.002–0.001

0.004

0.001

0.0015

50–30

50–30
0.001
0.001

0.001
0.001

HOLE
STARTING

Face milling

60–50

SLOT/POCKET
Spot drilling

Plunging

Rough end milling
MAKING

Twist drilling

Spade drilling

Boring

End drilling

Gun drilling

Side milling

Precision boring

Semi-finish milling

IMPROVING
Reaming

FINISHING

Finish milling

Honing

Grinding

Face milling

Lapping

Optional precedence
Required precedence

Figure 3.4. Manufacturing process precedence graph
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The process capability and precedence knowledge have been implemented into
an XML file with process classes implemented inside the IMPlanner package. For
example, edu.ohiou.implanner.processes.TwistDrilling is a Java class that represents
the twist-drilling process. The segment of the knowledge-base XML file is shown in
Figure 3.5. It is clear that process capability data that require individual feature
dimensions (diameter and depth) are stored as formulas for direct use by inference
engine. The figure shows process knowledge for twist drilling (Table 3.1 and Figure
3.4) and a few data items read as follows: twist drilling precedes boring, precision
boring and reaming operations; the largest hole that can be made by twist drilling is
2 in (50.8 mm); parallelism tolerance that twist drilling can achieve depends on the
hole dimension and is given by the formula (0.003 + 0.001*(l/d)3), and so on.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
- <ProcessRelation>
- <edu.ohiou.implanner.processes.TwistDrilling>
<precedes>edu.ohiou.implanner.processes.Boring</precedes>
<precedes>edu.ohiou.implanner.processes.PrecisionBoring</precedes>
<precedes>edu.ohiou.implanner.processes.Reaming</precedes>
<Parameter smallestToolDiameter="0.0625" />
<Parameter largestToolDiameter="2.0" />
<Parameter negativeTolerance="(* 0.007 (sqrt ?dia ))" />
<Parameter positiveTolerance="(+ (*0.007 (sqrt ?dia)) 0.003)" />
<Parameter straightness="(+ (*0.005 (** (/ ?depth ?dia) 3)) 0.002)" />
<Parameter roundness="0.004" />
<Parameter parallelism="(+ (* (** (/ ?depth ?dia) 3) 0.001) 0.003)" />
<Parameter perpendicularity="(+ (* (** (/ ?depth ?dia) 3) 0.001) 0.003)" />
<Parameter Depth="(* 12 ?dia)" />
<Parameter truePosition="0.008" />
<Parameter surfaceFinish="100.0" />
</edu.ohiou.implanner.processes.TwistDrilling>
+ <edu.ohiou.implanner.processes.EndDrilling>
+ <edu.ohiou.implanner.processes.Boring>

Figure 3.5. Process capability knowledge base in XML format

Information from the knowledge-base XML file is parsed using a Java SAX
parser into memory representation as the process precedence graph and as attributes
for each machining process.
3.3.2 Process Selection Rules
Utilisation of the process selection knowledge is often given in the form of rules.
For example, for manufacturing of holes it is necessary to ([3.9], p. 230):
“1. Check the core making processes (twist drilling, spade drilling, and end
milling); matching the surface requirements with the process capabilities for
each process. Do not use end milling if the surface ends in a taper.
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10. Check boring for conditions not met by the core making processes. If this
succeeds, list this as the process after core process in an alternate series and
exit.”
Therefore, it appears very natural to use the same paradigm (rule-based systems)
to implement the process selection reasoning into CAPP system. We have used rulebased production system approach [3.10] for developing and implementing process
selection module RBPS. Rule-based programming is an AI approach for problem
solving that separates reasoning from knowledge and data (Figure 3.6). Four major
components of a rule-based system are: knowledge base (production memory1), data
base (working memory), inference engine (algorithm), and knowledge acquisition.

Figure 3.6. Rule-based systems architecture

Production memory consists of a set of rules that are completely independent of
each other; rule execution is controlled by data, not by program flow. Rules
represent localised pieces of knowledge as shown in the above example. A rule is
fired (executed) when all condition patterns match and at that point the right side of
the rule (action) is executed, which usually results in modification of the working
memory to allow other rules execution. Working memory is a set of facts that are
subject of reasoning. Facts are used as patterns to satisfy rule conditions, and rule
execution modifies working memory (rules may add, delete or modify facts). The
inference engine is the component that controls the rule-based system execution. It
is done through a match-select-execute loop, where the match step performs pattern
matching from working memory into the LHS of rules in order to determine which
rules can be fired, the select step orders rules that can be fired according to the
control strategy and select the one to be executed, and the execute step performs an
action from the RHS of the selected rule. After the selected rule is fired, the
execution steps are repeated and the loop runs as long as there are rules to be fired.
The production memory or rule base for process planning is usually developed
separately for each phase in process planning. These groups of rules are the
following:
1

Terminology used in explaining production systems is usual in AI research.
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1. Rules for relationships between features define precedence relations that
determine which feature should be machined after which. These rules
consider spatial, quality and tolerance relations between features and restrict
their manufacturing order.
2. Rules for selection of processes define machining processes that may be
used for manufacturing the feature, and create the corresponding operations.
3. Rules for selection of machines and tools use previously defined operations
for the feature and knowledge-base that associate processes to machines and
tools to select the appropriate machine and tool for a given operation.
4. Rules for selection of a resting face choose the appropriate orientation and
corresponding faces of a part as the basis for fixture design by checking the
machine toolhead orientation.
5. Rules for process sequencing define the order of machining based on feature
precedence.
This chapter addresses the rules in groups 2 and 3, while group 1 belongs to
feature recognition and modelling, and groups 4 and 5 belong to setup planning and
sequencing, with all three of them being outside the scope of this chapter. The
process selection knowledge described in Section 3.3.1 has been coded into a rule
set using Jess language [3.11]. An example of rules developed to capture the process
selection procedure is shown in Figure 3.7. This rule can be interpreted to execute
the following reasoning: if there exists a fact of template feature in working memory
with name ?f1 that is of type slot with status input, such that its quality is less than
or equal to 30, then modify its (?f ) status to process and assert two new facts of
template operation, one for the end-milling-slotting process and another for the sidemilling process, link them with feature ?f1, make them mutually exclusive (options
or) and require another processing due to high quality (cut is set to double).
(defrule slot2.fine
?f <- (feature (name ?f1) (type slot) (status input) (quality ?quality&: (<= ?quality 30)))
=>
(modify ?f (status process))
(assert (operation (feature ?f1) (process end-milling-slotting) (cut double) (options or)))
(assert (operation (feature ?f1) (process side-milling) (cut double) (options or)))
)

Figure 3.7. Rule for selection of slot manufacturing processes

Implementation of such rules for all manufacturing process selection situations
from groups 2 and 3 mentioned above results in the rule base for that task. We have
implemented such a rule base (with a total of 32 rules for various feature/process/
tool/machine combinations) in the initial development of the system in order to
verify all processing and reasoning requirements. However, such a rule base carries
the knowledge about process capabilities in itself. For example, a value of 30 Pin for
capability for slot quality is hard-coded in the above rule. Any change in knowledge,
for example in cases where manufacturing improves (resulting in better capability),
would require recoding of this rule. In order to accommodate further separation of
knowledge and reasoning, the final rule-based prototype was extended such that
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rules provide a general reasoning mechanism, and that knowledge is read from XML
into working memory, and some reasoning is performed by supporting functions.
In the extended prototype, rules for the process selection have been grouped into
the following groups:
1.

Rules for process consideration, which, based on feature dimensions and
tolerances, decide which processes to consider:
• If the hole has cast diameter, consider hole improving directly.
• If the hole requires tight true position tolerance, apply SpotDrilling first.
• If the slot is closed, consider only end milling; if it is open, consider both
end and side milling.
2. Rules for capability testing, which test each individual tolerance requirement
and decide if there is a complete match, a partial match or no match:
• If the match is partial, accept the process and create an in-process feature
(with unsatisfied tolerances) with processes from precedence.
• If the match is complete, accept the process but do not expand the hole
feature into an in-process feature.
• If there is no match, still create an in-process feature (for this case, logic
may depend on the process, but further processing is not performed in
the current prototype).
3. Rules for tool, machine and cutting parameter selection, which select the
machine and tool appropriate for the process based on feature dimensions,
and select cutting parameters from the database.
These improved rules have also been implemented in Jess language with an
example shown in Figure 3.8. This rule for process complete match may be read in
plain English language as: “For hole ?jh, process capability ?pc for process
?processName, and process/feature relation with status of 1 (COMPLETE
MATCH), modify the process/feature relation status to 5 (SOLVED), create a new
process instance of the ?processName class on feature ?jh, add this instance to the
part ?part, and delete (retract) the in-process feature ?nf ”. The corresponding rules
for the above-described situations have been implemented.
(defrule SelectHMProcessCompleteMatch
?jh <- (Hole (mayBeMachinedBy ?mbmb)(processes ?processList)
(OBJECT ?o) (featureName ?fName) (partModel ?part))
?pc <- (ProcessCapability (name ?processName) (OBJECT ?pcObj))
?nf <- (Hole (OBJECT ?nfObj))
?do <- (ProcessFeatureRelation (oldFeature ?jh) (newFeature ?nf) (processCap ?pc) (status 1))
=>
(modify ?do (status 5))
(bind ?processInstance (createProcessInstance ?jh ?processName))
(addProcessToPart ?part ?processInstance)
(retract ?nf)
)

Figure 3.8. Rule for process complete match in extended RBPS

The procedure for process selection in Jess is illustrated on a single slot feature.
A rule-based engine requires data for slot and part in the form of facts given in
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Figure 3.9. Two facts are asserted, one for the part data giving the part material
(carbon steel) and its stock dimensions (16u12u8 in), and another for the feature
giving its type (slot), normal (z-pos), dimensions (width = 1.0, depth = 1.0 and
length = 7.5), quality (50) and status (input).
(assert (part (name scfdemo04) (material CarbonSteel) (batch-size 1000.0)
(x-dim 16) (y-dim 12) (z-dim 8)))
(assert (feature (name rs12) (type slot) (normal z-pos) (dim1 1.0) (dim2 1.0) (dim3 7.5)
(status input) (quality 50)))

Figure 3.9. Fact assertion for a slot feature

The feature status “input” triggers the rule execution (shown in Figure 3.10) that
demonstrates that slot1.rough rule was executed for the feature creating two
alternative processes (side-milling and end-milling-slotting), and reasoning for both
processes is completed by selecting tool, machine, cutting parameters and
calculating the processing time, as seen in the list of facts after execution.
Jess> (run)
FIRE 1 MAIN::slot1.rough f-32
FIRE 2 MAIN::rule-mach f-32, f-31, f-34, f-1, f-0
FIRE 3 MAIN::tool-rule3 f-32, f-34, f-11
FIRE 4 MAIN::calc-mach-time-side-milling f-31, f-34, f-0, f-32, f-11, f-26
FIRE 5 MAIN::calc-mach-cost f-34, f-11, f-0
FIRE 6 MAIN::emsm-complete f-32, f-34, f-11
FIRE 7 MAIN::rule-mach f-32, f-31, f-33, f-4, f-0
FIRE 8 MAIN::tool-rule5 f-32, f-33, f-7
FIRE 9 MAIN::calc-mach-time-end-milling-slotting-slot f-31, f-33, f-0, f-32, f-7, f-28
FIRE 10 MAIN::calc-mach-cost f-33, f-7, f-0
FIRE 11 MAIN::ems-complete f-32, f-33, f-7
11
Jess> (facts)
f-31 (MAIN::part (material CarbonSteel) (x-dim 16) (y-dim 12) (z-dim 8) (batch-size 1000.0))
f-32 (MAIN::feature (name rs12) (type slot) (quality 50) (tolerance nil) (normal z-pos)
(slope 0) (dim1 1.0) (dim2 1.0) (dim3 7.5) (diam03 0) (status process))
f-33 (MAIN::operation (feature rs12) (process end-milling-slotting) (cut single)
(options or) (machine ML100) (tool T510) (op-time 2.81) (cost 3.66))
f-34 (MAIN::operation (feature rs12) (process side-milling) (cut single) (options or)
(machine ML100) (tool T630) (op-time 0.72) (cost 0.94))

Figure 3.10. Rule execution of process selection for slot

3.3.3 Knowledge Base/Database
Our database consists of three segments: (a) a machine database that includes
information for machines available for process planning (the attributes needed for
process planning are provided for each machine); (b) a tool database that includes
available tools for manufacturing (we extended tools from the previous research
prototype RTCAPP [3.12] by introducing more tools made of different tool
materials to cover a variety of scenarios); and (c) a cutting-parameter database that
includes suggested speed and feed data for the processes under consideration and
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combinations of part and tool materials. A small database has been implemented in
XML format, but the system can also be connected to other databases.
3.3.4 Integration of Rule Execution Engine into IMPlanner
Interactions between the rule inference engine, knowledge base, and feature model
in IMPlanner, as well as execution of the process selection procedure are shown in
Figure 3.11. The execution starts by importing features from the CAD model and
creating corresponding Java objects in memory space. After that, process capability
knowledge base is loaded into the inference engine. The next step is loading of rule
base into the inference engine and creation of a Rete network. Then comes the
creation of facts from feature Java objects. After that, the inference engine is run and
the cycle explained earlier in Section 3.3.2 is executed as long as there are rules to
be fired. During this procedure, process facts and their corresponding process plan
model objects are created, which is the result of the inference. During the inference,
the necessary in-process features are created in order to govern the needs for
multiple processes on a single design feature. The execution of this inference engine
will be shown in a complex example in Section 3.6.

Figure 3.11. Execution diagram for process selection procedure

3.4 Virtual Machining of Milling Operations
Virtual machining is a method for verification of machining operations by providing
a visual feedback to manufacturing engineers to enable a better understanding of
relationships between various data items for the selected operation, for example
possible intersection between tool and stock in non-cutting region, gauging of tool
and fixtures, and so on. Our focus in virtual machining is on the geometric relations
between the stock, tool and feature and it results in their synchronisation to create a
virtual machining process and generate intermediate geometry. A virtual machining
model is developed and implemented through three steps (Figure 3.12): (a)
geometric model, (b) kinematic model, and (c) animation model. These models are
explained in the rest of this section.
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Figure 3.12. Three models for virtual machining

3.4.1 Geometric Model
The geometric model provides a geometric representation of the tool, the workpiece
and the feature. All these components are represented as geometric objects in 3D
Euclidean space using a simplified boundary representation of solid objects to
represent coordinate points, lines and surfaces in 3-dimensional space.
The workpiece (or stock) is represented using a polyhedron with planar faces.
The stock model can be imported from a CAD model, or it is generated from a
parameterised box. The current implementation covers stocks with planar faces, and
curved surfaces are not considered due to the extensive geometric computations
involved in representing these surfaces. The topological information of the points in
the model maintains the closed solid volume [3.13] for the stock. The point set and
topological relations between individual points completely describe the stock shape
and they constitute its geometric model. The solid representation is based on
polygon-based boundary model data structures [3.14] that is implemented using the
coordinate point data array and the topology through an index array, the utilities
available in Java 3D [3.15].
Feature models are based on feature parameters. The feature may have a fixed
number of parameters (dimensions, position), or a variable number of parameters
(like number of curves in its profile). Features are represented in parametric form,
which is based on research results in feature modelling and feature recognition, and
from this parametric form a geometric model is computed. The set of features
machinable by end-milling processes may be represented with the following types:
slots, grooves, pockets, profiles.
Current implementation of virtual machining module includes slots and pockets.
For each feature type a set of parameters that completely describe the feature has
been defined. The reader is directed to [3.16][3.17] for complete specifications. As
an illustration, Figure 3.13 shows the definition of an open blind pocket. The open
blind pocket has these parameters: 1) a profile (usually floor profile), 2) a normal n,
3) local reference point P0, 4) corner radius r, and 5) bottom distance bd. Figure
3.13(a) shows the open blind pocket, with its normal in the positive z-direction
n=(0,0,1), and profile A-B-C-D-E. The pocket’s geometric model is computed from
its parametric definition and stock’s solid model by extending pocket faces and lines
to intersect with the stock faces. Application of the algorithm described in [3.17]
that generates the pocket’s delta volume from stock is shown in Figure 3.13(b).
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Figure 3.13. Open blind pocket: (a) pocket parameters, (b) geometry model

The tool geometric model is created to represent a tool as a hollow cylinder that
moves in 3D space and interacts with the stock to perform machining. The tool
geometry is aligned with the feature geometry such that the tool swept volume
generates the feature faces. This model is shown in Figure 3.14. The cutting-edge
surface is represented by a hollow cylinder that generates a rectangular surface after
it is projected on the part’s face along the feed vector. The combination of this
projection surface with the feed vector direction, which intersects with the delta
volume during transformation, generates the swept volume.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.14. End-milling process: (a) tool sweep, (b) tool-path parameters

3.4.2 Kinematic Model
The kinematic model is a schematic representation of the interaction between the
tool and workpiece, as mentioned in the previous section. It encapsulates the
changing geometry of the workpiece due to the relative motion between the tool and
stock. The kinematic model is developed in three steps: feature and stock face
classification and segmentation, tool-path generation, and tool-path classification.
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In order to perform cutting, the tool needs to be properly positioned with respect
to the stock, and its initial location should be computed. The tool location
calculation, which is based on the feature and stock parameters, links the tool and
stock geometry models to generate the feature model. The line segment formed by
these limiting points (start and end points) is called the tool path and forms the tool
movement profile during machining. Figure 3.14(b) shows an example of a slot that
&
&
is specified by a point on its central plane (P), normal vector ( N ), sweep vector ( S )
and the bottom distance from point P (bd), and corresponding tool-path parameters.
During motion along this tool path, the tool modifies some of the workpiece
surfaces and generates an intermediate geometry. Therefore, it is necessary to
classify stock faces as static and dynamic and identify the way feature faces are
generated. Face classification is illustrated in Figure 3.15. It is clear that the stock
top face is a dynamic face, which can be segmented into three parts: two sides that
are not modified, and the slot top face, which is removed by machining. Also, all
slot faces are generated during the milling process. Similar analysis is performed for
pocket milling with the difference being that each tool path needs to be considered
separately.

Figure 3.15. Face classification for slot milling

For machining a pocket, a list of tool-path segments needs to be computed both
within the workpiece and while engaging the workpiece to extrapolate the motion of
the tool. For pockets, end milling requires generation of tool-path segments. We
have applied the well-known zig-zag method using offset procedures from [3.18] for
generation of tool paths from the pocket geometry.
The animation of the workpiece along the tool path depends on the type of toolpath motion. Several cases need to be considered. For example, if the tool path
segment starts outside the stock and ends outside the stock, the tool-path movement
would result in the generation of a rectangular open slot. However, for milling of an
open pocket, the first tool path should start outside and end inside. For two of these
cases, changes of intermediate geometry happen in different ways, because for a
pocket the tool must not leave the workpiece. In general, any tool-path segment may
be classified based on whether the tool’s initial and final locations are inside or
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outside of the stock. This leads to four cases, as illustrated in Figure 3.16:
startoutside_endinside (“AB”), startoutside_endoutside (“EF”), startinside_endinside
(“BC”) and startinside_endoutside (“CD”). These four tool-path-segment cases may
further be classified based on the orientation of the workpiece entry or exit face and
the tool’s orientation. Illustration of this classification is shown in Figure 3.16(b).
The trapezoid represents the stock for machining, the full arrow represents the
sweep vector, and the hollow arrow represents the tool axis. The angle between the
tool axis and the entry and exit face normal defines engagement and disengagement
topology. When the tool axis is parallel to a stock face (front face in the figure), tool
engagement/disengagement happens along a line of contact; when the axis is not
parallel (the case of the back face), tool engagement/disengagement happens at a
single point that needs to be calculated. These cases are classified as parallel
start/end, bottom start/end, and top start/end. Each of these cases requires different
calculation of the engagement/disengagement topology, with a detailed explanation
given in [3.16][3.19].

E
Slot
Pocket

B

Front Face : Parallel_Start
Back Face : Bottom_Start

A

D
C

Stock

F

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.16. Tool-path classifications: (a) in-out classes, (b) orientation classes

3.4.3 Animation Model
Animation of a single tool path consists of four major steps: (1) displaying the tool
motion according to the cutting parameters (feed and speed), (2) displaying the
feature generation when the tool is engaging with the workpiece, (3) displaying the
moving feature surfaces as the tool progresses, and (4) displaying the opening of the
feature when machining is being completed. In Step (1), the tool geometry, cylinder,
is translated along the tool-path’s trajectory giving a notion of its interaction with
the workpiece geometry. This movement needs to be synchronised with the
modifying workpiece geometry at that time instant. The workpiece geometry
modifications are carried out by combination of the three steps (2), (3) and (4).
In order to animate workpiece modification, time instants when the topology of
the workpiece geometry changes need to be computed. We explored the tool-path
time interval and decided to linearly interpolate the geometry between the two
instants of changing topology. As a result, Figure 3.17 shows the relation between
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tool motion and corresponding time instants. Various subintervals “a”, “b”, “c” …
“i”, computed from the tool’s initial location for the top start approach, represent the
fraction of the total machining time from the beginning of the process. The fractions
are “a”: the time until the tool touches the workpiece; “b”: the time needed to create
a half-circle on the top face; “c”: the time until the tool’s bottom cutting edge
touches the entry face; “d”: the time needed to create a half-circle at the bottom of
the feature; “i”: the time after all faces are created and the tool is completely
engaged; “e”: the time interval for opening the top back face; “f”: the time before the
feature bottom is open; “g”: the time interval for opening the bottom back face; and
“h”: the time interval for moving away from the workpiece. For each of the
identified time instants, the corresponding geometry of the workpiece is computed
and triangulation is performed using Java 3D utilities. Interpolation of geometry
changes between these time instants (or for each time interval “a” to “h”) is
performed using linear morphing of the shape in Java 3D. The morphing geometry
models are included into a virtual world scene graph to perform animation.

Figure 3.17. Total machining time and workpiece geometry modifying time instants

The illustration of geometry and topology changes is shown in Figure 3.18,
which illustrates shrinking of the back face starting at time interval “e” (in Figure
3.17). Figure 3.18 shows the following cases: (a) the back face before interval “e”;
(b) the back face change during interval “e”; (c) and (d) two instants during interval
“f”; (e) and (f) the back face changes in interval “g”; and (g) the back face in interval
“h”, when the tool has finished cutting and it is not touching the workpiece.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.18. Shrinking slot back face at various stages

(g)
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3.4.4 Virtual Machining Scene Graph
The animation model of stock, tool and feature (workpiece) are schematically
represented in a tree-like diagram in the virtual world that is called a scene graph
(SG) [3.15]. This section provides a description of the scene graph for virtual
machining and its component subgraphs for the stock, tool and workpiece, which
together generate the animation model of machining in the virtual world. The
EndMilling class implements the top level SG, which includes other sub-SG for
visualising the machining components in 3D space. The other sub-SG includes tool
SG, stock SG, and workpiece SG, as explained in the following sections.
(1) End-milling Scene Graph
A high-level structure of the end-milling scene graph is shown in Figure 3.19. This
SG is appended to the virtual universe for machining, which provides the view
platform and lighting for the scene. The end-milling process provides nodes required
for virtual machining of a feature. The ObjRoot branch group (BG) acts as the
parent node with AnimRoot BG and Light BG as its child nodes. The Light BG has
lights as leaf nodes, and it lightens the scene using a set of ambient lights,
directional lights, point lights, and spotlights. These lights are positioned in space to
impart effective brightness and shine in combination with material and appearance
of shape 3D object.
Virtual Universe
supplied by Anim
Applet

BG: Branch Group

Locale Object

BG

ObjRoot BG

AnimRoot BG
BG
Set of Branch
Groups supplied
by End Milling

BG

BG

Light BG

Axis BG
TG

BG
Stock BG

BG

Mouse
Behavior TG

Tool BG

Figure 3.19. End-milling scene graph

The AnimRoot BG is the main BG that handles the process animation. The Axis
BG, a child node of AnimRoot BG, sets up a coordinate system in the universe for
visually displaying spatial orientation and location to the user. The AnimRoot BG
contains nodes of tool and workpiece. The stock BG represents the stock geometry,
which is replaced with the workpiece BG during the animation phase. The tool BG,
which holds a cylindrical primitive shape representing the cutting tool, provides the
tool transformation model for displaying feed motion. The AnimRoot BG also holds
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a utility transform group, named MouseBehavior TG. This group facilitates user
interaction with virtual animation through a mouse device.
(2) Tool Scene Graph
The tool BG (see Figure 3.20(a)) represents the tool that is modelled using a solid
shape located in space as defined by the tool path and the machining feature. The
position and orientation of this cylinder are changed as required by the stock and
feature. This change is achieved using a sequence of transformations (rotate by 90
degrees TG) applied on the cylinder’s default location, as shown in Figure 3.20(a).
Transformation groups are added for rotation and translation of the cylinder, which
represent the cutting speed and feed motions. These two motions are defined by
using a Rotational Interpolator (RI) and a Position Path Interpolator (PPI). The RI
simulates the tool’s rotation, and its angular speed is computed from the cutting
speed. The PPI provides translation movement based on tool-path computation. The
tool path supplies the starting and ending point locations and, using these points, the
PPI computes the position on the path and corresponding position indices along
which the tool traverses.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.20. Component scene graphs: (a) tool, (b) workpiece

(3) Stock Scene Graph
The stock shape geometry model is represented in a 3D scene with the data structure
stored in an Indexed Geometry Array [IGA]. This complete geometry along with its
appearance is set to a Shape3D, which is part of the process SG. The stock scene
graph is replaced by the workpiece scene graph during virtual machining.
(4) Workpiece Scene Graph
The workpiece geometry BG handles the workpiece dynamic geometry to execute
virtual machining. This BG contains pre-machining and post-machining workpiece
geometry. The transition between the two geometries is carried out using the
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animated feature generation, which morphs the pre-machining geometry to the postmachining geometry. The workpiece SG shown in Figure 3.20(b) provides an
outline of this functionality. As the user starts the animation for virtual machining,
the BG of the stock geometry is replaced with the BG pre-machining feature static
workpiece geometry and, at the same moment, the morphing in dynamic behaviour
is also initiated. An alpha object, which decides the timeframe for the animation is
started at this instant. The same alpha object is used in the tool BG and, therefore,
coordinates the translation motion of the tool with the changes in workpiece shown
using intermediate geometry. This coordinating action is performed inside the
dynamic behaviour node by smoothly transforming an intermediate geometry into
the next geometry, assigned to that time instant. When the workpiece is completely
transformed into its final geometry, a static workpiece geometry BG is replaced with
the previous BG, having dynamic behaviour.

3.5 Integration Approaches
This section describes several approaches for integration of process selection and
virtual machining modules. The paradigm for object visualisation is described first.
Three alternative integration models: a) a distributed approach, b) an integrated
application approach, and c) an XML-based Web distributed application are
described afterwards.
3.5.1 Object Visualisation Paradigm
User interactions of the IMPlanner system are modelled through Java applets and
applications [3.20]. This approach allows a variety of deployment scenarios: the
modules of the system may be delivered to users in advance for local installation or
they may be served in real time from a system server through a browser interface.
Due to several disparate functions of the system, the design maintained the
separation of system objects implementation and visual component implementation,
and their integration was accomplished through interfaces (interface in Java jargon
is a contract between several classes about methods and their signatures in order to
guarantee the desired behaviour). The objectives of this approach are: a) unified
model for 2D and 3D visualisation of any entity on the process plan model, and b)
multiple views of each entity defined by the entity status or upon the request of the
user, c) separation of model data from the model view (so-called model-viewcontroller or MVC approach).
This approach is shown in Figure 3.21. ImpObject class as the top-level class for
the process plan model objects contracts with GUIApplet class as the top-level class
for the visual components Viewable interface, which specifies the desired behaviour.
This behaviour may informally be described as the following. GUIApplet class
expects that ImpObject will provide the necessary visual components and their
content for display, while ImpObject class relies on GUIApplet class for actual
display on the computer screen.
This model has been extended to provide for several levels of display: display of
2D geometry (Drawable2D, Draw2DApplet and Draw2DPanel), display of 3D
geometry (DrawableWF, DrawWFPanel and DrawWFApplet), and display in the
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virtual world (Drawable3D, AnimPanel, and AnimApplet). The planning object may
decide (based on user request or based on the system status) to select a certain level
of detail and modify it during the application session.

Figure 3.21. Interactions between ImpObject and visual components

As an example of the virtual world, the contract between the classes AnimPanel
and ImpObject is specified through the Drawable3D interface as shown in Figure
3.22. AnimPanel is used to display a model and to control the view point, lighting,
colour, etc. It relies on ImpObject for provision of the model and data to be
displayed in the form of scene graph. The figure illustrates that AnimPanel
implements methods setView(), setLight(), and paintComponent(), while ImpObject
(and its subclasses) implement getShapeList() and createSceneGrpah() methods.
With all of these methods declared in the Drawable3D interface, the actual display
is achieved through cooperation of both AnimPanel and ImpObject instances.

Figure 3.22. Interaction between AnimPanel and ImpObject through Drawable3D interface

3.5.2 Distributed Approach
The distributed approach for integration of 3I-PP process selection module and
IMPlanner’s virtual machining module (IVM) is achieved using TCP/IP sockets (see
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Figure 3.23). 3I-PP plays the rule of process selection server and IVM acts as a
client. Upon receiving a request from IVM, 3I-PP generates corresponding data
using the process selection module and sends the summary of results as an XML
document (or stream). The XML document is parsed at the client side using a DOM
parser and the summary is shown as a list of features or processes in the IVM’s GUI.
The user may select any feature or process to obtain its details. This initiates another
request to the 3I-PP server and, at this time, the XML stream with the complete data
is retrieved by the IVM. The document is parsed by a SAX parser, and the required
process plan model objects are created and displayed as a tree model. Selection of
any manufacturing process in the tree triggers its virtual machining in AnimApplet.
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Figure 3.23. Data exchange between 3I-PP and IMPlanner

Figure 3.24. Distributed process selection in 3I-PP and virtual machining in IMPlanner
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The integration of both systems consists in displaying both applications visually
as shown in Figure 3.24. The IMPlanner GUI, called “Data Exchange Interface” is
used for interaction with 3I-PP. This GUI directs the execution of the described
procedure. The following tasks have been performed in the snapshot shown in the
figure: (a) connect to the 3I-PP server, (b) load 3I-PP (3I-PP interface is shown in
the front), (c) load an example (with seven features). The same set of seven features
is shown in both modules. From this point, a user selects a feature and directs the
request to 3I-PP to execute the process selection routine for that feature and to
retrieve a summary. After that, the tree will be expanded and the process may be
selected to execute virtual machining (run AnimApplet) for this process. The IVM
interface may also be shown as an applet in a Web browser.
3.5.3 Integrated Application
The modular approach in model building and visualisation described in Section
3.5.1 enables rapid development of a tightly integrated application that demonstrates
integration of rule-based process selection with virtual machining. The algorithms
and procedures described earlier are integrated into the application/applet (see the
figures in Section 3.6) that allows the user to perform the procedures described
earlier. The application consists of:
Toolbar, which provides the user with buttons to perform a sequence of actions
(open model CAD file, open stock CAD file, open/save XML file, load Jess
engine, create facts, run engine) on a selected part CAD model to complete
the process selection.
Tree model, which provides the user with a hierarchical model of the part with
options to select any node in the tree and review/inspect its content.
Information tabbed panel, which provides the user with various views of the part
model and its components; by selecting individual tabs, the user is able to
inspect feature/process data (in Data tab), verify the geometry of the part,
feature, or process (in Wireframe tab), create a virtual machining model of
the selected manufacturing process (in Animation tab), or monitor rule engine
execution (in Jess Output tab).
The application uses a unified interface to different views for process planning
objects defined in Section 3.5.1 and provides a rich user-friendly environment for
process planning. The application execution will be described in Section 3.6.
3.5.4 XML-based Web Distributed Application
The distributed application can also be achieved using pure XML data exchange,
which provides the benefit of neutral data representation in all phases of process
planning. As mentioned in the previous section, IMPlanner provides an XML
representation of the hierarchical process plan model that includes parts, features
and processes.
Each class in the process plan model implements an XML writer and an SAX
parser that allow reading and writing XML streams. The necessary data for each of
them is stored in XML format that is modelled in a fashion similar to STEP. At each
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stage of the described procedure, the resulting data can be saved into an XML file.
This enables implementation of different applications (or applets) that can be run on
separate computers, and even within Web browsers, and passing a partial process
plan model between them.
The benefit of such an approach is in utilising underlying tools and applications
on individual computers. For example, the feature-mapping task requires that a
Unigraphics CAD package be installed and requires a licence for it, the process
selection task requires the license and installation of a Jess engine, while virtual
machining requires Java 3D as part of the installed Java Runtime Environment
(JRE). Also, in practice, problems often arise when incompatible versions of
software are run. XML-based data exchange avoids all these troubles by allowing
each step of the process planning task run in an agent-based fashion and providing a
unified data exchange mechanism, which carries both the data and its interpretation.
The cases of utilising IMPlanner with XML data exchange and Web-based applets
are described in [3.21] and [3.22].

3.6 Case Study
In this section, we demonstrate the application of the developed prototype system on
a benchmark part “Scfdemo04” from the NIST design repository [3.23]. The part
from the repository was recreated as an UG model using form features (see Figure
3.25), and fed into the integrated application, which generates a machining feature
model containing a set of machining features with feature parameters. A featuremapping routine from [3.17] that creates accessible, valid machining features
corresponding to the design features is used for this purpose. The part has 18
features – 9 rectangular slots, 4 rectangular pockets, 2 countersunk holes and 3
counterbored holes (shown in Figure 3.26).

Figure 3.25. Unigraphics model of benchmark part, Scfdemo04

The feature parameters of any mapped feature can be inspected in the Data tab,
as shown in Figure 3.27. Similarly, the geometry of any machining feature along
with the part and stock geometry can be viewed in the Wireframe tab (see Figure
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3.28). The prototype also allows for the input of feature and part information from
an XML file (in prescribed format) as an alternative to UG part files. Parsers that
read and write out information have been implemented.

Figure 3.26. Geometry and feature of ScfDemo04 part

Figure 3.27. Details of a mapped rectangular slot

Figure 3.28. Geometry of a mapped rectangular slot
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The retrieved feature information is directly fed, in the form of facts, into a rulebased process planner with a Jess inference engine, which on execution fires
applicable rules to generate appropriate processes for features (see Figure 3.29). The
details about the generated process are shown in the data tab corresponding to the
process (see Figure 3.30). The next step is the generation of the tool path for the
process that can produce the selected feature, as shown in Figure 3.31.

Figure 3.29. Execution of rules for process selection of all features

Figure 3.30. Details of the generated end-milling peripheral process

Figure 3.31. Generation of tool path for end-milling peripheral process
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The final step is the virtual machining of the generated process in the animation
tab. This serves as a verification tool for testing the suitability of the selected
process for the corresponding feature (see Figure 3.32).

Figure 3.32. Animation of pocket milling

3.7 Related Research
The topic of knowledge-based CAPP has been present in research for many years.
Early works on rule-based process selection include [3.24][3.25][3.12]. All of these
systems have worked on a symbolic representation of part and features and some
form of rule-based reasoning (implemented in Lisp and its derivatives), usually in
custom-built languages for rule representation and parsing. Knowledge and data
were also represented in the form of Lisp lists utilising Lisp’s flexibility for
representing various data. The value of those systems is in realising that for usable
process plans it is necessary to provide the link to the geometry of a part for feature
dimensions, and for tool-path generation.
From those early systems, work has been extended to involve CAM systems with
process planning. As a result, the PART system [3.26] has been developed as an
extension of tool-path generation with built-in knowledge reasoning based on
relational database storage. Along the same lines, CAD/CAM packages have been
used for extending their CAM features to include process planning steps, for
example Unigraphics CAM NX3 [3.27] includes a knowledge-based module (in
KnowledgeFusion) for automatic selection of hole-making operations. Another
important approach was integration with feature-recognition systems, as in 3I-PP
[3.3].
In the world of process visualisation, early efforts were made by commercial
CAM vendors. Most CAM packages utilised tool-path animation as a means for NCcode verification. Early tools were based on wireframe animation without
considering possible tool/part solid interactions. The first shaded images were based
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on pixel manipulation in order to provide an appearance of solid machining.
Computer numerically controlled (CNC) simulation software Vericut [3.28] has
gained widespread acceptance in the manufacturing sector, owing to its advanced,
user-friendly features. Using this software, 3D solid simulation of CNC machines,
detection of collisions, over-travel and errors can be done interactively. However,
these visualisation approaches were tied directly into expensive CAD/CAM systems.
The invention of the Internet, and, particularly, VRML language [3.29], provided
a media for machining animation. Several research reports [3.30]–[3.33] recognise
virtual manufacturing (VM) as an integrated and synthetic manufacturing
environment exercised to enhance all levels of decision and control. Various
concepts related to VM have been implemented, each of which was built using
different methodologies, modelling techniques and representations. Reference [3.34]
describes a VM system used for CNC milling machines built using Java and Virtual
Reality Modelling Language (VRML). The system converts G-code into machine
movements and animates the tool and workpiece. The big drawback of the system is
that NC code has to be generated before virtual machining, which makes it
inefficient; for example if the animation model detects problems, all the effort in
generating NC code has to be repeated.
Several efforts have been devoted to developing a better virtual model of the
physical machining process. For example, a virtual lathe [3.35] is developed with
capability to show, besides geometry, sounds of machining and actual sparks and
chips resulting from turning. However, the complexity of this undertaking is
enormous, so the reported results are only the first step in this direction. Another
drawback of these efforts is in using VRML, a data representation language, which
leaves the steps in the process planning disconnected from each other. Our approach,
on the contrary, uses Java 3D, which is a procedural language and allows easier
integration with other tasks of process planning and process selection.

3.8 Conclusions
In this chapter we have described procedures for rule-based process selection and
virtual machining. The rule-based process selection procedure is based on the
efficient representation of manufacturing planning knowledge and development of
the set of rules to utilise it in selecting appropriate alternatives for machining
operations. The Java-based engine Jess has been used to implement rules and
integrate them into the IMPlanner prototype. The virtual machining model is based
on the development of a detailed geometric model of the machining operation that
includes stock, feature and tool and their space and time relations.
Implementation of the model using Java 3D enables virtual machining of
features with realistic 3D shaded animation images. Integration of two models has
been proposed in several ways. Integration with the 3I-PP system has been tested in
the early phases of the development. The new approach, using distributed process
planning has been demonstrated using XML data exchange, and a rapid
development of a tightly integrated application is shown in a case study.
Development of the model and its implementation has been carried out using the
contemporary set of tools (Java, Jess, Java 3D, and XML) to demonstrate portability
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of application, ease of application integration, and potential for distributed and Webbased processing.
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Abstract
CyberCut is a coordinated “pipeline” of software that can be used to design a part itself,
design a mould for the part, and then machine an aluminium mould from the design.
WebCAD is the “front end” to CyberCut and invites a mechanical designer to use specific
design tools, strongly linked to downstream manufacture. Alternatively, we also allow the
designer to use a CAD system of their choice and use the “feature recognition” described in
this chapter to analyse the shape for downstream planning and machining. An ACIS graphics
kernel facilitates the feature recognition step from the CAD file. Automated tool-path
planners and automated tool selection procedures then generate computer numerical
controlled (CNC) machining code. The algorithms that we have developed eliminate manual
CNC programming, thus reducing significantly the mould cutting time. We also describe an
optimal tool sequencing method by finding the shortest path in a single-source, single-sink,
directed acyclic graph.

4.1 Introduction
A designer who desires a physical component has several ways to interact with the
manufacturers who provide rapid prototyping (RP) or conventional manufacturing
(MP) facilities. The nature of the interaction and the requirement for RP processes
and conventional manufacturing processes is quite different. RP processes usually
build the part in layers; hence process planning consists of a few well-defined steps
[4.1]. Traditional processes, such as machining, on the other hand, require elaborate
process planning as the motion and orientation of the tool and workpiece can be
much more complicated. An investigation into the tasks involved in process
planning may be found in [4.2][4.3], while issues involved in the integration of CAD
and CAM are discussed in [4.4][4.5]. CyberCut uses the machining process –
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specifically the 3-axis milling process as a rapid prototyping process to produce
complete functional prototypes of parts.
The interaction between designers and manufacturers may be broadly classified
into three categories (Figure 4.1):
1. Conventional, “over-the-wall” systems
2. Manufacturing-dependent CAD systems
3. Bidirectionally coupled CAD/CAM systems

Designer

Manufacturer

(a)

Rules uploaded to
CAD interface

CAD system
Feedback

CAD with
manufacturing
knowledge

Feature recognition
& process planning

Manufacturing

Manufacturing

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.1. Architectures for designer–manufacturer communication: (a) over-the-wall
manufacture; (b) manufacturing dependent CAD systems; and (c) bidirectionally coupled
CAD/CAM systems

4.2 Conventional Approach
In CAD/CAM environments typical of the last three decades, there exists a loose
interaction between the designer and the manufacturer (Figure 4.1(a)). During the
design phase, the manufacturer is seldom consulted and the design is driven by
requirements such as function, aesthetics and ergonomics. Occasionally, the design
of the component is superficially checked for assembly problems by detecting
interference with other components. Sometimes, crude tool availability checks such
as tool diameter and depth are incorporated. However, the designer seldom has
knowledge about fixturing, tool access problems and other manufacturing issues.
The design is completed and sent to the process planner. Manufacturing problems
typically manifest themselves at this stage and the design has to be modified
iteratively, thus leading to a longer time to manufacture. The disadvantages of this
approach forces one to consider other alternatives. In particular, a closer coupling
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between design and the manufacturing throughout the design phase is desired. Two
such architectures to enforce the coupling are suggested below.
4.2.1 Manufacturing-dependent CAD Systems
The CAD system in this approach is geared towards the requirements of a
manufacturing process. Only parts that can be produced by the downstream process
can be designed [4.6]. The rules and restrictions for the design come from the
manufacturing process and the designer is constrained by these rules during the
creation of the part [4.7] (Figure 4.1(b)). This mode of operation is common in VLSI
circuit design or MEMS (micro-electromechanical systems). Systems that have been
constructed for these domains based in this principle are MOSIS (metal oxide
semiconductor implementation service), MUMPS (multi-user MEMS process), and
LIGA. A machining service that employs the manufacturing dependent CAD
philosophy is described in [4.8][4.9]. The guarantee of manufacture of the parts or
circuits obeying the rules makes these systems attractive for designers who want
simple parts or circuits. Similarly, the manufacturers can easily vouch for the
manufacturability of the design without much strain, since they can adhere to the
common practices that they follow on the shop floor.
The principal disadvantages of these systems are the limitations that they impose
on the designer. Manufacturers have a tendency to use rather conservative rules in
order to assure manufacturability. Thus, it is common for parts to get rejected by the
rules although they can be made with a little additional effort on the part of the
manufacturer and would increase the value of the design at a small extra cost.
Additional problems arise in the mechanical domain. Abstraction of manufacturing
information is often a very difficult problem, since the range of components that
may be produced by conventional means is huge. When one reflects on the
components of a car, airplane or any machine, one is confronted with an immense
diversity of size, form and intricacy, all of which have been manufactured using
some conventional process. Even if the constraint of rapid manufacturing is
imposed, a bewildering choice of manufacturing techniques presents itself.
Assuming that some abstraction has been obtained, the presentation of this
information to the designer creates a difficulty and the manufacturers are frequently
unable to express their full capability. The designer, in turn, cannot exploit the full
potential of the available manufacturing processes. Manufacturing constraints and
rules are usually enforced using features that are a collection of geometrical or other
entities that have significance for manufacturing. However, the design process often
uses features that are different from the manufacturing features, making the design
phase artificial and difficult [4.4]. The problem becomes acute if the component is to
be used in an assembly. In this case, the chief characteristics of the interacting
component are decided simultaneously, and one part is used to create the other for
ease of design and to ensure the critical characteristics are consistent. Manufacturing
dependent CAD breaks up this natural design process by demanding that the design
be done in terms of manufacturing features. Thus, these systems may successfully be
used when the desired part is within or at the boundary of the manufacturing rules
and the interaction of the part with other components of the assembly is minimal.
When these systems reject the part due to rule violations, a third alternative,
described below, may be found to be more attractive.
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4.2.2 Bidirectionally Coupled CAD Systems
From the above discussion, it can be seen that both the traditional over-the-wall
approach and the constrained CAD approach have disadvantages that impede the
design process. A happy compromise may be attained by allowing the designer to
use conventional techniques for the design phase, but enforcing checking with a
process planner for manufacturability from time to time. An architecture is shown in
Figure 4.1(c).
It is clear that too frequent a check for manufacturability would slow down the
design phase; hence the process planning phase has to be automated. Recall that the
conventional approach where the process planning is done after the design is
completed does not mandate automation and can also be done by a human process
planner (perhaps even better). However, automation in the bidirectional architecture
of Figure 4.1(c) is imperative.
Also, since the design phase uses information in a representation that is different
from the format of manufacturing information, a translation between the two
representations is required. The translator is popularly known as “feature
recognition”. The recognition presents the process planner with features that are
used for planning. Feedback from the process planner can be communicated to the
designer by mapping the manufacturing features back to the design. This approach
allows considerable flexibility for both the designer and the manufacturer. It
achieves a coupling of CAD and CAM through a cooperative mode of operation.
The design phase is kept decoupled from the process planning phase in terms of
representation and manipulation of component data.
This approach, though highly attractive, is fraught with difficulties arising from
the feasibility of the automation of feature recognition and process planning. Both
are considered to be difficult problems and have been areas of intense research for
the last two decades, as can be seen from [4.4][4.10]–[4.12]. Even most systems
based on this approach use large number of heuristics and computationally
expensive algorithms that limit their use.
Early systems using feature recognition borrowed much of the terminology from
the manual process planning domain and algorithms were sought to recognise these
features. The process planning system was supposed to assist and not replace
humans. This approach, however, tended to force the feature recognition algorithm
into making fine distinctions between different types of features, which then needed
special routines for each type that needed to be identified. Recent systems have
moved towards greater automation of the entire process, eliminating many arbitrary
distinctions between features. For instance, the older systems maintained
distinctions between slots, shoulders, rectangular profile pockets and pockets with
arbitrary contour. By contrast, newer systems such as the one in Ref. [4.13] and also
the one described here unify these concepts into a single feature called a pocket.
Distinction is maintained by flagging “open edges” for shoulder edges and leaving
the tool-path planner to deal with these special edges, as will be explained later.
In summary, the conventional approach of over-the-wall manufacturing is clearly
an undesirable scenario. The second approach of incorporating manufacturing into
the design has the advantage of guaranteeing manufacturability, but suffers from the
drawback of over constraining the designer. The third approach of having the design
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checked from time-to-time has the advantage of flexibility and ease of use for the
designer, but requires sophisticated algorithms.

4.3 The CyberCut System
CyberCut is an integrated CAD/CAM system that targets automation of the designto-manufacture process for rapid prototyping of components. A typical fully
integrated CAD/CAM system would entail conceptual and detailed design, design
validation, process selection and planning and the manufacture of the components.
Several additional issues such as job scheduling, inventory management, production
and quality control also fall under the purview of a manufacturing system. CyberCut
restricts itself to the domain of design for manufacturability, design validation,
automated process planning and manufacturing. CyberCut, being a pilot design-tomanufacturing system, has been engineered with certain restrictions. The following
are the assumptions made:
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Parts will be made with 3-axis CNC milling. This imposes limits on the
geometry of the parts, the materials, batch size, and tolerance.
The materials for which the system is available are plastic, aluminium and
steel. Other materials can be incorporated, provided information about their
strength, machining characteristics, and suggested machining parameters are
available.
Standard fixturing techniques such as toe-clamps and vices will be used to
hold the part. Since there is no provision for special-purpose fixturing aimed
at rapid location and clamping, the batch size is limited. A fixturing
technique called RFPE [4.14] is available for holding complex parts, at the
expense of decreased accuracy and longer process time.
Access directions are restricted to six orthogonal directions, corresponding
to the three mutually perpendicular coordinate axes – both positive and
negative directions. This implies that parts having features that require
holding on inclined plates cannot be made. This is a temporary restriction to
provide a stepping stone for more sophisticated fixturing and planning
algorithms.
Cutting tools used are flat-end and ball-end mills, standard drills and
reamers, standard taper tools and corner-rounding tools. Thus, undercuts are
not permitted in the part.
The boundary of the part must be 2-manifold and connected. Disconnected
boundaries imply that there is a hollow region in the part that cannot be
machined. Manifoldness is needed to ensure that the precision and
repeatability of the axes of the machine tool do not cause unexpected results
such as thin walls.

4.3.1 Overview of the CyberCut System
For practical utilisations, the CyberCut system allows the part to be described in two
ways:
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1.

2.

The part can be designed in a commercial CAD system and can be described
in the STEP format. The part is then processed by a feature recogniser and
converted to manufacturing features.
The part can be designed directly in terms of subtractive features, i.e.
design-by-features methodology. CyberCut provides a specialised Webbased interface for this approach called WebCAD.

Figure 4.2 shows the architecture of the CyberCut system.
CAD System

WWW Interface

Solid Model

Feature Recognition

User Feedback

Feature Graph

Feature Graph

Macroplanner
Tool Database

Features

Decomposed Features

Microplanner
Contours

Setup Database

G&M Codes

Tool-paths

Tool-path Planning

Figure 4.2. Architecture of the CyberCut system

The feature recogniser and the Internet-based design-by-features interface
generate a feature graph (discussed in the next section) containing a description of
the features of the part. The feature graph is sent to the Macroplanner. The
Macroplanner uses the setup database and a feature validator to assign features to
setups and to sequence the setups. Each feature is then sent to the Microplanner for
detailed planning of the machining. The Microplanner uses the tool database to
determine the optimal sequence of tools and the cutting parameters for the tools. It
decomposes features into regions that can be machined by the various tools and
assigns appropriate cutting parameters to them. These decomposed features are then
sent to the Tool-path Planner to generate G&M codes for the machine tool.
4.3.2 Definition of Features
CyberCut, being a feature-based system, requires a consistent definition of features.
The feature definition captures the geometry and attributes of individual features as
well as the spatial relationships between features. CyberCut does not have a
predefined set of features. Rather, features are described by specifying a 2D planar
contour, an access direction corresponding to the normal to the planar contour, a
radius for sharp corners, a depth attribute for 2.5D features or a bottom surface for
freeform features, and other qualifying attributes such as “through”. If the feature
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opens to the side of the stock (as in a step, slot or shoulder), the corresponding edges
of the features that adjoin the stock boundary are marked “open”. Consider the part
shown in Figure 4.3(a). Figure 4.3(b) shows the features from the +Z direction.
Features 1 and 2 correspond to the shoulders on the right-hand side of the part. The
contour of the feature is the top face of the cuboidal shape of Feature 1 or Feature 2,
while the height of the cuboid indicates its depth. The thick edges in the figure are
the open edges of the contour and denote that the feature shares a boundary with the
stock face of the part. The presence of two adjacent open edges at right angles to
each other indicates that this feature is a shoulder. This interpretation is optional and
may be done in the process planner as necessary.
1
2

(a) Example part

(c) Features from +X direction
1

Open Edges
2

7

8

6

3

5

4

13

9
11

15

14

16

Z

10

Y
17

X

12

(b) Features from +Z direction
Figure 4.3. Partial feature tree for example part

In addition to the above feature descriptions, the definition captures two types of
spatial relationships:
1. Parent–child relationships between features that can be accessed from the
same direction. Feature A is the parent of feature B, a) if the contour of
feature B is completely contained within the contour of feature A, b) if the
contour of feature B is “deeper” in the part than the contour of Feature A, i.e.
if a ray were cast from outside the part in a direction opposite the access
direction, then contour A is hit before contour B. In Figure 4.3(b) the arrow
from the shoulder Feature 1 to the hole Feature 9 shows the contour of the
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hole is entirely contained with the contour of the Feature 1. This signals a
constraint that Feature 9 can be removed only after Feature 1 is removed.
However, this is a soft constraint as the hole may be drilled before the
shoulder is machined.
2. Alternative representations: Feature A is an alternative representation of
feature B if they have different access directions and the intersection of their
volumes is not null. For example, a shoulder, as it is usually defined, can be
accessed from more than one direction. According to the feature definitions
of CyberCut, a feature has only one access direction. The various features
associated with the shoulder are linked as alternative representations. Figure
4.3(c) shows the same shoulders (i.e. Features 1 and 9) in Figure 4.3(b)
represented from the +X direction as Features 1 and 2. Note the location of
the open edges. However, since the features from the two access directions
represent the same removal volume, the features are linked in the data
structure. The linking is performed in the feature recogniser and is available
for use by the process planner.
The features for an individual access direction for a tree of features as shown in
Figure 4.3(b) while the entire set of features from all access directions form a graph
because of the alternate representations (Figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.4. Complete feature graph for example part

4.4 Architecture
In this section, we describe the key components and algorithms used in the process
planner.
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4.4.1 WebCAD
WebCAD is an Internet-based design interface that allows designers to describe the
part by subtracting features from an initial rectangular stock. The interface allows
the basic viewing and editing operations expected of CAD interfaces. WebCAD is
process-aware, i.e. WebCAD incorporates manufacturing rules into the interface.
Rather than allowing designers to create arbitrary geometries, the software attempts
to ensure that the user is guided towards the creation of a machinable design. The
result is a part geometry that has already been checked for manufacturability before
any attempt is made to create a detailed manufacturing plan. The user begins by
specifying the dimensions of the rectangular stock. The user is presented with a
palette of features consisting of holes and pockets. If the designer chooses to drill a
hole, the WebCAD system insists that the user defines a depth and selects a standard
drill bit that is capable of drilling to that depth. Similarly, for non-drilled features,
the designer selects a depth and a milling cutter that is long enough for the depth.
The user then draws a contour on any of the surfaces of the original stock currently.
Only circular arcs and line segments are available. The circular arc is restricted to
have a radius larger than the radius of the selected tool. When the user completes the
design of the pocket, it is immediately checked for narrow channels and minimum
distance from the edges of the stock. These design methods and rules constrain
design choices, helping a designer compose manufacturable parts. The user can then
save the part and submit it to the process planner on the server.
4.4.2 Feature Recogniser
The feature recognition algorithms are described in detail in [4.15]. The input to the
system is a boundary representation of the component. The algorithm assumes that
the component is located in a cuboid (the stock) that is the bounding box of the part.
The features are removal volumes. These can be obtained by subtracting the part
from its box and by decomposing according to the definitions above. A starting
access direction is assumed. The faces of the part that are encountered first from the
access direction (as in a ray test) are subtracted from the corresponding face of the
stock. This gives disconnected sheets, each of which is turned into a feature. These
sheets are then descended recursively into the part to detect changes in cross
sections that then give new features and so on. The hierarchical information
obtained during the recursion is recorded in a tree. Each node of the tree is a feature
and the edges of the tree denote a parent–child relation such that if the contours of
all the features are projected onto a plane with its normal along the sweep direction,
the child contours are completely contained within the contours of the respective
parents. This process is repeated for each of the 6 orthogonal directions to give the
complete feature graph. Extensions of this algorithm for freeform features are
described in [4.16].
The steps in the feature recognition process for the part in Figure 4.3(a) are
shown in Figure 4.5. The stock is the rectangular bounding box of the part (shown in
dotted lines). In order to recognise features from the +Z direction, the +Z face of the
part is extracted and all its edges are marked “open” (indicated by the thick lines).
The z faces of the part (i.e. planar faces with the z-axis as the normal) are extracted
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and sorted in decreasing z-coordinate. The faces with the largest z-coordinate are
subtracted from the stock face. The results of the subtraction are the contours 1 to 8.
Note that the open edges from the stock have been propagated to the Features 1, 2
and 8 (the numbering of the features is arbitrary and can be randomly assigned).
Each contour is then descended into the part. For example, if contour 2 is chosen,
the faces of the part that lie directly below it (i.e. the next highest z-direction) are
subtracted from the contour. The result is contour 9. The distance between the toplevel z-face and the z-face that resulted in contour 9 is the depth of Feature 2. The
process continues as shown in the figure. As contour 9 is further descended, it exits
the part without any intersections with other faces, thus signalling that the
corresponding Feature 9 is through. The process is repeated for each of the other
contours to yield the tree of features shown in Figure 4.3(b).
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8

1

6

3
2

7
13

Step 4

5

Step 2

4

14
15

Step 3
9

Note: Feature numbers correspond to
cont’d

numbers in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.5. Algorithm for feature recognition of 2.5D parts

4.4.3 Feature Validation
The feature graph generated by the feature recogniser or by the WebCAD interface
is first validated to ensure their essential feasibility. The Feature Validator first
compares the diameter and the length of the tools in its database to the depth and the
size requirements of the features and returns a list of tools that can be used. It then
computes the area that can be accessed by the tool. For the feature to be valid, there
must be at least one tool that can access the entire area of the feature. The tools and
the features are then checked for collision with tool holders to ensure that there is no
collision during machining. This is just a preliminary check to eliminate obvious
problems. Detailed checks for collisions can only be performed when the current
state of the component and the fixtures being used for the setup are known. These
checks are postponed until the microplanning stage. If tools are not available for the
features, or every tool configuration leads to collisions during machining, an error
report is generated and is passed on to the user. For the part in Figure 4.3(a), all the
features from the +Z-direction and the –Z-direction can be machined. However,
features from other directions are not machinable. For example, Feature F10 from
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the –X-direction and Feature F01 from the +X-direction both have sharp corners that
cannot be achieved using milling.
4.4.4 Macroplanner and Setup Planner
The Macroplanner is responsible for selecting fixtures, assigning features to setups
and coordinating the activities of the microplanner, tool-path planners and NC-code
generators. The input to the macroplanner is the feature graph that has been
validated earlier. Since each feature can potentially have many alternative
representations as described earlier, a single part can have numerous feature-based
models (FBMs), each of which corresponds to a certain way of machining the part.
These different ways of machining the part in turn correspond to the various ways in
which the setups can be sequenced and the fixture configured for these setups. A
detailed description of performing this in an automated fashion and as a part of the
software being described in this chapter can be found in [4.17]. The steps in the
basic algorithm are briefly described below, though improved algorithms have also
been presented in the above work for toe-clamps and parallel-sided fixturing vices.
The first step is to construct all possible feature-based models (FBMs). Here, only
those representations of features that have been validated by the Feature Validator
are used. For each FBM, the number of different access directions over all the
features is determined. The number of different access directions in an FBM gives a
lower bound for the minimum number of setups (and hence the minimum time) that
would be needed to machine it. The FBMs are then sorted in ascending order of this
preliminary minimum setup time. This procedure helps reduce considerably the
number of FBMs that have to be considered. Next, the precedence constraints
between the various features of each FBM are identified based upon the feature
hierarchy and machining rules. Based on these precedence constraints, an FBM is
split into various sets of features, each of which is designated as a “simply fixturable
setup” (SFS). Now, the fixturing constraints are applied to each SFS, which in
general splits the SFS into the actual setups that the part will be machined in.
Finally, for each FBM, these setups are ordered in a linear fashion to generate the
setup plan. The setup times and sequences for each of these FBMs are then
computed and the FBM with the least setup time is chosen. Algorithms for fixture
planning are described in detail in [4.17][4.18].
Figure 4.6 shows the vise configurations for the part in the figure. Note that all
the features can be manufactured from the +z-direction in one setup. Figures 4.6(a)–
(c) show different vise configurations if the geometry of the part were changed.
Figures 4.6(d)–(f) show toe-clamp configurations for the same part.
4.4.5 Microplanner
After setup planning, each setup is sent to the Microplanner, which selects the
optimal set of tools out of the available tools in the database for the given feature
geometry. The microplanner first obtains a list of feasible tools (i.e. tools that can
machine the area without collisions) and computes the accessible regions for each of
these tools. It is clear that the larger tool can be used to remove material in a shorter
amount of time, but will not be able to reach all regions of the contour geometry. A
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4.6. Fixture plans for various geometries of the part: (a) two configurations for vise –
all features machined from one setup; (b) two setups required due to insufficient area and
deep features; (c) non-planar faces allow vise clamps only on shaded region; (d) two setups
required for toe-clamps; (e) previously machined faces used for toe-clamps; and (f) single
setup is sufficient for toe-clamps

smaller tool will take longer to machine, but will be able to reach all regions of the
feature. The problem is to find an optimal combination of the larger and smaller
tools that will minimise the time taken to machine the entire feature geometry.
Figures 4.7(b)–(d) show the regions of a pocket (Figure 4.7(a)) that are machined
using three different tools. Each of these regions is called a decomposed feature for
the corresponding tool. For a single feature, the problem of selecting an optimal
sequence of tools can be posed as the problem of finding the shortest path in a
single-source, single-sink directed acyclic graph [4.19]. The edges represent the cost
of machining, while the nodes represent the state of the stock after the particular tool
has completed machining. In order to generate the machining costs, this module
interacts with the tool-path planning module, which calculates the actual tool paths
and machining cost. The machining costs are stored in the edges of the graph and the
minimum cost path is computed. At this stage, tool holder collision checks are also
performed to ensure collision-free tool paths.
Freeform surface microplanning involves two major operations – rough
machining and finish machining. For rough machining, the freeform surface is
decomposed into slices of specified thickness [4.20]. The thickness of the slice
controls the amount of finishing that needs to be performed later and the time taken
for rough (and finish) machining. The freeform pocket is first decomposed into
slices of equal thickness. The tools and their accessible areas for each of the slices
are computed. Some of these slices can be merged depending upon the maximum
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allowable depth of cut of the tools that are to be used. Thus, the tool is allowed to
plunge to its full depth capacity to machine the accessible area of the deepest slice.
The unmachined areas remaining in the “higher” slices are then removed in turn to
complete the rough machining. In addition, a similar graph-based strategy to the
2.5D microplanner is adopted to compute the optimum set of tools that will machine
the slices. The final machining is done on a tool-by-tool basis rather on a per slice
basis, i.e. all the regions that can be removed by a particular tool are machined first
before proceeding to the next tool. Thus, the tool paths for a particular tool have to
be connected optimally to minimise air-travel time. This will be discussed in the
next section.

(a)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

(d)

(g)

Figure 4.7. Microplanning and tool-path planning of example feature: (a) original feature; (b)
decomposed feature for 0.5” tool; (c) decomposed feature for 0.25” tool with areas left over
by the 0.5” tool; (d) decomposed feature for 0.125” tool; (e) tool path for 0.5” tool; (f) tool
path for 0.25” tool; and (g) tool path for 0.125” tool

Different strategies for finish machining have been explored in the CyberCut
system. One approach [4.21] is similar to that used for microplanning where
multiple tools are used to machine the surface. The surface is decomposed into subsurfaces based on four independent criteria (this leads to four possible
decompositions): (1) Based on the feature contour similar to the approach for
microplanning; (2) Based on bottom surface – large tools cannot access all regions
of the surface due to self-intersections and gouging. The surface can be decomposed
into different sub-surfaces that would correspond to intersection-free and gouge-free
regions for the various tools; (3) Based on flat and steep regions – flat regions can be
easily machined by designing the tool paths for the 2D contour of the feature and
then projecting onto the offset surface of the design surface, whereas steep regions
can be machined by using a slicing approach; and (4) Based on directionally flat and
steep regions – given a direction and a critical slope angle, the surface can be
decomposed into sub-surfaces that are directionally flat or steep. The first two
criteria are concerned with tool selection, whereas the last two are concerned with
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the tool-path strategy. The different decompositions are combined in order to give
minimum cost and machining time.
Another approach that CyberCut uses is the inverse tool offset and zigzag toolpath strategy [4.22]. This method does not use multiple tools as it is observed that
switching tools during finish machining leaves marks on the surface due to tooloffset measurements at the machine tool and other alignment problems. The surface
is first discretised by sampling the design surface at a resolution that depends upon
the curvature and slope of the surface with respect to the access direction. Next, the
offset surface is computed using the inverse tool-offset method, i.e. by taking the
inverse of the tool in the access direction with the centre of the inverted tool moving
on the design surface. For each discretised point, the inverse tool-offset algorithm
gives a tool centre location so that the tool is tangent to the surface. These points of
the offset surface, however, do not ensure that the tolerances or scallop requirements
are met. Points are interpolated to the points of the offset surface both in the feedforward and the side-step direction to meet these requirements.
4.4.6 Tool-path Planner
The tool-path planning module has two functions. First, it computes the contour
parallel tool paths for a given contour. The tool paths for a region consist of a
number of concentric regions called tool-path cells. Figure 4.8(c) shows the toolpath cells for Feature 3 of the sample part in Figure 4.8(a). These tool paths are
required by the microplanning module to compute the machining cost in the graph
algorithm as explained in the previous section. The other function of this module is
to generate the connected tool paths for each tool in the setup. A tool may remove
regions from different features, which have constraints due to the feature hierarchy,
in the setup. A sample part and its feature hierarchy are shown in Figure 4.8. Only
one tool is used here and the regions removed by this tool must obey the feature
hierarchy. Due to the parent–child constraints in the feature hierarchy (Figure
4.8(b)), the tool-path cells exhibit the same precedence constraints, which are shown
in Figure 4.8(d). All these constraints must be satisfied while connecting up the toolpath cells for a given tool. For each tool, the feature tree is queried and only those
features that use that tool are considered and their tool-path cells obtained. After
doing this for all relevant features, a tree of tool-path cells is obtained, which must
be connected optimally while satisfying the parent–child feature constraints. This
problem reduces to the asymmetric travelling-salesman problem with precedence
constraints [4.23]. This problem is NP-hard and thus a heuristic algorithm is used to
find the optimal or near-optimal solution for most practical-sized problems. After
this step, the final connected tool paths for each tool are obtained and they are used
to generate the G&M code for the NC machine.

4.5 Implementation and Results
The algorithms are implemented in C++ using the ACIS£ Solid Modelling Kernel.
Figure 4.9 shows the detailed software sequence diagram.
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Figure 4.8. Sample part and feature hierarchy for air-time minimisation: (a) example part; (b)
feature hierarchy; (c) tool-path cells; and (d) tool-path cell hierarchy
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Figure 4.9. Sequence diagram

Figure 4.10 shows some example parts that were planned and machined using
the CyberCut process planning system. Figure 4.10(a) shows a part that has only
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freeform surface features. Figure 4.10(b) shows two mould halves, both of which
have only 2.5D features, whereas Figure 4.10(c) shows a mould half that has a
mixture of freeform and 2.5D features.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4.10. Examples of parts machined using the CyberCut system: (a) machined yinyang
part with freeform surfaces; (b) machined mould halves with 2.5D features; and (c) machined
mould that has a combination of freeform and 2.5D features

4.6 Conclusions
CyberCut is an integrated process planning system that automatically generates
G&M codes and machinist instructions from CAD models. The system restricts
itself to parts that can be made on a generic 3-axis milling machine. Subject to this
constraint, the system performs feature recognition of the CAD model to generate
features, generates setups and fixtures, selects an optimal combination of tools for
the removal of feature volumes, generates tool paths and connects them to reduce
redundant air-time motion. The system has been used to machine parts that range
from simple brackets to complex moulds with sculptured surfaces. With CyberCut, a
user gets feedback about the manufacturability of the part within seconds. If the part
is not manufacturable, the user is presented with a list of problematic features and
the reason for their failure.
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Although CyberCut captures an important subset of machined parts, especially in
the prototyping domain, a substantial amount of research and development is still
needed to realise the vision of a comprehensive bidirectionally coupled system. It
should be noted that CyberCut’s feature-recognition module can automatically
extract features from six orthogonal access directions. Features from directions other
than these directions need to be extracted manually. Also, since the featurerecognition module uses a “visibility”-based approach, as seen from the parent–child
hierarchy of features, certain classes of features such as T-slots, dove-tails and other
undercut features cannot be recognised. Also, the system needs to include other
manufacturing processes, specifically turning. The planning module also does not
use tolerance models – a limitation for the manufacture of precision components.
Despite these limitations, CyberCut provides a complete CAD to G&M code service
that can provide a template for the research and development of these extended
systems.
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Abstract
This chapter describes a framework for computer-aided process planning, scheduling and
control for flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) producing One-of-a-Kind Products (OKP).
This constitutes a form of mass customisation (MC) using one-piece flow (mass production)
to produce variations on a number of different kinds of products (customisation). The basic
concept is to produce customised forms of a standard product in the same time and for the
same cost as the standard product. There is a need to capture customer requirements that
specify the variation of the standard product easily, quickly and accurately. Also, there is a
need to be able to respond to changing demands in the market for new variations and options
for standard products. This chapter includes a case study of a company that produces a
significant number of products daily that require the use of computer-aided engineering
software systems and CNC (computer numerical control) equipment. The planning and
control of these FMS are complicated because of the non-standard nature of the products.

5.1 Introduction
Manufacturing companies today need to be innovative, both in their product design
and processes. Over a period of time, demand for customised products has been
increasing. In demanding this customisation, the customer also expects the product
to be delivered in the same kind of time frame and at the same cost as massproduced items. There is also an assumption of quality by the customers. In order to
compete with large mass-producing companies, small-to-medium enterprises have to
offer their customers something extra that usually translates into some unique aspect
of the product either in appearance or functionality. Examples of such companies
include Apple computers for their unique designs, and Dell for their quick delivery
of personalised computers. Both companies offer something different that satisfies
and meets their customers’ expectations.
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It is observed that customer expectations today do not include an emphasis on
longevity in commodity products. Today’s customers do not seem to want to pay the
cost for long-lasting but prefer their disposable nature so that they can avail
themselves of newer models with improved appearance and functionality. Product
examples include such items as cell phones and motor cars. Together with
environmental consciousness, this leads to additional requirements in design and in
the process of improving the disposal and recycling of products.
One way to be successful in this type of manufacturing process is to develop
products in such a manner that they can easily be customised and have opportunities
for improvement. For example, the cell phone can be customised both in its
appearance and its functionality (e.g. the cell-phone plan has many options such as
voice mail, call forwarding, call display and others). Cell phone functionality has
developed since its first introduction with the addition of text messaging, MP3
players and video displays. The case study in this chapter focuses on a manufacturer
of customised windows and doors that uses an incremental product development
method and a product production structure similar to that described by Tu et al.
[5.1][5.2]. Gienow’s integrated system was developed over the last ten years since
1995. It was instrumental in Gienow being able to reduce their production cycle
from 10–12 days to 24 h.
Gienow’s products can be customised in numerous ways including size,
geometric shape, appearance options and functional options. Over the product’s
lifecycle, new innovations are introduced. In the past they have included extended
glazing options, grill patterns and add-on options.
First, the base product is designed and tested in its basic form. In the case of
windows and doors this includes the basic frame, other components and the glass.
The product is tested to ensure that it meets technical specifications and the
prescribed building codes according to the geographic location where it will be
installed. The design of the base product is also based on market studies that
determine appearance and functional requirements. Once the base product is
designed and tested, the limits of the product variations are determined and
established as design constraints. These constraints include such properties as size
(minimum and maximum), shapes, combinations, and options that are inclusive
and/or exclusive. Consequently, the various customised windows that meet the
technical specification and building codes of the base product can be designed and
mass produced through the variations of the base product within these predefined
limits. This production mode is called one-of-a-kind production (OKP), which is a
very efficient means to realize so-called mass customisation. It has much higher
flexibility than the batch-production mode that normally uses standard modules to
achieve limited customisation with a required minimum production batch size to
compensate its production cost. Compared with a job shop, an OKP company has
nearly the same flexibility but with much higher production efficiency.
In terms of the base product, the product improvement program and process can
also be defined. This can include warranty and maintenance services programs, and
the ability to add on new improvements after installation or complete replacement
programs. This process should be a collaborative process that includes the customers
and suppliers so that any improvements developed by suppliers are included as soon
as they become available. Customer involvement ensures that new requirements and
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expectations are registered once they occur. This collaborative process leads to the
design improvement process becoming shorter and more effective.
An OKP company normally demonstrates the following characteristics [5.3]:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

“Once” successful approach on the product, i.e. no prototype or specimen
will be made in OKP, and the batch size can be one.
Product is usually designed by modifying and combining existing products
to avoid the risk of long lead time and high costs for developing a radically
innovative product.
Frequent changes of product design, manufacturing processes, and
production schedules due to changes in customer requirements, arrivals of
customer orders or raw materials, and manufacturing process, as well as
machine breakdowns.
Mixed-product production.
Frequent changes of production system to adapt customised product
production requirements.
Optimally utilising technologies and resources to continually improve
production efficiency and reduce the production costs.

Dedicated manufacturing systems, e.g. mass or batch production systems, are
characterised by rigid equipment designed specifically for a product or a restricted
family of products. Typically, processes are manual with limited use of CNC
equipment. They have high production rates and are expensive to change. Included
in these systems are dedicated machines and dedicated flow lines. The latter is used
in mass production.
Flexible manufacturing systems [5.4] are defined by CECIMO (Commit
Europeenne de Cooperation des Industries de la Machine Outil) as automated
manufacturing systems capable, with minimum human action, of producing any part
type of a predefined family; these are generally adopted for the production at small
to medium volumes, in variable lots sizes that differ also in their composition. The
system flexibility is usually limited to the family of parts on which the system was
conceived. FMS are characterised by their use of CNC equipment and low volume
or small batch sizes. Mass customisation uses FMS in dedicated flow lines in order
to achieve some economies of scale at the same time as attaining some
customisation. An OKP system is an FMS with a lot size of one. It is a
customisation that produces a unique variation from one kind of product.
OKP companies are normally different from one-off and job-shop manufacturing
companies mainly in two aspects:
1.

2.

OKP companies are product-oriented manufacturing companies, whereas
one-off or job-shop manufacturing companies are capability-oriented
manufacturing companies.
OKP companies often adopt automated and highly efficient manufacturing
processes, e.g. product flow line processes, whereas one-off or job-shop
companies normally adopt high flexibility but low-efficiency manufacturing
process, e.g. universal and functional equipment and job-shop process.

Due to these differences, OKP companies are able to effectively compete with
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large mass-production manufacturing companies and gain market shares through
customisation, fast delivery and low-cost production, to realise mass customisation.
The EEC (European Economic Community) research program, “ESPRIT basic
research action 3143 – Factory of Future (FOF) production theory”, envisaged that
OKP would become a novel manufacturing paradigm in this century along with a
clear market trend toward customisation and responsiveness [5.5].
The characteristics of OKP result in great uncertainties and complicated product
data flow, which leads to a longer product development cycle and higher production
costs. Particularly along with the OKP, companies are moving to so-called virtual
manufacturing systems (VMS) that logically consist of manufacturing resources
belonging to different physical manufacturers. Uncertainties increase and product
data flow becomes even more complicated as a result. Computer Aided Design
(CAD) and production control systems currently available either overlook these
problems or are not developed to meet OKP needs. This complex data flow requires
good communication channels and electronic data interchange (EDI) methods. If a
customised product is ordered then there is likely to be customised sub-components
that are outsourced. These outsourcings need to be manufactured in a similar
customised manner by the suppliers. Distribution of manufacturing further
complicates data requirements and the whole supply-chain management.
The various processes of mass customisation have been identified by MacCarthy
[5.6]. These processes are summarised in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1. Processes of mass customisation
Process
Order taking and coordination
Product development and design
Product validation and
manufacturing engineering
Order fulfilment management

Order fulfilment realisation
Post order process

Definition: The process of
Defining the order and product specification
Designing the product and its compliance with
internal and external standards
Confirming manufacturability
Producing the BOM, routing and processing
instructions
Managing the order fulfilment by determining when
production can start
Managing the value-added supply chain
Scheduling, monitoring and controlling the process
Executing the production and delivery
Realising the supplier activities
Installation
Warranty claims
Service

Central to these processes is the products’ manufacturing engineering knowledge.
Without accurate information about the bill of materials, routings, engineering
constraints and data requirements, it will be impossible to manage a masscustomisation process for one-of-a-kind products. This information is required for
all the processes from order taking to service. The method of developing this
knowledge is beyond the scope of this chapter, but it is assumed to be available in
order to manage the planning, scheduling and control processes.
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5.2 Literature Review
In the case study, Gienow developed a make-to-order JIT production environment to
market their product. This process provides customers with a low-cost and highquality product when they need it. In their paper [5.7] on the JIT approach, Banerjee
and Armouti made the statement that “The make-to-order production environment
requires the tightest production activity control, because commitments are already
made to customers, orders booked and inability to meet deadlines may have more
severe repercussions than other environments.” In recognising the importance of
this, the application at Gienow includes a control mechanism at the item and subcomponent levels. This is possible because the system is based on the detailed
generic bill-of-materials and operations (GBOMO) [5.8]–[5.10] information,
generated by the knowledge-based system.
As discussed by Sanoff and Poilevey in 1991 [5.11] and by Kumar et al. in 2004
[5.12], they emphasised the requirement for an integrated system architecture for
manufacturing systems. In their final scheme [5.12], they identify the knowledgebase system (KBS) as being central to the design and integration with all functions.
As stated, this was the approach taken in developing the application for Gienow,
where engineering knowledge is captured in a database and is utilised by an expert
system to provide all the necessary information for sub-functions to operate.
In 1993, Westbrook and Williamson [5.13] discussed the development of mass
customisation in Japan applied to customised suits and customised bicycles. In
reviewing their paper, it was mentioned that the National Bicycle Industrial
Company was considering offering the bicycle in increments of 1 mm. In the case
study, Gienow offers their product in increments of 1 mm for both width and height
and all other geometric dimension of the product (radius and angles). In the
conclusion of their paper, Westbrook and Williamson indicated the need to have
close ties with their suppliers, an ability to manage workflow on the shop floor and
implement a flexible manufacturing system using IT technology.
Piller [5.14] reflects on the state of mass customisation in 2004. A complete
analysis of his paper in comparison with the situation at Gienow is beyond the scope
of this chapter. However, one comment is worthwhile; although we agree with Piller
that there are not many “mass customisation” companies, the case study at Gienow
deserves recognition. In the 1980s the window and door industry sold its products
from an inventory of standard sizes. In 1985 Gienow decided to re-engineer their
manufacturing process to a make-to-order and JIT delivery system using FMS,
offering to their customers a product “any size, any shape, and when you need it”.
This meant a significant investment in CNC equipment and computer technology.
By the 1990s Gienow had 45% of their local market, zero finished goods inventory
and several suppliers delivering sub-components on a JIT basis. By the early 2000s
Gienow’s major competitors had also adopted the same method of production.
Kumar [5.15] argues that mass customisation can give a company an advantage
in all four (five) areas of competitiveness; price, quality, flexibility, delivery (and
service). The paper is extensive in its discussion, but one point needs to be
emphasised, that is, there are five areas of competitiveness, and “mass
customisation” has an impact on service, as will be described in the case study later
in this chapter.
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The other point discussed in the two papers [5.14] and [5.15], is the central
importance of customer co-design. This is beyond the scope of this chapter but the
reader should be aware of the importance that Gienow places on this co-design. It
should also be appreciated what this co-design means in practice. Both authors
mention the term “within the solution space”; the Gienow system implements this
concept by using a one-of-a-kind production system. By this it is meant that Gienow
offers a number of products and allows their customer through a computer interface
to specify the variations in a product they require. This co-design process creates a
one-of-a-kind product that the customer is entirely satisfied with. Gienow then
produces the variation product at the same cost as a stocked standard product.
Gienow’s customers assume that quality is built into products. For a period of time
the system did create a competitive advantage on price and flexibility, but what
became important to customers was the on-time delivery that was achieved with the
system. In future, service will become the dominant factor and the requirement to
know what customisation was done to each product will be important in keeping
service costs down.
Vandaele and De Boeck, in their paper on advanced resource planning [5.16],
discussed the interdependency between material and resource planning and the
conflict between resource utilisation and customer satisfaction. They defined lead
time as a measurement of demand versus capacity, where lead time is asymmetric
with a bias to the right. As interruptions occur in processing, so lead times are
extended and customer dissatisfaction increases. As utilisation decreases, lead time
increases in a nonlinear manner. Factors affecting utilisation include demand
(quantity and time), capacity (processing times, setup times, number of resources,
shift patterns), and outsourcing capabilities. These factors can be influenced by lot
sizes, sequencing and release mechanisms. Nonlinear effects of utilisation on lead
time are further affected when the average parameters from demand and capacity are
not deterministic; they have a stochastic nature. Variability in product mix,
operations and management decisions also has an impact on the factors. This is the
case in OKP where each product is one-of-a-kind, varying in materials, resource
usage and operations. They proposed the use of an advanced planning system that
would account for variability in these factors and would determine optimum lead
times, resource usages, lot sizes and sequence of setups.
In contrast to this, the application developed at Gienow was based on running the
OKP system with lot sizes of one (because of the one-of-a-kind nature of the
product) and the use of CNC-controlled equipment that would effectively reduce
setup times to zero. The application then planned, scheduled and controlled the
production process based on releasing orders in groups, while creating a fixed
production sequence. The net result was that orders were released according to
available capacity and in accordance with customer requirements. Required capacity
was determined in advance and resources allocated accordingly. As processes
occurred, future schedules needed to adjust as the result of interruptions caused by
material delays and machine downtime.
In designing both product and process for OKP where variations on a product
provide customisation, it is important to decide whether to build up the variation
from a base product or to scale down from a full option set [5.17]. In Gienow’s case,
all processes including data generation start from basic products that provide the
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minimum requirements of a window or a door. Options are then selected by the
customer to meet both functional and technical requirements.
Fujimoto and Ahmed [5.18] discussed the need to consider both process and
product in order to provide customised items at a reasonable cost using economies
of scale. Variety is caused by differences in basic functions (thermal properties of
windows), adaptability requirements (different size and shape of windows), optional
functions (windows that open), and non-functional requirements (welded frame or
screwed frame). Variety impacts the manufacturing process in a number of ways;
high inventories, feeding complexities, excessive capital investment, change in
assembly sequence and complexity in line balancing. Assuming that the FMS has
been designed with both these considerations in mind, the processes of planning,
scheduling and control are impacted and as a result are not the same as conventional
processes.
In recognising the complexity of scheduling for an automated assembly system
constructed in the various forms of flow lines and cell groups, Little and Hemmings
[5.19] propose the use of a simulator that is “run-ahead” and provides an analysis of
what can happen when production starts. In their conclusion, they indicate that the
delivery of sub-assemblies and the organisation of components in the correct
sequence is a major problem for these systems, particularly when the main orders
are to be supplied in a JIT-type manner to the customers. This is addressed in the
case study for this chapter.
Zhang et al. [5.20] propose the use of Petri nets for scheduling flexible systems.
The authors identify some of the advantages as being a formal model to define the
internal relationships of discrete-event processes, identification of constraints and
monitoring the current state of the production system. Even though the focus is on
products that do not have a predetermined sequence of assembly, their approach of
using a time-based Petri net to determine the production time can be used to
determine the production time of a predetermined sequence and determine if there
are any constraints likely to occur in the proposed schedule.
Anderson [5.21] recognises that product mix has a reduction effect on available
capacity. In his paper, he proposes that human management (discretionary capacity
management) of product mix increases the reduction effect on capacity when there
are interruptions in the schedule. The implication in the conclusion is that
discretionary capacity management is detrimental to throughput, and conversely any
computer-aided assistance with capacity planning for product-mix variation should
have a positive effect.
With regard to the impact of interruptions on scheduling, Foley [5.22]
recommends a number of alternatives – adjusting the schedule, recalculating the
schedule or absorbing the interruption in the current schedule. In adjusting or
recalculating the schedule, a hierarchical computer system is proposed that would
determine which appropriate products should be produced next.
One interesting conclusion from the results of their experiment was: “The
implication is that, at the occurrence of an interruption at the high load level, simple
myopic modifications to the predetermined schedule may end up leading to a much
worse performance than continuing to rigidly follow it.” From this we conclude that
since Gienow lines are more often loaded to high levels, when an interruption
occurs, the current schedule should not be modified. Subsequent schedules would be
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modified to help absorb the interruption, according to how large the interruption is.
This creates the requirement to provide information on the performance of each
production line and to show the impact of any interruption on the lines. Because of
the type of product mix for orders and the fact that Gienow is using a FMS, the total
plant schedule has to be considered.
The reference to the theory of constraints [5.23] is important, because the impact
of interruption at a bottleneck is far greater than at a point that is not a bottleneck.
Therefore, to know where the potential bottlenecks are in a schedule would be useful
information to management in the event of an interruption. A simulation should
provide this information as mentioned before.
In discussing the impact of the interruption on a system that has a rigid schedule
(as in the case of Gienow), the observation was made that the impact of the
interruption would propagate quickly down the rest of the line. To some extent this
is mitigated by designing the system as a one-piece flow. For some types of
interruptions it will be possible to put the interrupted product aside and carry on with
the rest of the schedule until the problem has been expedited. This has led to the
development of some functions in the application to assist with the control of these
types of interruptions.
According to Bielli and Dell’olmo [5.24] to solve a large discrete-event
stochastic control problem it is necessary to integrate a number of strategies. In their
paper on the IS-OPTIMUS system, Palacios et al. [5.25] focused their research on
material-cutting optimisation, static scheduling and dynamic rescheduling after
production conditions change. The system accounts for product mix and short lead
times. In comparison, the majority of CNC cutting equipment at Gienow contains
optimisation routines and therefore Gienow is able to concentrate on the
development of a schedule, and the control and monitoring of the performance of the
schedule. It also provides information that helps new schedules to consider the
changing production conditions. In addition, the proposed simulator will also
provide useful information to the scheduling process.
Matsui et al. [5.26] discussed the size of buffers, considering the differences
between finite and infinite buffers. The basis of Gienow’s production system is onepiece flow. However, since the cutting optimisation capability of the machines is
used by Gienow, some of the buffer sizes are greater than 1. Depending on the
cutting machine and the size of the material being moved, these buffers are set at 25,
50 or 100. The paper also compared fixed and dynamic routing and concluded that if
machine loading is balanced then throughput with fixed routing is almost the same
as with dynamic routing. It is possibly more economical because fixed routings are
simpler to manage and control. In the case study, the production process uses fixed
routings but they do have multiple paths because of the product mix caused by
different options selected by the customers.
The impact of sequence changes caused by material shortages, outsourcing
delays and machine downtimes was considered when developing the system. Dupon
et al. [5.27] researched this issue and concluded that sequence changes would not
materially affect production time, but would adversely affect lead time to the
customer. As a consequence, consideration was given in the application to provide
information that would help management expedite issues. Accordingly, lead time
delays are kept to a minimum. Similar to the conclusion in the paper, management at
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Gienow emphasises the application of the FIFO rule in expediting issues and this
helps maintain the level of customer satisfaction.
In his paper, Miltenburg [5.28] recognised the requirement to solve the two
problems of model sequencing and line balancing for a FMS running in JIT mode.
JIT is a pull system and the customer sets the main sequence of production, thus
setting the sequence required for other facilities. Miltenburg proposes a genetic
algorithm to determine the sequence for optimum model production and line
balancing. The problem at Gienow, with largely fixed processing work cells,
emphasises the challenge of determining the optimum model sequence for the main
lines, while levelling the production of the ancillary facilities. This will be discussed
later in the chapter.
Much more has been written on these subjects. The following sections describe
the results of similar research and the development of a production planning,
scheduling and control application.

5.3 Process Planning
Process planning involves long-term and short-term planning. In conventional
manufacturing systems, this usually involves the use of manufacturing requirements
planning (MRP-II) and master production scheduling (MPS)-type systems.
However, conventional systems tend to rely on the fact that large quantities of
standard products with standard bills of materials (BOM) are being used to plan and
schedule processes and resources. This is not the case in mass customisation,
particularly when one-of-a-kind products are being manufactured.
Also, because of the customised nature of sub-components, the planning of any
distributed manufactured parts requires additional attention. Operations cannot rely
on a steady stream of standard parts from an outside source as each part is different
and needs to be specified accurately before being ordered. Timing is important, as
otherwise promised delivery dates are not going to be met and delivery times
become extended and no longer compare with mass-produced products.
5.3.1 Long-term Process Planning
The essential part of long-term planning is the availability of consistent sales and
production data that is easy to collect and maintain. Often, sales are measured in
terms of revenue, while production is measured in terms of units. This is acceptable
in conventional manufacturing systems because there is usually a constituent
relationship between revenue and units for each product (or kind). In OKP, this
relationship is no longer consistent or linear. By this we mean that one day 100 units
can be produced and sold for $1000 and the next day 80 units can be produced and
sold for $1200 and the following day 120 units produced and sold for $800. It is
very dependent on the customer and the customisation or variation of the kind of
products ordered.
Hence, it becomes important to measure both sales and production in a way that
is meaningful and then to maintain this consistency of measurement. In this way,
variations will give an indication of changing markets, customer demands, and
efficiencies in production.
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It is necessary to maintain production data at a detailed level. For example, if
there is a warranty claim or a service request by a customer, then the precise
specification of the product is required in order to process the claim or the service
order. Otherwise there is a costly exercise needed to re-specify (measure) the
original product in order to perform the replacement (part) or service. This detailed
data is then stored for a period of time depending on the lifecycle of the product or
warranty terms.
This production data can then be analysed in a number of ways, such as
•
•

inventory usage by production line (if hybrid production method is being
used) or by product kind (one-to-one relationship with production line);
unit production by production line and time (preferable using standard time
and actual time).

Long-term planning enables a company to plan for capacity expansion, more
space, more equipment or more employees. It also enables a company to establish
strategic alliances with suppliers of raw material and with distributed manufacturing
facilities for customised sub-components. In Section 5.6, these issues are further
discussed and a method of processing data is proposed to help with the planning
process.
5.3.2 Short-term Process Planning
Short-term planning is required to meet the promised or expected delivery date of
the customer. In conventional mass-production systems this means producing one or
x thousands of the ordered products. Based on the standard (average) production
rate, this will take a certain amount of time. However, when planning for mass
customisation and particularly one-of-a-kind products, the standard (or average) rate
does not work. Depending on the specification (size, shape and options), each
product will take a different amount of time. This complicates the planning process,
resource availability, material supply and sub-component delivery. Consider the
following shop-floor layout from Gienow for one of their window products.

Figure 5.1. Shop-floor layout for a production line and work centres
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Delivery-date Confirmation
As orders are entered into the system, the delivery date may be confirmed or may be
tentative. If tentative, a process has to be followed to confirm the delivery date so
that the planners know when to schedule the order. At Gienow, customers with
tentative orders are phoned several days prior to the delivery date and asked to
confirm. If the order is not confirmed, it is then tentatively rescheduled for a later
delivery date.
Since Gienow uses a fleet of trucks to deliver their (large) products, there is a
trucking schedule in place. This means as an order is processed; only dates available
to the location of the delivery address are seen as potential delivery dates by the
schedulers. During this process and as the various delivery dates come closer to
“today”, the scheduler’s initial task is to load trucks to their potential capacity.
When the time comes to confirm the schedule for the next day for any truck that is
not full to near capacity, the scheduler will attempt to fill the truck by contacting
customers that are known to have flexibility in their receiving dates.
Line Balancing
Once the initial schedule based on the trucking sequence has been determined, the
loading of production lines is reviewed. If lines are under- or over-scheduled to their
available capacity, the scheduler’s task is to balance the load on each line. The
balancing is achieved by either increasing or decreasing the available capacity by
redistributing employee resources or by rescheduling orders to increase or decrease
the load on the lines.
As stated earlier, it is essential to have the BOM and routing information for
each customised product because this will enable the system to accumulate the
standard time for each product on the production lines (by work centre if necessary).
This also means that as the scheduler reschedules orders he/she can see the
immediate effect on the loading of lines required to make all of the different
products on the order. At Gienow, reports and graphical views are available to help
the schedulers in this task.
Figure 5.2 shows an analysis of all orders according to their current scheduled
date. The analysis processes detailed orders and shows how many units are to be
produced by each production line daily. The analysis also shows how much
(standard) time will be required to produce the products. Therefore, the planners are
able to see how the production lines are loaded and to perform the balancing
operation.
The graph in Figure 5.3 shows how each production line is performing and what
the size of the forward load is by day. This helps the planner to see the possible
orders to move. The program also has an algorithm that calculates the lead time of
each production line.
Lead time is calculated based on the assumption that an order will enter the
system on the next production day after being posted in the order-entry program and
delivered to site that day plus the maximum lead time days. Under normal
circumstances, the lead time is 10 days or 2 weeks. Each week has 5 production
days, i.e. Monday to Friday.
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Figure 5.2. Forward load by tentative hours

Figure 5.3. Production line graph

Under circumstances when a production line has more than 10 days worth of
work, the lead time will be extended. This means that within the lead time there are
several days that have more orders than capacity (excess orders). The lead time is
calculated under the assumption that all orders in the system that lie within the lead
time will be made before any new orders are processed.
The next available production day with available time is found by calculating the
excess order time and allocating that time to production days that have free capacity
starting at the first planning day. This is done because the next two or three
production days are already fully allocated and fixed.
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Once the next production day with free time is found, if this is less than 10 days
from today, then the lead time is set to 10 days. If this is greater than 10, then the
lead time is set to the day after the next available day, allowing for production and
shipping to complete their tasks.
The performance of the lead time calculation can be affected by two parameters:
1.

2.

A portion of the maximum capacity, expressed as a percentage of maximum
capacity or simply recorded as capacity %, can be used to adjust the
effective capacity of the production line. If a board is being blanked or
reduced within the 10-day lead time without making the day a nonproduction day in the calendar, then the capacity % can be changed. It can
also be reduced to less than 100% in cases where allowance is being made
for rush orders or service items.
Likewise, the efficiency % gives an indication of the amount of actual hours
required to complete a specific amount of standard hours. For example, if
the current efficiency of production line V10 is 120%, then 100 standard
hours of work should be completed in 100/1.2=83.3 h.

This lead time (for each production line and therefore each product type) is
transferred to the knowledge base for the order-entry system to use online.
Sequencing
Each operation will be different and the method of sequencing will, as a result, be
different. However, for one-piece flow of customised items it is necessary to have a
sequence for each product on each line. In Gienow’s case, the sequence is initially
driven by the trucking plan. This plan dictates which truck is going to leave at what
time of day. The location that the truck is going to will determine which orders it
will carry. Therefore, the major sequence of orders is predetermined by this trucking
sequence.
Once this is established, then the orders are first sorted into a sequence that starts
with the trucking sequence and then followed by the order number (this ensures that
the earliest orders get made first) and then the height of the product (in descending
sequence as this helps with production efficiency1 and storage on shipping carts –
the tallest product is placed at the back). The orders are then organised according to
their details and the different products allocated to their appropriate production lines.
This then generates the sequence for each production line for this schedule.
Distributed Manufacturing – Outsourced Components
Part of the planning process involves the customised components that are
outsourced. This outsourcing can be to a supplier or member company, either
constitutes a part of the supply chain. Depending on the suppliers’ capability to
match the JIT (just-in-time) process, different methods of planning have to be used.
1

Generally, products with the longest production time are scheduled first. Also, if a process
using a CNC machine can be gradually changed instead of randomly changed, then the
process is more efficient.
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It would be ideal if all suppliers had the capability to deliver the sub-component
just-in-time, but for SMEs (small and medium-sized enterprises) this is not always
practical or possible owning to their limited buying power.
Hence, if the supplier does not have JIT capability, the sub-component has to be
ordered according to the lead time. The longer the lead time, the less flexible the
main production becomes. In a situation where the customer changes the order, and
the sub-component has been ordered, there can be additional costs. In the case where
the customer and/or scheduler reschedules and delays the production of the order,
the sub-component will be delivered early and this can also lead to additional costs,
potential damage, and reordering. All this leads to an increase in the cost of the
customised product, which is contrary to the goal of mass customisation.
If the supplier does have JIT capability, then when the schedule for the main
plant is confirmed, the customised sub-components for each supplier are extracted
from the system and communicated to the suppliers using some form of electronic
data interchange (EDI). At Gienow this function includes transmitting a computer
file with the specification of customised components and details of what to print on
a bar-coded label. These labels are then attached by the supplier to the product and
delivered to the main plant within a specified period of time (currently less than 24
hours).
Irrespective of the supplier’s capability, all sub-components are controlled by the
receiving department. Each day, the receiving department is provided with a list of
all sub-components required for that day’s schedule. The receiving department’s
task is to deliver the sub-components to appropriate production lines. The bar-coded
labels have information that identifies the production lines as well as the specific
product. This product identification number is a compound number that also
identifies the date of production and the sequence number. In the case study this is
defined as “MMDD-nnnn”, where MM is the month, DD is the day and nnnn is the
production sequence number.
One of the computers available at Gienow shows all production lines and which
sequence number each line has just completed. If necessary the receiving department
can use this computer display to determine when the sub-components can be
delivered to a line and whether the line has enough space to accept the delivery. If
so, the receiving department can deliver the lines’ components at the start of the
schedule. For large quantities of sub-components, the receiving department is given
a function similar to the one described next in internal components.
Internal Components
There are a number of issues with the production of internally made sub-components
and their delivery to various production lines. First, there is a lead time to produce
these components. In Gienow’s case, the quantity is so large that it takes the full
schedule of time to make them. Therefore, these sub-components have to be made
and delivered in the sequence that the main product is being made. Since all subcomponents can not be made at the same time, there will be multiple deliveries
throughout the schedule. Gienow uses the cart method to deliver sub-components to
the production lines. Therefore, these carts have to be identified and the items within
them also identified and in the same sequence as the main production lines.
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To achieve an even distribution of sub-components to multiple production lines
in a JIT mode, it was necessary to develop a specific algorithm. At Gienow, there
are two algorithms, one for a flow process and the other for a batch process.
Flow Process
• Determine lines involved, e.g. V10, V20, V30 and V40
• Determine total number of items to be made on each line
• Determine size of delivery batch for each line
• Determine the sequence of delivery to lines, e.g. V40, V20, V10 and V30
• Create sequence of sub-assembly production
Table 5.2. Flow method – batch size
Production line

# of items

Size of batch

Sequence

V10
V20
V30
V40

50
10
50
5

5
2
5
1

3
2
4
1

The sample data above would create the balanced sequence given in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3. Flow method – production sequence
V40 items
V20 items
V10 items
V30 items
V40 items

1
2
5
5
1

V20 items
V10 items
V30 items
V40 items

2
5
5
1

…………

V20 and V40 are the slower lines. By delivering the sub-assemblies to these
lines early in the production cycle, ensures that waiting does not occur, while the
other two lines maintain a steady production rate.
Batch Process
• Determine lines involved, e.g. V10, V20, V30 and V40
• Determine total number of items to be made on each line
• Determine size of cart delivered to each line
• Determine number of carts required for each line
• Determine the number of deliveries
• Determine how many carts are produced for each delivery
• Create sequence of sub-assembly production
The model allows for closer synchronisation of the sub-lines with main lines.
This closeness is very dependent on the product and the manufacturing processes
involved. In the case of Gienow, some of the sub-components require a certain
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amount of “curing” or “waiting” time before they can be used in the fabrication
process. This creates an automatic buffer that means that synchronisation does not
have to match exactly.
If closer synchronisation is required, then details of the main production-line
schedules are available. This is achieved by using the actual scheduled production
numbers for each line instead of assuming that there is an even production rate. This
again is caused by each customised item requiring a different amount of time to
make. These varying production rates are discussed in Section 5.4. An example of
(batch) requirements and calculated production sequence for a sub-component is
show in Tables 5.4 and 5.5.
Table 5.4. Batch method – requirements
Production line

Work centre

# of items

# of carts

A00
V10
V10
V20
V20
V30

A05
V13
V15
V23
V25
V35

40
587
687
75
286
100

2
24
28
3
12
4

Table 5.5. Batch method – production sequence
Production line
Deliver to

A00
A05

V10
V13

V10
V15

V20
V23

V20
V25

V30
V35

Total

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Total

25
–
–
–
15
–
–
–
–
40

50
75
75
75
75
75
50
50
62
587

50
100
75
75
60
100
75
75
77
687

25
–
–
25
–
–
–
25
–
75

25
25
25
25
25
50
50
50
36
286

25
–
25
–
25
25
–
–
–
100

200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
175
1775

The algorithm is a modified version of the minimum-cost-assignment algorithm.
It attempts to provide a smooth delivery of sub-components to each production line
that matches its production rate. In Section 5.5, Adaptive Planning and Control, the
issue of main lines getting out of synchronisation with each other is discussed. This
happens when a production line either gets ahead of schedule or falls behind
schedule due to machine downtime or lack of manpower or material resources,
which happens in real-life situations.
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5.4 Process Control
At this stage it is now necessary to implement the schedule and control the process.
In the case study, a number of tools or computer aids were developed to help with
controlling the process. There are fourteen production lines, three main subcomponent lines and outsourced components. All of these have to be coordinated in
such a manner that complete orders are finished in the same time period and trucks
can be loaded and dispatched according to the trucking schedule.
As mentioned in the previous section, each of the production lines has its own
schedule. These schedules include the products to be made and the sequence in
which to make them. As each production line begins, it is usually necessary to get
some raw material. Since each product is customised, the raw material for each
product is going to be different. In Gienow’s case, since most of the material is of a
linear nature (that is varying lengths of profiles), the lengths are all different. At the
beginning of the process, there is the cutting of these profiles. Since the system
knows what products are going to be made and in what sequence, the system
prepares the cutting list for each product. Depending on the type of cutting machine,
the forms of these lists are different. Sometimes they are downloaded files that go
directly to CNC machines that may have linear optimisation functions included in
them to reduce the scraps. Alternatively, there may be lists for picking the standard
lengths of material and process instructions to cut these to the custom size.
These custom-size lengths of material are then passed to the appropriate
production line and the main processing begins. The product goes through a number
of workstations as shown in Figure 5.1. Various processes for each product are
determined by the routing data described in the introduction section. As the product
goes through various work centres, additional parts and material will be required and
in some cases this is controlled by computer lists or by Kanban systems. Also, the
required sub-components will be delivered to the appropriate work centres when
required. These sub-components are identified by the main product number MMDDnnnn as defined earlier. They are also delivered in the sequence of the main
production sequence as defined by their item number. To control this process, a
number of computer software modules were developed at Gienow. The first is an
overall scheduling module for each line, as shown in Figure 5.4.
In this example, when the quarter shifts (2 hours each) are set for the schedule on
this production line, they are for 17, 20, 18, and 29 units, respectively. Again, this
variable production time for each item is an important aspect of an FMS to control,
and can only be achieved if accurate detailed BOM and routing are available. This
computer module tells the supervisor a number of details about the state and
performance of the production line. It gives an indication of how the line is
performing according to the schedule, where problems may be occurring, what the
production rate is and what to prepare for in the next schedule. At a more detailed
level, the current items being manufactured can be viewed in real time.
Figure 5.5 shows the specific products being manufactured on the production
line. The view as shown in Figure 5.5 is divided into two sections. The upper section
shows products that have been put aside to wait for a sub-component of some kind.
Such components can be from an external supplier that is late or they could be
replacements for the components that were damaged or rejected for quality reasons.
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This view provides the supervisor with information to improve control over the
performance of the production line.

Figure 5.4. Production line efficiency report

Figure 5.5. Details of production line schedule

In addition to this, a detailed view of any product can be shown by selecting the
specific line item on the screen, as illustrated in Figure 5.6. This figure shows a
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graphic of the product, which visually confirms certain properties of the product to
the production line. It also provides information on sub-components in case they
need to be remade.

Figure 5.6. Details of product

At the end of each schedule, supervisors complete the daily efficiency report, as
shown in Figure 5.7, by reviewing the report and confirming the number of staffs,
total working hours and any changes to the work (repairs) or resources (transfer
in/out staff). The information is then accumulated to a plant total for management to
review. It is also used for historical purposes and for future use in planning, as
described in Section 5.5 of this chapter.
The plant total report shown in Figure 5.8 provides daily performance
information on each production line. It shows what was planned (including any
outstanding items from previous schedules) and what was completed. With the
information on how many staff worked on the schedule and for how long, the
efficiency of each line is calculated. Management can tell from the check marks
which lines have been updated before any decisions are made. The tools also give an
indication of when incomplete schedules will be finished.

5.5 Adaptive Planning and Control
On a daily basis as the schedules for the coming days are being prepared, the current
state of each production line has to be taken into consideration. If a line falls behind
schedule or moves ahead of schedule, future schedules have to be adjusted to keep
all the lines in synchronisation.
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Figure 5.7. Production line – efficiency report

Figure 5.8. Plant total – efficiency report

This is primarily due to the policy of shipping complete orders, which means that
all the products for an order have to be finished within the same time period. If an
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order is incomplete, then either the customer is dissatisfied with a partial order, or
the truck dispatch is delayed, which causes further problems down the line. Each
plant operation is different but as a general rule it is desirable to keep the amount of
work-in-progress and back-orders to a minimum.

Figure 5.9. Plant load of 5 days

Figure 5.10. Plant forward load
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The 5-day planning report, as shown in Figure 5.9, calculates the recommended
adjustment to the schedule that is currently being planned. It makes a number of
assumptions that may be incorrect. The planner has to use his/her judgement and
experience to determine the exact amount of adjustment. For example, if some of the
production lines are behind, the program would make the recommendation to reduce
the future work schedule to these lines so that they can catch up the due dates. The
system does not know that overtime is planned for the coming week to allow the
lines to catch up the schedule. Therefore, future workloads may not need reducing.
A second report as illustrated in Figure 5.10, analyses the next four weeks of the
forward load. This helps the planner in the short-term to determine whether it is
necessary to start increasing or decreasing the available capacity of each production
line. This can be achieved by transferring people between lines or hiring additional
staff. Long-term planning of resources by using an adaptive planning method will be
discussed in Section 5.6.
Additional research is ongoing to model and simulate an OKP system [5.7]. The
simulation model uses a coloured Petri net and proposes the use of an adaptive
control structure as shown in Figure 5.11.

Figure 5.11. Adaptive production control structure

Constraints of the sort sequenced as defined in Section 5.3.2 may not produce the
optimum production sequence. The details of a schedule can be processed through a
Make Span program that can determine the allocation of resources to meet the
production rate. In the case of the V10 line, this is set to 2 minutes, as shown in
Figure 5.12.
The results of this demonstrates that in order to maintain an average production
rate of one product every 2 minutes, it is necessary to allocate resources to the work
centres V11 with 4 persons, V12 with 6 persons, V13 with 6 persons and V15 with
16 persons, respectively. However, this may not be the optimal allocation of
resources. Therefore, a simulation of the production schedule is recommended to
validate performance of the schedule. An algorithm was also developed by Li et al.
[5.29] to produce the optimal sequence for batches of fifty products, maintaining the
overall delivery priority to the customers. The algorithm APT was based on average
processing times (APT) and selects the optimal sequence from the best of three subalgorithms. Since Gienow is using the OKP method, schedules are constantly
changing. Therefore, with the use of the modified coloured Petri net called
temporised hierarchy object-oriented coloured Petri nets with changeable structure
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(THOCPN-CS) [5.30][5.31], difference scenarios on the shop floor can be
simulated. In conjunction with the adaptive control structure as shown in Figure
5.11, it is possible that an improved schedule may be developed.

Figure 5.12. Makespan for production sequence

5.6 Long-term Resource Planning
An important aspect of process planning and control is the long-term planning of
resources. For one-of-a-kind production (OKP), this is difficult to perform without
good historical data (sales and production), good sales forecasting and a strategic
plan. Sales forecasting is dependent very much on having good marketing
information and a good understanding of customers’ future demands. Once a good
forecasting model has been developed it is then necessary to use that in conjunction
with historical data to predict long-term requirements for resources and then plan
accordingly.
Simple linear relationships can be used to predict the required resources for
forecasted sales. However, if these relationships are analysed it is often found that
they are not all linear in nature, particularly for customised products. This causes
inaccuracies in prediction results by using these methods. A number of researchers
have proposed the use of neural networks to compensate for the nonlinear nature of
the relationships [5.32]. Razi and Athappilly [5.33] compared various techniques for
developing predictive models and concluded that a model based on a neural network
could produce acceptable results. However, they did make the observation that
regression models are easier to construct and verify. Other research suggests that the
use of adaptive techniques [5.34][5.35] would improve the accuracy of predictive
models, even if they are based on linear relationships.
Research was carried out in Gienow to determine which method would be
appropriate. Dean et al. [5.36] used a number of methods that include developing a
model based on neural network technology. The conclusion was that maintaining
historical data at the branch, market, and product group level and using the last three
months of data as new training (learning) data would assist in predicting resource
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demand. The resources include both material and labour. The forecasting results
from Gienow’s study also agreed with previous conclusions that the use of adaptive
techniques did improve the accuracy of a predictive model that was based on linear
relationships.
Hence, a system was developed to store the historical production data at a
detailed level for various functions (not all covered in the scope of this chapter),
including its use in prediction of resources. For the prediction model, a number of
relationships are established:
Iip

the average amount of each inventory item used to produce one product on a
production line over the selected period of time;
the average amount of resource time required to produce one product on a
Tp
production line over the selected period of time;
Rbmp the revenue generated by a production line for each branch and market over
the training period;
Ubmg the number of units made on a production for each branch and market over
the training period;
TRmb the total revenue for each branch and market over the training period;
FRmb the total forecast revenue for each branch and market over the forecasting
period;
Ai
the amount of inventory of item i;
TFUp the number of units to be produced on production line p over the forecasting
period.
The total number of products to be made over the forecasting period on a
production line is determined by
n

(TFU ) p

q

¦ ¦ ( FR)
b 1

m 1

bmp

Ubmp
(TR )bm

(5.1)

where b = bth branch, m = mth market, p = pth production line, n = number of
branches, and q = number of markets.
The total amount of resource required over the forecasting period can then be
predicted as
n

(5.2)

¦ (TFU ) T

p p

p 1

and the amount of inventory requiring an item over the forecasting period is
n

Ai

¦ (TFU ) I

p ip

(5.3)

p 1

where i = ith inventory item, p = pth production line and n = the number of
production lines.
Depending on the number of branches, markets, production lines and inventory
items, the amount of data required to perform these operations can become
significant. However, once these data are in place with a method of maintaining it,
the data become very useful in the planning process for one-of-a-kind production.
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Having observed this model over one and half years of production as it was
developed and modified, some of the observations made include:
•

•

•

The markets determined a specific product mix. Each branch was active in a
number of markets but not all. Thus, by modelling at the branch and market
levels, changes in product mix were recognised by the model. Through
experimentation, it was found in the case of Gienow that a three-month
period was suitable to recognise a permanent change in the direction of a
market or branch. This then affected the number of units predicted for each
of the production lines since these were also included in modelling
parameters.
As the units for each of the production lines varied so did the resulting
forecast for inventory items. At the same time, the fact that inventory
relationships were constantly revised as new inventory items were introduced
and other items became obsolete; these too were reflected in the model.
Since the average production line rates are being recalculated as efficiencies
increase or decrease, this will be reflected in the results of the model by
requiring more or fewer resources to make the units on each production line.
Individual production lines can change their efficiencies independent of other
production lines.

The report as illustrated in Figure 5.13 shows resource requirements for each of
the production lines. The first six months (January to June) are actual hours required
by the production lines, while the balance (July to December) are the predicted
hours for each production line based on the sales forecast figures.

Figure 5.13. Resource plan
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The predicted values seem reasonable when compared to the actual values. There
is not a linear relationship with the total revenue figures as each branch and market
show some signs of different changes in their product mix. Production lines are in
fact showing an improvement in their efficiencies, which reflects a lower resource
requirement.

5.7 Conclusions
This chapter describes a framework for a process planning, scheduling and control
system that has been implemented in Gienow. With appropriate modification, this
framework can be applied to other similar manufacturing companies that aim at
achieving mass customisation by using a one-piece flow method or OKP mode. It
emphasises the need for a central expert system that contains sufficient engineering
knowledge to be able to generate the bill of materials and process routings as well as
the extensive data system.
The framework describes the long-term and short-term planning requirements of
OKP. It establishes the need for strategic plans to meet the long-term demands of the
customers. Detailed information (as described in the case study) is required in order
to determine the capacity increases required and the supply of materials and
manufactured sub-components. In short-term planning the customers’ immediate
demands have to be met; this also establishes the need for detailed information on
each product so that they can be scheduled in a one-piece flow process.
This chapter also presents the process controls that are required to plan and
monitor the manufacturing process in real time. In Gienow’s case, the task of some
of the production lines is less than two minutes. The sequence of items for one-piece
flow production is important and provides a means of controlling the manufacturing
process including the remake process when production gets out of synchronisation.
Adaptive control methods are necessary so that the planning and scheduling
processes take into consideration what has transpired recently. Changes in product
mix and plant efficiencies are also important considerations. Also, modifying the
schedule according to the current state of various production lines is important.
Time frames will vary from operation to operation but the basic principles will still
apply. The use of the adaptive method allows for the calculation of error factors in
forecasting and production. These can be used to adjust the ongoing forecasting to
arrive at more accurate results.
Finally, the computer-aided OKP planning and scheduling system as presented in
this chapter is based on the availability of detailed bills of material and process
routings for each customised product being manufactured. These supply all the
information for planning and scheduling, and provide necessary information for the
flexible manufacturing processes. The information includes the material list,
processing instructions, CNC download files, and fabrication instructions.
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Abstract
A computer-aided manufacturing planning (CAMP) system is introduced in this chapter.
When product design information is identified, a production plan can be rapidly generated
with comparison of alternatives. It is based on the concept of production and process
similarity and the best-practice knowledge in the automotive industry. Therefore, it is the
intention that the system is applied in the mass-customisation environment, i.e. achieving a
mass-production economic goal with the flexibility of product design changes. It is a CAD
integrated system with defining bill of process in three levels: feature, part, and machine
levels. A tolerance-analysis-based automated setup planning strategy is developed to generate
new production plans. The system is validated by several production cases.

6.1 Introduction
Computer-aided manufacturing planning (CAMP) acts as a bridge between
computer-aided design (CAD) and computer-aided manufacturing (CAM), to help
engineers convert product design specifications into manufacturing plans. The
overall objectives of manufacturing planning are to ensure product quality, minimise
production cost and maximise manufacturing efficiency, although different
production systems may place special emphasis on different aspects of these
objectives. For example, mass production emphasises more on throughput, while job
shop and batch production focus more on production cost.
Today, in order to enhance an enterprise’s ability to quickly respond to dynamic
changes in the global marketplace, the concept of mass customisation has been
introduced into industry [6.1]. It allows customised products to be made to suit
special customer needs, while maintaining near-mass-production efficiency.
Compared to conventional mass production, mass customisation allows for more
product variety in which products are grouped into families. By the use of certain
modularity principles, products are decomposed into modules. The reuse of certain
modules in the new product may simplify the product design. On the other hand, the
low cost in mass customisation is achieved primarily through the utilisation of
manufacturing process capability as much as possible to produce a greater variety of
products. Hence, flexible manufacturing resources are widely used to increase the
process capability of an enterprise in mass customisation.
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To help realise manufacturing planning for mass customisation, a CAD/CAM
platform is needed and the major issues must be recognised and resolved. The main
goal of CAMP for mass customisation is to help design feasible and optimal
manufacturing plans quickly. Integrated information models are needed to prescribe
the relationships between product design and manufacturing. Thus, changes in
product design will prompt corresponding changes in manufacturing plans quickly
and automatically. Since flexible manufacturing resources are used in mass
customisation, such as multi-part fixtures, multi-axis machines and combination
cutters, manufacturing planning systems must be designed to deal with these flexible
manufacturing resources.
A framework of a comprehensive CAMP system is introduced. It is supported by
an automated setup planning method and an information modelling technique, which
are presented in the next two sections of this chapter. Fixture design is an important
component of the system, but relatively independent in technique. It will be
addressed separately. CAMP for rotational parts is not included in this chapter.
6.1.1 Current State-of-the-Art
CAMP can be divided into part information modelling, feature manufacturing
strategy, manufacturing resource capability analysis, setup planning, and fixture
design. Significant advances in research have been made during the past 3 decades.
Part information modelling. Part information includes geometry information and
design specifications (tolerance, surface finish, etc.), which are defined in CAD
models or neutral files (STEP, IGES, etc.). Feature technology is widely recognised
as a useful tool for representing part information [6.2]. By the use of graph theory,
part information can be represented by a feature-tolerance relationship graph (FTG),
where parts are composed of features with design specifications described by
relationships between these features [6.3]. The remaining challenge is to design a
comprehensive part information modelling system that would allow new features to
be added without programming effort.
Feature manufacturing strategy. Feature manufacturing method needs to be
specified to link candidate manufacturing processes to features. It can be represented
in two models. One is associating a list of candidate processes to a feature type. The
other one is associating all product features that can be produced by a process type
to the process type [6.4]. Both representations are needed in general to define the
relationship between features and processes, including cutters and machine tools
used in these processes. If a new feature type or process type is added, all the predefined feature manufacturing methods have to be updated. The maintenance effort
involved in this updating procedure is huge and tedious.
Manufacturing resource capability analysis. Manufacturing resources include
machine tools, cutting tools and fixtures [6.5]. In the mass-customisation
environment, the challenge is how to evaluate the capabilities of candidate
manufacturing resources and derive an optimal process design based on that. No
practical solution is yet available to properly cover the enormous varieties of
manufacturing resources in the marketplace.
Setup planning. The objective of setup planning is to determine the number of
setups needed, the orientation of the workpiece and the machining process sequence
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in each setup. The existing research has been focused on the following aspects:
•

•

•

•

Setup constraint modelling. Geometric, manufacturing and kinematic
constraints have been considered in setup planning [6.6]. Geometric
constraints, including feature orientation [6.7][6.8] and tolerance analysis
[6.7][6.3] for both rotational and non-rotational parts, have been studied.
Manufacturing constraints have been modelled by manufacturing knowledge
such as operation precedence constraints [6.7][6.8] and best practices in
industry [6.9].
Decision-making strategies. Various techniques such as knowledge-based
expert systems [6.10], neural networks [6.11], and graph-based analysis [6.3]
have been developed to aid setup planning. The existing research, however,
has only taken into account limited manufacturing resource capabilities
[6.7][6.11]. None will generate setup plans for mass customisation when
multi-axis CNC machines, flexible fixtures and complicated cutting tools are
involved.
Inter-setup tolerance modelling. Currently, graph-based representation has
been recognised as an effective tool to describe the relationship between
datum and machining surfaces [6.3][6.12][6.13]. By the use of graphs, it is
easy to track the tolerance stackup relationships among manufacturing
processes.
Information integration with other modules in manufacturing planning
systems. Setup planning has a close relationship with tolerance analysis,
fixture design and manufacturing planning. An information exchange
standard needs to be established to make the integration more reliable and
flexible.

Fixture design. The objective of fixture design is to generate fixture
configurations to hold workpieces firmly and accurately during manufacturing
processes. Previous work has been focused on an automatic modular fixture design,
using standard fixture components to construct different fixture configurations [6.8],
dedicated fixture design with predefined fixture component types [6.14], variation of
fixture design for part families [6.15], and fixture design verifications [6.16]. In the
mass-production or mass-customisation environment, multi-part fixtures are
commonly used to achieve optimal cycle time. Optimisation of multi-part fixture
design for mass customisation, however, is not well developed. More research is
needed for fixture base selection/design, part layout and orientation, and multi-part
fixture configuration. Furthermore, manufacturing planning needs to determine an
optimal process sequence for all machining features, and to determine the optimal
tool path to machine these features as presented in the fixture, based on the process
sequence. Currently, no research work is being done in this area.
In summary, the current state-of-the-art technology involves several major
limitations that can be discussed on three levels.
1. On the feature level, features and their manufacturing methods are restricted
to a predefined format. Adding new features and new processes requires
reprogramming.
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2. On the part level, setup planning lacks a mechanism to consider both product
feature tolerance relationships and flexible manufacturing resource
capabilities. Without such a mechanism, realistic setup plans cannot be
generated.
3. On the machine level, no research has been conducted with multi-part fixture
design and the corresponding global tool-path generation.
A comprehensive CAMP system for mass customisation will be presented. The
major contributions of this research are that: (1) new features, processes and
manufacturing resources can be added and utilised without extra programming work
due to the use of a comprehensive feature, setup, and manufacturing information
model, and (2) the best manufacturing practices for a part family are organised on
the three distinct levels described above. The manufacturing planning system is
therefore modular and expandable so that manufacturing plans for new parts can be
generated easily based on existing plans in the part families.

6.2 Manufacturing Planning System
The architecture of the proposed computer-aided manufacturing planning system for
mass customisation is developed as shown in Figure 6.1. First, the part information
is represented by a feature tolerance relationship graph (FTG) [6.3]. Product features
are the basic units in an FTG and can be extracted from CAD models. Feature
manufacturing methods can be generated based on the available manufacturing
resource capability. Setup planning is divided into two steps. In the first step,
manufacturing features are divided into functional groups and a datum machining
feature relationship graph (DMG) is generated [6.3]. The DMG is constructed based
on a tolerance analysis and a manufacturing resource capability analysis. In the
second step, the setups are generated with the incorporation of fixture planning.
Conceptual fixture design is used to determine the optimal part layout on fixture
bases and a manufacturing plan generation module is used to generate alternative
solutions. In order to get an optimal setup plan, several criteria are used to evaluate
these solutions. The manufacturing resource capability modelling is one of the
critical functions in computer-aided manufacturing planning.
6.2.1 Feature-based Part Information Modelling
In the computer-aided manufacturing planning system for mass customisation, parts
that have geometric similarity and can provide the same functions are grouped into
part families based on industrial practice. Part information is composed of features
and the relationships between features. In order to represent part family information,
the definition of a feature is extended to combined features that are composed of
primary surfaces, including flat surface, cylindrical surface and cone surface. Figure
6.2 shows the combined features in a simplified part model.
The combined features are defined with geometric entities that can be machined
together in one or more manufacturing processes. According to the successful
practice of part family and available manufacturing resources, each combined
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Figure 6.1. Architecture of computer-aided manufacturing planning
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Figure 6.2. Notations of a simplified part model

feature corresponds to a sequence of predefined manufacturing processes in which
combination cutters are used to reduce the manufacturing cycle time.
Figure 6.3 shows the information structure of combined manufacturing features.
Surfaces are considered as the atomic primary features and represented by
operational datasets. Then, an object-oriented programming technique can be
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applied for reasoning. Main surfaces (MS) are the surfaces that determine the feature
type, main parameters, position, and orientation. Auxiliary surfaces (AS) are those
surfaces that are attached to main surfaces. The feature information can be further
linked to a local tool-path representation.
Surf ace ID
Surf ac e ty pe

Main surfaces
Parameters &f orm
toleranc e

Feature ID

Surf ace f inish

Manufacturing
Feature

Combination of
Surfaces

Surf ace ID

F eature type

Surf ac e ty pe
Parameters &f orm
toleranc e

Auxiliary
surfaces

Feature
parameters

Surf ace f inish

Pos ition&orientation
to main s urf aces

Figure 6.3. Combined manufacturing feature information structure

Figure 6.4 presents the definition of hole features in a sample part. The surface
parameters are directly extracted from the part CAD model. And the feature
parameters can be calculated based on surface parameters.
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Figure 6.4. A combined hole feature and manufacturing methods
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6.2.2 Feature Manufacturing Strategy
The goal is to generate geometric shapes, dimensions and tolerances for the features
with selected manufacturing processes. In mass customization, combined features
can be achieved by various means determined by available manufacturing resources.
The manufacturing resource capability would influence the selection of feature
machining methods. Therefore, it is necessary to identify the relationships between
manufacturing resources and features, as shown in Figure 6.5.
Manufacturing resource capability

Process

Part

Shape
capability

Feature form

Station
Auxiliary Process
parameters

M oving
range

Machine tool
Setup
time

Cutter
library

Part

Machine tool
axis

Fixture

Dimension &
precision
capability

Position &
orientation
capability

Feature
Machine tool
motion &
accuracy

Mapping

Generating

Feature
precision

Feature
position &
orientation

Cutter

Cutting
parameter

Figure 6.5. Relationship between manufacturing features and resources

From Figure 6.5, the manufacturing resource capability is described in 3 levels:
station (machine tool), part, and feature levels. A process model describes the
association between manufacturing features and manufacturing resource capability.
In the feature level, cutter capability is the critical factor and the process model
includes cutter, cutter motions and feature generation accuracy. Each manufacturing
feature may have several alternative manufacturing processes. Each process may
have specific requirements for cutter design and motions.
On the process model, the cutter type determines the basic motion types that are
divided into primary and feed motions. Both of these motions can be represented
mathematically. The cutter parameters and the feature parameters determine the
machine motion parameters. Figure 6.6 shows several examples of machine
motions. Figure 6.7 shows the parameter-driven relationship between the hole
feature and the cutter and tool path used to machine this feature. The cutter template
and tool-path template are setup based on the best-practice knowledge in industry.
By using the process model, when a new feature type is added, the corresponding
processes including cutters and machine motions can be generated. This is based on
the shape, dimensions, and tolerances of the new feature type. When a new
manufacturing resource is added, the manufacturing capability model will be
updated to provide more solutions to meet the requirement of the process model.
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Figure 6.6. Cases of machine motions
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Figure 6.7. An example of cutter design and tool path design

6.2.3 Machine Tool Capability Modelling
As shown in Figure 6.5, mapping of manufacturing resources to features yields
shape, dimension & precision, and position & orientation capabilities. The shape
capability is fulfilled by the combination of the cutter and machine tool motions.
Therefore, the motions in the process model need to be transformed into machine
tool kinematic motions with accuracy.
In mass customisation, vendors may provide a variety of machine tools with
similar functions. Therefore, an information model is needed to describe similarities
and differences of the machine tool capabilities so that manufacturing engineers can
make comparisons. The machine tool information structure is shown in Figure 6.8.
6.2.4 Setup Planning
In the research, the setup plan of a new part may be generated either by running an
automated setup planning system or retrieving from existing setup plans in which
the optimum process sequence and parameters have been established based on the
best practice setup plans of similar parts. It also takes into consideration the
manufacturing knowledge and available manufacturing resource capability. A
general setup planning procedure is shown in Figure 6.9.
The main tasks of automatic setup planning include two steps: feature grouping
and setup generation [6.17].
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Figure 6.9. Flowchart of setup planning

Feature grouping. In order to minimise the inter-setup tolerance stackup, it is
suggested to group those features that have close position, orientation or profile
tolerance requirements in one datum frame. Based on the analysis on the FTG, the
design datum frames, consisting of a geometric datum in three perpendicular
directions, are identified so that initial feature groups can be constructed. The
features in the same group have tight relationships and are recommended to be
machined in one setup [6.3].
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Although it is suggested that features with tight tolerance relationships are
machined in one setup, the machine resource may not have the desired capabilities
to machine the features in one setup. After all the selected manufacturing processes
are attached to the features in the FTG, the processes need to be regrouped with the
consideration of tool access directions. The FTG is expanded with the process
information. Those groups that have the same datum frame and tool access direction
can be reunited together and a datum machining surface graph, DMG1, is generated.
Setup generation. Manufacturing resource capability constrains the setup
generation. Each group of features may be machined in one setup using standard
manufacturing resources such as general machine tools and fixtures. While in mass
customisation, in order to achieve a high production rate, multi-part fixtures and
multi-axis CNC machines are widely used. Then, the number of setups can be
greatly reduced and consequently the DMG2 is generated based on the available
manufacturing resource capabilities.
The following problems need to be solved in setup generation:
•

•

•

Reunite the feature groups based on available manufacturing resources.
Those feature groups with the same datum frame are considered to unite into
one setup.
Determine the locating datum in each setup and pass this information to the
fixture planning module. The locating datum is identified in each setup and
passed to a fixture-planning module. The locating points and clamping
surfaces are the outputs of the fixture-planning module.
Determine the process sequence in each setup. The problem of process
sequencing is transformed mathematically into a search for an optimal path to
traverse each vertex in the DMG2 under specified constraints. The times of
passing each vertex are determined by the number of processes linked to each
feature.

The constraints are divided into strong and weak constraints. The former is the
first priority to achieve and cannot be violated, while the latter comes from
manufacturing experience and may provide optimal solutions.
The strong constraints may include: 1) Maintaining the manufacturing process
sequence of each feature; 2) Maintaining the operation-dependent relationship in the
graph. For example, planes prior to holes and holes prior to grooves; 3) Doing rough
cuts first, semi and finish cuts in a prescribed order; and 4) Minimising the toolchange time and machine tool adjustment time (e.g. table-index time).
One example of a weak constraint might be that the cutter to mill the outboard
flange could be combined with the cutter to drill, chamfer and back chamfer the
mounting holes so that the tool-change time can be reduced. Figure 6.10 shows one
solution for the process sequence of the example part.
6.2.5 Fixture Design in Computer-aided Manufacturing Planning
Fixture design issues are divided into conceptual fixture design, detailed fixture
design and validation of fixturing performance. Conceptual fixture design includes
fixture base selection and part layout on the fixture base. Detailed fixture
configuration design is the generation of fixture components and configurations
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based on the best practice of the fixtures used for the parts in the same family.
Validation of fixture performance is critical to generating permissible variation
fixture designs. The following items may need to be verified: free from interference,
chip shedding to avoid chip accumulation, locating accuracy, stability problems,
clamping sequence, error proofing, pre-locating/pre-clamping, and ergonomic issues
(e.g. load/unload accessibility). Figure 6.11 shows an example of variation fixture
design generated by the computer-aided manufacturing planning system. The fixture
configuration is generated based on the common fixtures used by its part family
[6.18]. Part dimensions drive the dimensions of fixture components.
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Figure 6.10. Process sequence in Setup 1

Figure 6.11. An example of variation fixture design

6.2.6 Manufacturing Plan Generation
Manufacturing plan generation is required for mass production and mass
customisation. With the comparison of several alternative solutions of conceptual
fixture design, a feasible manufacturing plan can be generated to determine:
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•
•
•

•

Process sequence to machine manufacturing features of the parts on the
fixtures.
Tool path to machine the features based on the process sequence.
Minimal cycle time and manufacturing processes. Cycle time is the basic
criterion to help choose the manufacturing plan. Cycle time is composed of
cutting time, rapid travel time, tool-change time and machine tool table-index
time. The cutting time is determined by the cutting parameters and the other
time is related to the machine tool performance. Therefore, through the
adjustment of cutting parameters, machine tool parameters and even the
change of machine tools can help to reduce the cycle time and get a better
manufacturing solution.
Generate manufacturing documents. Documents are outputs generated to a
company-specific format. Manufacturing planning information including
setups, process sequence, machines, tooling and process parameters are
stored in the documents. This helps users understand what the system does
and what kind of information is used in the decision-making process.

Three solutions of conceptual fixture design for the Setup 1 are listed in Table
6.1 where the simplified part and fixture base information is presented. With the use
of the same machine tool and process parameters, a different cycle time is achieved.
It can be determined that the bridge is the best solution for Setup 1 that has the least
cycle time. Figure 6.12 shows the process sequence and process parameters in the
documentation.
Table 6.1. Alternative fixture solutions for Setup 1
Conceptual fixture design
Part layout

Machine tool
Cutting time/part (second s)
Non-cutting time/part (s)
Cycle time/ part (s)

Bridge

Rectangle plate

Round plate

31.48
97.96

DMV- 500 provided by Daewoo
66.48
40.06
106.54

34.08
100.56

6.3 Automated Setup Planning
Setup planning plays a crucial role in CAPP to ensure product quality, while
maintaining acceptable manufacturing cost. The tasks of setup planning consist of
(1) identifying manufacturing features and corresponding manufacturing processes,
(2) determining the number of setups, part orientation, locating datum and process
sequence in each setup, and (3) determining the machine tools and fixtures.
The purpose of setup is to locate and fix a part on a machine tool so that
machining can take place. There are three setup methods used to maintain tolerances
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Figure 6.12. Standard document output

between two features: (1) Machining the two features in the same setup; (2) Using
one feature as the locating datum and machine the other; and (3) Using an
intermediate locating datum to machine the two features in different setups. These
three methods are denoted as setup method I, II and III, respectively. It is concluded
that setup method I may produce the least manufacturing error because no locating
errors are involved [6.8]. Setup method II consists of one more locating error when
two features cannot be machined in the same setup. Setup method III is used where a
tolerance stackup is formed by every setup including the two features. Hence, to
reduce the locating error effect, the setup planning priority may be given to
minimise the number of setups and to process the maximum number of features that
can be synchronously machined in one setup.
In the research of setup planning, the analysis of part information is always the
starting point. Currently, graph-based representation has been recognised as an
effective tool to describe the many-to-many relationships in part information and
setup planning. An extended directed graph, including FTG and DMG, is used to
represent part design tolerance specifications and operational tolerance relationships
based on true positioning datum reference frames [6.3]. By the use of graphs, it is
easy to track the tolerance generation routines among manufacturing processes.
Other than tolerance analysis, feature orientation, precedence constraints,
kinematic analysis and force analysis have been considered in setup planning [6.6].
Several methodologies and algorithms have been proposed for setup planning,
including a graph-matrix approach for rotational parts based on tolerance analysis
[6.12][6.19], a hybrid-graph theory, accompanied by matrix theory to aid setup plan
generation that was carried out on a 3-axis vertical milling centre [6.5], an approach
for setup planning of prismatic parts with a Hopfield neural network where the
algorithm converting feature sequencing problem to a constraint-based travelling
salesman problem (TSP) [6.11], and a graph-based analysis and seven setup
planning principles defined to minimise machining error stackup under a true
positioning GD&T scheme [6.3]. Among all these strategies, limited manufacturing
resource capabilities have been considered. It is hard to generate feasible setup plans
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when multi-axis CNC machines and multi-part fixtures are used. Furthermore, setup
planning and fixture design are two closely related tasks. Setup planning is
constrained by the fixture to be applied. But most researchers circumvent this
problem by focusing on either setup planning or fixture design [6.5].
This section presents a systematic strategy on automated setup planning for nonrotational parts with the utilisation of flexible manufacturing resources. Three
technical points are included: 1) Graph theory is applied to describe FTG and DMG,
where the part design tolerance specification and operational tolerance relationships
are presented in setup planning; 2) Setup planning of a single part is defined as
transforming FTG to DMG based on tolerance and manufacturing resource
capability analyses as well as the best practice in industry; and 3) In order to utilise
the manufacturing resource capability effectively, the setup planning is extended to
the station level by the use of multi-part fixtures and multi-axis machine tools.
6.3.1 Graph Theory and Application in Setup Planning
A graph is an ordered triple G = {V, E, I}, where V is a nonempty set of elements, E
is a set disjointing from the elements in V, and I is an incidence map associated with
each element of E [6.20]. Elements of V are called vertices of G, and elements of E
are called edges (ei) of G. If all the elements in E connect ordered pair of vertices,
then G is called a directed graph. Let G be a graph and v V . The number of edges
incident at Ȟ in G is called the degree of the vertex Ȟ in G and is denoted by d(Ȟ).
The in-degree d-(Ȟ) of Ȟ is the number of edges incident into Ȟ and the out-degree
d+(Ȟ) is the number of edges incident out of Ȟ and the neutral-degree d0(Ȟ) is the
number of undirected edges incident on Ȟ. A loop at Ȟ is to be counted twice in
computing the neutral-degree of Ȟ. Hence,

d (v )

d  (v )  d  (v )  d 0 (v )

(6.1)

A walk in a graph G is an alternating sequence W: Ȟ0e1Ȟ1e2Ȟ2e3…Ȟnen of vertices
and edges beginning and ending with vertices in which Ȟi-1 and Ȟi are the ends of ei.
The walk is closed if Ȟ0 = Ȟn and is open otherwise. A walk is called a trail if all the
edges appearing in the walk are distinct. It is called a path if all the vertices are
distinct. Thus a path in G is automatically a trail in G. The concepts of path and
circuit are useful in setup sequencing and process sequencing.
New graphs can be generated by the use of the operations on graphs, which
include add a vertex, remove a vertex, join two vertices, unite two graphs, and
subtract graph1 from graph2.
6.3.2 Feature Tolerance Relationship Graph (FTG)
Part information is composed of the information of features and feature
relationships. It can be represented by FTG. The relationships are the dimensions
and tolerance specifications between features. In FTG, the vertices represent
features, the edges represent dimensions and tolerances between features, and the
incident maps represent the relationship types and values. Among them, a pair of
unordered vertices represents the dimension tolerances, and a pair of ordered
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vertices represents the positional and orientation tolerances. In many cases, there
may exist more than one tolerance between two features. Hence, the FTG of a part is
a graph with undirected edge, directed edge, and multiple edges. It is not only a
simple graph. Following is the mathematical representation of FTG:
GFTG = {F, T}

(6.2)

where, F = {f1, f2, …, fn} is a nonempty set of vertices of FTG. Each vertex
represents one feature; T = {t1, t2, …, tm} is a set of edges of FTG with relationship
defined by tj = {fi, fk, ttype, tvalue}. Each edge associated with the features is the
relationship type and the relationship value. If the relationship type is a dimension
with or without tolerance, the edge is an undirected edge. If it is a positional or
orientation tolerance, the edge is a directed edge and the first feature is the datum
feature of the tolerance.
Figure 6.13(a) shows the terminology of a simplified calliper part in the
automotive industry. Figure 6.13(b) shows its FTG that expresses the relationships
between features. X, Y, Z are predefined datum surfaces that are mutually
perpendicular to each other. Features A and A’ are two holes used to mount callipers
on the brake system. There exist required dimension and parallelism tolerances. The
same situation exists between B and B’. The dimension tolerance is represented by
an undirected edge and the parallelism is drawn by a directed edge, as shown in
Figure 6.13(b). Hence, there are multiple edges between A and A’, and B and B’.
A: Hole
B: Counterbore

Y datum G: Spotface

C: Groove
A’: Hole

D: Face

B’: Counterbore

E: Spotface

C’: Groove

F: Counterhole
with thread

H: Counterhole
with thread

X datum

Z datums

(a) Terminology of a calliper
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(b) FTG of an example part
Figure 6.13. FTG of a simplified calliper
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Since features are associated with particular manufacturing methods, each of
them may consist of several processes and each process may have its own tool
approach directions. Therefore, the FTG is extended to link feature manufacturing
processes onto the features. For a particular part, its FTG is unique, but it may have
several extended FTGs since one feature may have alternative manufacturing
methods. As a result, the task of setup planning is to design setups that perform all
the manufacturing processes linked onto the features in the FTG. Figure 6.14 shows
one of the extended FTGs of the example calliper.
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Drilling
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Figure 6.14. FTG with consideration of feature’s processes

The extended FTG is mathematically represented as follows:
E
G FTG

{F , T }

(6.3)

where, F = {f1, f2, …, fn} is the feature set of a part. Each feature has its own
manufacturing processes f = {pi1, pi2, …, pio}.
6.3.3 Datum and Machining Feature Relationship Graph (DMG)
Setup planning is to determine how many setups are needed to machine a part, what
the datum features are in each setup, and how many processes can be finished in the
setup. The information of setups should include datum features, manufacturing
features and their processes. In order to fulfil the tolerance requirement between
features, the errors caused by the manufacturing processes should also be recorded.
The information of setup planning can be represented by the relationship
between datum features and manufacturing features, which is called the DMG. A
DMG includes one or many sub-graphs and each sub-graph represents one setup. In
a DMG, vertices are classified into two sets, the datum features (grey solid vertices)
and manufacturing features (transparent vertices). An edge, which is associated with
machining errors, marks the relationship between the datum feature and the target
feature. A dashed line is used to connect the same feature in different setups. Figure
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6.15 shows the DMG of the example calliper. With DMG, it is easy to track back the
machining error stackup [6.6].
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Figure 6.15. DMG of the calliper

The mathematical representation of DMG is as follows:

G DMG

s
s
s
{G DMG
1 , G DMG 2 ,..., G DMGn }

(6.4)

s
G DMG

{ D , F , Er }

(6.5)

where D = {D1, D2, D3} is datum features; F = {f1,…, fm} is feature sets associated
with processes, fi = {pi1,…, pio}; and Erj = {fi, fk, ertype, ervalue} is error specifications.
It is true that f i  D  F , f k  F . A DMG is composed of sub-graphs that represent
individual setups. Each setup consists of datum features, manufacturing features and
machining errors generated in the setup. ertype is the same as ttype defined in Equation
(6.2).
6.3.4 Automated Setup Planning
In this section, automated setup planning is divided into two sub-tasks: setup
planning on the part level and on the station level in which fixtures and machine
tools are selected to machine several parts sequentially on machine tools. Moreover,
setup planning and fixture design are two close modules. Fixture planning may
provide locating datum information to help the generation of the DMG, and stationlevel setup planning can give part orientation, part layout on fixture bases to
facilitate fixture structural design. When fixture planning information is not
available, the best practice of similar parts can be used to help setup planning.
Figure 6.16 shows the architecture of automated setup planning.
Since the input and output information in setup planning for a part can be
represented by FTG and DMG, respectively, the problem of setup planning is to
transform the extended FTG into DMG based on tolerance and manufacturing
capability analyses. Setup planning on the part level is carried out in three steps:
feature grouping, setup generation, setup and process sequencing. In feature
grouping, tolerance analysis is carried out to identify those features in FTG with
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Figure 6.16. Overview of automated setup planning

tolerance relationships and suggest machining them in one setup. The locating
datum of each feature group is also identified in feature grouping. The information
generated in this step is represented by DMG1, which is a rough description of the
setup plans. In the second step, it is the manufacturing resource capabilities that
finally determine the number of setups needed, the setup sequence, workpiece
orientation, features and the sequence of the features’ machining processes in each
setup. The information is represented by DMG2, which is the final result of the
setup plans. The tolerance relationships in each setup are clearly shown in DMG2.
Different manufacturing resource capabilities may lead to different setup plans
because of the different manufacturing resource capability utilisation. In the last
step, precedence constraints are applied to guide a walk through all vertices on
DMG2 to determine the process sequence in each setup.
6.3.4.1 Part-level Setup Planning
Setup planning on the part level includes grouping features into setup, considering
the manufacturing resource, and determining the process sequence in each setup.
Feature grouping based on tolerance analysis. In order to minimise inter-setup
tolerance stackup, it is suggested to group those features with close position,
orientation or profile tolerance relationship together and to be machined in one
datum frame. An algorithm is developed to extract feature groups from FTG. The
basic idea is to find datum features and machining features through calculation of
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the degree of vertices in FTG. The in-degree of the initial datum feature is 0. Thus,
FTG is transferred into DMG1 and initial setups are generated.
Setup formation based on manufacturing resource capability. The next step of
setup planning is to consider the manufacturing resource capabilities. First, features
in DMG1 are attached with the manufacturing processes. Each process has its own
specified tool approach direction (TAD). Those feature processes with the same
datum frame and TAD can be reunited into one group. The TADs are given based on
part coordinate system. For the group with more than one TAD, each TAD should
be considered without violation of the feature-process sequence. Next, the machine
tool capability is considered. For example, 3½-axis machine tools can provide more
TADs than 3-axis machine tools so that the number of setups can be reduced.
Besides TAD, other machine tool capability measures are also considered, such
as machine accuracy, table size and motion range, and combinations of fixture and
cutting tool geometry. With these considerations, DMG1 is modified into DMG2.
The setup sequencing is also determined in DMG2. The basic principle of setup
sequencing is to ensure that a feature is machined before it is used as the locating
datum or tolerance datum of other features. In this research, this is reflected in two
principles:
Principle 1: The setup sequence must be arranged according to the sequence of
datum features.
Principle 2: The setup sequence must be arranged according to the feature’s predefined process sequences.
Process sequencing in each setup. The problem of process sequencing in each
setup is transformed into a search for an optimal walk to traverse each vertex in
DMG2 under specified constraints. The times of passing each vertex are determined
by the number of processes linked to each feature. The constraints are divided into
strong and weak constraints. The former is the first priority to achieve and cannot be
violated, while the latter comes from manufacturing experience and may provide
optimal solutions. The strong constraints may include, maintaining the
manufacturing process sequence of each feature, maintaining the operationdependent relationship in the graph. For example, planes prior to holes and holes
prior to grooves, doing rough cuts first, semi and finish cuts in a prescribed order,
and minimising the tool-change time and machine tool adjustment time. One
example of a weak constraint might be that the cutter to mill a surface could be
combined with the cutter to drill, chamfer and back chamfer a hole so that the toolchange time can be reduced.
6.3.4.2 Station-level Setup Planning
It is known that in the overall manufacturing time, cutting time only takes up a small
portion. Non-cutting time, including tool-changing time, cutter rapid traverse time
and machine tool table-index time, takes most of the cycle time. Hence, in mass
production, the utilisation of multi-part fixtures may improve the productivity and
reduce the cycle time. The station-level setup planning includes the following steps:
Machine tool selection. Candidate machine tools satisfy the entire requirement to
machine tool capabilities from setup planning, including the number of axes of
machine tools. The detailed machine tool planning is presented in the next section.
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Conceptual fixture design and part layout design. Fixture design issues are
divided into two steps: conceptual fixture design and detailed fixture design that
includes the design of fixture structure and fixture components. Conceptual fixture
provides ideas about which fixture base is used and how many parts are held on the
fixture base as well as how the parts are oriented on the fixture. In mass production,
fixtures are usually designed and fabricated by vendors. Hence, in setup planning,
only conceptual fixture design is emphasised. The initial solution of the conceptual
fixture design can be derived from the best practice design in industry. The part
position and orientation on fixture bases need to be determined, which implies how
much space would be left to accommodate fixture components. The conceptual
fixture design is an extension of machine tool capabilities. There may be a mix of
part-level setups in one station level setup. Therefore, after the generation of the
initial solutions of conceptual fixture design, the machine tool capability needs to be
re-evaluated: Whether it has enough space to accommodate the fixtures and parts,
and whether it can access all the features and finish all the required processes. If the
conditions are not satisfied, the fixture base and part layout may be reselected and
adjusted, such as adjusting part position and orientation, or putting fewer parts on
the fixtures, or even the machine tool is reselected.
Global process sequence and tool-path generation. In order to reduce the noncutting time on each part, the processes that use the same cutters are suggested to be
carried out together in sequence. A sequence is needed for all the manufacturing
processes on the multi-part fixture. The corresponding tool paths are generated
without interference with fixture components, machine tools, etc.
Cycle time calculation. Cycle time is a critical factor to help in choosing better
setup plans in mass production. Hence, the estimation of cycle time is indispensable
in station-level setup planning.
6.3.5 A Case Study
A sample part has been shown in Figure 6.13 with the FTG in Figure 6.14.
Following is the result from the automated setup planning algorithm.
DMG1 generation. By applying the algorithm developed for setup formation,
features x, y, z are found as initial datum features in step 2. In step 3, features A and
B have three edges linking with x, y, z, respectively, and feature group (A, A’), (B,
D), (B, C), (B, B’, C’) are identified as initial groups. In step 4, features E, F, G and
H are identified beyond the above feature groups. Hence, an intermediate datum
frame is needed. Based on the DMG rules (3 mutually perpendicular datums) and
the best-practice knowledge of fixture planning, features B, B’ and Z are identified
as the intermediate datum frame and feature group (E, F) and (G, H) are constructed.
The feature groups and corresponding datum frames are listed in Table 6.2. The
DMG1 is shown in Figure 6.15.
DMG2 generation. The next step of setup planning is to consider the
manufacturing resources capabilities. First, each process in DMG1 has its own
specified TAD. Those feature processes with the same datum frame and TAD can be
reunited into one group. Table 6.3 shows the results. The TADs are given based on a
part coordinate system that is predefined on the example part.
The manufacturing resource is selected to carry out all processes in each group.
Based on TADs, four setups are needed, in which group 3 can be carried out with
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Table 6.2. Feature grouping based on tolerance analysis
Manufacturing features
A, A’
B, D
B, C
B, B’, C’
E, F
G, H

Group 1
Group 2
Group 3
Group 4
Group 5
Group 6

Datum
X, Y, Z
X, Y, Z
X, Y, Z
X, Y, Z
B, B’, Z
B, B’, Z

Table 6.3. Feature-process grouping based on tolerance analysis
Manufacturing features
A (Drilling, chamfer & back chamfer)
A’ (Drilling, chamfer & back chamfer)
B, B’ (Rough boring, finish boring)
C, C’ (Grooving)
A (Spotface)
A’ (Spotface)
D (Milling)
A (Tapping)
A’ (Tapping)
E (Spotface)
F (Drilling, tapping)
G (Spotface)
H (Drilling, tapping)

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3
Group 4
Group 5

Machine tool
3-axis machine

Datum
X, Y, Z

TAD
+X

3-axis machine

X, Y, Z

–X

3-axis machine

X, Y, Z

+X or –X

3-axis machine

B, B’, Z

3-axis machine

B, B’, Z

–0.6Y
+0.8Z
0.6Y
+0.8Z

group 2 through the use of the precedence constraint to maintain the feature
manufacturing sequence. Figure 6.17 shows the corresponding DMG2. Compared
with part FTG, it can be seen that there is a perpendicular tolerance requirement
between features B and D. In this solution, B and D are machined in a different
setup and a tolerance stackup between B and D is generated.
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Figure 6.17. DMG2 of the example part (first solution)
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However, if 3½-axis machining centres with a table-index function are available,
the setup planning may generate another solution. It is assumed that the machine
tool coordinate and part coordinate overlap; then groups 1, 2 and 3 can be finished in
one setup by indexing machine table 180o and groups 3 and 4 in another setup by
indexing machine table of 106o. The corresponding DMG2 is shown in Figure 6.18.
In this solution, the number of setups has been reduced to 2. Features B and D are
machined in the same setup so that there is no tolerance stackup between setups.
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Figure 6.18. DMG2 of the example part (second solution)

Hence, in the setup planning of the example part, there are two datum feature
sets (X, Y, Z) and (B, B’, Z). Through the calculation of their degrees, the in-degree
of X, Y, Z is d-(Ȟ) = 0, while d-(B)>0, d-(B’)>0, d-(z)>0. Therefore, the setup
sequence is from (X, Y, Z) to (B, B’, Z).
Process sequence. One solution of process sequencing is shown in Figure 6.10,
where 3½-axis machining centres are used in the production of the example part.
Station-level setup planning. Predefined fixture bases are used in the stationlevel setup planning. Corresponding requirements to the machine tool are generated
and evaluated. Table 6.4 shows different fixture bases used in the two setups.
Table 6.4. Station-level setup planning
Setup 1
Bridge

Setup 2
Tombstone

X
Y

3½
800 mm
363 mm

2½
500 mm
500 mm

Z

765 mm

700 mm

Fixture base type

Part layout on fixture base

No. of axis
Machine tool
requirements

Moving
range
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6.4 Information Modelling
In today’s advanced manufacturing, investments in automated production machinery
and systems have increased steadily. These machines and systems place high
demands on manufacturing planning, which serves as the bridge between product
design and fabrication in order to convert design specifications into manufacturing
instructions. Currently, CAD and CAM systems have become standard engineering
tools in industry, but the effectiveness of CAMP systems is not fully satisfactory.
The reasons lie in two aspects: One is the lack of correct information models of
parts, planning methodologies, manufacturing processes, and resources [6.21]. There
are two aspects to these information models, the conceptual models and the
implemented or the computer models. It should be pointed out that finding
conceptual models for manufacturing planning is very difficult because of the
complex interaction between manufacturing planning and other activities in a
manufacturing enterprise. Another reason is the fact that the scope of manufacturing
planning is constantly changing, due to the new demands in product development
practice. In recent years, a new production mode, mass customisation, has been
introduced and widely applied in industries [6.1]. It allows customised products to
be made to suit special customer needs, while maintaining near-mass-production
efficiency. Compared to conventional mass production, mass customisation allows
for more product variety in which products are grouped into families in industry.
Some research was carried out in the design stage, in which product structures are
decomposed into modules by the use of modularity principles [6.22]. The reuse of
certain modules can simplify a new product design. In the production stage of mass
customisation, the low cost is achieved primarily through the full utilisation of
manufacturing process capability, in which multi-axis machining centres and multipart fixtures are widely used. Hence, the difficulty of manufacturing planning for
mass customisation is greatly increased due to the complexity of manufacturing
resource capability analysis and utilisation. In order to pursue smaller turnaround
time and increase the response speed to customer’s needs, the modularity analysis in
the design stage is expected to expand to the manufacturing planning stage. The
tasks are executed by implementing interrelated modules. Some of the modules,
including the planning methodologies and information modelling, are to be realised
by the research of the CAMP. The others are designed for specific companies that
have accumulated a variety of best-of-practice (BOP) knowledge. The reuse of
planning methodologies and BOP will greatly reduce engineers’ workload and
increase their planning efficiency. As a result, the study on CAMP for mass
customisation requires a clear structure of planning tasks, a redefinition of planning
methodologies, and the establishment of correct information models, as well as the
description and utilisation of BOP.
6.4.1 A Systematic Information Modelling Methodology
In the CAMP, the main challenge is to analyse the information involved in the
manufacturing planning activities and to construct conceptual information models,
which can facilitate the rapid generation of manufacturing plans, including the
utilisation of manufacturing resources, according to changes of part design.
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Information models are data structures that represent information content in part
design and manufacturing. The main task of information modelling is to capture,
describe, and maintain the information structure and information relationships in the
CAMP. In this section, an object-oriented systems analysis (OSA) approach [6.23] is
utilised to analyse and represent information models, and a systematic information
modelling hierarchy is proposed to model both static and dynamic characteristics of
information from a system perspective.
6.4.1.1 The Object-oriented Systems Analysis (OSA) Approach
Object-oriented (O-O) modelling is recognised as a powerful tool to model realworld systems. An object is an encapsulation of data and procedures (or methods)
that operates on the data. A relationship establishes a logical connection among
objects. An object could be an existing entity in the real world such as a part and a
machine tool. The definition of objects implies the correlative relationships between
the data and the procedures related to the data. The real world can be considered as a
group of interacting objects. The interactions, including static relationships and
dynamic relationships, are described according to the way that human beings think.
Therefore, the main task of O-O modelling for a system is to identify objects and
analyse their interactions within the system.
In this section, an OSA approach is used to analyse the information in CAMP: an
object-relationship model (ORM) is used to represent the static relationships
between objects. An object-behaviour model (OBM) describes the behaviour of
individual objects and how objects respond to dynamically occurring events and
conditions. An object-interaction model (OIM) expresses the interactions between
objects.
Object-relationship model (ORM). An ORM is created to represent the static
relationships between objects, which is described by an ORM diagram. A rectangle
represents an object, and the variables of the object are shown in the lower rectangle.
There are two basic relationships: Generalisation–specification relationship means
the is-kind-of relationship, which is represented by a transparent triangle in an ORM
diagram; and whole–part relationship indicates the is-part-of relationships, which is
described by a solid-filled triangle. Users can define their own relationships with the
specific relationship name attached to ORM diagrams.
Object-behaviour model (OBM). The objective of a behaviour model is to
describe the way that each object in a system interacts, functions, responds, or
performs. A behaviour model for an object is similar to a job description for an
object. In this chapter, state nets are used to represent OBMs, which is composed of
states, triggers and actions. A state, represented by a rounded rectangle, describes an
object’s status, phase, situation, or activity. The events and conditions that activate
state transitions are called triggers. The activity that an object performs is called an
action. A rectangle is divided into two sections, the top section contains a trigger
description and the bottom section contains the actions.
Object-interaction model (OIM). The ORMs describe the static relationships
among objects. The OBMs describe the behaviour of an object, but in isolation from
other objects. An OIM model is used to describe the interaction among objects.
One object interacts with another in many different ways. For example, an object
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may send information to another, request information from another, alter another
object, or cause another to do some actions. To understand object interaction, we
must understand: 1) What objects are involved in the interaction; 2) How the objects
act or react in the interaction; and 3) The nature of the interaction. Since objects are
identified in ORMs, and the behaviour of each object is described in OIMs, a
combination of ORMs and the state nets is used to create OIMs, in which a zigzag
arrow is used to describe the interactions between objects. In general, the
interactions indicated by zigzag arrows imply the user-defined correlative
relationships associated to specific systems.
6.4.1.2 Systematic Information Modelling Hierarchy
When using the OSA approach to model a complex system, high-level abstraction of
objects is applied to reduce complexity and make the information models easy to
create, maintain, and display. A high-level object package groups relative objects
and the relationships among the objects into a single object. The top-down approach
is used to expand a high-level object into low-level objects and relationships. Figure
6.19 shows the hierarchical structure of system information models. The building of
information models is split into three levels.
The definition of a system model contains domains that are subdivided into
subsystems. The system model may be deduced from analysis of the system’s highlevel object interaction models. The definition of an information model contains
objects that are subdivided into states. The definition of the state model describes the
behaviour of objects.
OIM

System model
Domain

Domain

Object
Package

Object
Package

Is generated from

Object
Package
Domain

Information model
Object

Object
Object

ORM

Is generated from

OBM

State model
State

State

State

State

Object

Object

Object

Is generated from
State

State

Figure 6.19. Systematic information modelling hierarchy

6.4.2 Information Model of CAMP for Mass Customisation
The tasks of CAMP have been carried out by four functional modules, which are
shown by the grey round rectangles in Figure 6.20 [6.17]. Part information is
composed of features and the tolerance relationships between the features. Part
information modelling extracts features from part CAD models, with feature
manufacturing strategies associated with the features. Setup planning is carried out
based on tolerance and manufacturing resource capability analyses. Multi-part
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fixture design may be involved. Conceptual fixture design is used to determine part
layout on the fixtures. Manufacturing plan generation is to determine the optimal
process sequence and tool path. The information involved in CAMP is organised
into three categories:
CAMP function modules

Blackboards

Best of Practice
(BOP)

Data & Knowledge base

Part CAD models

Part Information Model

Feature manufacturing
strategies

Setup plans

Manufacturing plans

Object-oriented Information modeling

Features

1. Manufacturing feature specification
2. FTG generation
3. Feature manufacturing methods

Feature
Level

Combined features in
part families

Combined features’
process models

Setup Planning
1. Feature grouping
2. Setup generation

Part
level

Manufacturing resource
capability
Cutter

Conceptual Fixture Design
1. Fixture base determination’
2. Part layout on fixture base

Manufacturing Plan Generation
1. Machine tool selection
2. Process sequence generation
3.Cutting parameter & global tool path

Fixture

System
level

Machine tool

Manufacturing
knowledge

CAMP Document

Figure 6.20. Tasks and information content in the CAMP

Manufacturing databases and knowledge bases. In CAMP, the information is
considered and stored in the manufacturing data and knowledge bases. Combined
features are defined based on particular part families. The parts in the same family
may have the same type of combined features and feature relationships so that the
part-family BOP can be used as the reference to generate new plans [6.17].
Combined features are associated with predefined manufacturing strategies, in
which customised combination cutters, tool paths, and machine tool motion
requirements are specified for particular part families. The designs of cutters and
tool paths are based on prior experience and are stored in templates. Therefore, when
the same combined feature is encountered, the existing experience can be reused.
Manufacturing resources include cutters, machine tools, and fixtures. Some of
them are standard tools and can be brought from the market. The others are designed
specifically for particular processes used in manufacturing plans. The capabilities of
available manufacturing resources should be described and stored in a format that
the CAMP can interpret and manipulate. Manufacturing rules and knowledge are
extracted from BOP and applied in the automated reasoning mechanism such as
automated determination of feature manufacturing strategy, setup planning, and
manufacturing plan generation. Three levels of manufacturing knowledge are
identified, general knowledge without regard to a particular shop, shop-level process
details, and part-level information based on particular part-family production in a
specific machine shop.
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Best-of-practice (BOP). BOP for part families is the most important reference
enabling engineers to design a new manufacturing plan. The specific decisionmaking strategies of part families are embedded in the BOP, which include
strategies about how to deal with the correlative relationships between part design,
part manufacturing, and the utilisation of manufacturing resource capabilities.
Therefore, the decision-making strategies in the BOP must be identified first, and
then the BOP should be described in a format that is accurate, complete, and
unambiguous, so that it can be used by the CAMP system. In this chapter,
information in BOP is divided into three levels: feature level, part setup planning
level, and machine level.
Blackboards. Blackboards are used to store the shared information generated by
the modules of the CAMP. It is in the blackboards that computers deal with the
manufacturing information that is represented by information models. There are four
blackboards in CAMP, which store features, features’ manufacturing strategies, part
setup planning and manufacturing plan information. The design of information
models considers the following issues, information relationship, information
integration, and information extendibility. The design of information models should
pay attention to correlative relationships and try to avoid information redundancy in
models. The design of information models should consider the overall information
requirements of the CAMP system. Different functional modules may have different
requirements for the same information model. With the consideration of the new
demands in product development practice, the scope of the CAMP may change
accordingly. Therefore, the information models should be extendable to
accommodate more information content without damaging origin information
content and information relationships.
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Figure 6.21. System models for the CAMP

The systematic information modelling methodology is used in this chapter to
analyse and represent the information in the blackboards of the CAMP. As shown in
Figure 6.21, four object packages are established to describe the primary
information involved, as well as the interactions between these packages. The part
information is the input, which is composed of features and the tolerance
relationships between features, and the features’ manufacturing strategies are linked
with features. The manufacturing planning package includes feature-level, part-level
and machine-level decision-making strategies. The manufacturing knowledge
package provides the knowledge constraint to control the manufacturing planning
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behaviours. The manufacturing resource capability package provides the description
of available manufacturing resources. Hence, breaking down these packages will
result in a detailed study on the correlative relationships within the CAMP, which
facilitate the use of the part-family BOP to help engineers rapidly design new
manufacturing plans.
In part information representation, the procedure of establishing a process object
for a feature is called feature-level decision making, whose OIM is shown in Figure
6.22. Similarly, the OIMs can be established for setup planning, manufacturing
resource planning, and manufacturing planning generation.
FTG
Graph
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Feature

ToleranceType
Value

FTGEdge
FeatureID1
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is_ordered

ID

Feature
parameters

Dimension

Feature
parameters

Value
Maxvalue
Minvalue

Process
Define cutter
Process
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Select a end mill
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Define tool path
Process
underdefined

Design a tool path according to
cutter and feature dimension

Process
defined

Figure 6.22. OIM of part object and one of the process objects

6.5 Summary and Discussions
The overall framework of a CAMP system for mass customisation has been
developed and introduced in this chapter. The objective of the research is to provide
a computerised tool for rapid design and simulation of manufacturing systems with
emphasis on the utilisation of best-practice knowledge together with analysis in
production planning. In the system, a feature-based part information model is used
to represent part information. Combined features are parametrically represented and
subsequently used in determining manufacturing methods and processes based on
available manufacturing resources and capabilities. Graph-based automated setup
planning has been extended to consider flexible manufacturing resources, multiparts fixture configuration and process sequence optimisation. Finally, the standard
manufacturing documentation is automatically generated to a company-specific
format by the system.
To facilitate the CAMP system, a systematic information modelling technology
is proposed to represent the correlative relationships from the system perspective.
The OSA approach is used as the primary tool to describe the static and dynamic
characteristics of information. Therefore, the correlative relationships within the
CAMP between part design and manufacturing planning can be properly described,
as can the information in BOP of part families. A tri-level decision-making
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mechanism is proposed by using a systematic information modelling technology. At
the feature level, combined features and their manufacturing strategies are defined
based on part families. At the part level, part information is represented by FTG, and
setup planning information is described by DMG. Rules and constraints that are
extracted from BOP control the transformation from FTG to DMG. At the system
level, multi-part fixtures are utilised to reduce cycle time and to increase
productivity. Part layout on multi-part fixture bases is also retrieved from BOP.
The research focuses on setup planning and station-level planning, while the
process-level optimisation, such as tool path or process parameter, is not
emphasised, but the results can be integrated. Fixture design and tolerance analysis
are two important tasks of manufacturing planning and are discussed separately.
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Abstract
This chapter presents some of the issues concerning holonic manufacturing systems. It starts
by presenting the current manufacturing scenario and trends and then provides some
background information on the holonic concept and its application to manufacturing. The
current limitations and future trends of manufacturing suggest more autonomous and
distributed organisations for manufacturing systems; holonic manufacturing systems are
proposed as a way to achieve such autonomy and decentralisation. After a brief literature
survey, a specific research study is presented to handle scheduling in holonic manufacturing
systems. This work is based on task and resource holons that cooperate with each other based
on a variant of the contract net protocol that allow the propagation of constraints between
operations in the execution plan. The chapter ends by presenting some challenges and future
opportunities for research.

7.1 Introduction
In recent years, changes occurring in society and economy gave rise to a new
economic model characterised by adjectives such as digital, global, competitive and
customer focused [7.1]–[7.4]. As opposed to the post-war economy, stable markets,
nationwide competitors, heavy hierarchical organisations and isolation in business,
give place to dynamic markets, worldwide competition, network organisations, and
cooperation and alliances in business [7.5].
Manufacturing has changed (and will continue to change) [7.6]–[7.9]; there is a
shift from mechanisation and mass production to flexible manufacturing and product
customisation as well as customised “digital” services. Innovation is no longer
neglectable and knowledge has become the primary growth factor as opposed to
capital and labour.
The manufacturing company of the future [7.3][7.6]: will use intelligent
processes and flexible tools to achieve new dimensions of flexibility and reactivity;
will support its decisions with knowledge-based systems; and will operate on
worldwide networks of plants, suppliers, delivery and service centres, paying
attention to change and discontinuity in order to achieve competitive advantage.
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As observed in [7.10], rigid, static and hierarchical manufacturing systems are
expected to be replaced by adaptable and reconfigurable ones that are more resilient
to disturbances and changes. Furthermore, the limitations of current systems along
with market trends, motivated the birth of distributed manufacturing systems where
autonomous and flexible manufacturing entities cooperate in a coherent and
coordinated manner [7.9][7.11][7.12].
Some researchers have then proposed intelligent manufacturing systems as a
solution to these problems. Monostori [7.13] notes that the term was coined by
Hatvani and Nemes in 1978 [7.14] sketching the new generation of manufacturing
systems. Such systems, using the results of the (at that time) young field of artificial
intelligence, would be able to solve problems without precedents, handle
disturbances and unforeseen events even in the presence of incomplete information
[7.15]. Intelligent manufacturing systems give a futuristic view of manufacturing
with innate abilities to react correctly and promptly to external events, differing
from traditional ones in its ability to adapt to a world of constant change without the
need for external intervention.
Several methodologies have been proposed to realise the intelligent
manufacturing system concept; some are based on the evolution of species, others in
mathematics, or even philosophy. Such systems (bionic, fractal and holonic,
respectively) have some common grounds, especially the fact that all of them are
distributed in nature, giving special emphasis to the autonomy and cooperation of its
constituent parts.
Holonic manufacturing systems try to take advantage in the manufacturing
activities of the same processes and organisations that holonic structures provide to
organism and societies; i.e. stability in the face of disturbances, flexibility to change,
and efficient usage of resources [7.10][7.16].

7.2 Background
7.2.1 Holonic Systems
Holonic systems are based on the notion of a holon [7.17], a term coined by the
Hungarian philosopher Arthur Koestler. Holon is a neologism derived from the
Greek holos (meaning whole) and the English suffix on (meaning part). A holon is a
dual entity with recurring structure acting both as a part and a whole.
Koestler proposes the term after analysing the parable of the two watchmakers
by Herbert Simon [7.18][7.19] as a way to explain the structures observed in nature
and society. Simon uses the parable of the two watchmakers to explain that complex
systems evolve much more rapidly if there are stable intermediate forms (resilient to
disturbances and easily replaceable by other elements) and that the ability to build
large complex systems depends on the environment (frequency and gravity of
disturbances, e.g. technology changes, rush orders).
Koestler establishes the link between the parable and the holonic concept, since a
holon is an autonomous, stable and cooperative unit of a bigger whole [7.17].
Autonomous because it has the ability to build and execute its own plans; stable
because it reacts in an adequate way to disturbances; and cooperative since it works
with other holons on mutually developed and agreed plans.
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A holon is a paradox entity since it is autonomous but it also partially controls its
constituent holons as well as is partially controlled by other holons, where it is one
of the constituents [7.1][7.16].
To counterpose with hierarchy, Koestler proposes the term holarchy as the
fundamental structural organisation of holons. A holarchy is an ordered system (as
opposed to chaotic) of interrelated parts where each part is itself a holarchy. A
holarchy is a (temporary) cooperative group of holons to achieve a common goal.
This self-organisation allows the creation of dynamic associations according to
objectives or the state of the environment [7.20]–[7.22]. The holarchy defines the
rules of cooperation, thus limiting the holons’ autonomy. An interesting
characteristic is that a holon can belong to several holarchies at the same time (in the
same way a person can belong to several groups of interest) [7.20][7.23].
7.2.2 Holonic Manufacturing Systems
The “Intelligent Manufacturing Systems” international research project started in
October 1989 with the goal to produce a science of manufacturing able to cope with
the requirements of the 21st century and provide country- and organisationindependent solutions [7.24]–[7.26]. The project set up an agenda to reach for
excellence in the manufacturing sector [7.27]. The project was divided into six
feasibility test cases, of which “Holonic Manufacturing Systems” (HMS) was a part.
From the outset of this project a new long-term research project dedicated solely to
HMS was started.
A holonic manufacturing system applies the holonic concept to the
manufacturing arena, creating a dynamic and decentralised manufacturing process,
where humans are effectively integrated, to allow dynamic and continuous change
[7.10]; It is an holarchy that grasps the complete set of manufacturing activities from
design to sales to achieve an agile manufacturing company [7.16][7.28].
A holon in an HMS is defined as an autonomous and cooperative entity with an
information processing part and eventually a physical part (in the case of holonic
machines) [7.16]. In an HMS, every element of the system, such as machines, tools,
humans, are treated as holons. Since a holon is structurally recurrent, the factory
itself is also a holon.
The characteristics that distinguish HMS from other similar approaches are:
•
•
•
•

autonomous, cooperative, reusable self-configurable elements;
recursive structure;
no centralised control;
integration of human tasks in manufacturing cells.

HMS try to answer requirements posed by the demand of a small series of a great
variety of products [7.21], which is believed to be a dominant pattern in the future
[7.29]. It is expected that HMS delivers cost reduction due to changes and
disturbances; enhanced ability to automatically recover from unplanned stops; more
efficient use of the production capacity; and greater satisfaction of human operators
[7.20].
The holonic organisation of the system allows HMS to combine the high
efficiency and predictability of hierarchical systems with the robustness and agility
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of heterarchical systems due to the self-configuration and self-organisation ability of
the holons [7.28].
Typical problems in manufacturing (e.g. scheduling) are extremely complex,
with a large dimension and are extremely dynamic. This dynamism influences the
solution to the problem, leading to the need to achieve a new solution in real time.
This type of scenario is a good candidate for distributed computation and artificial
intelligence, namely distributed artificial intelligence (DAI) and multi-agent systems
(MAS). These type of systems are “suited for modular, decentralised, dynamic,
complex and ill-applications” [7.30], showing “a large number of interactions
among components” [7.31]. Complex, flexible and configurable systems are also the
focus of attention of holonic systems. Since these approaches are mainly distributed,
it is necessary to regulate the interactions among its constituents, empowering the
units of organisation (e.g. holons) with negotiation abilities (e.g. Contract Net
[7.32][7.33]).
In the manufacturing arena, holonic manufacturing systems apply the holonic
concept to the manufacturing enterprise, allowing the existence of a dynamic and
decentralised manufacturing process where changes are applied dynamically and
continuously. The following table (from [7.11]) relates the list of characteristics a
distributed manufacturing system (DMS) should have with the holonic concept.
Table 7.1. Relation between HMS and distributed manufacturing systems
Characteristic of DMS
Distribution
Decentralisation
Autonomy
Dynamic
Reactivity
Flexibility
Adaptability
Agility

Holonic concept support
A holon is by definition distributed
Autonomy
A holon is by definition autonomous
Dynamic holarchies
Must be implemented in each holon
Autonomy and dynamic holarchies
Autonomy and dynamic holarchies
Dynamic holarchies and cooperation

As one can see, the autonomous and cooperative nature of a holon, combined
with dynamic organisation of holarchies can guarantee most of the identified
characteristics. Thus, the holonic paradigm offers the necessary abstractions and
mechanics to build the next generation of manufacturing systems.

7.3 Applications of Holonic Manufacturing Systems
The Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium, was responsible for the HMS subproject within the IMS project. They built a seminal holonic assembly station as a
feasibility study for the HMS concept [7.10][7.34].
In their approach, each physical resource (machining, assembly and transport) is
represented by a holon with both a software and hardware component. Besides these
holons, the system also comprises (software-only) holons for scheduling, planning
and control. The objective was to analyse the cooperation between the scheduling
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and the control holons. The scheduling holon uses a traditional centralised
scheduling algorithm to propose tasks to the control holon that tries to obey that
schedule; on unforeseen conditions the control holon would behave autonomously
and change the schedule as necessary, asking for a new schedule later on.
From their research, Bongaerts et al. [7.34] later identified the minimum set of
holon types for a minimalist implementation of a manufacturing system, namely:
products, resources and orders. With further study, they proposed the PROSA
taxonomy [7.22][7.23] which is regarded as an archetype for any holonic
manufacturing system.
PROSA defines four types of holons (Figure 7.1):
•
•
•
•

Product – encapsulate the product model, i.e. project and process plans;
Resources – encapsulate the physical resources (eventually, with the
corresponding hardware control unit);
Orders – represent manufacturing tasks to be executed by the system;
Auxiliary – additional functionalities; usually work as advisors for the other
holons (e.g. optimal centralised scheduling algorithm to be used in regular
operation).

Figure 7.1. PROSA reference architecture

The PROSA reference architecture was initially used by [7.28] and [7.21] for the
implementation of specific systems, but several other studies apply this reference
architecture when modelling their systems. Different implementations will differ in
the algorithms used in each holon as well as specific organisation (holarchies) for
the holons in the system.
Gou et al. [7.35] propose a highly modular holonic architecture composed of
Product holons (composed of part holons) for representing manufacturing orders;
Cell holons (composed of machine and cell coordinator holons) for representing the
resources; and Factory holons as the high-level holarchy. They perform scheduling
by decomposing the problem into sub-problems using Lagrangian relaxation.
Leitao and Barbosa [7.36] present a holonic control system with a predictive
disturbance handling approach that transforms the traditional “fail and recover”
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practices into “predict and prevent” practices, allowing improvement of the control
system performance.
Walker et al. [7.37] compare performance results of their holonic scheduling
system (which evolves the rules used to generate the schedule instead of the
schedule itself) with pure heuristic scheduling heuristics and randomly generated
mixed heuristics.
Kotak et al. [7.38] present a framework for holonic control based on the JADE
platform. It allows for the integration of human experts to override the decision of
the holonic controller.
Jarvis et al. [7.39] present and evaluate the technical feasibility of a strategy for
the incremental introduction of holonic manufacturing principles into existing
production control systems.
Huang et al. [7.40] propose a holonic framework (and respective control
mechanisms) for virtual enterprises with the ability to guarantee stability,
predictability and global optimisation of the system performance.
Holonic manufacturing systems have been applied to several aspects of the
manufacturing business with a focus on scheduling and control. Given the holistic
view promoted by the holonic concept, there is a considerable number of works that
present architectures to model the “complete” enterprise, covering several or all of
the manufacturing functions as well as enterprise integration and virtual enterprises
and supply-chain management.
For a wider survey of applications of holonic manufacturing systems please refer
to [7.41]. For a survey on distributed manufacturing systems (including agent-based
manufacturing) please refer to [7.11][7.42][7.43].

7.4 An Approach: the Fabricare Holonic System
7.4.1 General Description
This work tries to present an integrated view of a manufacturing system, based on
the distributed manufacturing systems paradigm, which is able to accomplish the
requirements for post-twentieth-century society [7.44].
In this solution the main entities in the manufacturing process are modelled as
holons, each one contributing with a small parcel of the overall system’s
functionality. To demonstrate the previous concepts, a prototype system has been
developed, named Fabricare, which is the Latin word for “to manufacture”. The
Fabricare project uses a holonic architecture (Figure 7.2) where several key
functions of the manufacturing process are identified and modelled as holarchies
[7.45][7.46]. These holarchies are composed of “basic” holons such as Product,
Task and Resource, each one representing a core entity in the manufacturing system.
The core holons are grouped together in holarchies representing the major
function of the manufacturing system. The design holon (DH) aggregates product
holons (PH), customer holons (CH) and supplier holons (SuH) for the design
activity. The process planning holon (PPH) aggregates resource holons (RH) and
product holons (PH). The production planning holon (ProdPH) aggregates resource
holons and sales holons (SaH) to execute material requirements planning and
capacity planning. The scheduling holon (SH) aggregates resource holons and task
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holons (TH) to dynamically schedule manufacturing orders. Additionally, there is a
directory service (DS) that acts as a repository for the system providing information
about running holons.
Company
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Figure 7.2. The architecture of the Fabricare project

7.4.2 Description of Major Holons
The key entities participating in the scheduling process (activity chosen as the test
case) are the physical resources and the manufacturing orders. These two entities are
represented in the system by resource holons and task holons, respectively. This
section details the internal knowledge base and behaviour of each of these holons.
Every holon in the system has information about itself such as name, type,
relationships and holarchies it belongs to. Each holon may have one or more types
that define a class of behaviours through a mechanism of inheritance [7.44][7.47].
Furthermore, each holon is also endowed with the ability to handle and reason about
incomplete information [7.44] using a notation based on [7.47] and [7.48]. This
notation allows for: explicit negative information; unknown information; mutually
exclusive information; and forbidden information. Additionally, a meta interpreter
was developed to infer the truth value of a question posed to the holon’s knowledge
base.
The scheduling activity is performed by task and resource holons by means of
cooperative negotiation (see Section 7.4.3 Negotiation Protocol). Figure 7.3 shows
the conceptual model of the Fabricare system from the task’s and resource’s
perspective.
(1) Task Holon
A task holon represents a manufacturing order to execute a certain quantity of a
specific product on the shop floor. The objectives of this kind of holon are to
schedule the order and afterwards to monitor its execution [7.49][7.50].
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Figure 7.3. Conceptual model of Fabricare for scheduling

Each task holon has a set of internal attributes that represents the manufacturing
order data such as order number, requested product, demanded quantity, due date
and the selected production plan.
Its lifecycle (Figure 7.4) begins when the manufacturing order is created (either
to fulfil a customer order or to balance stocks). During its existence, the task holon
will negotiate with resource holons the execution of the operations needed to
perform the ordered product. The holon will cease to exist when the order is fulfilled
or cancelled.
After obtaining information about the order, the task holon negotiates with
resource holons using CNCPP (contract net with constraint propagation protocol) –
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see Section 7.4.3. The holon will then wait for the bids and evaluate them, in order
to select one (if possible). If it is not possible to schedule the order, the task holon
will recombine the resources and perform a new negotiation. A renegotiation may
also be necessary if the order’s condition change, e.g. anticipated due date, delayed,
etc. The evaluation of bids is performed by taking into account a prioritised list of
criteria. The following criteria have been implemented in the prototype: (i) first
valid solution; (ii) least-costly solution; and (iii) greatest slack until due date. The
cost of a solution is determined by the cost of performing the specified operations in
a specific resource.

initialising
do/initialise

[ready]

[renegotiate]

negotiating
recombined

do/negotiate

[NOT ready]

[renegotiate]

[scheduled]

[NOT scheduled]
/recombinate

monitoring
do/monitor
[NOT ready]
[end]

ended
do/log

Figure 7.4. Lifecycle of task holons

(2) Resource Holon
A resource holon represents the current state of a physical resource on the shop
floor. The resource’s list of activities is called the agenda, starting with what to do
and when. The resource is able to perform operations necessary to execute products
(e.g. drill). A resource holon can represent a single resource or a work cell
composed of several resources [7.49][7.50].
The resource holon has a set of internal attributes that represent general
information about the physical resource in a manufacturing plant. It also has
knowledge about its own abilities (machining functions the resource is able to
perform (e.g. drill)) and the committed activities with specific tasks (i.e. the
resource’s agenda).
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The objective of a resource holon is to control the physical equipment, provide
information about its abilities and status to the system and manage the scheduled
activities. Its lifecycle is very long, since it is expected that a resource is fully
operational for long periods of time. During its existence, the resource holon
executes the commands sent by the resource controller and negotiates with task
holons the scheduling of manufacturing orders.
During initialisation, the holon builds its initial agenda, registers in the directory
service and joins the several holarchies it belongs to (e.g. scheduling, process
planning). The negotiation process of the holon is guided by the execution of the
CNCPP state machine (Figure 7.5) for each conversation currently taking place with
task holons. Upon receipt of a service request (for the possible execution of one or
more operations), the resource holon will check its availability and engage in
negotiation with other resource holons for propagating constraints between the
operations. After calculating its feasible intervals for each request, it will send a bid
and wait for the task holon’s reply (accept or decline). There is a cost mechanism
associated with operations and resources such that a resource holon replies to a task
holon with a bid specifying the price (in abstract units) of performing that operation.

start
B

wait FW
F
A

C

G

wait BK

E

I

check FW

J

D

check BK
K

H

wait
answer
M

L

N

end

Figure 7.5. State diagram of a resource holon for one negotiation

7.4.3 Negotiation Protocol
In order to regulate the interaction between Fabricare‘s holons, a protocol is used,
aiming to achieve cooperation. The key entities participating in the scheduling
process (activity chosen as the test case) are the physical resources and the
manufacturing orders. These two entities are represented in the system by resource
holons and task holons, respectively.
For the scheduling of a task’s sub operations, the task holon will negotiate with
resource holons, using an extension of the Contract Net protocol [7.32][7.33] with a
cooperation phase between service providers (i.e. resource holons). The resource
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holons will use constraint propagation in order to guarantee the relationships among
different operations that aim at the same task. This new protocol is called Contract
Net with Constraint Propagation Protocol (CNCPP) [7.45][7.46].
First, when a new task arrives at the system (via task launcher), it will obtain
information from the process planning holon about the product’s alternative plans
and will choose one based on a set of criteria given by the scheduling holon based
on the plant current status. The task holon will then announce the job by
broadcasting each individual operation to every holon able to perform that operation.
This information is obtained by querying the directory service, thus the set of
resources participating in a specific negotiation is built at runtime considering the
available resources at that specific moment. This gives the system a certain degree
of dynamism in what concerns the system’s geometry (number and type of running
holons).
After receiving a request, each resource holon will be “forward influenced” by
its predecessors and will forward influence its successors. Likewise, each resource
holon will be backward influenced before making its bid, and will backward
influence its predecessors. The forward- and backward-influence operations make
adjustments to the beginning and end of each resource’s agenda of free-time
intervals in accordance with the agenda of predecessor and successor resources; i.e.
remove from the list of free time intervals that overlap with busy intervals (for the
same order) of other resources [7.51]. The set of resources participating in a specific
negotiation is built at the beginning of that negotiation by the task holon. If new
resource holons are added to the system they will not be considered for running
negotiations but will enter future ones.
Figure 7.6 shows the messages exchanged, during forward influence, for a
process plan with 3 operations done in sequence using different resources for each
operation and having an alternative resource for the first operation.

Resource
A1

Forward influence (A1)

Forward
influence (A1-B)

Resource
B

Resource
A2

Forward influence (A2)

Resource
C
Forward
Influence (A2-B)

Figure 7.6. Forward influence

The sequence of steps performed by a resource holon is: (i) analyse its agenda
and determine free-time windows to execute that operation; (ii) wait for a “forward
influence” from predecessor resources and use that information to eliminate time
windows and adjust the lower limit of other time windows in order to cope with
precedence relationships; (iii) send that new list of time windows to the successor
resources; (iv) wait for a “backward influence” from successor resources in order to
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adjust the upper limit of its time windows; (v) send this final list (the resource’s bid)
to predecessor resources and present a bid to the task holon (containing the list of
free-time intervals and the cost of performing that operation).
Each resource is able to make a final bid (feasible in its own agenda and
respecting the constraints) to the task holon. If there are alternative resources, a bid
is made for every combination. Figure 7.7 shows the backward-influence and
bidding phases of the protocol.

Task
Bid (A1-B-C)

Bid (A1-B-C)

Bid (A2-B-C)

Resource
A1

Bid (A2-B-C)
Bid (A1-B-C)
Bid (A2-B-C)

Backward
influence (A1-B-C)

Resource
A2

Resource
B

Backward influence
(A1-B-C)

Resource
C

Backward influence
(A2-B-C)
Backward influence
(A2-B-C)

Figure 7.7. Backward influence and bidding

After receiving all the bids from resource holons, the task holon will evaluate
them. The evaluation of bids is performed by taking into account a prioritised list of
criteria. The following criteria have been implemented: first valid solution; leastcostly solution; and greatest slack until due date. The cost of a solution is
determined by the cost of performing the specified operations in a specific resource.
Since multiple tasks can be negotiated at the same time, conflicts may arise if
some resources are used in the same time interval for different tasks. In these
scenarios, resource holons have an indecision problem [7.45] since they cannot
guarantee the delivery of both tasks. In order to overcome this problem, a solution is
proposed that involves a pre-negotiation step in the protocol (Figure 7.8). Before
starting negotiation, each task holon will ask for authorisation from the scheduling
holon, which maintains a list of negotiating resources and respective time windows.
Only in the case of non-overlapping, will a “green light” be given to the negotiation.
The system is prepared for overlapping functionality on the resource holons, i.e.
different resource holons can perform the same operation (e.g. drill). A task holon
will receive the production plan for a product with an indication of the necessary
operations, and will request them to every resource holon able to perform each
operation. This causes a combinatorial explosion in the number of exchanged
messages between holons (with a O(rn) complexity, where r is the number of
resources and n the number of operations). To decrease the number of messages, a
modification was made in the protocol, in which combinations from predecessor
resources are clustered before sending them to successor resources [7.49], thus
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changing the complexity of the problem to class O(n), which respects the number of
exchanged messages. However, the problem of a combinatorial explosion in the
search space still exists (possible solutions for this problem are being addressed).
The same protocol can be used for renegotiating the task in the case of machine
breakdowns or other unexpected events. In that case, the task holon will be informed
by the resource holon where the event originated, and will begin negotiations for the
operation(s) previously contracted to that resource with other resource holons
following the same steps previously described. At this time, if rescheduling is not
possible, the task will be completely abandoned, and a manual scheduling of that
task must be engaged.
Task announcement (1)
Get plans (2)

Task
launcher

Process
planning

Task

Resource list (4)

Plan (3)

Scheduling

Green light (5)

Figure 7.8. Avoiding conflicts in CNCPP

7.4.4 A Prototype
The Fabricare scheduling suite (Figure 7.9) is composed of several applications and
was developed using SICStus Prolog for the holon’s part of the system, and Visual
Basic for the user interface [7.49][7.50].
Holon
script
System
Description

Resource
holon

Deploy
Holon
script

Configuration Designer

Resource
holon
Holon
script

Control Panel
Resource holon

Product Database

Product Builder

Task Launcher

Figure 7.9. Scheduling application suite of Fabricare

Task holon
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The Configuration Designer allows specification of the resource holons in the
factory plant, and to some extent, represents graphically the physical layout of the
resources. The system description is read by the Deployment tool, which launches
resource holons on the desired machines. Each resource holon is composed of a
kernel and individual characteristics and behaviours specified in the holon script
written in Prolog representing the “mental” state of the holon (e.g. resource’s
agenda), as well as specific clauses for the Fabricare holon kernel (e.g. name).
The Control Panel is the interface to the system’s operation, monitoring and
controlling running holons. This tool also allows the user to launch tasks
(manufacturing orders) in the system by invoking the Task Launcher tool, which
prompts the user for data about the order and dynamically creates a task holon for
that order. One last tool in the suite is the Product Builder, which allows graphical
generation of a product’s process plan. Each operation in a process plan corresponds
to a parameterised invocation of a resources’ ability.
Additionally, there are the following support holons:
•
•

•

•

Blackboard Server that allows the communication between holons via a
shared tuple-space (i.e. shared memory);
Directory Service Holon maintains an in-memory database of registered
holons (their location and capabilities), acting as a yellow pages directory for
the system, where each holon can advertise its functions and query for
service providers;
Process Planning Holon is responsible for providing information on a
product’s process plans based on a set of selection criteria passed by the task
holon and the current executing environment; the production plans for each
product are read from the product database generated with the “Product
Designer” tool; and
Scheduling Holon maintains a list of negotiating resources and respective
time windows to avoid negotiation conflicts.

SICStus PROLOG’s Linda coordination technology [7.52][7.53] is used for the
Blackboard Server. Exchanged messages between task holons and resource holons
are Prolog clauses written to and read from the Linda tuple-space. Each clause has
identifiers indicating the origin and the destination holon, as well as a tag that makes
it possible for each party to identify related messages.
The system is very dynamic in what concerns its holons, i.e. resource holons
depend on the system description file; task holons depend on the existing tasks
(dynamic events). Each negotiation uses the set of holons that are present and
available at that time, thus giving the system a high degree of adaptability to the
dynamic nature of the manufacturing arena (e.g. resource in maintenance or
overloaded).
The holons are extended logic programs written in Prolog with the ability to
handle negative and incomplete knowledge [7.44]. The decision procedure is not yet
totally driven by this kind of knowledge; however, real-life scenarios where only
partial information is available have been identified [7.44] and modelled (e.g.
resource holons will use this information to generate low-commitment schedules
into their agendas).
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The New Prototype System
We are currently migrating the Fabricare system to a new platform, in this case the
Microsoft .Net 2.0 Framework and using the Microsoft Message Queuing (MSMQ)
component of the windows operating system for asynchronous communications
[7.54]. The main rationale for this migration is the use of a mainstream development
environment instead of Prolog and Linda. Furthermore, the current version of the
system uses synchronous communications that involved some tricks and timer-based
pooling of messages, as well as a single centralised message board (tuple-space) for
all the messages exchanged in the system.
The new implementation offers a more natural way to develop each holon, since
each holon owns its own queue (which may be distributed) and the message
handling is now done in an event-driven way, allowing the holon’s main thread to
execute other operations and be interrupted only when a new message arrives.
The solution (Figure 7.10) is comprised of several projects that have been
grouped according to their area of concern: kernel, user interface and management
suite.
The kernel of the system has been divided into seven major projects:
•

•

•
•
•

•

Agents – contains the agent/holon’s object model and interfaces for all the
agents/holons in the system (i.e. task, resource, directory service, process
planning and scheduling). It also defines the classes used by the notification
mechanism for a holon’s lifecycle events.
AgentsImplementation – contains the implementation of each service defined
in an agent interface. These implementations are independent of the
communication mechanism.
Messages – contains the message’s data structures.
MessageHandling – contains auxiliary classes for building and translating
message contracts to agent contracts and vice versa.
Communications – contains generic interfaces for abstracting the
communication mechanism and allowing for the independent evolution/
substitution of the agent’s implementation and communication mechanism.
Communications.Messaging – an actual implementation of a communication
mechanism. In this case using the MSMQ component of the windows
operation system.

The current user interface of the system is a simple console application (project
Fabricare.Launcher) that is capable of executing the service corresponding to
each holon role in the system: directory service; process planning; scheduling holon;
task holon; and resource holon.
In order to show some output and progress information to the user, a notification
mechanism is used in which the application registers an event handler to output to
the console.
The development of a new graphical user interface or the adaptation of the
existing GUI applications to call the new kernel is still being considered. We think
the latter approach will probably be taken since the GUI is not the main focus of our
work. The adaptation of the existing code will need some wrapper classes to hide the
differences between the Prolog representation and the new .Net representation (for
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example, the resource’s agenda was returned as a string containing a Prolog list of
tuples, while the new version returns a collection of AgendaEntry objects).
As a goal, it was decided at the outset that the system should be flexible to
accommodate different communication mechanisms (or at least allow for an easy
substation of the underlying communication mechanism). For the moment, we
decided to use the MSMQ component of the windows operating system as it
provides an asynchronous and reliable way for transmitting messages. The choice of
using messaging instead of remoting was due (1) to the ease of use for asynchronous
operation and (2) to the fact that the future Windows Communication Foundation
subsystem of the .Net Framework will be based on the messaging paradigm (which
makes messaging a more secure bet for future evolutions).
We factored out the functionality for low-level MSMQ interaction and the actual
message processing in the MessageHandling project. A set of classes called
message processors is defined as responsible for the translation of the message
contract and agent contract and the routing of the message request to the actual
object implementing the agent algorithm. These message processor objects are
created by the MSMQ Service objects (e.g. ResourceHolonService). This
allows for a reuse of this message-processing functionality independent of the actual
communication mechanism in use.

Figure 7.10. Implemented projects for the new prototype
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7.4.5 Experiments
This section presents some of the experiments made with Fabricare essentially that
concerns the scheduling procedure (comparing Fabricare’s results with the original
results from [7.55]). A more comprehensive set of experiments can be found in
[7.56].
Almeida presents a scenario with three tasks (following the plans in Figure 7.11)
for the production of two items of each product. The initial conditions of the
problem are described in [7.55] and given in Table 7.2.

Figure 7.11. Production plans for test scenario #1

Table 7.2. Test conditions for test scenario #1
Resource
M1
M2
M3

Operation
op1a
op3b
op1c
op2a
op1b
op3a
op2b
op2c

Duration
2
1
2
3
2
1
1
1

Initial agenda
[(5, 7), (11, 13), (18, 20)]
[(8, 10), (15, 18)]
[(1, 5), (16, 19)]

Figure 7.12. Results of test scenario #1
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Figure 7.12(a) shows the results obtained by Almeida and Figure 7.12(b) shows
the results obtained by Fabricare using the “first valid solution” selection criteria.
The new scheduling procedure allows for the use of new time intervals since it does
not use a static mapping (behaviours according to [7.55] and [7.51]), and generates
the feasible intervals by considering buffers between the resources.
Another experiment was made considering a task with a sequential production
plan (op1ĺop2ĺop3) for the production of two items. The initial agenda for each
resource as well as the cost associated with each operation for the several resources
are presented in Table 7.3.
Table 7.3. Test conditions for scenario #2
Resource
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5

Operation
op1
op2
op3
op1
op2

Duration
1
1
3
1
1

Cost
100
100
300
90
100

Initial agenda
[(1, 2)]
[(6, 7)]
[(7, 10)]
[(1, 2), (3, 6), (10, 12), (17, 18)]
[]

This experiment considers the existence of alternative resources for the
realisation of op1 (R1 and R4) as well as for the realisation of op2 (R2 and R5),
hence generating four alternative solutions shown in Table 7.4. Furthermore, the
cost of executing an operation varies according to the resource it is performed in.
Table 7.4. Results of test scenario #2
Solution

Cost

R1-R5-R3

1000

R1-R2-R3

1000

R4-R5-R3

980

R4-R2-R3

980

Resource
R1
R5
R3
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R3
R4
R2
R3

Proposed intervals
[(2, 20)]
[(3, 21)]
[(10, 24)]
[(2, 20)]
[(7, 21)]
[(10, 24)]
[(6, 10), (12, 17), (18, 20)]
[(7, 21)]
[(10, 24)]
[(6, 10), (12, 17), (18, 20)]
[(7, 21)]
[(10, 24)]

Partial cost
200
200
600
200
200
600
180
200
600
180
200
600

The selection criterion used was “least-costly solution”, which eliminated the
first two proposals. The other two proposals have identical costs (and identical
schedules since R5 had no initial commitments), thus the task holon used the “first
valid solution” criterion as a secondary selection criterion, resulting in the following
assignment (including slack): R4/(6, 10), R2/(7, 21) and R3/(10, 24).
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For relatively simple production plans (maximum 5 operations) with some
alternatives (maximum 8 alternative plans), the performance obtained was quite
good since solutions were given (on average) in less than 1.10 seconds. The test
bench consisted of a network of Microsoft Windows workstations and the results
were measured from the control panel component and include network latency and
communications overhead – thus, this is the system response time from the user
point of view. These results allow a convergence of the solution considering soft
real-time constraints to be expected. Obviously, more complex production plans and
several alternative resources may produce an exponential explosion of the solution
space and result in the degradation of the system performance.

7.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we addressed the ability to build and maintain computer-supported
manufacturing systems able to cope with recent (and expected future) requirements,
giving the social-economic context of the new digitised, customised, global society.
As proposed by [7.6] and [7.3], the next generation of manufacturing systems
should have characteristics such as distribution, decentralisation, autonomy,
dynamism, reactivity, flexibility, adaptability and agility. In a way, the answer to
this question can be given by organising the manufacturing system into “small” units
structured according to the holonic theory. As presented in Section 7.2, the holonic
paradigm does an almost perfect match with the set of desired characteristics of
next-generation manufacturing systems.
The chapter also presented the Fabricare system that resembles the distributed
nature of manufacturing, thus allowing for a natural modelling of the real system.
The Fabricare system combines resource-based holons with task-based holons that
cooperate explicitly via a derivation of the Contract Net Protocol in order to provide
scheduling functionality to the system. The system also proposes a company-wide
architecture based on the holonic concept.
Challenges and Future Opportunities
Even though there is plenty of work being done on the subject of holonic
manufacturing systems, there is still plenty more to do. Some of the challenges
and/or future opportunities faced by researchers are (in no particular order):
•

Real-life applications – unfortunately, there are only a few HMS
implementations by companies in real-life scenarios (e.g. see Section 5.1 of
[7.41]). This would be useful to demonstrate the real added value of the
concept but also to allow for improvements in the concept itself. The
question of “how to convince the industry” is a challenge that almost every
research faces and is not particular to HMS. Another issue is related to how
to tackle the implementation with the existing system; although some
research has already been done in the integration of HMS with existing FMS
(e.g. see Section 5.5 of [7.41]), there is still plenty of research needed here,
especially considering the business strategy perspective and not the
technological one. By tackling the problem from a business strategy
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•

•

•

•

•

perspective would provably provide arguments that would make it easier to
convince the industry on adoption of the HMS concept.
Effective integration of human operators – the holonic manufacturing
concept promises to “effectively integrate human operators in the
manufacturing process” [7.16] but that promise is still to be realised. In part
this is due to the fact that no real implementations have been done and the
demo implementations and proof-of-concept have mainly focused on
automated tasks. This is obviously a difficult issue to handle and as such one
can perfectly understand why it has not yet been treated. This will provably
require holons with bidirectional person–machine interfaces in order to give
information and commands to the operator as well as gather input and
commands from the operator. The existence of human-performed operations
poses new difficulties for the scheduling algorithms, and the holonic nature
of adaptability and local decision (autonomy) can probably provide greater
efficiency than centralised approaches to scheduling and control.
Effective use of (dynamic) holarchies – the developed HMS should leverage
the distinctive concept of recursive composition of holons not only at the
conceptual design level, but also at the implementation level. Not only static
holarchies are defined at the design time, but also dynamic holarchies
(created, evolved and deleted) according to the current goals of the system.
Real plug-and-play capabilities – to allow third-party interoperability
between holons in a system. This is a long-term goal that would allow
different vendors to provide holonic cells or machine that would easily plugand-play to an existing shop floor with minimum configuration work.
Obviously, some standards are necessary for such a goal to be realised. An
area of interest to enforce such a vision is the area of ontologies and ontology
mapping to allow the different holons to communicate with each other.
Holonic methodologies – there is a lack of (semi-) formal methodologies for
the design and modelling of holonic systems that can provide best practices
and guidelines when building new systems. Currently, each author/research
group uses its own process for designing and modelling the system but there
is no accepted body of knowledge on how to do it. This is in part due to the
fact that HMS is still in its infancy. However, as critical mass and knowledge
is accumulated there is an opportunity (and need) to build a set of core
principles and processes to help and guide the development of new systems.
Holonic frameworks – partially related to the previous bullet, there is also a
lack of holonic frameworks that would help the development of new systems
(from a technical point of view). These frameworks could perhaps be built on
top of some agent frameworks since there is a lot of common ground between
holons and agents. The main characteristics that such a framework would
provide would be for the dynamic composition of holons and related
enforcement of holarchies as well as integration of software and hardware.
Such frameworks would be even more powerful as standards came along
(e.g. IEC 61499). Additionally, there is a need for core services and tools
such as directories, monitors, blackboards, integrated development
environments and debuggers.
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Application in different industries – apply the concept (at least in the form of
proof-of-concept) not only to different policies (job shop, flow shop) but also
to different industries (e.g. chemical, pharmaceutical, electronics) to see if
there are specific characteristics that prove the concept not viable. Such a
study would also provide great input to the holonic methodologies (namely
particular methodologies according to industry type).
Full company-wide implementation – due to limited resources, most research
teams focus their work on a specific subject area (e.g. control), but the power
of the holonic concept comes (at least in part) from the holistic view it
provides. As such, the application of the concept to the whole company
(covering not only production but also other functions) could be valuable. It
would even provide an enhanced ability to support new forms of business
organisation (e.g. virtual enterprises) by applying the same principles of
cooperation and composition that are applied at lower levels (with the
necessary adaptations).
Incomplete information – due to the distributed nature of an HMS and the
nature of the manufacturing business itself, it is only natural that sometimes,
some of the information that is necessary is not available. Better mechanisms
and methodologies need to be developed to handle incomplete information
scenarios (especially in the mid/long-term planning phase of manufacturing).

Some of the challenges presented above are not particular to HMS, but general to
many research areas; as one can see there is still much to be done.
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Abstract
Manufacturing enterprises are facing great challenges to improve their production efficiency
and profitability in order to survive in a globally competitive market. Agent-based
manufacturing scheduling technology provides a promising way to address these challenges.
This technology can well address both dynamic changes and unpredictable disturbances in the
manufacturing shop floor locally without disruptions to regular production – a problem that
cannot be solved by traditional centralised planning and scheduling systems. It can
significantly improve equipment-utilisation rates, thereby improving the efficiency and
productivity of manufacturing enterprises. This chapter provides a brief research literature
review on agent-based distributed manufacturing scheduling, presents some of our recent
R&D results in this area, and discusses key issues in deploying this technology in industry.

8.1 Introduction
Manufacturing enterprises are facing great challenges as their ways of doing
business evolve rapidly in response to emerging technologies and growing
competitive pressures. In order to survive, manufacturing enterprises must find
innovative solutions to improve their flexibility and agility in response to
unpredictable changes or disturbances, while maintaining their performance
measured by cost, quality, and productivity.
In the MASCADA report, production disturbances are distinguished from
production changes [8.1]. A production change is defined as an alteration to the
production conditions, which is intentionally performed by the plant; while a
production disturbance is an unanticipated change to production conditions with a
negative effect on the (manufacturing) process performance. The important
characteristic that distinguishes changes from disturbances is pinpointed on the
question whether the production facility intends the change. However, a disturbance
in one area of production can cause a change in another area, and vice versa. Both
changes and disturbances may occur due to internal or external sources. Therefore,
in this context, we do not distinguish between these two concepts, and consider they
have the same metaphoric meaning.
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The dynamism of shop-floor activities is mainly featured by their unpredictable
occurrences and short time spans. According to our survey of Canadian
manufacturing industry, the manufacturing equipment-utilisation rate is very low in
many manufacturing enterprises, which is primarily due to the lack of software tools
to address dynamic changes and disturbances from both internal and external
manufacturing environments. In fact, even for some manufacturing systems
operating “at near optimal productivity under normal conditions, they fail to sustain
that performance under process disturbances of any kind” [8.2]. Therefore, the
companies that are likely to survive would be those that respond better to the
unpredictable and volatile global environments. It is imperative that manufacturers
not only cope with frequent product changes and fluctuating demands, but more
importantly, reduce the impact of disturbances on their regular manufacturing
practices. Agent-based dynamic manufacturing scheduling technology provides a
promising way to address these challenges. An agent is a software system that
communicates and cooperates with other software systems to solve a complex
problem that is beyond the capability of each individual software system [8.3].
Unlike traditional manufacturing scheduling systems in which a centralised
scheduler is used, an agent-based scheduling system supports distributed dynamic
scheduling in a way that intelligent agents are used to represent manufacturing
resources (such as machines, operators, robots). As a result, each agent is able to
make local decisions and collaborate with others on behalf of its representative
physical resource.
In the following sections of the chapter, we will discuss the complexity of
manufacturing scheduling problems, provide a brief literature review, introduce the
iShopFloor framework, present the agent-based dynamic manufacturing technology,
describe two implemented prototypes, and discuss key issues in deploying the
technology in industry as well as future R&D directions.

8.2 Complexity of Manufacturing Scheduling Problem
Scheduling problems are not exclusive to manufacturing environments. Similar
situations happen routinely in publishing houses, universities, hospitals, airports,
transportation companies, etc. Scheduling problems are typically NP-hard, i.e. it is
impossible to find an optimal solution without the use of an essentially enumerative
algorithm and the computation time increases exponentially with problem size.
Manufacturing scheduling is one of the most difficult scheduling problems
[8.4][8.5].
A well-known manufacturing scheduling problem is the classical job-shop
scheduling where a set of jobs and a set of machines are given. Each machine can
handle at most one job at a time. Each job consists of a chain of operations, each of
which needs to be processed during an uninterrupted time period of given length on
a given machine. The purpose is to find a best schedule, i.e. an allocation of the
operations to time intervals on the machines, which has the minimum duration
required to complete all jobs. The total number of possible solutions for a classical
job-shop scheduling problem with n jobs and m machines is n! m [8.5].
The problem becomes even more complex in the following situations:
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When other manufacturing resources such as operators and tools are also
taken into account during the scheduling process. In a real manufacturing
enterprise, production managers or human schedulers need to consider all
kinds of manufacturing resources in the enterprise/shop floors. For a classical
job-shop scheduling problem with n jobs, m machines and k operators, the
k
total number of possible solutions could be n! m [8.6].
When both manufacturing process planning and scheduling are to be done at
the same time. Traditional approaches separating process planning and
scheduling can obtain sub optimal solutions at two separate phases. The
global optimisation of a manufacturing system is only possible when process
planning and scheduling are integrated.
When unforeseen dynamic situations are considered. In a job-shop
manufacturing environment, rarely do things go as expected. Scheduled jobs
may be cancelled and new jobs may be inserted. Certain resources can
become unavailable and additional resources can be introduced. A scheduled
task can take more or less time than anticipated, and tasks can arrive early or
late. Other uncertainties include power-system failures, machine failures,
operator absence, unavailability of tools and materials. An optimal schedule,
generated after considerable effort, may become unacceptable because of
unforeseen dynamic situations in the shop floor; therefore, a new schedule
has to be generated to restore performance. This kind of rescheduling
problem is also called dynamic scheduling or real-time scheduling.

8.3 Literature Review
Manufacturing scheduling is an optimisation process that allocates limited
manufacturing resources over time among parallel and sequential manufacturing
activities. This allocation must obey a set of rules or constraints that reflect the
temporal relationships between manufacturing activities and capacity limitations of
a set of shared resources. The allocation also affects a schedule’s optimality with
respect to criteria such as cost, lateness, or throughput [8.6].
Centralised/hierarchical job-shop schedulers tend to be complex and hardly
applicable in real time, dynamically changing circumstances. On the contrary,
agents were welcome in manufacturing because they helped realise important
properties such as autonomy, responsiveness, adaptiveness, openness, distributed
control, distributed decision making, self-organisation, and cooperation. Hence,
many tasks related to manufacturing, from engineering design, process planning and
scheduling, shop-floor control, to enterprise integration and collaboration, can be
implemented as multi-agent systems by utilising agent-based technologies. Within
the past two decades, researchers have applied agent-based approaches in attempts
to resolve the manufacturing planning and scheduling problems [8.7]. In fact, this
area represents one of the most active research topics in agent-based manufacturing.
We have done an extensive literature review on applications of software agents
to manufacturing in general [8.8] and to manufacturing process planning and
scheduling in particular [8.7]. Here, we will only provide a brief overview of the
state-of-the-art of agent-based manufacturing scheduling, particularly of those
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developments and deployments in industrial settings.
Shaw may be the first person who proposed using agents in manufacturing
scheduling and factory control. He suggested that a manufacturing cell can
subcontract work to other cells through a bidding mechanism [8.9][8.10]. YAMS
(yet another manufacturing system) [8.11] is another example of an early agentbased manufacturing system, wherein each factory and factory component is
represented as an agent. Each individual agent has a collection of plans as well as
knowledge about its own capabilities. The Contact Net protocol [8.12] is used for
inter-agent negotiation. Below are some representatives among significant R&D
efforts reported in the literature.
In AARIA [8.13], different kinds of manufacturing capabilities (e.g. people,
machines, and parts) are encapsulated as autonomous agents. Each agent seamlessly
inter-operates with other agents in and outside the factory boundary. AARIA used a
mixture of heuristic scheduling techniques: forward/backward scheduling,
simulation scheduling, and intelligent scheduling. Scheduling is performed by job,
by resource, and by operation.
Lu and Yih [8.14] proposed a framework that utilises autonomous agents and
weighted functions for distributed decision making in elevator manufacturing and
assembly. This system dynamically adjusts the priorities of sub-assemblies in the
queue buffer of a cell by considering the real-time status of all sub-assemblies in the
same order.
Yen and Wu [8.15] proposed an agent-based market-driven scheduling
architecture to integrate all kinds of existing manufacturing scheduling systems over
the Internet. Each standalone scheduling system is endowed with agent features by
migrating a legacy system into an Internet-based scheduling agent. A number of
heterogeneous scheduling agents collaborate or compete with each other for
scheduling tasks using a market-driven protocol – Vickrey Auction.
Other good examples of agent-based manufacturing shop-floor scheduling can be
found in [8.16]–[8.18]. Recent interesting research work includes market-based
negotiation protocols [8.19]–[8.21], agent-based integration of manufacturing
process planning and scheduling [8.7], combination of agent-based approaches with
traditional scheduling techniques such as heuristic search methods, performance
matrix, Petri nets, neural networks, genetic algorithms, and simulated annealing
[8.22][8.23].
Similar research efforts are also reported in the HMS (holonic manufacturing
systems) research community [8.24][8.25]. For example, Sousa and Ramos [8.26]
proposed a dynamic scheduling system architecture that consists of task holons and
resource holons. The Contract Net protocol is also adopted to handle temporal
constraints and deal with conflicts. Sousa et al. [8.27] further proposed an extended
Contract Net protocol with constraints propagation for explicit representation of the
precedence relationships between operations of a task (with a cooperation phase
between service providers). This extension has some novelty compared with other
variants of the Contract Net protocol.
Despite the fact that significant research efforts have been made in this area
during the past two decades, only a few testbeds and industrial applications have
been developed and reported in the literature. LMS [8.28] has been used in
commercial production at IBM. The manufacturing scheduling and control testbed
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(MASCOT) [8.29] was a simulated testbed for manufacturing scheduling and
control. The shop floor agents (SFA) project at NCMS [8.30] was focused on
application of agent-based systems for shop-floor scheduling and machine control.
The project members include three manufacturers (AMP, GM, and Rockwell
Automation/Allen-Bradley) and a software company (Gensym). The objective was
to develop agent-based systems to support the three industrial scenarios, one
sponsored by each of the manufacturing members of the project [8.31]. The
exploitation of agent-based technology in production planning was addressed in the
ExPlanTech project [8.32]. Five levels of production planning were distinguished in
a reconfigurable enterprise (RE), in which decentralised decisions where made by
planning agents at different planning horizons, while global planning decisions are
achieved by means of coordination and negotiation among them. The negotiation
model was compared with a centralised solution, showing the benefits of the agentbased approach [8.33]. It provides a communication infrastructure, a shared
ontology, a shared interface based on that ontology, and a base set of realistic
modules for the design, integration and operation of agile enterprises. Other
industrial applications include: a multi-agent software system RIDER (real-time
decision making in manufacturing) for a cable producing company and for a carpet
manufacturer [8.34]; an agent-based dynamic scheduling in steel production [8.22];
and a collaborative control system for mass-customisation manufacturing [8.35]. As
pointed out by Monostori et al. [8.36], the elements of agent-based system
architectures are distributed, usually have no access to global information.
Therefore, optima cannot be guaranteed by such systems. We believe that agent
technology is particularly suitable for dynamic scheduling (or schedule repair) rather
than static global optimisation problems. This technology can improve responsive
behaviours of a manufacturing system under unpredictable changes. Moreover, in an
agent-based system, since schedules are determined through the negotiation process
participated in only by a number of involved agents, the impact of a change, if any,
on the whole production process is minimal.

8.4 iShopFloor Framework
Our agent-based dynamic manufacturing scheduling technology is part of the
intelligent shop floor (iShopFloor) framework we proposed and developed during
the past six years [8.37] and has recently been further developed according to the
FIPA specifications [8.38].
Figure 8.1 shows the iShopFloor concept. iShopFloor stands for intelligent shop
floor and focuses on the application of distributed artificial intelligence (particularly
intelligent agents) to the shop floor for distributed intelligent manufacturing process
planning, scheduling, sensing and control. A detailed description of the iShopFloor
concept is presented in [8.37].
iShopFloor focuses on the development of a real-time distributed decisionmaking system in the shop floor through implementing distributed intelligence of
software agents. An “intelligent” shop floor is defined as being:
•

able to accept high-level input (e.g. STEP files) for production planning and
scheduling;
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Ethernet
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Figure 8.1. iShopFloor concept

•
•
•

able to outsource in case of overloaded or system failures;
ready for Web-based remote monitoring, control, diagnosis and maintenance;
composed of “intelligent” manufacturing devices/resources (e.g. intelligent
machines, smart sensors, robots, and AGVs).

Whereas these “intelligent” devices/machines are able to:
•
•
•
•
•

“plug and play”;
make decisions based on local knowledge and in collaboration with other
devices;
accept high-level commands (e.g. STEP files) for bidding and control
execution;
negotiate with other devices in case of system failures;
proactively send important data to related servers or other devices.

The iShopFloor framework is intended for implementing Internet-based
distributed manufacturing control systems in different kinds of situations,
particularly in lower-volume production of complex products/parts. Such systems
work in a dynamic world and are able to keep pace with changes in real time.
iShopFloor also provides an open architecture that is extendable both to enterprise
integration and supply-chain management as well as to lower-level intelligent
machine control. On the one hand, an intelligent shop floor is a component of a
networked enterprise, which is in turn a component of a virtual enterprise or a
supply chain. An individual shop floor is connected with other shop floors within the
same enterprise as well as other enterprise business systems through a local network,
an Intranet or the secured Internet. On the other hand, a shop floor is further
composed of networked manufacturing resources/devices including intelligent
machines (through embedded open-architecture controllers or connected computers),
transportation vehicles (through wired or wireless communication devices), and
operators (through graphical user interfaces).
In terms of agents, iShopFloor framework is composed of three types of agents:
resource agents, product/part agents, and service agents [8.39]. Resource agents are
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used to represent (model or wrap) manufacturing devices on the shop floors and are
the primary class of agents in the iShopFloor environment. Typically, resource
agents are intelligent machine agents, but they can also be used to represent cells,
workstations, robots, human operators (interfaces for human operators), AGVs
(automatically guided vehicles), conveyers, and sensors, etc. The resource agents are
usually connected through an Ethernet. In some cases, wireless connections may
also be needed. While the detailed internal architecture of a resource agent is beyond
the scope of this chapter, we provide a brief description here. A typical intelligent
machine agent includes the following modules:
•
•
•
•

•

•

a network interface for connecting the physical machine to the network;
a communication interface for processing incoming and outgoing messages;
an initiation module for agent initiation so that a machine agent can “plug
and play”;
an interface to lower-level path planning and motion control for machining
time estimation, and to download commands for execution in the real-time
mode;
a local planning module with related knowledge bases, databases, and
reasoning mechanisms for preparing “intelligent” bids and negotiating with
other agents;
a learning module for updating the agent’s knowledge about its environment,
other agents, ongoing projects and products.

Product/part agents are used to represent products/parts (or assemblies). Here,
we introduce only part agents. Part agents are stationary (static) agents during the
manufacturing process planning and scheduling stage, while becoming mobile when
the production starts. A “mobile” part agent will move to the computer connected to
the machine working on the corresponding part. This approach is proposed for two
reasons. First, it aims to reduce the communication overhead on the shop-floor
network. Normally, there are a lot of data exchanges between the part agent and the
machine agent during the manufacturing process. Moving the part agent to the
computer with the machine agent reduces the communication overhead significantly.
Second, by keeping the part agent on the same computer as the machine agent,
communications may be kept private. When a manufacturing task finishes at one
machine, the part agent will move on to the next computer connected to the machine
working on the next manufacturing task. When the part is completed and the part
agent moves out from the shop floor, all important data/information related to the
production of this part, including machine IDs/names, operator IDs/names if
applicable, processing time, finish tolerance, and failures that occur, will be
recorded in the final product database for future use.
Service agents are adopted to facilitate the communication, collaboration and
coordination among resource agents and product/part agents. Different kinds of
service agents have been proposed and developed in the literature. In iShopFloor,
service agents include directory facilitators (adapted from FIPA [8.38]), scheduling
mediators/coordinators, and ontology servers.
iShopFloor has a highly distributed generic system architecture [8.39]. From this
point of view, iShopFloor architecture is very similar to the heterarchical control
architecture proposed by Duffie and Prabhu [8.40]. However, Duffie et al.’s
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approach focuses more on the arrival time control with a primary objective to
produce parts as per the prescribed schedule. The primary goal of iShopFloor is to
implement Internet-enabled intelligent shop floors to rapidly respond to changing
manufacturing environments and customer demands so as to increase the
enterprise’s productivity and profitability.
All iShopFloor agents (including resource agents, product/part agents, and
service agents) are connected to the network independently. All the service agents,
for example, directory facilitators and scheduling mediators/coordinators, though
providing certain kinds of services/functionalities, do not have any control over
resource agents.
Since an agent-based dynamic scheduling mechanism is generally realised
through agent negotiations, iShopFloor provides multiple negotiation protocols in
order to adapt to different shop-floor situations. Details of agent-based dynamic
manufacturing scheduling technology will be described in Section 8.5.
XML has been chosen as an important enabling technology for the design and
deployment of the iShopFloor concept [8.41]. XML is used in iShopFloor in three
ways: (1) communication messages, (2) persistent object storage, (3) initialisation
and configuration files. Resource agents communicate with service agents by
serialising messages into XML form and transporting them across TCP/IP sockets.
Messages are then parsed into XML documents, verified to be well formed, and then
mapped into appropriate Java objects. All agents are multithreaded to support
multiple requests at a time.

8.5 Agent-based Dynamic Manufacturing Scheduling
The iShopFloor framework provides an open architecture for easy extension to
enterprise integration and supply chain as well as to lower-level intelligent machine
control. As described in [8.37], the proposed agent-based manufacturing scheduling
approach is intended for implementing distributed manufacturing planning,
scheduling and control systems in different kinds of shop-floor situations, with
particular attention paid to enhancing the system’s responsiveness and adaptiveness
to the shop-floor dynamics.
Using the physical decomposition approach [8.8], a number of agents are used to
represent entities in the physical world, such as operators, machines, tools, fixtures,
products, parts, features, and operations. There exists an explicit relationship
between an agent and a physical entity. The intelligence of shop floors is hence
presented by the intelligence of responsive agents on the Internet. They can
participate in different levels of decision-making processes on behalf of their
physical devices, whether it is at the shop-floor control level, the enterprise
management level, or enterprise collaboration level. An agent-based manufacturing
scheduling system supports a distributed dynamic scheduling mechanism in a way
that each agent is able to locally handle the schedule of its corresponding physical
party. Global decisions of scheduling are coordinated through autonomous and
spontaneous decisions made by individual agents. Since an enterprise has other
business processes apart from shop-floor level scheduling, service agents at different
decision levels are responsible for agent coordination. In Figure 8.1, at the shopfloor level, there is a scheduling coordinator (a kind of service agent) for
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coordinating the shop-floor manufacturing scheduling processes. In a broader view,
a shop-floor coordinator connects with other shop floors through a common
network. Such an architecture may also be extended across an enterprise’s
boundaries to reach its suppliers and customers.
As long as the three kinds of agents are modelled (namely, resource agents,
product/part agents, and services agents), negotiation-based scheduling mechanisms
can be implemented in different ways to meet different shop-floor situations/
scenarios. Such negotiation protocols being implemented include Contract Net
[8.12] and modified Contract Net protocols, auction-based protocols, game theorybased protocols, and optimised market-based protocols [8.6]. We proposed an
adaptive negotiation approach for grid computing that is applicable to other
distributed applications [8.42].
A simple scenario is shown in Figure 8.2, where there are only a small number of
agents including part agents and resource agents (machine agents and operator
agents). All part agents and resource agents are registered with the directory
facilitator. No scheduling mediator/coordinator is required on this occasion. Once a
production order comes in, a part agent is generated to take care of the order. The
part agent first needs to decompose the production order into manufacturing
operations (tasks). After finding a list of capable machine agents through the
directory facilitator, it will then negotiate with these machine agents and allocate
operations/tasks to the winning machines directly. When an operator is required for
performing a manufacturing operation/task, the machine agent will find the
operators with the required skill sets and negotiate with the operator agents to
finalise their commitments similarly through direct communication.
Machine agents

Part agents

...

... ...

Directory
Facilitator

...
Operator agents

Figure 8.2. A simple scenario of dynamic scheduling using agent-based negotiation

If there are a large number of products/parts (jobs) and a large number of
manufacturing resources (represented by resource agents), scheduling mediators/
coordinators may be required (Figure 8.3) and other global scheduling approaches
may be integrated as well. As shown in Figure 8.3, we have integrated genetic
algorithms (GA) with agent-based negotiation for complex scheduling scenarios,
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particularly advance scheduling, i.e. using genetic algorithms to generate an optimal
sequence of operations (or production orders), while using agent-based negotiation
to allocate the generated operations in the sequence. The rescheduling processes are
also occurring with considerations of one operation at a time. From this aspect,
agent-based negotiation is only used for real-time manufacturing scheduling in order
to reduce the response time. That is why we call our agent-based scheduling
technology the “dynamic scheduling” approach, which is a field that agent
technology mostly fits into – finding locally feasible solutions in a short time rather
than doing global optimisation.
Machines
Jobs

Operations

...
...

... ...

... ...

Resource
mediator
Operator
mediator

...

...
GA-based Search

...

Machine
mediator

Agent-based Negotiation

Operators

Figure 8.3. A complex scenario of scheduling using both a genetic algorithm and agent-based
negotiation

The approach in Figure 8.3 is different from the traditional GA-based search
methods for scheduling optimisation in that agent-based negotiation approaches are
used to schedule each individual task among manufacturing resources on shop floors
so the search space is significantly reduced. For example, in an extreme situation of
a classical job-shop scheduling problem with n jobs, m machines and k workers, the
total number of possible solutions could be (( n!) m ) k as mentioned above. By using
this approach, the search space for genetic algorithms is reduced to ( n u m )! ( m!) n .
It should be noted that the GA-based operation sequencing and agent-based
negotiation are not two separate processes, they are totally integrated. During the
GA-based operation sequencing, each possible solution of an operation sequence (or
each feasible sequence of operations) is evaluated by the agent-based negotiation
method, i.e. an optimal schedule in this possible operation sequence situation is
generated using an agent-based approach. A lowest cost is obtained using a cost
function by taking into account the selected machines, workers, penalties for order
delays, etc., which serves as the fitness for this possible operation sequence solution.
Similarly, in the situation of real-time dynamic scheduling or rescheduling, an
agent-based negotiation approach can also be used to compare and evaluate different
possible solutions, particularly when all manufacturing resource on the shop floor
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are almost at full capacity and most manufacturing tasks need to be rescheduled. The
GA-based search engine can also be “turned off” in real-time scheduling situations.
An assumption in the above scenario is that the process planning is done before
the manufacturing scheduling process, and that the number and the sequence of each
job’s operations are defined during the process planning phase. However, in real
shop-floor situations, it is possible to change the number and sequence of each job’s
operations according to the capability and availability of the shop-floor resources.
This is related to the integration of manufacturing process planning and scheduling
[8.8].

8.6 Agent Framework – AADE
AADE is an engineering-oriented agent framework that provides agent-based
engineering application developers with reusable agent-oriented classes (templates)
that share useful relationships. To build the framework, the agent-level issues and
domain-dependent ones must be identified and programming abstractions must be
encapsulated. Based on our investigation on the FIPA specifications [8.38] and the
existing agent frameworks that implement FIPA specifications, we expect that our
agent framework can benefit from the characteristics of JADE [8.43], FIPA-OS
[8.44] and ZEUS [8.45].
AADE is originated from our previous work on the development of an agentbased framework for the rapid prototyping of collaborative product design and
engineering environments [8.46]. This environment is proved to be flexible enough
for multi-agent systems development. In the next section, we will give an example
of an agent-based scheduling system that we developed as a Web service for the
support of inter-enterprise manufacturing resource sharing. The current version of
AADE implements a semantically closed agent community in which all agents
communicate with each other within the agent framework using a dedicated content
language expressed in XML.
Figure 8.4 shows the agent abstraction model in AADE, which is somewhat
similar to other agent architectures in the literature. Processing logics are separated
from data representation by using different illustrations, solid vs. dashed line boxes,
respectively. There are four major packages developed in an AADE agent, namely,
the communication package, the messaging package, the general function package,
and the utility package. Using separate socket listening and sending threads, the
communication package handles all incoming and outgoing messages for an agent.
Multiple-message queues are designed for secure attainability and maintainability of
messages. In the messaging package, the Message Handling module deals with the
payload of messages that are represented in FIPA ACL (agent communication
language), while the Conversation Control module maintains a conversation list,
enforces messaging sequence of FIPA protocols, and controls the states of
conversations. The corresponding ACL Parser is responsible for understanding the
meaning of content in the message payload after the XML parser (in the utility
package) distils the payload information. General functionalities defined in FIPA
specifications that all agents commonly share are packed as the general function
package. Typical functions include agent registration, agent management, and
routine maintenance schedules that an agent needs to execute, i.e. logging, error
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handling, backup and restore, etc. In the utility package, we provide agents with
atomic software engineering facilities, such as database operations, file operations,
FTP client, email handling, XML parsing, and zipping classes (for message security
and encoding). Application-specific agents can be constructed by customising the
interfaces of the generic agent model. The parts that need to be specialised are called
“application-specific modules”, which are represented by the grey boxes in Figure
8.4. These application-specific modules include user interfaces that manipulate the
agent, application interfaces that wrap legacy or external programs, and a problemsolving core that embeds an agent’s reasoning and intelligent capacities.

Figure 8.4. Agent abstraction model in AADE

A detailed description of the AADE framework and its architecture can be found
in [8.46]. Key features of AADE include:
•

Multi threading. Each agent deals with multiple threads at the same time to
handle concurrent tasks. Figure 8.4 shows briefly the threads that an agent in
AADE should have using boxes with dark shadow. Two threads
(SocketSender and SocketListener) are committed to the socket
communication, one thread (Execution Thread) takes care of the execution of
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the wrapped external program, while the Main Thread and Problem Solving
Threads take the roles of periodic scheduling, event-driven scheduling,
coordinating, and domain-dependent tasks’ scheduling.
Multi-layered message frame and message handling. The structure of
message (messageFrame is used as a terminology in AADE) contains multilayered information. An AADE message envelope is added on the standard
FIPA envelope to enable advanced messaging functions. For example,
msgLevel is used to differentiate the priority level of a message so that urgent
messages in the incoming and outgoing mailboxes can be treated differently.
Similarly, the message-handling mechanism involves a multi-layered
architecture.
Peer-to-peer agent communication. The lower-level agent communication is
conducted through a peer-to-peer transport protocol, TCP/IP socket. This is a
strategy that represents more precisely the agent’s “loose coupling” and
“autonomous” concepts compared with the tightly coupled client-server RMI
invocation used in JADE and FIPA-OS. The communication package is
designed to be within the functionalities of each individual agent rather than
having a shared MTS (the Message Transport Service defined in FIPA) to
handle the intra-agent platform messages. In other words, we expect the MTS
to deal with the cross agent platform messages only.
Originated from and serving to the engineering fields. The agent knowledge
base, problem-solving abilities, configuration file, registration information,
and more specially, the inclusion of an engineering data management agent
(EDM agent) can greatly accelerate the development process of engineering
multi-agent systems. The related supporting facilities in the utility package
contribute to this feature as well, such as facilities dealing with engineering
files and file transportation (FTP client/server).

8.7 Proof-of-concept Prototypes
8.7.1 Agent-based Dynamic Scheduling in iShopFloor
The prototype of iShopFloor and its agent-based dynamic scheduling system were
implemented in a previous version of the AADE agent framework. All
communications among agents are implemented using Java client/server socket
communication. Each intelligent machine agent connects to the shop-floor network
with a unique IP address and a port number. Each machine agent functions both as a
client and a server. It functions as a client when it proactively communicates with
other agents. It sends messages to other agents for registration to the shop-floor
directory facilitator, for negotiation with other agents, for sending manufacturing
progress information to product/part agents, and for sending machine state
information to other servers. It also functions as a server when it receives requests
from other agents (e.g. requests for machine information/data/state, and call-for-bid
messages).
Because of the generic architecture and common software modules, all machine
agents (for different types of machines) use the same software. There is no need for
coding before installing the software for a machine agent. Only the data related to
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machine specifications, IP address and port numbers, etc., need to be inputted and/or
edited before “plugging” it to the network.
A graphical user interface (GUI) is developed for machine agents. Figure 8.5
shows an example of the actual prototype implementation. A picture of the machine
is displayed on the GUI – a very useful feature when the computer is not located
close to the corresponding machine, or when one computer is used to connect
multiple machines.

Figure 8.5. Graphical user interface of a machine agent

Service agents have been implemented in two versions: standalone application
version and Web-based version. In the Web-based version, service agents are
implemented as servlets [8.41].
Product/part agents are currently represented using Java objects. Each agent
keeps track of the status and interdependency of tasks, and can move from one
resource agent (or service agent) to another. They are serialised into XML form for
communication between resource and service agents.
The current prototype implementation only considers intelligent machine agents
as shop-floor resources. Other types of resources (e.g. robots, AGVs, conveyers, and
human operators) are to be considered and implemented in later prototypes.
8.7.2 Real-time Scheduling Service for Enterprise Collaboration
This section presents an example of application of the AADE framework to a multiagent shop-floor resource scheduling service that supports enterprise collaboration.
The implemented software prototype demonstrates two levels of collaboration: interenterprise collaboration for manufacturing resources sharing and the collaboration
among machines in the shop floor for dynamic scheduling of manufacturing
resources within one enterprise. Details of this prototype can be found in [8.47].
Figure 8.6 shows the system architecture of the implemented prototype at the
inter-enterprise level. Three enterprises are providing manufacturing services on the
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Internet through a Web portal. Each enterprise is encapsulated as an individual Web
service and it owns a number of expensive manufacturing resources offering
services that can be shared with other enterprises. An ontology agent is designed as
a complement to the public UDDI registry where advanced match-making services
can reside. Any customer can place an order (a bundle of manufacturing tasks)
through the Web portal. Each enterprise will submit a bid if its agent-based dynamic
scheduling system is able to allocate the necessary manufacturing resources to meet
the manufacturing requirements (the entire bundle of manufacturing tasks) of the
order. The customer then makes a decision based on the bids received from service
providers (enterprises) and signs an agreement with the selected enterprise.

Figure 8.6. Service-oriented architecture for inter-enterprise resource sharing

An agent-based manufacturing scheduling system is implemented behind the
Web service for dynamic scheduling of manufacturing resources (those expensive
machines only) within the enterprise (Figure 8.7). The implemented agents include
an interface agent, a mediator agent and five machine agents.
An interface agent provides connectivity of an enterprise’s internal systems to
external business processes. It performs functions such as forwarding messages,
receiving tasks, returning bids, and controlling access security. In fact, the interface
agent performs functions similar to an application gateway and is a joint point of
external scheduling service of an enterprise. The interface agent decides which agent
is responsible for a received message and forwards the message to it.
A mediator agent is a coordination agent in an enterprise that is responsible for
the scheduling of manufacturing sources. The scheduling process is realised through
the coordination of the mediator and the participating resource agents. As shown in
Figure 8.7, when a task is received, a mediator agent takes three steps to schedule
the task:
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Figure 8.7. An agent-based manufacturing resource scheduling service

1.

2.

3.

Task decomposition is a process of building a set of goals for the multiagent system to accomplish. In this step, a received order is decomposed
into a set of tasks and each task may be further decomposed into subtasks.
After decomposing the task, the mediator agent needs to assign tasks to
appropriate resource agents.
Scheduling can be considered as a negotiation process that mediator agent
sends a call-for-bid request to all potential resource agents and makes its
final decisions after receiving and evaluating the bids from resource agents.
After award/confirmation, resource agents will commit to the awarded tasks
when the mediator agent receives contract messages from the interface
agent.

Resource agents are used to represent manufacturing resources (expensive
machines in this case) that an enterprise would like to provide as external
manufacturing services. When a resource agent receives a call-for-bid request from
the mediator agent, it will compute a bid according to its schedules and status, and
return the bid after calculation. Once its proposed bid is awarded, the resource agent
will lock the task into its schedule and prepare for task execution.
The directory facilitator (DF) provides various registration-related services to
other agents, including keeping an up-to-date agent registry, informing all registered
agents with updated information, and performing lookup and matchmaking services
on a request basis.
The solid links in Figure 8.7 show the scheduling negotiation process between
the mediator and participating machine agents, while the dashed links show the
registration and lookup processes between the DF and all other active agents.
The AADE framework has been used for the implementation of the agent-based
dynamic manufacturing scheduling Web service of an enterprise. The Contract Net
protocol is used both at the inter-enterprise collaboration level for the selection of a
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service provider and at the enterprise level for the allocation of manufacturing
resources.

8.8 Key Issues in Technology Deployment in Industry
After six years of research and prototype development, our agent-based dynamic
manufacturing scheduling technology is ready for deployment in industrial settings.
We are negotiating with industrial partners on the implementation of pilot systems
within real manufacturing shop floors, particularly in job-shop environments within
the tooling industry.
However, some practical issues need to be carefully addressed when deploying
this technology in industry.
(1) Integration with legacy systems
As advanced planning and scheduling systems appear to be the current trend and
practices in industries, we expect that integrating with these systems will be a major
challenge to agent-based approaches. By advanced planning and scheduling
systems, we refer to the commercial ERP, MRP or other planning software on the
market. It is a common view from empirical studies that this kind of software is very
costly in investment and difficult to implement [8.48]. Moreover, ERP software
packages form the treasure of a company in that they embed so many interweaved
functionalities and large amounts of running data. Except for the fact that the agentbased dynamic scheduling system is implemented as a standalone system (for those
small companies that do not have existing ERP/MRP systems in place), this
integration is essential and time consuming. In some cases, a certification may be
required to integrate it with a previously implemented commercial software system.
(2) Integration with physical devices
For the same reason as the first integration issue, this is a requirement of hardware
accessibilities. Tracking and recording real-time data from the physical world of
shop floors is a missing link of ERP systems. Without automatic data collection
from manufacturing processes, production planning, monitoring, and quality control
at the shop-floor level become an unreachable goal. For this reason, some
manufacturing plants try to pursue manufacturing execution systems on the market,
be it a simple DNS connectivity, or a comprehensive MES solution. Our agent-based
manufacturing scheduling system, using physical agent-composition architecture,
can be mapped to physical devices and has the capacity to receive real-time signals
directly from these devices or indirectly from existing real-time data-collection
systems (e.g. SCADA – supervisory control and data acquisition systems and/or
RFID – radio frequency identification systems). Therefore, real-time information
can be handled by our system and then congregated and fed back to ERP systems as
necessary.
(3) Human adaptation and cooperation
Implementation of agent-based dynamic manufacturing scheduling technology
within a manufacturing enterprise may bring some significant changes to the
business operations, particularly to the way of managing manufacturing resources
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(operators, equipment, materials, etc.) and operating the equipment. Without the
cooperation of human managers and operators, there is no way for the agent-based
manufacturing scheduling system to work properly and effectively since the
cooperation among manufacturing resources (including humans, hardware and
software) is the key to this technology. However, it may take some time for
managers and operators to fully accept this technology. Some education and training
are essential during this human adaptation process in order for the company to
successfully apply this technology in its business.
(4) Support of a stable and reliable agent framework
There are many agent-development tools or platforms on the market. Some opensource frameworks are also available. However, working with a specific agent
platform has some drawbacks. First, the code is portable only if delivered with the
host platform (e.g. JADE). Secondly, the limitation of documentation and licensing
problem hinders its adaptability to engineering/industrial applications. Many
industrial customers would like to protect their proprietary systems that cannot be
guaranteed by codes under open-source agreement. Thirdly, the code efficiency is
also a serious problem. Because the purpose of agent platforms such as JADE is
developed from the viewpoint of a pure computer science discipline, this target may
not be balanced and optimised to meet the special requirements of engineering
applications. The agent-based manufacturing dynamic scheduling technology
presented in this chapter builds on a proprietary agent-development platform AADE
that can facilitate the development of reliable, stable, and scalable industrial
applications.
(5) Cost and return on investment
Manufacturing enterprises, particularly those small-and-medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs), are always having trouble justifying the return on investment for a new
software system. While the pressure of increasing productivity and profitability is
forcing SMEs to adopt new technologies and advanced software systems, expensive
software solutions are not affordable to them. The proposed agent-based scheduling
system has been designed in a way to allow a company to choose not only among
functional modules, but also the size of applications. The cost will be relative to the
number of resource agents (related to the number of manufacturing resources to be
included in the dynamic scheduling system). So a smaller manufacturer, with fewer
agents, will pay less for the software tool than a much larger manufacturer, and can
add more agents later when the company grows. Therefore, this technology becomes
more attractive to small-and-medium-sized manufacturing enterprises.

8.9 Conclusions and Future Work
The agent-based dynamic manufacturing scheduling technology presented in this
chapter can well address dynamic changes and disturbances on the shop floor locally
without disruptions to the regular production – a problem that cannot be solved by
traditional planning and scheduling systems because these changes and disturbances
cannot be predicted in advance.
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This technology is expected to fill a major gap in the manufacturing software
industry to address the real-time scheduling issues. It allows manufacturing
enterprises to: (1) respond to market demands quickly so as to win the increasingly
competitive market; (2) respond to changes and disturbance on the shop floor
quickly so as to increase their productivity through optimising equipment-utilisation
rates. Successful application of this technology in manufacturing enterprises will
bring significant economic benefits to these enterprises.
This technology can be used in different manufacturing environments, but
particularly in those environments with frequent changes (including design/
engineering changes and production changes, e.g. machine failures, tool breakages,
and missing/wrong parts). It can be applied in various manufacturing sectors
including automobile (particularly heavy duty vehicles) and aerospace industries.
Furthermore, since it is a generic platform technology, it can also be easily extended
and applied to other industrial sectors with similar scheduling needs, e.g.
transportation scheduling, airport scheduling, medical facility scheduling, and
inventory management.
Compared with other agent-based manufacturing scheduling systems reported in
the literature, this technology is unique in its engineering focus and robust fault
tolerance. Close collaborations of the project team with industrial partners during the
development of this technology make the technology closer to industrial needs than
other similar frameworks/platforms. The use of the proprietary agent framework
AADE can also avoid open-source concerns for industrial applications.
Our project team members have designed and implemented key models and
software modules based on AADE. Generic interfaces have been designed and
developed to integrate various software applications and hardware devices. The
current version of the software framework is compliant with the FIPA Specifications
– that are becoming international standards for agent-based software applications.
We have developed software prototype systems in simulated environments
within our research facilities. The applications have been at both the shop-floor level
and the enterprise level.
We are collaborating with industrial partners to validate the technology in
industrial settings and are looking for a software company in the manufacturing
sector to commercialise the technology. Further R&D work is underway to address
some practical issues for industrial applications:
•
•

integration with existing/commercial ERP systems;
integration with existing real-time data-collection systems.

For those manufacturing enterprises without any ERP/MRP systems in place, it
would be easy to deploy an agent-based dynamic manufacturing scheduling system
as a standalone application. Only some specific interfaces are to be developed to
access related databases and for users to interact with the system. Efforts to develop
such interfaces are minimal (in terms of a few person-months).
In order to integrate with existing software applications currently used in
manufacturing enterprises (which is highly desired), significant efforts are required
(in terms of a few person-years), particularly when a certification is required for
integrating/interfacing with some of these commercial software applications.
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Abstract
In this chapter we describe a multi-agent systems (MAS) approach to manufacturing job-shop
scheduling that evolves the rules by which schedules are created rather than the schedule
itself. The system is tested using a benchmark agent-based scheduling problem and
performance results are compared with pure heuristic scheduling heuristics and randomly
generated mixed heuristics.

9.1 Introduction
Shop-floor scheduling is an inherently difficult manufacturing task, and as a result,
has served as a good motivation for the application of distributed artificial
intelligence in the manufacturing domain. The traditional approach to shop-floor
scheduling is to use a single, centralised scheduler, which as [9.1] notes, is
analogous to using a large sequential computer program to solve the problem. If
there are no disturbances on the shop floor (e.g. rush orders, missing tools or
material, machine processing time variability or failure), this approach is very
effective and can generate optimal solutions to the scheduling problem. Real
manufacturing systems are not deterministic, however. Also, they consist of
physically distributed materials and resources that behave in a highly concurrent and
dynamic fashion. As a result, centralised schedules quickly become obsolete and
must be either ignored or frequently updated: this is not always possible if the
schedule generation and dissemination time is great.
In this chapter we describe a multi-agent systems (MAS) approach to
manufacturing job-shop scheduling that evolves the rules by which schedules are
created rather than the schedule itself. Unlike traditional scheduling methods, which
often assume infinite capacity for a resource for calculation simplicity, these
resources cannot be overscheduled. Implementation of these scheduling rules is
accomplished through Mediator Agents [9.2], which coordinate the needs of the
various Order Agents and Resource Agents towards achieving an optimum schedule.
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The goal here is to apply holonic systems [9.3] and multi-agent systems [9.4]
principles towards achieving an intelligent scheduling system.
We begin this chapter with some background on holonic systems and intelligent
job-shop scheduling. Next, we describe the implementation of our proposed
evolutionary scheduling approach. We then report the results of using this approach
to tackle a benchmark agent-based scheduling problem proposed by [9.5], and
conclude with a discussion of the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

9.2 Background
The scheduling approach described in this chapter combines ideas from holonic
manufacturing systems (HMS) [9.3] and intelligent systems. In this section, we
begin with a brief overview of the research on HMS and scheduling, and then focus
more specifically on intelligent scheduling.
9.2.1 HMS Architectures and Scheduling
Christensen [9.6] describes the architectural requirements of holonic systems,
comparing the holonic architecture to other possible forms: centralised, proper
hierarchical, modified hierarchical (some peer-to-peer interaction), and heterarchical
(exclusively peer-to-peer interaction). In the generic activity model of a holon,
Christensen shows the information processing and physical processing activity of a
holon; the material flow between the humans, intelligent control system, and
processing system; and, the interfaces between these human, control, and processing
elements.
Bussman [9.7] shows the commonality of the visions of MAS and HMS for
manufacturing, emphasising that the vision of MAS deals with a subset of activities
focusing on the control system, whereas HMS is also strongly concerned with the
human workers and physical equipment in the holonic system. He argues that
“agent-oriented techniques are an appropriate technology for designing and
implementing the information processing part of a holonic manufacturing system”,
and briefly presents an agent-oriented architecture for a holon, concerned with the
information processing of a holon (decision making, organisational techniques,
behavioural control, cooperation techniques, and communication techniques), and its
interfaces for physical communication and physical control.
Van Brussel et al. [9.8] have described a product-resource-order-staff
architecture (or PROSA), defining three basic holons for manufacturing control
(including planning and scheduling): resource, product and order holons. The
resource holon consists of a “production resource of the manufacturing system, and
an information processing part that controls the resource,” remembering, of course,
that a holon is hierarchical in nature. Likewise, the “product holon holds the process
and product knowledge to assure the correct making of the product with sufficient
quality”, and “comprises functionalities that are traditionally covered by product
design, process planning, and quality assurance.” Finally, the “order holon
represents a task in the manufacturing system”, i.e. any type of order. “Product
holons and resource holons communicate process knowledge, product holons and
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order holons exchange production knowledge, and resource holons and order holons
share process execution knowledge.”
Van Brussel et al. also make the following two conclusions about their
architecture. First, “PROSA can be regarded as a generalisation of the two former
approaches [i.e. hierarchical and heterarchical control architectures]”; and second,
“PROSA also introduces several important innovations: the system structure is
decoupled from the control algorithm, logistical aspects are decoupled from
technical ones, and PROSA allows [one] to incorporate more advanced hybrid
control algorithms.”
Related to scheduling, “the architecture foresees staff holons to assist the [three]
basic holons in performing their work … a type of external expert that gives advice.
…The centralised scheduler of a shop is an example of a staff holon.”
Research in holonic scheduling has its roots in intelligent scheduling techniques
([9.9], [9.10] and the references therein) and distributed factory control algorithms
([9.11]–[9.13] and the references in [9.14]). The key areas where research has been
initiated in holonic scheduling are as follows, taken in part from [9.15]: flexible
manufacturing systems [9.16][9.17], assembly lines [9.18], job shop [9.19],
assembly and machining cells [9.20][9.21], continuous process lines [9.22][9.23],
plant-wide maintenance [9.24], and generic scheduling methods [9.25][9.26].
McFarlane and Bussman [9.15] describe some key themes in current HMS
scheduling research, including (1) central vs. distributed problem formation, (2)
local decision-making/computational techniques, (3) cooperative interaction
strategy, (4) interchange mechanism, and (5) degree of central coordination. The
scheduling approach presented in their thesis addresses item (1) above with central
problem formation; item (2) with local decisions from a control point of view; item
(3) with a reactive implicit cooperation scheme; item (4) with straightforward
request–reply type protocols and the passing of relevant serialised data structures;
and, item (5) with complete central coordination of the scheduling function (all
holonic scheduling approaches being reported as having some degree of central
coordination).
9.2.2 Intelligent Job-shop Scheduling
For the research reported in this chapter, a layered approach to the job-shop
scheduling problem is used. More specifically, a low-level, reactive approach to
scheduling is used initially for the general job-shop scheduling problem. Next, a
higher-level, more deliberative layer is added to provide better optimisation, once a
reactive kernel for job-shop scheduling has been found that has reasonable levels of
quality of results, flexibility, speed, and scalability.
Such a reactive scheduling approach could fall under three broad categories:
evolutionary algorithms for scheduling, such as genetic algorithms, heuristic rules
for dispatching and/or scheduling or, specialised algorithms for scheduling that
move over the schedule, adjusting it.
Genetic algorithms have been applied extensively to scheduling, for example
[9.27], often with reasonable success. Heuristic rules have also been applied
extensively to scheduling, with varied success [9.28]. Specialised algorithms exist
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(and schedule representations that facilitate these algorithms), such as reactive
rescheduling [9.29], least-commitment scheduling [9.30], and others.
Any of the above would be applicable, however, the authors’ desire is to produce
a so-called “intelligent system”, meaning one that can learn something from the
environment and then apply it to future actions. A specialised algorithm might fit
with this goal, but one would need a deep understanding of job-shop scheduling to
develop such an algorithm; this is not the focus of this research, but rather to apply
holonic [9.3] and agent systems [9.4] principles to the shop scheduling (and control)
problem. This may be an excellent place to apply genetic programming to evolve an
algorithm that can perform effective job-shop scheduling, although this potential
approach was deemed beyond the scope of this research. A simple genetic algorithm
would not fulfil the intelligent system goal, as such a solution is brittle and would
only apply to one state of the system at one particular time; it definitely does not
learn anything about the system in general for future use.
On the other hand, a system of generalised heuristic rules could potentially learn
a small amount about the environment, namely which rule is most appropriate to
which situation. Also, [9.31] mentions “probabilistic dispatching” or “Monte Carlo
methods” for choosing between various heuristic rules, saying that “with a sensible
choice of biasing probabilities it does seem to work well, substantially better than
the deterministic application of a priority rule” for dispatching. Heuristic rules fired
sequentially for dispatching are extremely well suited to the reactive side of the
continuum of holonic and agent-based systems, and have been applied to
dispatching or queue-selection decisions in holonic manufacturing systems (though
not to advance scheduling). Perhaps heuristic rules could also be applied to
scheduling, if fired in parallel to varying degrees to assign priorities to operations,
jobs, resources, etc., which can then be used for scheduling. The weight of each rule
would be something that is learned from the environment, and that could also
change over time to represent the changing state of the environment. First discussed
by the authors in [9.32], this seems like an interesting avenue of approach to the
problem of reactive job-shop scheduling. This is discussed, along with the rest of the
system implementation, in the next section.

9.3 Implementing the Agent-based Scheduling System
9.3.1 The Benchmark
Within the domain of manufacturing scheduling and control, a benchmark needed to
be chosen in the interests of being able to compare results with other researchers.
The real-world problem selected is the scheduling and control benchmark presented
in [9.5] although, in the limit of the project scope, the benchmark had to be modified
somewhat, and expansion of the system capabilities to fulfil the full benchmark is
suggested as future work.
The test environment contains four types of resources, each having nonoverlapping capabilities, with the third resource type as the bottleneck. The
benchmark demands two of each type of resource, or eight in total. Transportation
between resources is accomplished through automated guided vehicles (AGVs) that,
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for simplicity, are assumed to be always available and require zero transportation
time.
It should be noted that this transportation assumption, though included in the
benchmark, is not strictly necessary. Any transportation activities can themselves be
considered resources, and included accordingly in the approach presented in this
chapter. Note, however, that there are additional complexities in this approach; for
example, operation times for transportation operations have variable setup times,
based upon the transporter’s physical location at the end of the previous job.
Another example is the ability of a transportation resource to perform more than one
operation simultaneously.
There is a fixed set of job types, each with fixed precedence constraints and fixed
operation processing times as given in Table 9.1.
Table 9.1. Job types
Job type
J1
J2
J3
J4
J5

Operation (process time (min) / operation type)
1
2
3
4
6/1
8/2
13 / 3
5/4
4/1
3/2
8/3
3/4
3/4
6/2
15 / 1
4/3
5/2
6/1
13 / 3
4/4
5/1
3/2
8/4
4/3

The benchmark defines the following experiments, called Plant Scenarios: (1)
deterministic processing times, with no unexpected events, (2) stochastic variability
of processing times, and (3) non-bottleneck random breakdowns included. Other
variations are also defined by the benchmark, called Operational Scenarios: (1) JustIn-Time (JIT) scheduling, with jobs dispatched regularly with random (uniform
distribution) due dates, and (2) JIT scheduling, with some randomly distributed rush
jobs (i.e. As-Soon-As-Possible or ASAP scheduling).
Another scenario that would complete this operational scenario set would be one
involving exclusively ASAP scheduling. The development perspective taken was
that the system should be able to handle exclusively JIT scheduling and exclusively
ASAP scheduling, at which point the problem of JIT scheduling with rush orders
should intrinsically be solved.
This system has been designed so as to support conformance to the test
environment and to implement all operational and plant scenarios as defined in the
benchmark; however, at its current level of implementation, the system deviates
from the benchmark in two important ways.
The first deviation from the benchmark is in the test environment requirement
for two of each type of resource. The implementation currently allows only one of
each resource type at this time, or four in total, though it has been designed to allow
more than one of each resource type in a following development stage.
The second deviation is in the operational scenarios requirement for JIT
scheduling. The implementation currently allows only ASAP scheduling, though it
has been designed to allow JIT scheduling in a following development stage. Also,
the required object data, method stubs, and method call parameters exist for almost
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all aspects of JIT scheduling, but final implementation has been postponed at this
time. The reasoning behind implementing ASAP scheduling before JIT scheduling
(rather than vice versa) revolved around the desire to produce as reactive a scheduler
as possible for as reactive a manufacturing system as possible. To conform to the
principles of holonic systems, a reactive kernel of manufacturing functionality is
most appropriate. Then, additional layers of increasingly less reactive, more
deliberative system capabilities can be added in the spirit of Ref. [9.33].
9.3.2 The System Architecture
A description of the system architecture of this implementation includes three main
aspects: (1) the holonic architecture, created primarily for system analysis purposes,
(2) the multi-agent architecture, created primarily for system design purposes, and
(3) FIPA-OS – the multi-agent platform used to simplify development.
The holonic architecture and the FIPA-OS implementation are discussed in detail
in [9.34]. In this section, we focus on the multi-agent architecture that was
developed to implement our scheduling system. Our general architecture follows
[9.35][9.36], with some modifications.
The scheduling is accomplished through interactions within a clustering of
several agents: an order agent (OA), resource agent (RA) for each resource
represented in the shop, and one resource scheduling dynamic mediator agent
(RSDMA) or more. The OA is implemented as the software component of the
corresponding order holon (OH), with possible variations of this holon-to-agent
mapping. An RA corresponds to a lowest-level holon in the RSH hierarchy (i.e.
machine level), with possible implementations of higher-level holons (i.e. work cell,
shop floor, etc.) not considered at this time.
This cluster of agents is not a physical cluster, but rather is a logical cluster
formed in order to manufacture the products needed to fill orders. The resource
scheduling agent is a mediator; it directs orders to the desired resource(s), and it
facilitates the processing of these orders on the resources and the interactions and
constraints between the resources (i.e. scheduling). Because this mediator is linked
with its dynamic virtual cluster, it is correctly termed a dynamic mediator agent as
described in [9.2]. This dynamic virtual cluster thus requires a dynamic mediator
agent, in this case a resource scheduling dynamic mediator agent (RSDMA). This
RSDMA is the means by which the system’s scheduling algorithms are
implemented. It coordinates the local optimisation required by each RA for its
resource and by the OA for its jobs, along with the global optimisation required by
the work cell and shop floor. The scheduling approach is intended to use an evolving
system of rules to accomplish locally/globally “towards optimal” scheduling that can
be described as having emergent intelligence. The exact mechanisms and algorithms
by which this is accomplished are discussed in Section 9.3.3.
A customer, when ordering, will be interacting with some standard interface,
either manually via a Webpage for example, or automatically with his agent via an
interface agent. If the scope is limited to exclude the issues of supply-chain
management (and its holons), we can call the holon with which the customer
interacts the order holarchy. This OH is populated in part by one or more sales agent
(SA) and, in the event of more than one sales agent, a sales mediator agent (SMA)
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that is a static mediator of the type described in [9.2]. As illustrated in Figure 9.1,
the customer first interacts with the SMA that directs him to the proper SA (which
may have to be created first). The SA may need to confirm cost and
manufacturability with the product knowledge holon; it would query the product
knowledge mediator agent (PKMA), another static mediator, to find the correct
product knowledge agent (PKA) for this task.
Upon receiving a confirmed order, the SA will spawn an order agent (OA), using
the knowledge about the product contained in the PKA, or may interact with an
already existing OA, passing it the required product information. This order agent is
hereafter responsible to the SA for the order, as well as any progress tracking and
final delivery. It needs to find the resources that may fulfil the manufacturing
requirements of its products, and then interact with this subset of the resource
scheduling holarchy. Again, a static mediator is used: the OA, through the resource
scheduling mediator agent (RSMA), is put in contact with the RSDMA of the
relevant area or shop. The RSDMA sends operations to each relevant resource agent
(RA), and manages the scheduling task. The interactions with the scheduling and
control holarchies are as previously described.
This chapter focuses on the Scheduling Dynamic Virtual Cluster shown above,
and considers only one of these clusters: i.e. essentially one work cell or area of the
shop. Only the agents within that cluster were implemented. The sales holons and
product-model knowledge holons are simulated by a scripted release of preset job
types, as defined previously in the benchmark problem. Since there is only one
cell/group in this scenario, a resource scheduling mediator agent (RSMA) is not
required at this development stage. Finally, the execution control agents (ECA) and
control execution agents (CEA) are simulated with an update thread within the
resource agent, which internally updates the state and knowledge of the agent, while
taking into account the current experimental scenario or scripted randomness in both
operation processing times and machine breakdowns. The agent types actually
implemented are the order agent (OA), the resource scheduling dynamic mediator
agent (RSDMA), and the resource agent (RA), with capabilities and activities as
already described.
9.3.3 The Scheduling Algorithm
The resource scheduling dynamic mediator agent (RSDMA) is responsible for,
among other things, the scheduling/rescheduling task of a particular area of the shop.
It implements a reactive scheduling algorithm that must conform to the design
principles of holonic systems [9.3]. The particular algorithmic method designed for
this purpose is described here.
This focus on the reactive quality of the scheduler comes from the philosophical
roots of holonic systems and the philosophical roots of nouvelle AI (and reactive
agents) systems. Basically, a reactive core is desirable for such systems (equivalent
to human subconscious), in order to obtain the desired qualities already outlined.
More deliberative capabilities are useful at higher levels and should wrap such a
reactive core (equivalent to human consciousness). The core of the control system as
developed by the authors is a reactive one, including both reactive control
capabilities and the ability to reactively schedule and reschedule jobs/operations
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within the job shop. As a result, a new form of scheduling is proposed as described
in the remainder of this section.

Customer
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Figure 9.1. Summary of sales/ordering, scheduling, and control

9.3.3.1 A Mixed-heuristic Priorities Approach
The implementation approach to the scheduling problem is to view the system as a
number of flexible slots (i.e. available resource times) and a number of jostling
items (the orders’ job times that need to be scheduled), with the scheduling
mechanism acting as the Brownian motion excitation that causes the items to fall
into low-energy job slots (jobs to be scheduled for a certain time on a certain
resource). Unlike traditional scheduling methods that often assume infinite capacity
for a resource [9.37] for calculation simplicity, these resources cannot be
overscheduled. Also, the jobs that fit best within a resource time slot – as determined
by a variety of priority-calculation (i.e. scheduling) rules – will be least likely to be
jostled out of their time slots, whereas those with the worst fit will be the most likely
to be bumped from their slots.
The maximal framework of rules that could be used is created using groups of
“tuples” – as outlined in Table 9.2 for completeness – with six order and resource
time scheduling rule groups. For example, a rule that can be generated from group
one is: “The order with the least number of operations remaining (absolute set point)
has increased precedence.” These rules are used to rebalance the jobs, either from
the orders’ perspectives or from the resources’ perspectives. Each rule has a realvalued weighting, with some rules weighted more heavily than others. Also, the
encoding of each rule with set point(s) requires one or more real-valued variables.
These real-valued weights and encoding variables define an individual scheduler.
Not all of the possible rules were used in this initial implementation. Balancing
is done only from the point of view of the Jobs, not the Resources, removing the
bottom half of Table 9.2. Only the fine granularity rules (i.e. job) are used, and not
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the coarse granularity rules (i.e. order or company), removing two-thirds of the top
of the table. And, only ASAP scheduling is implemented (JIT scheduling is not
currently allowed), removing rule group two from the table. Also, since the increase
and decrease in precedence due to these rules is implemented as a simple multiplier
(i.e. equivalent to a function that is a line through the origin) and not some more
complicated function, the Least/Most tuple is entirely redundant for this
implementation. Therefore, six core rules were ultimately used in this particular
implementation at the current time.
Table 9.2. Tuples for generating order scheduling rules
Jobs
{Job/order/company} with {least/most} {number/time} of operations
1.{Remaining/completed}
2.{Early/tardy}
3.Slack
has {increased/decreased} precedence.
Resources
{Machine/cell/factory} with {least/most} {number/time} of operations
4.Scheduled
5.Early/tardy
6.{Slack/retooling}
has {increased/decreased} precedence.

The default scheduling mode is First Come First Served (FCFS). When jobs
cannot be sorted strictly by precedence (i.e. two or more jobs have equal
precedence), the fallback sorting criteria is the order of job creation, or FCFS.
The first two rule-generating tuples in Table 9.2, i.e. those related to Jobs, are
essentially a reformulation of some standard scheduling heuristics, plus some related
to slack time and slack “operations” within a Job (slack operations are empty spaces
in between the actual operations within the Job’s schedule). The heuristic rules so
generated include the most common heuristics used in scheduling, as shown in the
next section. A nice bonus from formulating the common job-related scheduling
heuristics in this way is that a group of resource-related scheduling heuristics also
become obvious, as shown, although these have not yet been applied to the
implemented scheduler at this time.
9.3.3.2 The Scheduling Algorithm
The scheduling and rescheduling is intended to occur as continuously as possible.
For the scenarios as tested, rescheduling occurs at a period that is 2/3 the length of
the shortest operation. This means that rescheduling occurs every 2 minutes, as the
shortest operation is 3 minutes long. (In actuality, since the experiments are run at
20 times real time, the shortest operation is 9 seconds and rescheduling occurs every
6 seconds.) This period roughly matches the maximum time required to complete
rescheduling for the scenarios as run, as seen in early experiments, given the
available computing power of the workstations used and the multiple of normal time
(i.e. 20 times) at which experiments are run. It is expected that rescheduling at a
period smaller than the length of the shortest operation should logically be expected
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to give reasonably representative results; this was also indicated by early
experiments. In actuality, to be certain, one would need to rerun all experiments in
normal time, with the shortest possible scheduling period (i.e. 6 seconds in this case)
in order to be certain how normal-time experiments would perform, although the
time required for this was prohibitive under the circumstances, and so this was not
done at this time.
The scheduler is part of the resource scheduling dynamic mediator agent
(RSDMA) that requests an updated schedule (containing up-to-date information
about job completions, times, etc.) from each resource agent (RA) for each
scheduling period. These schedules are passed in an agent-to-agent text message as
serialised objects (an automatic Java capability, whereby binary objects are
serialised to and from a text string representation in a regular way). Note that since
the RAs are obviously still active while rescheduling is occurring, the scheduler can
be considered to have “old” information. Therefore, to avoid rescheduling an
operation that has already begun to be processed, operations within a RA schedule
are “locked” to scheduling when they are within two full scheduling periods of
being executed.
The scheduling algorithm itself consists of two parts: firing the mixed heuristic
rules, and populating a new schedule. The firing of the mixed heuristic rules
involves first calculating all of the required rule inputs for each job (through its
operations) at the current time, and then multiplying the weight of each rule (varies
between zero and one) by the input value for that rule (for example, processing time
remaining) and adding the contributions from each rule to determine a total
precedence for that job. These total precedence values for all of the jobs are then
used to reorder the jobs (in descending order of total precedence) for the second step
of populating the new schedule.
Populating the new schedule first involves taking all operations that are “locked”
to scheduling and copying them from the old schedule into the new schedule. Then,
the jobs that have non-locked operations are all added to the new schedule one at a
time in descending order of precedence. All operations from a particular job are
added together, beginning with the earliest operation attempting to start as near as
possible to the present in the case of ASAP scheduling, or beginning with the latest
operation attempting to finish as close as possible to the due date in the case of JIT
scheduling. (Recall, though, that JIT scheduling is not fully implemented and has
been left for future work at this time.)
It is worth noting that this scheduling algorithm scales well: most of the
algorithm scales in proportional time (in terms of operations or jobs), with the worstbehaving portion of the algorithm (sorting jobs in order) scaling in nlog(n) time (in
terms of jobs). On the whole, therefore, this algorithm scales in nlog(n) time, “n”
being the number of jobs.
The schedule is generated as an active schedule, meaning that an operation can
leap directly to the best spot for itself where there is still room in the schedule. The
generated schedule is not a non-delay schedule, since resources that are able to
process some operation at a particular time may be forced to wait idly, depending on
where the operations have placed themselves in the schedule.
Valckenaers et al. [9.31] note that non-delay schedules are, on average, better
schedules. This is somewhat intuitive, since it seems reasonable to never keep
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machines waiting if they can process an operation. It may have been a better choice
for this scheduling algorithm to attempt to produce non-delay schedules for this
reason, especially since an overriding philosophy behind the development of this
scheduler is the desire only to find schedules that are towards optimal, and not
necessarily truly optimal. However, the choice to create active schedules was based
on the desire to populate jobs into the schedule from both directions, depending on
whether the job was ASAP or JIT, in which case a non-delay schedule does not
make much sense, whereas an active schedule does.
Once the schedule is fully populated, it is returned to each of the RAs, which
then attempt to follow them as closely as possible.
9.3.3.3 Evolutionary Tuning of the Scheduler
The original and ultimate intent was to employ an evolutionary approach for the
tuning of a scheduler (i.e. the tuning of its rules’ real-valued weights and encoding
variables that define the individual scheduler). The founding father category of the
rest of the domain of evolutionary algorithms (including genetic algorithms) is
known as evolution strategies [9.38], specifically involving the evolutionary tuning
of real-valued weights that are both problem-related parameters and evolution
constants such as crossover and mutation rates, and having its own unique
techniques and approaches; these would apply well to this problem, since the
evolutionary strategies algorithm tunes itself over time. It should be emphasised that
the goal is to evolve the rules by which schedules are created, and not the schedule
itself. In this way, the cumulative investment of the evolutionary calculations is
retained in the tuning of the scheduling rules. This is unlike a traditional genetic
algorithm scheduler that evolves the schedule itself, and in which there is no
accumulation of evolutionary “equity” in the system. This is an important
distinction, because the latter is merely an algorithm, whereas the former can be
expected to implicitly recognise and retain patterns (i.e. a learned set of behaviours)
and therefore can be described as a learning intelligence, however limited, according
to our previous definition. The evolutionary scheduler is illustrated in Figure 9.2.
9.3.3.4 Scheduling Mediator Agents
Dynamic mediator sgents [9.2] implement these scheduling rules – which coordinate
the needs of the various order agents and resource agents towards achieving an
optimum schedule – in a reactive manner. One benefit to using both agents and the
outlined scheduling approach is that there is no need to implement a rescheduler as
well, because with this approach scheduling is identical to rescheduling. Another
benefit is the ease with which the scheduling approach can be modified, since the
scheduling is completely contained within the scheduling mediator agents, which
can be dynamically recommissioned into the system. This important benefit means
that the value of the method of employing scheduling mediator agents is not tied to
the success of the scheduler itself; they are decoupled. The specifics of the
scheduling approach taken are felt in hindsight to be somewhat naïvely chosen, in
that they do not necessarily capture the complexities and inter-relationships present
in the job-shop scheduling problem; however, this will be discussed in more detail
later.
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Figure 9.2. Intelligent scheduling using evolved rules

Two types of activities are envisioned in the resource scheduling dynamic
mediator agents (RSDMA) in this reactive scheduler: one for balancing the jobs and
another for load balancing between the resources. These activities occur
concurrently, reactively applying the rules to modify elements of the schedule(s) for
those orders and machines with the greatest need, as measured by the calculated
precedence for each. In this way, the scheduler uses the evolved/evolving rules to
dynamically and (somewhat) chaotically (re)generate a towards-optimal schedule.
As only one of each type of resource is implemented currently, there is no need for
any load-balancing activities, though the system has been designed to allow this in
the next stage of development.
9.3.3.5 Scheduling Comparisons
This implementation’s system of heuristics and priority rules for scheduling will be
compared against some common scheduling heuristics, such as: FCFS (first come
first served), LWKR (least work remaining), MWKR (most work remaining), SPT
(shortest processing time), LOPNR (least operations remaining), and MOPNR (most
operations remaining).
The testing of the scheduler against these common heuristics is straightforward,
as each of these common heuristics can be implemented by activating only one (or
possibly two) of the scheduling rules described previously, rather than in
combination as outlined.
For example, implementing the LWKR heuristic is a matter of turning off all
rules except the “{job} with the {least} {time} of operations {remaining} has
{increased} precedence”.
As another example, recall that the default scheduling mode of the precedence
rule scheduler is FCFS; this decision rule is used to decide between jobs when two
or more each have a precedence that is equal to the other. In order to implement a
purely FCFS system, one merely turns off all other precedence rules, and allows the
default FCFS scheduling to take over fully.
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9.4 Experiments
The end purpose of the collective set of experiments contained within this section is
to show, for real-world scenarios and in real time, that: (1) a mixed-heuristic
scheduler can be used effectively for job-shop (re)scheduling, with reasonable
results, in both deterministic and stochastic scenarios, and (2) an evolutionary
algorithm can be used effectively to continually tune this mixed-heuristic scheduler
towards an optimal configuration as the conditions in the job-shop change over time.
9.4.1 Summary of the Experimental System
The experiments reported in this chapter are performed on a 20/4/G/* scheduling
problem: 20 jobs, 4 resources, general job shop, with the “*” signifying optimising
in more than one performance measure at once. (Since there is no explicit limit on
the number of jobs, and the number of resources could be changed with only the
barest of modifications, one could possibly more accurately describe the system as
solving the n/m/G/* scheduling problem.)
9.4.1.1 Experimental Test Scenarios
The experiments conducted are based upon the benchmark presented in [9.5] and
described in Section 9.3. In each experiment, 20 jobs are dispatched into the system.
There are five job types, as described in Table 9.1; these are dispatched in an
ascending and repeating order, as in J1, J2, J3, J4, J5, J1, J2, etc.
There are three stages of experiments, as follows: Stage 1 – Deterministic
scenario, Stage 2 – Stochastic scenarios, and Stage 3 – Evolutionary scenario. Stages
1 & 2 use both pure heuristics that are essentially formed from the core scheduling
rules of the scheduling engine, and mixed heuristics with their six core rule weights
generated randomly (once). Experimental Stage 3 attempts to evolve combinations
of the core scheduling rules that result in useful mixed-heuristic schedulers. (These
basic and mixed heuristics are described in the next section.) Stages 1 & 2 also serve
to verify the system in preparation for Stage 3, as well as to allow comparison
between system response for deterministic and stochastic scenarios. Stage 3 serves
to test the ability of this learning holonic system to learn and migrate towards
optimal scheduling methods for a continually varying realistic scheduling problem
or scenario. The results of the Stage 1 experiments can be found in [9.34]: in the
remainder of this section we focus on the Stage 2 & 3 experiments.
This is a production system (i.e. not a simulation) that is intended to run in real
time, so the experiments within each stage would each require hours to complete.
However, the MAS (including the scheduler) require far less than the entire
processor of a current 2 to 3 GHz workstation running Linux in text-only commandline mode (i.e. operating system is performing no windowing functions). As
implemented, without any optimisation of the code to speed up execution, it was
found in pre-testing that this system could be speeded up by a factor of 20 over
normal time execution, without ill effects (i.e. inter-agent messages timing out,
rescheduling frequency dropping too low, etc.). At this rate, rescheduling is run at a
periodic interval that is 2/3 the length of the shortest operation in the scenario, which
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was felt to be enough to approximate “continuous” rescheduling in most
circumstances.
Unless stated otherwise, each stage has 30 schedulers (15 pure heuristics and 15
random mixed heuristics) each running 30 repetitions for each experimental stage,
for a total of 900 different experiments run for each stage. Even speeded up by a
factor of 20, and also run in parallel on 20 separate workstations, each partial
experimental stage still requires being run overnight (or slightly longer) to complete.
Implementing this system as a truly multi-agent system rather than an idealised
object-oriented system has resulted in some limitations on the types and numbers of
experiments that can be run. Further experimentation would be suggested on an
idealised O-O implementation of this system backed by a proper simulation, in order
to be more certain of the results of the mixed-heuristic scheduling approach.
9.4.1.2 Scheduling Heuristics
There are six core rules used by the scheduler, as created from the tuples
{operations/time}, and {completed/remaining/slack}, i.e. operations completed,
operations remaining, operations slack, time completed, time remaining, and time
slack. Each of these rules can have a positive or negative weight (corresponding to
“most” versus “least”) or a weight of zero, in which case it is completely inactive.
The pure heuristics used in experiment Stage 1 and Stage 2 include these six core
scheduling rules and their inverses, used by the scheduler as given in Table 9.3. The
pure heuristics also include two common heuristics created by equally combining
one pair of scheduling rules and their inverses (i.e. SPT and LPT), and a third
heuristic that involves a lack of scheduling rules (i.e. first come first served), as
given in Table 9.4.
Table 9.3. Pure heuristics from individual scheduling rules
Precedence of each job in the (re)scheduling task is ordered based upon:
1. MOC
7. MTC
2. LOC
8. LTC
3. MOR
9. MTR
4. LOR
10. LTR
5. MOS
11. MTS
6. LOS
12. LTS
Table 9.4. Other basic heuristics
Precedence of each job in the (re)scheduling task is ordered based upon:
13. LPT
16. MTC combined with MTR
14. SPT
17. LTC combined with LTR
15. FCFS
18. no scheduling rules active

The mixed heuristics may be any linear combination of the six core scheduling
rules, determined randomly in Stages 1 & 2 or using an evolutionary algorithm in
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Stage 3. Note that heuristics that are opposites, such as MTR and LTR, can never be
combined together, as they are inverses of the same core scheduling rule (i.e. MTR
would result from a positive weight for time remaining, while LTR would result
from a negative weight for time remaining).
9.4.1.3 Mixed-heuristic Scheduling Examples
Let us consider an example of a mixed-heuristic scheduler with weights for the six
core rules as follows: {–1, –0.6, –0.2, 0.2, 0.6, 1.0}. Assume that the inputs to these
rules for a particular job are as follows: {3, 1, 4, 60, 120, 210}, which correspond to
a job having 3 operations completed, 1 operation remaining, 4 operations slack (i.e.
delays in its schedule), 1 minute of time completed, 2 minutes of time remaining,
and 3.5 minutes of slack time (i.e. total time of slack operations) in the current
schedule. For this job, its scheduling outputs are simply the inputs times their
respective rule weights, or: {–3, –0.6, –0.8, 12, 72, 210}. These outputs correspond
to the increased precedence due to each rule. The total precedence of this job is
simply the sum of these outputs, or: {–3 – 0.6 – 0.8 + 12 + 72 + 210 = 289.6}. All
other jobs in the system also have their own unique precedence values; these values
are used to order the jobs in preparation for building a new schedule, with the
highest-precedence jobs choosing their ideal positions in the schedule for each of
their operations, given the existence of other operations that have already been
placed into the schedule during this round of rescheduling. ASAP jobs perform
forward scheduling of their operations, starting with the first operation as early as
possible, and so on for each of its operations; JIT jobs would perform backward
scheduling of their operations, starting with their last operation as late as possible
without being late, and so on for each of its operations.
This entire chain of events is repeated until the schedule converges, up to three
times. Many combinations of rules allow convergence in the first (or second) step;
however, some rules (such as MTS) are unstable and will not converge (e.g. MTS
will cause the schedule to keep “flipping” front to back and back to front
indefinitely) and so the three-step limit is imposed. In the case of an unstable
combination of rules, like MTS, an odd number of steps is appropriate, so that the
schedule is shuffled as much as possible in each scheduling step, which fits with the
dynamic “Brownian motion” nature desired for the scheduler.
As an aside, it is worth examining the MTS heuristic at this point. The odd
number of allowed steps also works well in this case, since the jobs with the poorest
time slack characteristics will be on the ends of the sequence that is being flipped:
when time advances such that an operation becomes locked into place in the
schedule just prior to executing, jobs on both ends of that sequence are equally
likely to be the ones having their jobs stick, so that the poorest time slack performers
generally get processed first.
Let us consider another example of the SPT (shortest processing time) heuristic
in Table 9.4, which is described as a combination of the LTC (least time completed)
and LTR (least time remaining) rules. Why is this so? The job with the shortest (or
least) processing time is the same as the job with the least time completed plus the
least time remaining, since time completed plus time remaining equals processing
time. An illustrative calculation is given below.
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SPT = –1 u (Processing Time)
= –1 u (Time Completed + Time Remaining)
= (–1 u Time Completed) + (–1 u Time Remaining)
= LTC + LTR
9.4.1.4 Performance Metrics
A wide array of possible performance metrics exist with which to evaluate the
effectiveness of each experiment’s chosen scheduling heuristic. A select group of
these metrics are measured in each stage, with a simple average of these metrics
acting as the objective function to optimise using the evolutionary algorithm in
Stage 3.
The performance metrics collected include:
•
•
•
•
•

Job Slack (minimum, average, and maximum) – the downtime between the
processing of a job’s various operations,
Resource Slack (minimum, average, and maximum) – the downtime between
a resource’s processing of its various jobs’ operations,
Makespan – the time between the start of the first job and end of the last job
to be processed in the shop in a particular scheduling period,
Job Flowtime (minimum, average, and maximum) – the time between when a
job first enters the shop and when it has been completed, and
Schedule Efficiency – the ratio between the total time all resources spend
actively processing operations and the total time required for an operator to
attend the machine (including slack time).

Performance metrics that relate to customer satisfaction or dissatisfaction include
Flowtime, and Job Slack. Performance metrics that relate to overall factory costs
include the Makespan. Performance metrics that relate to the efficiency of the jobshop scheduler include the Job Slack (i.e. the job’s perspective), the Resource Slack
(i.e. the resource’s perspective, which may run counter to the job’s perspective), and
the overall Efficiency. Note that other common metrics such as Earliness or
Lateness are not considered here because the current system implementation only
performs As Soon As Possible (ASAP) scheduling, though such metrics would be
appropriate for ultimate implementation of Just In Time (JIT) scheduling in which
jobs have a specified due date.
Of these performance metrics, the authors feel that the least redundant and most
relevant and useful set consists of the Average Flowtime (measure of customer
satisfaction), the Maximum Flowtime (measure of maximum customer
dissatisfaction), the Makespan (measure of the total production costs), and the
overall Efficiency (measure of the efficiency of the scheduler). Theoretical best
possible cases are used to normalise the first three of these four metrics between
zero and one (Efficiency already being a normalised measure), taken as follows: the
theoretical best Makespan being the sum total of job lengths divided by the number
of resources, the theoretical best Average Flowtime being the average job length,
and the theoretical best Maximum Flowtime being the maximum job length.
So, the normalised metric is calculated as the theoretical best metric divided by
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the actual metric, resulting in a value between zero and one, with one being the best
case and zero being the bounding asymptote for the worst case.
The average of the four normalised performance measures is also taken as a
Combined Performance measure, to measure the overall effectiveness of a particular
scheduling heuristic given certain experimental conditions. This combined metric,
which also may vary between zero and one, is used to evaluate all stages, but is
especially used in Stage 3 to rank the various evolved scheduling engines that are
essentially performing multi-variable optimisations of their respective systems.
9.4.1.5 Randomly Generated Mixed Heuristics
The deterministic and stochastic experimental stages described in the remainder of
this section include results from 15 “pure” heuristic schedulers. These stages also
include results from 15 “randomly generated” mixed-heuristic schedulers, which
were generated to get a feel for how well the mixed-heuristic schedulers perform,
without having any prior assumption as to how exactly the heuristics should be
“mixed”, meaning what weights should be chosen for each rule (although more
appropriate weights are evolved in Stage 3, later). For these randomly generated
mixed-heuristic schedulers, the weighting of each of the six core rules (which can
vary between –1.0 and +1.0) were randomly generated using a known random seed
(so that experiments could be repeated) and the Java.util.Random class.
To summarise, the randomly generated mixed-heuristic schedulers in Stages 1
and 2 are an attempt to get a feel for how well the mixed-heuristic scheduling
approach performs, given the worst case of naively (indeed, randomly) chosen
weightings for the mixture of heuristic rules.
9.4.2 Stochastic Scenario (Stage 2) Results
The second experimental stage covers the stochastic scenarios, or Plant Scenarios 2
and 3 from the benchmark. Under Plant Scenario 2, operations may complete in
stochastic time, while under Plant Scenario 3, non-bottleneck resources may fail in a
stochastic manner.
Each of the 15 possible pure heuristics and the 15 randomly generated heuristics
is applied in turn for scheduling one experiment, i.e. a complete run of the system
from dispatching through scheduling, until all operations have been processed.
One main objective of this experimental stage is to confirm that these stochastic
scenarios yield reasonable results, in preparation for the third stage. The other main
objective of this stage is to allow comparison of the quality of results obtained in the
deterministic scenario versus the stochastic scenarios, between the various
scheduling heuristics. This stage allows some measurement of whether this entire
system as implemented has met the goals of holonic manufacturing, especially the
ability to handle random disturbances.
It is worth repeating that absolutely nothing within the system changes under a
stochastic scenario. All of the agent interactions remain exactly the same, as does
the scheduler operation. It is the dynamic nature of the scheduling algorithm, and the
form of the schedulers themselves that intrinsically encompasses the ability to
handle any stochastic events in the job shop.
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For the Stage 2 experiments, the 30 schedulers (15 pure heuristics and 15
random mixed heuristics) are compared against each other in Makespan, Schedule
Efficiency, Mean Flowtime, and Maximum Flowtime, as well as the Combined
Performance Metric. For brevity, we focus on the Combined Performance Metric
results here, as summarised in Figures 9.3 and 9.4 (i.e. stochastic completion times
and machine failures scenarios, respectively). A range of results is presented for
each scheduler, since 30 experiments were performed for each of the schedulers,
with the graphs again showing r2 standard deviations about the mean in each
measure for each scheduler, said ranges being presented side by side, with one
performance measure compared within each figure.
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Figure 9.3. Stage 2A comparison of schedulers by combined performance metric

In Stage 2A (stochastic operation completion times), each operation has a 1/3
chance of its completion time being delayed. This delay is defined randomly by a
TRIA(1, 2, 3) function, with a minimum of one, average of two, and maximum of
three minutes, and having a triangular distribution. The random delay is generated
with the Java.util.Random class using a known random seed for each set of
experiments for a scheduler, so that the same conditions can be repeated for each
scheduler tested. This flat distribution random number is then adjusted to obtain the
desired triangular distribution and the desired range of possible values.
When compared with our preliminary experiments with the deterministic
scenario, the top four schedulers remain the same as in the deterministic scenario for
the Combined Performance metric: Random 12 on top, MTS and Random 8 next,
and FCFS following. For a dynamic scheduler of the form described, it would seem
that good performance in a deterministic scenario is also a predictor of good
performance in a stochastic operation completion time scenario. This is a very
encouraging result.
From simple calculations based on the distributions used for the completion
times in Scenario 2A, the normalised metrics should average a 9.6 r0.4% decrease
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from the deterministic scenario to the stochastic completion-times scenario. In fact,
the average measured change in the Combined Performance metric was only an 8.7
r0.4% decrease from the deterministic scenario to the stochastic scenario. This is
also a very encouraging result, which would seem to indicate that the system
presented herein is very able to respond effectively to stochastic operation
completion times in the job shop.
In stage 2B, a simple machine-failure scenario was chosen to simplify analysis.
Resource No. 1, a non-bottleneck resource, encounters an error condition and stops
processing at approximately 20% of the way through the schedule for approximately
10% of the schedule length, based on the average Makespan encountered in the
deterministic scenario. Since the average Makespan is 201.7 minutes in the
deterministic scenario, the resource error condition is started at 40 minutes into the
experiment and continues for 20 minutes. Note that the average job duration is 25.2
minutes, so the sum total duration of all 20 jobs is 504 minutes. The performance of
the 30 schedulers for the Combined Performance Metrics is shown in Figure 9.4.
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Figure 9.4. Stage 2B comparison of schedulers by combined performance metric

The best-case scenario one could reasonably expect is for only the one resource
to be affected, and for the remaining resources to continue processing operations
without interruption. In this case, if one considers the job being processed during the
resource failure to be extended in length by 20 minutes, then the average job (or
operation) length would increase by 20 parts in 504 to 104.0% of the deterministic
scenario. Likewise, the metrics under consideration could also be expected to rise
to 104% of the deterministic scenario, so the normalised metrics could be expected
to drop to the reciprocal, or 96.2% of the deterministic scenario – a decrease of 3.8
per cent.
The worst-case scenario one could reasonably expect is for all resources to be
affected by the one resource failure, due to the blocking of those resources by
operations dependent on the completion of the operation trapped on the resource
experiencing the failure. In a similar manner, the metrics under consideration could
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be expected to rise to 115.9% of the deterministic scenario, or the normalised
metrics to drop to 86.3% of the deterministic scenario – a decrease of 13.7 r0.4%.
The actual average decrease in the Combined Performance metric was 12.0
r0.4%, or very nearly the worst possible case. The reason for this is simple. Due to
the need to lock an operation to scheduling somewhat before the current time in the
schedule, operations that are dependent on the stopped operation on the failed
resource do get stuck on their resources, thereby blocking other operations that
would otherwise be available for processing. This is also due in part to the fact that
no special measures are taken in any part of the scheduling activities to account for
resources that are experiencing error conditions.
This problem is also easily solved. It is necessary for a resource agent to estimate
its expected failure duration at some point, either automatically, based upon error
codes from the controller and past history, or manually via an estimate entered in by
the operator or maintenance personnel shortly after the onset of the failure.
Knowledge of this failure duration would allow a resource agent to block out the
affected portion of the schedule, thereby allowing (re)scheduling to continue as
normal around this schedule blockage. The operations that would otherwise be
blocking their resources would immediately be forced to occupy a later position in
the schedule, thereby allowing other available operations to be processed and so
continue to utilise the shop floor to the fullest extent possible. As a side benefit of
these activities, the schedule would remain current (though still just a best estimate,
as usual), and so estimated delivery times would also remain current (to the best
possible estimate given current shop-floor information).
Under these circumstances, the system could be expected to perform well –
similar to the quality of the system’s performance in Stage 2A. Also, it should be
noted that no other special steps would need to be taken to ensure that the system
responds effectively to machine failures (i.e. no algorithm modifications, additional
rules, separate optimising decisions, etc.), and so the system remains a very clean
and pleasing solution to the various requirements of real-world dynamic job-shop
scheduling. Though the results of the Stage 2B experiments themselves were not
good, the performance that could be expected of the system with this slight upgrade
in capabilities is actually very encouraging.
9.4.3 Evolving the Mixed-heuristic Scheduler
The third and final experimental stage involves using an evolutionary algorithm to
evolve a mixed-heuristics scheduler for the deterministic scenario.
The main objective of this stage is to attempt to evolve a mixed-heuristic
scheduler that performs better than standard pure heuristic schedulers under given
circumstances, thereby showing that evolutionary tuning of a mixed-heuristics
scheduler can, in principle, discover or learn effective scheduling strategies for
particular system states, and therefore could be expected to transition between these
evolving strategies as the system state itself changes from one scheduling period to
the next (i.e. days, weeks, months). This system of continuously evolving mixedheuristic schedulers could then be considered to be a learning system that performs
towards optimally for the job-shop scheduling problem, which is a prior-stated goal
of such a holonic (and intelligent) scheduling system.
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9.4.3.1 Results
First, the ability of the system to evolve a good mixed-heuristic scheduler under the
deterministic scenario is presented, examining the improvement and convergence of
the population under each of the performance metrics, and under the Combined
Performance Metric. Figures 9.5 and 9.6 present these results.
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Figure 9.5. Convergence of evolutionary algorithm
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Figure 9.6. Changing genotype of best individual over generations

Next, the top three performing evolved mixed-heuristic schedulers (plus one
extra) are compared against the original 30 schedulers (15 pure heuristics and 15
random mixed heuristics) in Makespan, Schedule Efficiency, Mean Flowtime, and
Maximum Flowtime, as well as the Combined Performance Metric. Figure 9.7
presents these comparisons of Stage 3 results under the deterministic scenario with
the previous deterministic scenario results.
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Figure 9.7. Comparing evolved mixed-heuristic schedulers with stage 1A schedulers

9.4.3.2 Evolutionary Terms and Selected Values for Parameters
In the evolutionary scenario, each individual corresponds to a particular mixedheuristic scheduler. An individual’s genotype (or chromosome) is the set of six real
values between –1.0 and +1.0 that correspond to the weights for each of the core
scheduling rules within the scheduler, with one gene corresponding to one of these
weights. An individual’s phenotype is the resulting scheduler, which will have some
quality of performance in each of the collected metrics for the one experiment run.
An individual’s fitness corresponds to the value of its Combined Performance
Metric. The population is the collection of all individual schedulers/experiments.
In an evolutionary algorithm, the mutation rate is the rate/probability at which a
gene is randomly adjusted. Each individual mutation may involve flipping one bit of
a gene in a genetic algorithm, or taking a real-valued gene and adding (or
multiplying by) a random value in an evolutionary strategies algorithm. Mutation
allows the genetic makeup of a population to increase in variety. The crossover rate
is the rate at which (or probability of) a chromosome crosses another chromosome,
exchanging all genes in between the crossover points. Crossover allows individuals
to swap genes, which can bring two complementary genetic encodings together in
the same individual.
Back [9.39] reports that the following parameters have been found to result in
the best online performance of a genetic algorithm: population size of 20–30
individuals, crossover rate of 0.75–0.95 per individual, mutation rate of 0.005–0.01
per bit, and two crossovers points used when performing each crossover operation.
Given the tendency for variance between experiments using identical schedulers,
it was decided that more individuals (i.e. more schedulers tested) would be an
advantage, so the upper end for population size was chosen. Since the particulars of
the implementation allowed 32 individuals to be processed as quickly as 30
individuals, a population size of 32 individuals was selected.
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Although two crossover points have been found to be very effective when
performing crossover operations [9.39], other numbers of crossover points work as
well. It was decided to express this as a crossover rate per gene, with an average of
two crossover points desired if a crossover occurs, but with some variability
allowed. There are six genes in an individual, and the number of crossover points
should average two, so the chromosome crossover rate was chosen to be two over
six, or 0.333 per gene. This will result in an average number of crossover points of
two per chromosome, but still allow some single crossovers, some triple crossovers,
etc. Also, the individual crossover rate was selected as 0.95 per individual (i.e. 95%
of individuals have some crossover, with a crossover point rate of 33.3% per gene).
A mutation rate of 0.01 per bit has been found to work well for genetic
algorithms that use a binary encoding scheme for variables [9.39]. However, the
variables in the evolutionary experiments reported here – i.e. the weights of the
mixed-heuristic schedulers – are real-valued numbers, and so some conversion must
be made. If the real-valued variables had instead been encoded as 8-bit binary
values, there would be 48 bits in total, and a mutation rate of 0.01 per bit would
result in approximately 0.5 mutations per chromosome. So, the mutation rate was
chosen to be one-half over six genes, or 1/12 (i.e. 0.0833) mutations per gene.
Also, the implicit mutation range for a binary-encoded variable is approximately
half of the total possible value for the variable, since the largest change involves
flipping the most significant bit, a change of approximately one half of the largest
value. For example, an 8-bit binary number can encode values from 0 to 255, while
flipping the most significant bit will change the binary number by 128. So, the
possible mutation range was taken to be –0.5 to +0.5, given that the possible values
of each gene range from –1.0 to +1.0.
Finally, fitness proportionate selection with roulette-wheel sampling [9.39] was
chosen since it is an often-used and very straightforward selection method and, for
this simple proof-of-concept experiment, more exotic methods were not necessary.
However, to speed up convergence, the common variation known as elitism was also
used [9.17], with the four most fit individuals from the previous generation being
selected for inclusion in the next generation.
9.4.3.3 Evolving a Mixed-heuristic Scheduler
In any real online evolution of mixed-heuristic scheduler weights, only a limited
number of generations would be practically possible, without spending larger
amounts of money on computers (or computer cycles). So, when the evolution
experiment was seeming to converge at 32 generations, the experiment was stopped.
The improvement of the average individual and the best individual of the population
over 32 generations is shown in Figure 9.7, with an individual’s fitness taken to be
its Combined Performance Metric.
Although the algorithm does converge, the difference between the best
individual near the beginning of the run and the best individual near the end of the
run does not seem to be very large – only about three or four per cent; however, one
must remember that a randomly chosen mixed-heuristic scheduler actually has a
reasonably good chance of performing well (like Random 12 and Random 8 in Stage
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1A – 13% of the random schedulers tested). So, given these circumstances, this
evolutionary “tuning” is more about finding which random schedulers are likely to
perform well in a given scenario, than being about showing huge improvement
while the algorithm converges. It is perhaps more important to note that the best
individual found near the end of the run has a fitness more than 12% higher than the
average individual found near the beginning of the run.
Figure 9.6 shows the changing genotype of each generation’s best individual; a
vertical slice through the figure corresponds to one individual, or the change in
relative strength of the core rule weights can be tracked horizontally. The values of
the rule weights were normalised for clarity such that the absolute value of the
largest weight in each individual is one, since only the relative size of the weights
compared with each other is important, not any absolute values of the weights. One
can see that in Time Slack, the weights tend to be positive (i.e. Most Time Slack)
and large in magnitude; conversely, the Operations Slack tend to be negative (i.e.
Least Operations Slack) and large in magnitude. This may seem like a contradiction,
but need not be. In fact, the exact way that the weighted heuristics interact to
generate a schedule is not precisely known and, in fact, attempting to understand
these interactions precisely somewhat misses the point. Each situation will be
different, and will rely on different subtleties of interaction, which is why an attempt
is being made to evolve weights that are applicable to a certain situation, and/or to
have these weights evolve over time to follow the changing situation and states of
the manufacturing system.
Operations Completed, Operations Remaining and Time Remaining tend to have
small values (positive or negative) – i.e. a smaller contribution to the scheduler –
while Time Completed does not seem to follow any particular pattern in this
deterministic scenario.
9.4.3.4 Testing the Best Evolved Mixed-heuristic Schedulers
The three best individuals from the evolutionary tuning experiment (plus one extra)
were run in a standard deterministic scenario, with 30 repetitions for each, and the
results compared with the results from the deterministic scenario reported in Stage
1A. Evolve 1 and Evolve 2 are the best individuals from generations 30 and 32,
respectively (generation 31 has the same best individual as generation 30). Evolve 3
is a rounding of Evolve 2 weights to the nearest 0.5, or {–0.5, 0, –0.5, 1, 0, 1}, for
interests sake. Evolve 4 is the best individual from an earlier peak in the population
fitness at generation 14.
The Combined Performance Metrics of these evolved mixed schedulers are
compared with the other deterministic scenario schedulers from Stage 1A in Figure
9.7. One can see that these evolved schedulers perform comparably to the best
schedulers from Stage 1A (and, referring back to Stage 1B, they also perform
comparably to the best schedulers from that stage).
The evolutionary algorithm has indeed tuned several mixed-heuristic schedulers
such that they perform well in the Combined Performance Metric in a deterministic
scenario. Given how straightforward this experiment was to run, there is no reason
to doubt that the evolutionary algorithm can also be used to tune schedulers that
work well in a scenario with different characteristics, such as having different
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numbers and/or types of jobs, or having stochastic completion times or machine
failures. These are encouraging results.
9.4.3.5 Issues with the Evolving Schedulers
It is not known whether the evolutionary tuning could keep up to the changing shop
conditions from one scheduling period to the next in real time, or whether conditions
from one scheduling period to the next would be similar enough for this type of
online-tuning approach to work. On the other hand, one could certainly tune
schedulers that each had good performance for one of these shop-condition
scenarios, and then dynamically match the scheduler to the job conditions on the fly;
this would be a form of “meta controller”, similar to the meta controller discussed in
[9.40].
Within one scheduling period, the behaviour of a scheduler may be good in some
circumstances, but not in others. Should the general circumstances change, and a
particular evolved scheduler be known to perform better under the new
circumstances within this scheduling period, one could switch to the new scheduler
(i.e. set of core rule weights) on the fly, which would also be a form of meta control
like that described above.
Over many scheduling periods, maintaining a diverse population is also a key
concern in this active evolutionary scenario, when attempting to allow a population
of schedulers to evolve continually and indefinitely. If one’s population does not
maintain some diversity, the system will be very slow to evolve, and therefore slow
to respond as conditions change over scheduling periods. There are various
techniques discussed in the literature regarding maintaining population diversity
(e.g. maintaining separate sub-populations, introducing some randomly generated
individuals into each new generation) [9.38].

9.5 Conclusions
How does one know that the system is actually obtaining “towards optimal”
solutions, as desired in this research? Evolved solutions did improve over
generations, so it can definitely be said to be improving, and therefore moving
towards the optimal. The question of how close one actually gets to the true
optimum was not examined in this research, and is left for future work. Either
alternative solutions could be applied to the benchmark as implemented, or one
could extend this research to implement the full benchmark, and then compare
alternative solutions against these full benchmark results. In the latter case, the
results here could be compared against results obtained by other researchers
implementing the benchmark, such as in [9.41]. Work on the benchmarking project
presented in [9.5] is progressing, and it is expected that other researchers will have
relevant results to compare against before long.
The best results in this chapter do not approach 100% of the theoretical best, as
calculated for the various performance metrics. These theoretical bests would only
be achievable in perfect conditions and for most circumstances (i.e. job-release
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times, types of jobs, etc.) it is an impossible goal to reach, in much the same way
that it is impossible to reach the theoretical best Carnot Efficiency of the 2nd Law of
Thermodynamics in a real heat engine. Again, this work was not specifically
compared against other scheduling approaches, and it is unknown how well those
approaches perform relative to the theoretical bests presented here, as the scheduling
literature does not consider its performance metrics in the manner presented in this
chapter. This question could be resolved when making the comparisons against other
research as discussed in the previous section.
Some of the result sets (i.e. for each individual scheduler) presented in this
section have a large variance. As discussed previously, attempting to evolve
schedulers that have a lower variance in their result sets could potentially address
part of this problem. On the other hand, this “problem” is not really a problem if the
average performance of a scheduler is acceptable to industry, especially given the
other characteristics of the scheduling approach and its general ability to handle a
much more real-world problem.
For the evolutionary experiments run in Stage 3, each generation requires on the
order of 15 minutes maximum to complete, given one workstation for each MAS
experiment. Experiments were actually begun with slight offsets from each other (of
approximately 1 minute) to avoid bugs that were encountered regarding the
concurrent start up of Java RMI (Remote Method Invocation) processes. (Since this
problem was not in any way central to the work conducted in this research, the
simple workaround was deemed to be appropriate at this time.) Also, the number of
workstations used was less than the number of experiments to run. Each generation
required approximately 40 minutes to complete (assuming the experiment
workstations were not tampered with during the experiments), or about 24 hours for
one complete set of evolutionary experiments.
However, for an actual implementation of such a system, the time required for
each generation is and must be the time involved in one scheduling period of a
particular shop. One (or more) workstations would execute the MAS that performs
scheduling and control of that shop, with plenty of extra processing power available.
An appropriate number of additional workstations can execute the experiments that
simulate the other individuals in the generation, such that the necessary processing
power never exceeds the available processing power for these normal-time
experiments running concurrently. For a scheduling period equivalent to that used
for the experiments in this chapter, 2 workstations would suffice, although more
could and perhaps should be added to more closely approximate “continuous”
rescheduling. Note that the processing power and time required to execute the
evolutionary algorithm itself is insignificant compared to that required for the MAS
execution and job-shop simulation. Note also that re-implementing the MAS as an
object-oriented system would allow significant reduction in the required computing
power.
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Abstract
In general, the distributed scheduling problem focuses on solving two issues simultaneously:
(i) allocation of jobs to suitable factories, and (ii) determination of the corresponding
production scheduling in each factory. Its objective is to maximise the system efficiency by
finding an optimal plan for a better collaboration among various processes. This makes the
distributed scheduling problem more complicated than the classical production scheduling
ones. With the addition of alternative production routing, the problems are even more
complicated. Conventionally, machines are assumed to be available without interruption
during the production scheduling. Maintenance is usually not considered. However, in reality,
this assumption is not true in most cases. Maintenance policy always directly affects the
machine availability. Consequently, it interrupts the production. In this connection,
maintenance should be considered with the distributed scheduling problems. In this chapter, a
genetic algorithm with dominant genes (GADG) approach is introduced to deal with this
problem. The significance and benefits of considering maintenance are demonstrated by
simulation runs in an example.

10.1 Introduction
The significance of distributed manufacturing has been recognized by many
researchers and industrialists in recent years due to the changes in the mode of
today’s production environment. Nowadays, markets are frequently shifting. New
technologies are continuously emerging and competitors are globally multiplying.
To increase international competitiveness and responsiveness to market changes,
many companies have changed their production framework from traditional singlefactory to multi-factory, by building new factories, merging, and factory acquisition,
etc. [10.1]. These factories are geographically distributed in different locations. This
allows them to be closer to their customers, to employ professionals, to comply with
local laws, to focus on a few product types, to produce and market their products
more effectively, and respond to market changes more quickly [10.2]–[10.6].
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In distributed manufacturing, each factory can be considered as an individual
entity and is usually capable of manufacturing a variety of product types. Some may
be unique in a particular factory, while some may not. They have different
efficiencies and are subject to different constraints, for example, machine advances,
labour skills and education levels, labour cost, government policy, tax, nearby
suppliers, and transportation facilities, etc. In addition, they are usually subject to
different production peak seasons. As a result, different factories have different
operating cost, production lead time, customer service levels, constraints, etc., and
this induces the question of how to allocate a job to a suitable factory, and the
scheduling problem in it.
The distributed manufacturing problem can be considered as a DS (distributed
scheduling) problem, which consists of a set of processes, some of which are subject
to time constraints, and are executed in different locations. DS has gained an
increasing importance and is applied in a wide range of areas, from multimedia to
industrial control, and extensive efforts have been invested in solving various open
research issues [10.7]–[10.10]. Basically, there are two types of DS problems in a
multi-factory environment. In the first type, all the factories belong to the same
company. They operate cooperatively to maximise the social welfare, which is the
sum of the factories' profits. They are willing to take individual losses to benefit the
others, maximising the revenue of the company as a whole. Another type is called a
virtual enterprise. A number of different individual companies join together to form
a multi-factory production network, in which these companies can operate more
economically than operating individually. However, in such a network, each
individual company usually focuses on self-benefits. They plan to maximise their
own profit and do not care much about the others within the network [10.11]. In this
chapter, the first type will be discussed.
In general, DS problems in distributed manufacturing can be divided into two
main issues: (i) allocation of jobs to suitable factories, and (ii) determination of the
production scheduling in each factory [10.12]. In detail, job allocation is to match
jobs to suitable/optimal work places (factory). Since there are many suitable places
that a job can be assigned to and executed, the first question is to determine how to
assign them among the multiple alternatives. This assignment is known as job
allocation or global scheduling. Then, the next problem is to determine the
production schedule of the allocated jobs in each factory. In general, each job has a
number of operations, and each operation may usually be processed by two or more
machines. Since each machine may have a number of waiting operations and
possesses different production capabilities, decisions of production schedule highly
depend on the urgency of the jobs and the availability of the machines at the
moment of scheduling.
The main purpose of DS is to maximise the system reliability and the resources
utilisation through collaboration among different entities. It enhances the utilisation
of manpower, factories, machines, and raw materials, etc. [10.13]. Companies can
achieve better quality, lower production and distribution cost, and reduce the risk of
uncertainties [10.14]. The entities have to efficiently share their available resources
in order to assign and schedule tasks among themselves. This task-scheduling
problem consists of defining a schedule that can meet all timing and logical
constraints of the tasks being scheduled, and in general, it has been classified as NP-
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complete [10.15].
DS problems are much more complicated than the classical single-factory ones
because they involve not only the scheduling problems in each factory, but also the
problems in an upper level of how to allocate the jobs to suitable factories [10.16].
In fact, these issues are highly interrelated and should be considered simultaneously,
since once a job is allocated to a factory and processed, it is usually not possible or
uneconomical to transfer this work-in-process part to another factory for the
remaining operations. Moreover, the production scheduling(s) in the factories have
to depend on the jobs allocated. Inappropriate allocation of jobs may result in
inefficient utilisation of resources, overloading or idling machine capacity, long
production lead time, and unreliable due-date assignment and achievement (earliness
and tardiness).
To enhance supply-chain performance, many researchers have proposed to
concurrently optimise the production activity with other related activities, such as
production planning and inventory control, distribution and logistics, production and
distribution, and inventory and distribution, etc. [10.17]–[10.21]. Some literature
reviewed that concurrently planning the production capability, production capacity,
production cost, rough production scheduling, and job due date can provide goods
and service to the customers at a lower cost, and achieve a higher customer service
level [10.22][10.23]. However, there is a lack of papers studying distributed
scheduling problems, especially those involving alternative production routings.
Flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) have been widely implemented in many
factories because they are capable of responding faster to various changes such as
demand and product mix. Flexible machines are equipped with tool magazines,
which can accommodate up to 160 different tools [10.24]. Depending on the number
and variety of tools equipped, each machine is capable of performing a number of
different operations. In general, FMS consists of a set of machines, storage racks,
and an automated material handling system with no manual intervention during the
operational phase, providing flexibility of part routing. Since FMS can provide great
flexibility in the job-shop floors and raise the efficiency of large volume production,
the production scheduling and control in FMS can be very complex as the number of
jobs, operations, parts, tooling and machines increase.
The advantages of flexibility in FMS are created due to the use of versatile
and/or redundant machines and these in turn enable alternative routing in the system
[10.25]. The introduction of alternative routing makes it possible to better balance
the machine workload and achieve higher system robustness in case of machine
failure. In order to achieve higher system productivity and reliability, the selection
of the correct/optimal scheduling policy to control the system is the most crucial
task. In the meantime, it is the most difficult task, especially when these systems are
operating in a highly dynamic environment, where product mix and overall system
objectives are changing rapidly.
At the production level, machine maintenance is inevitable. Maintenance policy
influences the machine availability, and its utilisation ratio. It also influences the
production rate, and product quality. The purpose of maintenance management is to
reduce the effect of breakdown and maximise the facility availability at the
minimum cost [10.18]–[10.20]. A commonly used indicator called machine age is an
important measurement in maintenance. It reflects the expected/estimated inspection
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time, repairing time, production rate, product quality, and failure rate, etc. After each
time of maintenance, the machine age has to be adjusted, depending on the type of
maintenance carried out. A new set of inspection time, repairing time, production
rate, and product quality will be generated [10.21][10.22]. If the production schedule
obtained from DS does not consider maintenance, the planning determined will be
seriously interrupted because of the mismatch among various processes.
Consequently, the system reliability will be damaged and the purpose of DS will not
be achieved.
In this chapter, an optimisation algorithm named genetic algorithm with
dominated genes (GADG) is proposed to deal with the DS problems in multi-factory
FMS production with the consideration of machine maintenance. GADG
implements the idea of adaptive strategy. A new crossover mechanism termed
dominated gene crossover will be introduced to enhance the optimisation ability and
eliminate the determination processes of crossover rate. To prevent the saturation of
solution pool, a saturation operator will also be introduced to monitor the similarity
of the chromosomes. The chapter is divided into the following sections. Section 10.2
gives a literature review. Section 10.3 presents the DS problem and the objective
function. Section 10.4 introduces the optimisation methodology of the proposed
GADG. An example is studied and discussed in Section 10.5 for verification of the
reliability of the proposed GADG, and Section 10.6 concludes the chapter.

10.2 Literature Review
Job-shop scheduling problems have been studied by many researchers and
practitioners for many years since it is one of the most crucial tasks. A good
schedule can increase the efficiency of a manufacturing system. However, because
of the inherent complexity of the problem and the governed constraints, determining
a good schedule is a difficult and time-consuming activity. It usually involves a
heavy computational effort. The computational effort grows exponentially with the
increment of the problem size. Application of pure mathematical optimisation
approaches to determine an optimal solution may not be efficient in practice even in
classical scheduling problems [10.26]–[10.28]. The assignment of portions of the
time resources to the tasks is known to be defined as a task schedule. The taskscheduling problem consists of defining a schedule that can meet all timing and
logical constraints of the tasks being scheduled. This problem, in its general form,
has been shown to be NP-complete [10.15].
Heuristic approaches, which can obtain a near-optimal solution in a relatively
short period, are more appreciated and practical. Many different heuristic
methodologies have been proposed, for example, dispatching rules such as first-infirst-out, shortest processing time, and critical ratio, etc. Although there are many
conventional sequencing rules such as the shortest processing time rule, each rule
shows different performances according to the state of a shop floor. In recent years,
some other heuristic methodologies have been widely adopted, such as branch and
bound, hill climbing, simulated annealing, Tabu search, and genetic algorithm (GA).
Among different heuristic approaches, GA is widely recognised as an appropriate
and efficient approach in scheduling [10.29]–[10.32].
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GA is a promising tool for solving real-world problems [10.33]. Aytug et al.
[10.33] provided a review of papers using GA to solve operation problems and
classified them according to the problem nature. Cheung et al. [10.34] gave a
detailed tutorial survey on papers using GA for solving classical job-shop
scheduling problems (JSP) in their Part I survey. In Part II, they reviewed papers
using hybrid GA for tackling JSP [10.35]. Jain and ElMaraghy [10.36] proposed a
GA to solve single process plan scheduling (SPPS) problems. Cavalieri and
Gaiardelli [10.37] applied a hybrid GA, which combines GA with the dispatching
rule (earliest due date), to solve multi-objective scheduling problems. Sakawa
[10.38] combined GA with fuzzy logic to model the uncertainties of production lead
time and order due date when scheduling problems. Wadhwa and Chopra [10.39]
proposed a GA-based technique to obtain reasonably good schedules for a dynamic
reconfigurable production system, which comprises multiple production lines that
are capable of being reconfigured into two or three independent production lines or
recombined into single lines. The results indicated that its performance is better than
the traditional standard scheduling rules, such as shortest processing time and
earliest due date. Mori and Tseng [10.40] compared the performance of their GA
with stochastic construction method (STOCOM) in multi-mode resourceconstrained project scheduling. They proposed an order-crossover approach and
applied mutation to alter modes of operations. Ghedjati [10.41] proposed GA with a
heuristic mixing method, which merges the crossover operation with a specific
heuristic design when solving job-shop scheduling problems with several unrelated
parallel machines.
GA is recognised as an appropriate and efficient approach to solve scheduling
problems by many researchers. However, to maximise the performance of a genetic
search, an optimal set of genetic parameters has to be determined, such as
population size, crossover rate, mutation rate, generation gap, scaling window, and
selection strategy [10.40][10.42][10.43]. Different genetic parameter settings in
different problems will lead to different performance since the setting of each
parameter has its function. For instance, a high crossover rate can increase global
searching, while a low one favours fine local searching. Determining an optimal set
of parameters is critical to the performance, but it is difficult to achieve due to the
large number of possible combinations. This process is time consuming and is not
practical in real situations.
In traditional GA, the crossover rate and mutation rate are usually fixed
throughout the whole evolutions and between each pair of parents, for example, onepoint, two-point, or multi-point crossovers. Michalewicz [10.43] stated that each of
the crossovers is particularly useful for some classes of problems but may perform
poorly in other problems. In addition, the crossover rate defines the number of genes
to be selected in the traditional crossover operation, and the selection process is
totally arbitrary. The selected genes for crossover may not be able to represent the
critical structure of the chromosome. In this chapter, the function of the proposed
DG is to identify and record the best genes and structure in each chromosome.
During crossover, only those DG will undergo crossover to ensure that the best
genes and structure will be selected. Other researchers also stated that by changing
the genetic parameters (such as population size, crossover rate, mutation rate,
generation gap, scaling window, and selection strategy), will the performance of GA
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be different [10.36][10.42].
To strategically strengthen the genetic search in different phases of evolution,
during the genetic evolution, the genetic parameters, such as population size,
crossover rate, and mutation rate will change strategically [10.31][10.37][10.43].
Michalewicz [10.43] proposed a non-uniform mutation that allows the operator to
search through the solution space uniformly in the beginning phases to prevent
prematurity of the solution pool, and then to locally alter for fine tuning. Cavaliefi
and Gaiardelli [10.37] adopted a dynamic population size approach to replace the
old chromosomes with new ones to maintain the diversity of the solution pool.
However, applying such an approach leads to the problem of how to define the
initial and maturity phases.
In the literature regarding DS problem solving, many researchers have proposed
various heuristic approaches. DiNatale and Stankovic [10.44] applied a simulatedannealing algorithm to distributed static systems, in which tasks are periodic and
have arbitrary deadlines, precedence, and exclusion constraints. They presented a
general framework consisting of an abstract architecture model and a general
programming model. Sandholm [10.11] discussed the issues that arise in extending
automated contracting to operate among self-interested agents in distributed
scheduling systems. They presented a levelled commitment contracting protocol that
allows self-interested agents to efficiently accommodate future events by having the
possibility of unilaterally recommitting from a contract based on local reasoning.
Vincent and Stephen [10.10] applied wasp-like agents for distributed coordination.
These agents use a model of wasp task allocation behaviour to determine which new
jobs should be accepted into the machine’s queue, and when to bid and when not to
bid for arriving jobs. They benchmark the performance of their system on a real
problem, which has to assign trucks to paint booths in a simulated vehicle paint
shop. There are many other heuristic approaches that can be found in [10.45]–
[10.47].
Recently, Jia et al. [10.13][10.48] proposed a modified GA to solve multi-factory
distributed scheduling problems. They proposed an encoding of chromosome,
crossover mechanism, and two mutation mechanisms. Their modified GA has been
compared with other classical single-factory scheduling problems and heuristic
approaches, and it obtained satisfactory results. However, the problem sizes they
tested are small, and the algorithm can only handle fixed production routing. Chan et
al. [10.16] further enhanced the GA approach by introducing a concept named
dominant genes (DG), which improves the optimisation results and minimises the
deviation of the solution obtained. However, it was again designed for fixed
production routing.
In a practical manufacturing environment, FMS is usually involved. Alternative
production routings are inevitable. Studies in FMS scheduling problems have been
published by many researchers in the last few decades [10.49]–[10.58]. Distributed
scheduling problems involving FMS are more complicated, since the FMS
scheduling problem in a single factory is already NP-hard [10.15][10.41]. It is now
concurrently performing the scheduling tasks on more than one FMS factory and the
associated job allocation. For alternative production routing, Chan et al. [10.59]
proposed a new encoding mechanism. They also proposed a DG approach that
demonstrated its ability to enhance the optimisation reliability. However, to the
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authors’ knowledge up to this time, there is a lack of papers that take account of
machine maintenance in DS.

10.3 Problem Background
Figure 10.1 shows an outline of a typical distributed scheduling network. It
generally consists of a number of factories (F = 1, 2, …, l), which are geographically
distributed in different locations. Each factory has different numbers of machines/
work centres (Hl) and can produce various product types with different production
efficiency, and cost, etc.
Distributed Scheduling Problem
Jobs Allocation
Production Scheduling
Job 1

Job 1:
Product Type, Quantity
Machine

Alt 1
Job 1

Factory 1
Job 3

Job 5

Machine

Job 8

Machine

Alt 2
Job 1

Job 2:
Product Type, Quantity
Job 3:
Product Type, Quantity

Factory 2

Jobs selected to be allocated
in Factory 1
Factory l

Job i:
Product Type, Quantity

O - Operation

Figure 10.1. Outline of a multi-factory FMS production network

When the system receives a number of jobs (N = 1, 2, …, i), first it has to deal
with the job-allocation problem. Allocating a job to a factory among alternative
choices is not an easy task, since it has to benefit/optimise the objective function, for
example, minimisation of the total system operation cost, and makespan are
commonly used by many research groups. In this chapter, minimisation of the
makespan will be used. In order to optimise it, an estimated completion time for the
jobs has to be calculated. This means the production scheduling of the jobs is
required. In general, each job has up to Ni number of operations. Since each of
which can be performed on more than one suitable machine (but not all) and each
machine in different factories bears different processing time (Tijhl) and numbers of
awaiting operations, etc., the solution of job allocation will directly influence the
completion time of each job and finally the makespan of the system. Therefore, the
production-scheduling problem has to be simultaneously considered.
In practice, machine maintenance is inevitable. After a certain operating period,
machines are usually required to be shut down for maintenance or repair. The
estimated inspection/repair time can be represented on a graph, which is a common
practice, obtained empirically as shown in Figure 10.2. Whether the time is long or
short depends on the corresponding machine age (A), which represents the total
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cumulated processing time of operations. If the machine age reaches the maximum
machine age (M), it means that maintenance has to be carried out immediately after
the completion of its current operation. After maintenance, the machine age may be
reset to 0, depending on the type of maintenance performed. In general, different
graphs are used to represent different types of machines as shown in Figures 10.3
and 10.4. In this chapter, the graph shown in Figure 10.2 will be used. Since
machines will become unavailable during maintenance and this will therefore
influence the completion time of jobs and the production scheduling, scheduling of
machine maintenance should be considered simultaneously with job allocation and
production scheduling.
Maintenance time
720
300

150

60

140
Machine age
0 < A  60
61 < A  140
141 < A  200
201 < A

Machine age
(A)

200 (M)
Maintenance time
150
150 + A+4 – 60
300 + A – 140
720

Figure 10.2. Maintenance time related to machine age

1

Maintenance time

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0.005

0.13

0.255

0.38

0.505
0.63
Machine age

0.755

0.88

1

Figure 10.3. A sample repair time for some electric, mechanic, and computer failures
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0.6

Maintenance time

0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
0.005

0.13

0.255

0.38
0.505
Machine age

0.63

0.755

0.88

1

Figure 10.4. A sample repair time to replace an old component

Similar to classical scheduling problems, it is generally assumed that each
machine can only handle one operation at a time. Each operation will be completed
before another operation is loaded on a machine. Each job will be operated as its
order quantity (a batch) without splitting. Note that once a job is allocated to a
factory, all of its operations will be processed in it. The problem is expressed in the
following notation:
Ȥil Binary integer, defined as 1 if job i is allocated to factory l; otherwise 0.
įijkhl Binary integer, defined as 1 if operation j of job i occupied time slot k on
machine h in factory l; otherwise 0.
Ȗijhl Binary integer, defined as 1 if machine h in factory l will be maintained
after operation j of job I; otherwise 0.
F
Number of factories.
N Number of jobs.
Ni Number of operations of job i.
Hl Number of machines in factory l.
Dli Travel time between factory l and job i.
K Time horizon under consideration.
Tijhl Processing time of operation j of job i on machine h in factory l.
Ahl Age of machine h in factory l.
M Maximum machine age.
Sij Starting time of operation j of job i.
Eij Ending time of operation j of job i.
Ci Completion time of job i.
In the problem, it is assumed that F, N, Ni, Hl, and Tijhl are given. The decision
variables are Ȥil, įijkhl, and Ȗijhl. With the solution Ȥil, įijkhl, and Ȗijhl obtained, the value
of Sij, Eij, and Ci can be calculated. The objective is to minimise the makespan of
jobs.

Objective Z : min (max{ Ci })

(10.1)
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Completion time (Ci) of job i equals the summation of the completion time of the
last operation (Ni) of job i and the travel time between factory l and job i, as defined
by Equation (10.2).

Ei Ni  ¦l Dli F il

Ci

(10.2)

The problem is subject to the following constraints:
Precedence constraint:
S ij t E i(j -1)

(i = 1, 2,…, N; j = 2, 3,…, Ni)

(10.3)

(i = 1, 2,…, N; j = 1, 2,…, Ni)

(10.4)

(i = 1, 2,…, N; j = 1, 2,…, Ni)

(10.5)

(i = 1, 2,…, N; j = 1, 2,…, Ni)

(10.6)

(i = 1, 2,…, N; j = 1, 2,…, Ni; k = 1, 2,…, K)

(10.7)

Processing time constraints:
Eij  S ij

¦

khl

¦

G ijkhl t

hl

F il Tijhl

¦

hl

F il Tijhl

Operation constraint:

¦

khl

G ijkhl t 1

Processing operation constraint:

¦

hl

G ijkhl d 1

Machine capacity constraint:

¦G
ij

ijkhl

d1

(k = 1, 2,…, K; h = 1, 2,…, Hl; l = 1, 2,…, F)

(10.8)

(i = 1, 2,…, N)

(10.9)

Factory constraint:

¦F
l

il

1

In the above constraints, Constraint (10.3) defines that each operation can only
start upon the completion of its preceding operation. Constraint (10.4) defines that
once an operation starts, it will be finished without interruption. Constraint (10.5)
indicates that the allocated time slot equals the required operation time. Constraint
(10.6) forces each operation to be carried out on one machine throughout the
horizon. Constraint (10.7) forces each operation to be only carried out on one
machine at each time unit, and Constraint (10.8) forces each machine to carry out
only one operation at each time unit. Constraint (10.9) forces all the operations of a
job to be finished in the same factory.
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10.4 Optimisation Methodology: Genetic Algorithm
with Dominant Genes
GA is robust in finding the global or very strong local optimal. However, GA
requires a set of predefined genetic parameters, which directly control the ability of
the genetic search. However, to determine an optimal set of such parameters is
extremely time consuming because of the large number of combinations and each
combination requires a certain amount of running time for testing. For this reason,
GADG is introduced. In this approach, the crossover rate and mutation rate are not
required to be predefined. It does not require the crossover rate and mutation rate to
be determined, so that it can reduce the computational time markedly. Meanwhile, it
can improve the performance of the genetic search.
10.4.1 Dominant Genes
In GA, the function of a chromosome is to simulate a potential solution to the
problem studied. It consists of a series of genes and each gene represents a decision
variable. When designing for scheduling problems, many researchers conventionally
utilise the position of the genes to model the scheduling priority of jobs. For
example, although two chromosomes can have the same value for each decision
variable, if the structures of the chromosomes (the position of the genes) are
different, the production scheduling may be totally different.
The idea of dominant genes (DG) is to identify and record the best genes in each
chromosome, and its corresponding structure. If any changes in the genes, either in
the values or positions, can increase the fitness value (compared with its parent),
those genes are marked as DGs. Figure 10.5 shows an example of a chromosome, in
which the second, third, and seventh genes are DGs. These genes, structured in this
order and with each value, can increase the fitness value for that particular
chromosome. During the crossover operation, the whole set of DGs will be selected.
Note that this set of DGs may not strengthen the other chromosomes. The purpose of
this approach is to prevent the loss of any identified potential critical structures and
give more chance for them to grow stronger.
C1

V1

V

V2

V3

V4

V5

V6

V7

V8

V9

- Dominant gene
- Normal gene
- Variable
Figure 10.5. A sample chromosome

Figure 10.6 demonstrates the idea of the DG. Assuming that, we have to find an
optimal solution as shown below. The solution pool consists of 4 chromosomes
(C1–C4) and each of them has the same value in the variables, but different structure
and with some genes randomly assigned as seed DGs. The fitness value is calculated
by the total number of genes that match those in the optimal chromosome, i.e. in C1,
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the fifth gene (value: V5) in position 5 matches the one in the optimal. Therefore, its
fitness value is 1.
Position

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Optimal

V1

V2

V3

V4

V5

V6

V7

V8

V9

Initial Pool
Fitness Value
C1

V9

V8

V7

V6

V5

V4

V3

V2

V1

1

C2

V4

V3

V5

V1

V6

V2

V7

V8

V9

3

C3

V1

V3

V5

V4

V9

V8

V7

V6

V2

3

C4

V4

V2

V8

V9

V5

V6

V7

V1

V3

3

Situation A
Evolution 1 (C2×C4)

Fitness Value

O1

V4

V2

V3

V1

V5

V6

V7

V8

V9

7

O2

V4

V3

V2

V1

V5

V6

V7

V8

V9

5

Evolution 2 (O1×C3)

Fitness Value

O3

V1

V2

V3

V4

V5

V6

V7

V8

V9

9

O4

V1

V2

V3

V4

V5

V6

V7

V8

V9

9

Situation B
Evolution 1 (C1×C2)

Fitness Value

O1

V6

V5

V4

V3

V2

V1

V7

V8

V9

3

O2

V4

V5

V6

V7

V8

V9

V3

V2

V1

0

Figure 10.6. An outline demonstrating the idea of DG

To undergo evolution, a number of chromosomes will be randomly selected as
parents (P) and grouped into pairs for crossover operation. For example, C2 and C4
are paired in Situation A. Their potential critical structures are preserved and
combined to generate offspring (O1 and O2), i.e. C2 generates O1 and C4 generates
O2 (the detailed crossover methodology will be discussed in Section 10.4.3). After
that, O1 and C3 are selected to generate O3 and O4, which are similar to the optimal
solution.
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Note that the DG may not necessarily represent the critical structure, such as the
last three genes in C1 and the second gene in C2. In addition, such as in Situation B,
the offspring generated after crossover may not be stronger than its parents. O2 with
the fitness value 0 is weaker than parent C2 with the fitness value 3. In this case, the
inherited DG will be denoted as normal genes. On the contrary, the inherited DG
will still be DG such as those inherited from C2 in O1.
10.4.2 Encoding of Chromosome
A chromosome is designed to model the DS problem in multi-factory FMS
production with the consideration of machine maintenance. It consists of ¦i N i
genes, and each gene consists of six parameters, representing Factory, Machine, Job,
Operation, Scheduling of maintenance, and Domination (FMJOSD). The S
parameter represents that the machine has to be repaired immediately after the
completion of its current operation, and it will be denoted as 1, otherwise 0. The D
parameter will be denoted as 1 if the gene is a DG, otherwise 0. Figure 10.7
demonstrates the solution of allocating 3 jobs (each job has up to 3 operations) into
2 factories, in which the first gene shows that O3 of J3 is allocated to M2 of F1, and
after this operation, M2 will be maintained; it is also denoted as a DG.
123311–121210–111100–222110–111300–212300–232200–133111–113200
Figure 10.7. A sample of chromosome encoding

Figure 10.8 also shows the decoding of the chromosome. The production priority
of jobs on machines is defined by the ordering, from the highest priority on the left
to the lowest on the right. Any operation can only start after its preceding operation
is complete. Therefore, the first and second genes cannot be processed. The third
gene (J1O1) will be processed. Then it will come back to the second gene (J1O2). A
detailed production schedule is shown in Figure 10.8. In an FMS environment,
assuming that, O3 of J3 can also be performed on M3, the second gene can be
represented as (3330) as shown in Figure 10.9.
Production priority in Factory 1
M1
M2
M3

J1O1
J3O1

J3O2
J1O3
J1O2
Maintenance
Maintenance

J3O3

Production priority in Factory 2
M1
M2
M3

J2O3
J2O1
J2O2

*Assuming that each operation and maintenance takes 1 unit of time

Figure 10.8. Another sample of chromosome decoding

Maintenance
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133311–121201–111100–222110–111300–212300–232200–133101–113200
Figure 10.9. A sample of encoding of alternative routing

10.4.3 Dominant Genes Crossover
The purpose of the crossover operation is to import into a chromosome the structure
of another chromosome, attempting to increase its own fitness value. During
crossover, the whole set of DGs will be selected. This prevents the loss of the
critical structure and gives more chance to test whether this setting of genes can
contribute to other chromosomes. In the initial pool, some genes will be randomly
assigned as seed DGs in each chromosome. During the evolution process, each pair
of selected parents generates a pair of offspring. DG crossover can be divided into
two cases. If there are no DG conflicting at the same position of the two parents, and
if there are no identical jobs dominating in both parents, it will be classified as Case
A, as shown in Figure 10.10, otherwise Case B, as shown in Figure 10.11.
Case A
Crossover in Case A is carried out in three steps. Figure 10.10 shows a sample
crossover in which P1 generates O1 and P2 generates O2.
Step 1: O1 reserves DG from P1, and the values of these genes in P1 will be
temporarily marked as zero. This indicates that these genes are passed to
the offspring and prevents the repetition of genes. Then, O1 inherits DG
from P2, and the genes with the same values of J and O in P1 will be
temporarily marked as zero. Similarly, this practice is to avoid repetition.
Step 2: Copy the remaining genes with the same number of J equal to the DG from
P2 to replace those in P1.
Step 3: Copy the non-zero genes from P1 to the non-zero genes in O1. Reset the
genes of P1 to their original values.
P1: 123311–121210–111100–222110–111300–212300–232200–113111–113200
P2: 222300–211100–221300–232100–212201–231210–113100–133200–123300
Step
1
2
3
Step
1
2
3

O1: 123311–000000–000000–000000–212201–000000–000000–113111–000000
P1: 000000–121210–111100–222100–111300–212300–000000–000000–113200
O1: 123311–121210–111100–222110–212201–212300–111300–113111–113200
O2: 123311–000000–000000–000000–212201–000000–000000–113111–000000
P2: 222300–211100–221300–232100–000000–231210–000000–133200–000000
O2: 123310–222300–211100–221300–212201–232100–231210–113110–133200
Figure 10.10. Dominant gene crossover of Case A

Similar steps will be carried out for O2 except Step 1, where O2 reserves DG
from P2, then inherits from P1. In Step 2, the remaining genes will be replaced from
P1 to P2, and the non-empty genes will be copied from P2 to O2.
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One of the advantages of this crossover mechanism is that the whole set of
recognised best genes will undergo crossover. In addition, these newly changed
genes will be tested to see whether they can increase the fitness value. If they make
a contribution to the chromosome, they will be identified, recorded, and inherited to
its offspring. Assuming that if the fitness value of O1 is better than P1, the inherited
DG from P2 will retain their dominance. However, if it is weaker than its parents,
like O2 is weaker than P2, the inherited DG from P1 will become normal genes.
Case B
In this case, DGs conflict between the two parents either at the same location(s) or
job(s), as shown in Figure 10.11. A selection is required to test which sets of DGs
can contribute more to the offspring. The checking will be done by setting one set of
DGs as normal genes, and then the other to satisfy the criteria of Case A in O1A and
O1B, respectively. For example, P1 and P2 in Figure 10.11 will be converted to the
forms in Figures 10.12 and 10.13 to generate two offspring and the stronger one will
be O1. Note that the authors decided to compare the whole set of DGs instead of
individually comparing each pair of conflicting DGs, because this can prevent the
dramatic change in the chromosome structure.
P1: 123311–121210–111100–222110–111300–212300–232300–113111–133200
P2: 222301–211100–221300–232100–212200–231210–113100–133200–123300
P3: 123311–121210–111100–222110–111300–212300–232300–113111–133200
P4: 222300–211100–221300–232100–212200–231210–113100–133200–123301
Figure 10.11. Dominant genes conflicting at the same location between P1 and P2 and jobs
between P3 and P4 (Case B)

P1: 123311–121210–111100–222110–111300–212300–232300–113111–133200
P2: 222300–211100–221300–232100–212200–231210–113100–133200–123300
Figure 10.12. P1 and P2 in Figure 10.11 converted to generate O1A

P1: 123310–121210–111100–222110–111300–212300–232300–113110–133200
P2: 222301–211100–221300–232100–212200–231210–113100–133200–123300
Figure 10.13. P1 and P2 in Figure 10.11 converted to generate O1B

10.4.4 Mutation Operator
There are two types of mutation. In Mutation 1, a pair of genes will be randomly
selected and swapped, as shown in Figure 10.14. This mutation aims to reschedule
the priority of job operations.
In Mutation 2, some genes will be randomly selected and mutated either in the F,
M, or S parameter, as shown in Figure 10.15. The number of mutated genes is
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governed by a predefined mutation rate(s). The purpose of this mutation is to
increase the diversity of the chromosomes. In both mutation operators, if O1 is
stronger than P1, the mutated gene will become a DG.
P1: 123311–121210–111100–222110–111300–212300–232300–113111–133200
O1: 123311–111300–111100–222110–121210–212300–232300–113111–133200
Figure 10.14. A sample procedure of Mutation 1
P1: 123311–121210–111100–222110–111300–212300–232300–113111–133200
O1: 123311–131210–111100–222110–111300–212300–232300–113111–133200
Figure 10.15. A sample procedure of Mutation 2

10.4.5 Elitist Strategy
To prevent the loss of the best chromosome during successive generations, the best
chromosome will be identified and recorded. If the best chromosome is lost or
becomes weaker after evolution, it will be inserted back into the mating pool for the
next evolution.
10.4.6 Prevention of Prematurity and Local Searching
To prevent prematurity, and the algorithm from searching around at a local space, an
adaptive mutation rate is applied. A high rate favours a global search, while a low
rate favours a fine local search [10.37][10.43]. In this chapter, a one-point rate is
basically adopted throughout the whole genetic evolution process. The reason for
applying this rate is to strengthen the local optimal search. In addition, this
proportion is larger than the others because fine local tuning usually requires a
longer searching time. In order to switch from the local search to a global search, the
mutation rate of the next evolution in the process will increase when the similarity
value is larger than the predefined threshold, so that the algorithm will not be
trapped at a local point. The sudden increase in the rate is to strengthen the global
optimal search by increasing the diversity of the solution pool. After this change, the
mutation rate of the following evolution will then return to the one-point rate and it
will remain until there is another change.
Similarity checking is applied to measure the maturity of the solution pool.
When a solution pool becomes mature, which implies many genes are similar, the
effectiveness of crossover is usually reduced because of the lower chances of
forming a new chromosome structure. If the similarity is evaluated to be larger than
a threshold, a high mutation rate will be applied to increase the diversity of the
solution pool. Similarity checking measures the number of identical genes in the
same column. Its purpose is to increase the diversity of crossover. During crossover,
the selected gene(s) will crossover with other genes within the same column only,
for example column 1 (C1) in Figure 10.16. If identical genes saturate in a column,
the chances of forming a new chromosome structure through crossover will be
reduced. The similarity is evaluated by Equation (10.10).
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(10.10)

Same
– the number of identical pairs
Comparison – the total number of comparisons among the genes in the same
column
Figure 10.16 shows an example of the proposed similarity checking for four
chromosomes. Each column is individually evaluated. In C1, the gene in P1 will be
compared with the genes in P2, P3, and P4 with a total of 3 comparisons, among
which, 2 comparisons show as identical (P1 = P2, and P1 = P3). Next, P2 is
compared with P3 and P4, then, P3 with P4. As a result, the number of identical
pairs (Same) equals 3 and Comparison equals 6. The similarity is evaluated to be
(3/6 = 0.5), which is equal to the probability of selecting 2 identical genes to
crossover in the column. In this chapter, when any one of the columns’ similarity
exceeds the threshold (0.25), 25% of the identical genes in that column will be
randomly selected to perform the mutation operation using Mutation 1. The reason
for using this low mutation rate (25%) is to prevent the dramatic change of
chromosome structure.
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
P1: 123311–121210–111100–222110–111300–212300–232300–113111–133200
P2: 123311–231210–211100–212300–211300–232300–222110–133200–113111
P3: 123311–121210–111100–222110–111300–212300–232300–113111–133200
P4: 223311–231210–231100–222110–221300–212300–313111–232300–333200
Figure 10.16. A sample of similarity checking

10.5 Example
Consider a problem with 2 factories (F1 and F2) and 10 jobs. Table 10.1 shows the
problem parameters with processing time of operations (O) on different machines
(M), and Table 10.2 shows the travelling distance between factories and customers.
Assuming that the processing time of the operations in F1 and F2 is the same, the
number of evolutions adopted is 5000 with the solution pool size of 100, and each
set will be run for 50 times individually to measure the deviation of the results.
The significance of considering maintenance during DS will be demonstrated by
two approaches. In Approach 1 (A1), maintenance will not be considered during DS,
while in Approach 2 (A2), it will. Table 10.3 summarises the results of 50 trails. It
shows the average makespan (Avg.), the standard deviation (Std. dev.), and the
minimum makespan (MIN) obtained from the 50 trails. From A1, when machine
maintenance is not required, the average makespan obtained is 510 units of time.
However, if each machine is forced to stop for maintenance after its concurrent
operation when the machine has been operating for longer than 200 units of time (A
 M), the average makespan obtained becomes 1780 units of time. However, if
maintenance is considered with DS (A2), the average makespan can be shortened to
1280 units of time, which has a 28% improvement.
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Table 10.1. Problem parameters (production lead time) of a sample problem
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Table 10.2. Problem parameters (transportation lead time) of a sample problem
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Table 10.3. Optimisation results for Set 1 and Set 2

A1
A2

No maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance

Avg.
510
1780
1280

Std. dev.
12.87
21.83
13.14

MIN
490
1920
1220

Figure 10.17 shows one of the scheduling samples obtained from A1 with the
makespan of 490 units of time, and the corresponding scheduling after maintenance
is 1920 units of time, as shown in Figure 10.18. Figure 10.19 shows a sample
scheduling obtained from A2 with only 1220 units of time and the encoding of the
chromosome is (131300 212301 236101 138100 117101 234201 129100 224301
2110100 212101 139200 115100 2210200 128201 234100 138301 233100 118401
129301 135201 111100 137210 226200 232201 117300 121200 216300 223211
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Figure 10.17. Result of distributed scheduling without consideration of maintenance (A1)
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Figure 10.18. Distributed scheduling of Figure 10.17 after consideration of the maintenance factor
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Figure 10.19. Result of distributed scheduling with consideration of maintenance (A2)
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117401 232400 216401 125301 213301 213400 2210300 139400 234400 125400
121401 2310400). The jobs are indicated in italics and underlined. This comparison
demonstrates that adequate scheduling maintenance during DS can shorten the
makespan by improving the machine utilisation ratio, such as in Figure 10.18, the
total maintenance time is 6480 (9×720) units of time, while Figure 10.19 is only
3060 (170+320+200+160+200+230+230+340+160+150+150+230+150+160+210)
units of time. The machine utilisation ratio has a 53% improvement.

10.6 Conclusions
The significance of DS in the multi-factory FMS problem has been recognised and
studied by many researchers. However, there is a lack of papers taking machine
maintenance into consideration. In practice, machine maintenance is inevitable, and
it can interrupt the production. Therefore, considering machine maintenance is
necessary. In solving the scheduling problems, GA has been widely applied.
However, in order to optimise the ability of the genetic search, it is known that an
optimal set of genetic parameters has to be determined, but this process is time
consuming. Especially in the traditional crossover mechanism, a number of genes
will be randomly selected, and governed by a predefined crossover rate(s). However,
it is usually difficult to ensure that the important part of the chromosome structure
can be selected and inherited to its offspring. To deal with these problems, GADG is
introduced. In the new approach, the DG identifies and records the best genes in
each chromosome, and the corresponding structure. The significance of considering
maintenance during DS has been demonstrated by two approaches, where A1 does
not consider maintenance, while A2 does. The comparison of the results
demonstrates that considering maintenance during DS can shorten the makespan by
improving the machine utilisation. The average makespan obtained from A2 is
shorter. In addition, the machine utilisation is improved.
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Abstract
The present global market, which is highly competitive, demands high-quality products,
reduced cost and shorter delivery times. In order to lead the market, as a minimum
requirement, manufacturers should have a capability to satisfy these global demands and be
proactive. Globally distributed enterprises can gain leverage in leading the market due to their
potential to utilise the distributed resources, and the capability to have collaborative expertise
to meet and satisfy the diverse customer requirements. In addition, optimal utilisation of
globally distributed resources is a necessity for success in globally distributed business
enterprises. With the developments taking place in computer-integrated manufacturing (CIM)
and its related technologies, CIM can be further expanded as a globally distributed CIM to
overcome the above issues. A network of interconnected CIM systems, which are globally
distributed, is regarded as a virtual CIM (VCIM) in this chapter. The VCIM concept was
proposed as a solution to satisfy the emerging technological application of virtual enterprises.
This chapter focuses on the issues that need to be addressed when resource scheduling is
considered for collaborating enterprises that have adopted the VCIM system and it provides a
simple approach for resource scheduling with the use of an agent-based architecture.

11.1 Introduction
The economic environment of many countries is under threat from emerging
competitors. At the same time, sophisticated customers demand high quality
products with shorter delivery times and a diverse number of customised products.
In addition, today these customers can reach various manufactures across the world
and choose their preferred ones, due to the advancements in information and
communication technology (ICT) and sophisticated ICT tools that are available
today at affordable price and with increased reliability. Similarly, in this same
environment, manufacturing enterprises face competition across the globe,
encounter challenges in an open market, and struggle to extend their businesses to
reach customers in every part of the world. However, an enterprise that relies on
traditional manufacturing systems cannot satisfy the needs of globally distributed
customers and match the capability of the competitors, since these traditional
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systems are only deployed within an enterprise and this enterprise does not have the
capability to maximise the potential and strength that is available in different parts
of the world. Hence, proactive enterprises seek the application of intelligent and
integrated manufacturing systems in order to meet these needs and be the winners in
this competitive market.
Therefore, a more flexible and comprehensive methodology is necessary to
overcome the distance barriers, facility-sharing problems and communication
obstacles. This need has led to the concept of virtual computer-integrated
manufacturing (Virtual CIM) [11.1], which is a network of interconnected and
globally distributed computer-integrated manufacturing (CIM) systems across
geographical boundaries, whereas CIM is an integration of localised manufacturing
facilities.

11.2 VCIM System
Virtual CIM (VCIM) is an evolved concept of CIM and has the vision to integrate
all activities in an enterprise or network of enterprises to share resources and
management objectives in a holistic and cohesive manner to work as a seamless
global CIM system. This VCIM concept has been conceived to move the traditional
CIM systems to the next level of virtual enterprises to meet today’s needs. A VCIM
system enables a consistent framework to be built for marketing, planning, design
and production, maintenance, administration, financial management and other
activities, no matter where they occur (local or remote) or in whatever environment
(hardware and software) the components are placed.
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Figure 11.1. Conceptual application of a VCIM system

The application of VCIM is described in Figure 11.1. In a traditional CIM
system, components are connected in local networks to communicate, share and
exchange information with each other. However, today companies are expanding
their business boundaries locally and internationally, and merging or cooperating
with other companies across geographical demarcations. As a result, departments of
a company or several companies that are involved in the same project may be
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located far away from each other even in different continents. Consequently, it is
almost impossible to deploy a proper and dedicated information technology (IT)
infrastructure to support a cooperative environment and it is very difficult to
efficiently utilise all of the available facilities and share common data in a real-time
environment among all the partners.
To represent the evolving process of CIM, and to reflect the need for a VCIM to
meet the current global market and environmental conditions, a new virtual CIM
wheel, as shown in Figure 11.2, has been developed at the Centre for Advanced
Manufacturing Research (CAMR) of the University of South Australia [11.2]. This
new wheel stresses the importance in strategic and integrated management of
implementing VCIM across globally distributed enterprises, while enhancing the
CIM wheel (also known as the CASA/SME manufacturing enterprise wheel)
developed by the Society of Manufacturing Engineers (SME) in 1992.
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Figure 11.2. Virtual CIM wheel to represent the global market conditions

The concept of the VCIM wheel was explained as follows [11.2]:
•

•

The outer circle represents the present world situation and depicts the
characteristics such as global competition, environmental concerns, mass
customisation to satisfy the variety of customer requirements, shorter product
lifecycles, requirement for innovative products and need for a faster
response.
The second circle represents global systems and concepts needed to address
the situation.
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•
•
•

The third circle explains briefly how the concepts and systems can be
realised.
The fourth circle represents the need for global information and
communication links, and the need for the shared data among the systems.
The inner circle represents the outcome of the CIM as a globally integrated
enterprise by means of an integrated architecture.

11.2.1 VCIM Issues
Technologies to implement VCIM are becoming available from various research
projects and ICT tools that are available today. However, in order to have an
effective application, the research on VCIM should be further strengthened and the
interaction of ICT tools with a VCIM system should be investigated. The
significance of the VCIM is that all distributed manufacturing resources can work
together as a united and interconnected system. The final objective of the research
project at CAMR is to integrate the distributed manufacturing resources across the
globe and let them work as a concurrent, cohesive and cooperative manufacturing
system. Only with the concurrency and cooperating features can a VCIM system
quickly respond to changing market requirements, reduce costs and offer highquality products. Some key issues on VCIM that have to be resolved to make the
VCIM happen are: how to organise manufacturing resources for information and
material flow in a VCIM system in order to produce a specific product, how to
interconnect the resources on a virtual environment to share activities, and how to let
the distributed but autonomous resources work together as a united system.
However, many of the VCIM issues are similar to a virtual enterprise issues. A
virtual enterprise, also known as an extended enterprise [11.3] is a new terminology
denoting an activity where enterprises work in a collaborative manner towards a
common goal across national boundaries. Crossing global boundaries established by
distance, time, language, political and economical systems, and satisfying new rules
of economics and the emergence of new consumer and institutional markets are
some of the complex challenges faced by today’s virtual enterprises [11.4].
A virtual enterprise’s functionality can be classified into internal and external
activities. The external activities are mainly involved in electronic commerce (ecommerce), which leverages a network-based sales channel to enhance marketing,
purchasing and selling of products and services. It then evolves to electronic
business (e-business), thereby improving business performance by use of
information technologies to connect suppliers and customers at all links along the
value chain. Traditional CIM is the internal technological hub for a single
manufacturing enterprise and focuses on improving internal process efficiency and
effectiveness with integration of computer-assisted processes and enterprise resource
planning. It supports current enterprise strategy and is committed to optimising
internal operation. On the other hand, e-business extends each enterprise’s internal
resources into the external environment and focuses on product promotion and
external, cross-enterprise interaction. The different features of internal and external
environments generate a gap in technological capabilities, which cannot be fulfilled
by a traditional CIM system, due to the fact that the merging of both businesses and
Internet technologies is incomplete and its exact nature is unclear. Therefore, it is
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vital for virtual enterprises to have balanced internal and external functionality and
appropriate linkage between internal and external environments. In addition, many
technical and managerial issues engulf collaboration of virtual enterprises. Some of
the issues are:
•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

Structuring the level of cooperation of entities and configuring different
enterprise architectures for a virtual enterprise.
Identifying methods to build an adaptable, dynamically reconfigurable and
open architecture for the distributed functional entities, and providing
seamless integration of various management and manufacturing systems of
partners/ members in real time.
Interconnecting partners’ hardware/software across geographical boundaries
and diverse operational environments, and resolving conflict across these
different systems by using suitable interconnection standards and protocols.
Determining communication among the partners/members of the virtual
enterprise, and capturing and managing knowledge across various enterprises
for optimal output and to have synergy in operations.
Identifying the nature of control systems, whether it is a hierarchy or
oligarchy or distributed control, and appropriately delegating authority and
control among partners.
Overcoming scalability issues in software management and integration, and
resolving legacy software interfacing issues.
Generating virtual scheduling and execution for dynamic environment, and
holistically integrating supply chain and logistics management of the
distributed enterprises.
Facilitating optimal material and information flow across various distributed
entities in a virtual enterprise.
Obtaining the running status of the distributed functional entities in real time
and avoiding security breaches on the system integrity, while having an open
system.
Assessing the capability of different entities across the whole virtual
enterprise, quantifying the value added to the product/project, and
distributing the cost and profit accordingly.
Accommodating country- and organisation-specific legal, technical,
administrative and marketing requirements/issues within a virtual enterprise
framework.

Various researchers are pursuing solutions to many of these issues and as stated
earlier many of the virtual enterprise related issues are still valid for a VCIM system.
However, in order to have an efficient and effective VCIM system, an architecture is
paramount to provide seamless integration of various management and
manufacturing systems in real time, and to enable the VCIM system in having a
capability to respond dynamically and autonomously to the changing real-time
situations. Since, in a virtual enterprise, activities of various enterprises are grouped
together to reach rationalised integrated operations across many functional units
[11.5], whereas VCIM aims to interlink all activities and functional units of
distributed CIM systems through information integration and an architecture in a
cohesive manner to work as a seamless global CIM system.
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A VCIM system needs to be dynamic, reconfigurable and comprehensive, while
still having an open architecture [11.1]. This requirement can overcome some of the
above-mentioned issues that are related to integrating and cooperating of entities
within virtual enterprises. The objective of the VCIM system is to dynamically
respond, report, and even predict various statuses and processes of corresponding
cooperative projects to achieve optimal results. The reconfigurable feature can be
achieved by configuring related components of the system as plug-ins and enabling
them to collaborate with different partners during different projects and development
stages. “Comprehensive” denotes the scale of the integration of the system, which
varies in line with the characteristics of cooperative projects and the size of the
enterprises. However, the trend is to include as many related activities as possible
into the VCIM system to pursue overall optimisation. As a result, VCIM can provide
a mechanism to bring e-commerce, e-business, supply chain, CIM, and enterprise
resource planning systems together to form an open and fully integrated virtual
enterprise. Then, information, material and energy flows in an enterprise can be
managed more efficiently.
11.2.2 Need for a VCIM Architecture
Today, almost all organisations are making use of ICT tools to maximise their
productivity and improve the efficiency. In addition, many organisations around the
world are offering services online to build up a stronger e-commerce environment.
Many large companies are investing heavily in the corporate deployment of
advanced ICT systems with an objective to realize real-time information flow and to
enable accurate and responsive decisions. Researchers, designers, engineers,
purchasers and consumers have connected their personal computers to the World
Wide Web (WWW) where they announce innovative offers and look for new
opportunities. By using the WWW, goods and services can be sold anywhere and
everywhere. The traditional reliance on physical goods production for governing a
business has been shifted. Moreover, market dynamics is driving manufacturing
companies to integrate their strategies relating to people, processes and technologies
for improving their overall agility to the market. Hence, the broader, deeper and
faster sharing of manufacturing knowledge is generally considered as a critical
competitive resource to serve the customers in the most efficient and effective
manner. Therefore, a VCIM system should have an effective and efficient
architecture to facilitate this effort.
Applying the VCIM concept in today’s enterprises means establishing real-time
connection among components of a VCIM system, where most have inconsistent
data format among different participants’ enterprises. The developments in Internet,
object-oriented technology and agent-based systems provides a required means to
bring distributed units of an organisation or even different companies together and to
cooperate with each other to complete multidisciplinary and comprehensive projects
through the framework of VCIM.
As stated in Section 11.2, it is almost impossible to deploy a proper IT
infrastructure for cooperating environments. One feasible solution to the distributed
and cooperative situation is to set up a common database to manage the availability
of facilities and data that can be used in a common project. For instance, data on
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manufacturing equipment and information of application software packages such as
computer-aided design (CAD), computer-aided manufacturing (CAM), computeraided processing planning (CAPP), computer-aided engineering (CAE) and others
can be stored in a common database. Users can obtain a proper facility by querying
the database with their requirements. However, two drawbacks exist in this
approach. First, if the required IT infrastructure (network connection either cabled or
wireless) is not available between the corresponding departments, it may not be
possible to use a centrally located database and access it through the network.
Second, even if the central database can be developed and applied, the management
and manipulation of the shared facilities are neither dynamic nor automatic, which
means the database cannot dynamically report whether a specific facility is working
or inactive or waiting for requests, nor automatically start the facility, then the
system cannot be used in a real-time environment. In these types of systems, users
need to find out first whether a facility can complete certain tasks. Then, they need
to apply other mechanisms to determine the availability of the facility and initiate
operations remotely or on the local system. These drawbacks will impact the
efficiency and effectiveness of using expensive but available software and hardware,
and adversely influence the cooperation among partners.
As the agent-based technology provides a better means of conceptualising and
implementing an application system [11.6] and many real-world systems are
naturally distributed by spatial, functional, or temporal differences, a multi-agent
system can easily accommodate the distributed environments [11.7] such as VCIM.
It provides a simpler and more understandable approach to study and implement the
VCIM system. Jennings and Wooldridge [11.6] defined that an intelligent agent is a
computer system situated in some environment and is capable of flexible
autonomous action in order to meet its design objectives. Earlier, in a landmark
article [11.8], they described that the properties of intelligent agents include
Autonomy, Social ability, Reactivity and Pro-activeness. By using these properties,
an integrated manufacturing environment can be formed when distributed
manufacturing functional entities are encapsulated as intelligent agents and
connected together as an agent community. In the meantime, Shen and Norrie [11.9]
in their extensive review of agent-based systems for manufacturing and related
applications stated that the intelligent agent technology has been applied in many
areas including manufacturing enterprise integration, supply-chain management,
manufacturing planning, scheduling and control, materials handling, and holonic
manufacturing systems.
With this agent-based environment, the agents of distributed manufacturing
resources can negotiate with each other to reach efficient resource planning and
scheduling based on the real-time working status information of the distributed
resources. In addition, manufacturing resources in an enterprise can be encapsulated
as intelligent agents and connected at different levels, such as an enterprise level or a
shop-floor level. By connecting the agents at shop-floor levels as sub multi-agent
systems, the manufacturing resources can be integrated in an agent-based
environment with a multi-level structure. With this integration environment, the
complex task of an enterprise resource planning can be subdivided as a number of
simple tasks at the individual levels. Accordingly, the use of intelligent agent
technology can potentially offer a practical approach for real-time distributed
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manufacturing resources integration and scheduling. Unlike this agent-based
approach, there are many other approaches for resource scheduling, such as
heuristics, constraint-propagation techniques, simulated annealing and Tabu search,
all of which have been described by Shen [11.10] as traditional approaches. These
approaches are usually based on search strategies and use simplified theoretical
models with centralised computation through a single node.
Various researchers [11.11]–[11.22] have attempted to develop agent-based
architectures for distributed manufacturing resource integration and scheduling.
Although their efforts have brought many valuable solutions in particular application
areas, these approaches have some shortcomings, and will not be able to support a
global integrated manufacturing system in the form of VCIM due to the nature of the
VCIM concept and its ultimate aim to provide a cohesive interaction among all
interlinked VCIM components. Although, these approaches provided solutions for
scheduling manufacturing resources using agent negotiation, most of these
approaches did not consider optimised resource allocation when multiple
manufacturing resources provide proposals for a single task request. Some of these
research projects are briefly reviewed in this section.
In 1991, Sycara et al. [11.11] proposed a multi-agent system to schedule
facilities in multiple shop floors. This system designed intelligent agents with
capabilities to perform the scheduling of a set of jobs among a set of resources. A
few years later, towards integrated resource scheduling, Sikora and Shaw [11.12]
presented a multi-agent system. In this system, components such as decision
software modules, and process controllers in the information system were converted
as intelligent agents. This system also developed coordination mechanisms for
agents to schedule operations and achieve the desirable system performances. At the
same time, Kouiss et al. [11.13] implemented a multi-agent based system for
dynamic job-shop scheduling. This system dedicated work centres as resource
agents, which could perform local facility planning by selecting suitable dispatching
rules. This architecture also integrated a supervisory agent to control those resource
agents. Meanwhile, Barbuceanu and Fox [11.14] introduced an agent network to
simulate a supply chain. In that system, intelligent agents were integrated to perform
one or more supply-chain functions, and a coordination language was developed to
resolve coordination issues by the researchers.
Later, towards shop-floor resource integration and scheduling, Parunak et al.
[11.15] developed an agent-based architecture that was named AARIA. This
architecture modelled shop-floor facilities as a series of unit processes, parts, and
resources. The unit processes represented operations. Parts denoted inputs
(materials) and outputs (products) for a unit process. Resources represented various
manufacturing resources such as machines, and handling devices. This AARIA
architecture encapsulated those facilities as intelligent agents and used heuristic
techniques such as the simulation technologies to perform distributed resource
scheduling.
MetaMorph [11.16] is a well-known agent-based architecture that was developed
to integrate manufacturing resources for intelligent manufacturing applications. This
approach encapsulated distributed resources as intelligent agents and grouped them
according to the functionalities such as design, marketing, scheduling and material
supply. In addition, each group contained a coordinator named Mediator to connect
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with the agents in that group. An enterprise Mediator was also included to connect
with Mediators of each group. By using this approach a Mediator-centric
hierarchical architecture is formed and with this architecture manufacturing
resources of multiple enterprises can be integrated according to distinctive enterprise
management layers. At the same time, some architectures [11.17][11.18] included
agents with special functionalities for resource scheduling. However, these
architectures would not enable a product order to be rapidly responded in order to
meet today’s industry needs such as satisfying a customer’s required due date/time,
or delivering to the desired destination.
In 2003, Karageorgos et al. [11.19] developed an agent-based system for the
optimisation of logistics and production planning. This system used a holonic
viewpoint to consider business networks as a temporary holon, where service
providers were considered as sub holons. This system considered an enterprise
holarchy by extending the holonic concept to lower-level resources in an enterprise
and formed an agent-based hierarchical integration environment by mapping
intelligent agents in this holarchy. This system also used a wholesaler agent to
accept customers’ query and used a directory facilitator (DF), which was provided
by a FIPA compatible platform, to find agents that represented partner enterprises.
Then, the enterprise agents further decomposed requests as basic products and
requested proposals from those agents that represented manufacturing facilities
through agent negotiation, which utilised a nested contract net protocol. In addition,
these enterprise agents were also responsible for selecting and sending proposals
information to the wholesaler for customers to make decisions on the proposed plan.
However, their approach did not include strategies to perform optimised resource
allocation in the planning process. At the same time, Odrey and Mejia [11.20] built a
multi-agent architecture. This architecture incorporated production agents, errorrecovery agents, and a structure of a mediator agent towards the construction of a
reconfigurable system. It also used an approach that was based on a Petri net to
perform process planning and error recovering in a multi-agent system environment.
Later, around 2004, Jia et al. [11.21] developed an agent-based system for
coordinated product development and manufacturing. This system integrated a
managing agent and many functional agents together. In this system, the managing
agent connected the functional agents that might be located at different regions.
With this integrated environment, a product lifecycle could be optimised by
comprehensively considering production procedures that ranged from product
design to final manufacturing in an entire production process. Recently, Nahm and
Ishikawa [11.22] proposed an agent-based architecture to support inter-enterprise
resource integration and collaboration. Their architecture included a hybrid agent
architecture to enable agents to exhibit hybrid behaviour and interaction. It also
included a hybrid network architecture to help build large-scale distributed
manufacturing systems. As a starting point, this project developed an attribute unit
agent, a design interface module agent, a service wrapper agent, and a design
module agent to form a collaborative product development environment.
As indicated earlier, some of these previous research results assisted us in our
search for a solution in identifying/developing an applicable architecture for the
VCIM concept. However, an agent-based VCIM architecture for resource
integration and scheduling that would be more applicable to a network of small and
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medium enterprises has to be developed, as none was able to provide all the required
features to effectively implement a VCIM system. Our developed architecture
includes many Facilitator agents (a coordinator in this system is called a
Facilitator). These Facilitator agents are designed with the capability to coordinate
activities of all manufacturing resource agents and at the same time be a DF. Each
Facilitator agent uses a “backward network algorithm for the shortest path” to
perform alternative optimisation for resource scheduling. With this VCIM
architecture, the Facilitator agents can process information flow across the agent
community in a parallel manner and dynamically schedule the distributed resources
in order to rapidly respond to customer product requests.
11.2.3 An Agent-based VCIM Architecture
To implement an agent-based VCIM system, three categories of agents have been
identified [11.23][11.24]. These agents include Facilitator agents, Customer agents,
and Resource agents. Facilitator agents are designed to act as coordinators to route
the information flow across the VCIM agent community. Customer agents are
designed to provide interfaces for customers to participate in the VCIM system.
Finally, Resource agents are designed as agent interfaces to encapsulate distributed
manufacturing functional entities and connect them with the agent community. The
functionalities and responsibilities of these agents are described as follows:
•

•

•

Facilitator agent: Users need to send request messages to this agent to
participate in VCIM and get a response from it. This agent decomposes the
request message from the users as a set of subtasks and sends subtask
requests to related Resource agents. This agent receives proposal messages
for subtasks from Resource agents, combines the proposals as production
schedules, and seeks an optimised candidate schedule. Resource agents
register their information such as functionalities, name, and address in a
database of this agent. To have these capabilities, message formats for agent
communication, and strategies for manufacturing resources planning and
scheduling are stored as a knowledge base of this agent.
Customer agent: Users input request message consisting of information such
as product name, required due date/time, delivery place and others by using a
graphical user interface (GUI) of this agent. This agent gets the responses
from the Facilitator agent and displays the results to the users.
Resource agent: This Resource agent is responsible for further decomposing
tasks and for local resource planning and optimisation. To have these
capabilities, agent communication actions and functional records such as the
time and cost for this agent to complete a subtask are identified and stored in
the knowledge base and database of this agent. Each Resource agent
maintains an independent working schedule and renews this schedule when a
new task is confirmed.

By connecting a Facilitator agent, a Customer agent and many Resource agents
through the Internet, these agents can form a basic multi-agent VCIM system as
depicted in Figure 11.3. However, a real VCIM system includes many Facilitator
agents, Customer agents and Resource agents, while the functionalities of Resource
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agents may include design, manufacture, assembly, delivery, material supply and
others.
Facilitator agent

Customer agent

Internet

Interface

Interface

Interface

Interface

Interface

Resource
Agent1

Resource
Agent2

Resource
Agent3

…

Resource
Agent n

Figure 11.3. A multi-agent VCIM system model

In our VCIM concept, a Resource agent can include a manufacturing
organisation or a unit that has an authority to plan internal resources to meet a
customer order. With this definition, a Resource agent can be any of the following or
a combination of: an assembly workshop, a manufacturing system, a group of
delivery facility, a material provider, a design department, a branch company or a
small enterprise. This Resource agent usually has a group of functionalities that
should be registered with the Facilitator agent. This Resource agent may include
many functional units, and a functional unit may include many functional entities. In
addition, when manufacturing resources at lower levels are encapsulated as sub
multi-agent systems, a Resource agent hierarchy for VCIM systems can be formed.
However, our current work focuses on integrating and scheduling the Resource
agents at the VCIM level and the sub-functionalities (or sub-agents) will be
considered in our future work. Based on these approaches, we formulated an agentbased architecture with a three-layered structure as shown in Figure 11.4 to support
the VCIM system implementation. In this structure, as shown in the figure, all
Customer agents, Facilitator agents and Resource agents are accommodated in three
layers such as a Customer layer, a Facilitator layer, and a Resource layer.
Generally, each manufacturing organisation has its own benefits, partner
relationships, resource-selection criteria, and other elements related to
manufacturing planning. Our agent-based VCIM architecture uses these realistic
issues related to the benefits of an organisation, as a particular knowledge for partner
resource selection, and dictates this knowledge with the Facilitator agents. We
consider a VCIM system is formed when an organisation has built a Customer agent
to provide a user interface and a Facilitator agent to coordinate the Resource agents
shared by partner organisations. However, our approach allows an organisation to
implement multiple Facilitator agents that may have different knowledge on
resource planning depending on the local issues and situation, and multiple
Customer agents at different areas for users to invoke VCIM services. By means of
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these approaches, when many organisations join together as a network of
organisations to collaboratively work to achieve the competitive edge by building
Facilitator agents and Customer agents for a VCIM system, an agent-based
architecture with a three-layered structure is formed.

Layer 1:
Customer

Customer Agents
(1, 2, …, Nc)

Facilitator Agents
Layer 2:
Facilitator

(1, 2, …, N f )
Enterprises
(1, 2, …, Ne)
Private Resource
Agents

Layer 3:
Resource

(1, 2, …, Npr)
Shared Resource Agents
(1, 2, …, Nsr)

Figure 11.4. Three-layered structure of the agent-based VCIM architecture

With this proposed three-layered architecture, the VCIM systems can potentially
achieve much reliability, efficiency and needed flexibility. In this architecture, all
agents (except sub-agents) are connected through the Internet and new Facilitator
agents, Customer agents, and Resource agents are permitted to connect with the
existing structure when and where necessary (sub-agents can either be connected by
the Internet or an Intranet). This feature enables a VCIM system to have the
necessary flexibility in extending information processing capability, customers’
convenience, and manufacturing capability of the partner organisations. In addition,
each Facilitator agent has the capability to communicate and negotiate with all other
Customer agents and Resource agents. Therefore, when an error occurs or
information is blocked in one facilitator agent, a Customer agent can select and use
other Facilitator agents to invoke the VCIM services. This alternative selection of
the Facilitator agent to process a task allows the information to flow in a more
reliable manner than a centrally controlled system that can have a possible
communication bottleneck.
11.2.4 A Java Implementation Environment for a Multi-agent VCIM System
In order to improve the agent interoperability, a Java environment is used to
implement the intelligent agents and to organise the agents as a multi-agent VCIM
system. This environment includes two Java-implemented software tools: Java
Agent DEvelopment Framework (JADE) [11.25] and Jess [11.26].
JADE enables multi-agent application development through the Internet and can
act as a middleware. The framework of JADE is fully implemented in the Java
programming language and complied with the specifications of the Foundation for
Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) [11.27], where FIPA is an IEEE Computer
Society standards organisation, originally formed as a Swiss-based organisation in
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1996 and later accepted by the IEEE as its standards committee. FIPA acts as the
standards organisation for agents and multi-agent systems and promotes agent-based
technology and interoperability of its standards with other technologies [11.27].
Meanwhile, Jess [11.26], which is a Java expert system shell, acts as an intelligent
functional module to facilitate JADE agents to automatically perform information
analysis. Based on this agent development environment, construction approaches of
VCIM agents are developed in this research project.
Using the JADE to implement VCIM agents provides many common
capabilities. These capabilities are:
•
•
•

•

Software behaviours for message operations such as sending, receiving,
saving, storing and deleting messages related to agent communication.
Software services to generate real-time agent information such as agent ID,
agent address and agent activation status.G
Communication interface to support information exchange, thereby
maintaining a message queue to control both incoming and outgoing
messages.
Agent GUI to provide menu commands for users to operate communication
messages.G

Besides these common capabilities, to perform the requested functionalities of
VCIM agents, special software behaviours and functional modules are developed
with the JADE agent structure in our research project. Some of the developments
include:
•

•

•

•
•

A Jess functional module to provide expert-system components such as
inference engine, knowledge base and database. This module also assists in
analysing the production order messages to perform the requested task
decomposition.
Software behaviours such as selecting Resource agents and requesting
subtask proposals, combining proposals as production schedules and
performing optimisation of resource allocation, and processing messages
with respect to agent communication in a Facilitator agent.G
In a Resource agent, enabling software behaviours to perform local resource
planning, providing a proposal message to satisfy a requested subtask,
recording new tasks when receiving acceptance messages or cancelling
temporary proposals information when receiving refusal messages, and
submitting registration information of Resource agents.G
GUI for the customers to assist send, receive and confirm product order
message.G
Output module for customers to save, view or print information of production
schedules.G

Based on the analysis of functional modules and software behaviours, three
categories of agents that were defined in this research project for the implementation
of a VCIM system were constructed [11.28]. Figure 11.5 depicts configurations and
the connection pattern of those VCIM agents based on the JADE framework. In the
configuration of these three categories of agents, similar functional modules are
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designed to support the consistent operation in the same architecture. These similar
components include a GUI for each agent, a communication interface, and a
message-queue manager. However, due to the different functionalities, each type of
agent has different components in their configuration: The Facilitator agent includes
a Jess module with components of an inference engine, a knowledge base, and a
database; The Customer agent is designed for the customer’s application, therefore,
it does not have a Jess module, but has an output module to view or print the
proposal documents; The Resource agent includes a Jess module to analyse the
incoming request message and an output module to view and print the working
schedule.
Facilitator Agent

Customer Agent

Resource Agent
Resource Application System
Output Module

Jess Module

Jess Module

Knowledgebase
Ontologies,
Strategies,
Mechanisms,…

Knowledgebase
Ontologies,
Strategies, …

Message
Queue
Task

Message Queue
Request

Respond

Message

Message

Commitments

Communication Interface

G U I

Inference Engine

Database

Output Module
I

Resource records
Temporary
information

G U

G U I

Database

Schedule records,
Temporary
information

Inference Engine
Message
Queue
Task

Communication Interface

Commitments

Communication Interface

The JADE Middleware
The Internet Infrastructure

Figure 11.5. Configuration of the three categories of VCIM agents

Besides this agent configuration, we also use the JADE specifications to identify
the agent communication. JADE uses the FIPA Agent Communication Language
(ACL) to support agent communication. The standard ACL message is formatted
with three layers: communication layer, message-identification layer, and content
layer. However, we use a VCIM message, which has a simple variation from the
standard ACL message and each layer is identified with information that is relevant
to the VCIM resource scheduling process. In the VCIM message, the
communication layer only includes names of the Sender and the Receiver agents.
The message identification layer uses ten communicative actions to describe the
message action and indicates the data structure for decoding. The action includes
terms such as: a Request message to ask for a production proposal; a Proposal
message to respond to a request; an Accept-proposal message to accept a proposal; a
Reject-proposal message to reject a proposal; a Query-ref message to ask for the
customers’ opinion on a production schedule of the proposal; an Agree message to
agree with a query message; a Refuse message to refuse a query; a Confirm message
to confirm an action that has been identified; an Inform message to register a new
agent; a Failure message to indicate an action that has not been completed. Finally,
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the content layer comprises the message content. This message includes the
customer’s requirements for a particular product. Nevertheless, this message format
is to be reviewed and improved at the next stage of VCIM development.

11.3 Resource Scheduling with the VCIM Architecture
With our proposed three-layered VCIM architecture, as a preliminary approach a
“backward network algorithm for the shortest path” is used to perform the
optimisation of distributed manufacturing resource scheduling for defined product
requests. This resource scheduling approach is explained in the following section.
11.3.1 Resource Scheduling in a VCIM System
In order to initiate the VCIM services to manufacture a product, a customer first
uses the GUI of a Customer agent to submit a product-request message to a selected
Facilitator agent. Then, the Facilitator agent that received this request decomposes
the requested task into interrelated subtasks, according to the registered
functionalities of Resource agents and the built-in knowledge base of the Facilitator
agent for this requested product. Our approach considers that the functionalities of
Resource agents at the VCIM level include many working procedures of a
production process, such as product design, material supply, manufacturing,
assembly, test, package and warehousing. Then, this Facilitator agent sends request
messages to Resource agents that are considered to have a capability to complete a
subtask. In this approach, the Facilitator agent performs the requested procedure by
matching the subtask and the Resource agent’s functionality in its database.
Similarly, when receiving a request message, the Resource agent checks its
functional records in its database to determine a required processing time and cost,
then checks its working schedule to allocate available time segments and form a
proposal message that includes information such as start time, finish time and cost to
perform the requested subtask. This approach includes cost and time in the proposal
message, as they are the main factors that influence partner resource selection.
However, other factors, such as quality, friendship, credit and delivery reliability,
which Su et al. [11.29] and Chu et al. [11.30] have discussed for resource selection
in virtual enterprises, will be considered at our next stage of development by using a
multiple criteria approach. In addition, the Facilitator agent also sends request
messages for proposals for transportation services, since the subtasks to manufacture
a product may be performed by Resource agents at different places among the
collaborating organisations and transportation procedures are necessary to link the
material/parts flow.
Combining the proposals of subtasks and transportation procedures results in
many candidate production schedules with different start time and cost, since
manufacturing resources in a VCIM system may have different cost structure, time
frame and availability. Among these candidate schedules, our approach aims to
achieve an optimised schedule that has the lowest cost as the primary criteria and the
shortest production time as the secondary criteria. In order to achieve this objective,
the Facilitator agent uses a “backward network algorithm for the shortest path” to
perform the resource alternative optimisation in the scheduling process. With this
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approach, when the optimised schedule has been reached, the Facilitator agent will
send this schedule as a proposal for the customer to review through the Customer
agent. If the customer accepts the schedule and sends back a confirmation message,
the Facilitator agent sends confirmation messages to all selected Resource agents
and the Resource agents renew their working schedule by adding this new task.
Otherwise, if the customer refuses the schedule, the Facilitator agent cancels all
temporary proposal messages for the current product request. However, customers
can refine their requirements and submit a new request. Currently, we are
investigating additional features, such as allowing a customer to modify the product
schedule or to request that certain features be produced at pre-selected locations by
pre-selected Resource agents of the customer’s choice.
11.3.2 VCIM Resource Scheduling Process
The resource scheduling process in a VCIM system starts when a customerrequested product order activates a Facilitator agent to perform the task
decomposition and ends when this agent achieves an optimised production schedule.
To describe the resource allocation process explicitly, a simple product
“PRODUCTA”, which is considered as having eight sequential operations (as
shown in Figure 11.6), is utilised. The eight different manufacturing operations that
are considered for this “PRODUCTA” to illustrate the VCIM resource scheduling
process are: a material supply, a part manufacturing, two standard part supplies, a
sub assembly, a general assembly, a testing and a packaging procedure.
1

2
4
6

3

8

7

5

Notations
n

Operation n
Transportation

Figure 11.6. Task decomposition and subtask sequence for a product

The Contract Net protocol (CNP) was first proposed by Smith [11.31] in 1980,
which has been widely used in agent-based application systems to facilitate
distribution of subtasks among agents for agent negotiation. Although there are
some modified versions such as the extended contract net protocol [11.32] and
nested contract net protocol [11.19], CNP is usually used when an agent wants to get
a response for a task. When a principle agent sends a request message to one or
many agents and gets replies, it awards a contract to the best offer according to a
selection criterion determined by the principal agent. Our agent-based VCIM
architecture uses CNP as the basic protocol to support the resource scheduling. This
application involves a series of agent negotiation activities: when a customer
submits a request message to a Facilitator agent for a product, the Facilitator agent
sends subtask messages to Resource agents for proposals based on that request.
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Then, Resource agents send proposals to the Facilitator agent and the Facilitator
agent sends confirmation messages to award contracts to selected Resource agents.
Proposal messages are generalised through agent negotiation based on the real-time
information of distributed manufacturing resources.
The following notations are used to formulate the resources scheduling process
and to explain the intermediate stages in this process.
O

= A subtask that includes manufacturing operations such as {Operation 1,
Operation 2, …, Operation 8}
T
= A transportation subtask corresponding to the subtasks in O that
includes procedures such as {Transportation 1, Transportation 2, …,
Transportation 8}
= Total number of Resource agents to perform Operation i, where, i = 1 to
mi
8.
= Total number of Transportation agents
Nt
RAij = jth Resource agent to perform Operation i, where, i = 1 to 8, j = 1 to mi
TAk = kth Transportation agent, where, k = 1 to Nt
Locij = Location of RAij
S
= Start time in a proposal for a manufacturing operation
= Start time in a proposal for a transportation procedure
St
E
= End time in a proposal for a manufacturing operation
= End time in a proposal for a transportation procedure
Et
C
= Manufacturing operation cost
= Transportation procedure cost
Ct
TC = Total cost of an intermediate production schedule
TS = Start time of an intermediate production schedule
Required finish time for a transportation agent
RT
CT = Current time/date
DT = Customer requested due date/time
Flc = Customer requested delivery destination
In order to complete a product request, there are nine steps in the resource
allocation process. They are depicted in Figure 11.7 and described below:
•

•

Step 1: Select a subtask by using a backward sequence. The Facilitator agent
uses a backward sequence to select a subtask and subtasks are selected
among Operation i, where i = 1 to 8. Therefore, for this sample product
“PRODUCTA”, Operation 8, which is the final subtask, is first selected.
Step 2: Select Resource agents to perform the subtask that is selected in
Step 1. In this process, the Facilitator agent identifies Resource agents to
perform the subtasks selected in Step 1 by matching Resource agents’
functionality to subtasks. Since Resource agents register their functionalities
with a Facilitator agent and subtasks are also stored according to Resource
agents’ functionalities in the database of Facilitator agents. Considering
Operation 8, Resource agents are selected among the RA8j, where j = 1 to m8.
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Start

Step 1. Select a subtask by using a
backward sequence

Step 2. Select Resource agents to
perform the subtask that is selected in
Step 1

Step 3. Select Transportation agents
and request Transportation proposals

Step 6. Shortlist intermediate
production schedules that are achieved
in Step 5

Step 7. Repeat Steps 2 to 6 until all
Resource agents to perform the subtask
selected in Step 1 have provided
proposals

Step 4. Shortlist transportation
proposals (or intermediate schedules)
that are achieved in Step 3

Step 8. Repeat Steps 1 to 7 until all
subtasks have been selected

Step 5. Request proposals of the
subtask selected in Step 1 considering
intermediate schedules in Step 4 and
form new schedules by including those
subtask proposals

Step 9. Final selection of an optimised
production schedule

End

Figure 11.7. Flow chart for the VCIM resource allocation process

•

Step 3: Select Transportation agents and request Transportation proposals.
The Facilitator agent identifies suitable Transportation agents and requests
proposals for a transportation procedure. The Facilitator agent performs this
process until all Transportation agents have provided proposals related to the
subtasks that are selected in Step 1. Considering Operation 8, the Facilitator
agent identifies the Transportation agents among the TAk, where k = 1 to Nt,
to perform Transportation 8. A Transportation agent TA1 is first selected.
Then, the Facilitator agent forms a message to request proposals of
Transportation 8 from TA1. To form the request messages, the Facilitator
agent includes Loc81, the location of RA81, as the start address. Since
Transportation 8 is the final procedure in a production process, in the request
message, the Facilitator agent includes Flc as the end address and includes
DT as the required finish time. After that, the Facilitator agent sends the
request message with information of start address, end address and required
finish time to TA1. Then, TA1 replies with a proposal to perform
Transportation 8 with information of start time St, end time Et and cost Ct. In
this approach, a Facilitator agent considers a proposal is valid if the proposal
satisfies Et  DT, and St  CT, where DT is the required due time in the
request message and CT is the current time. Therefore, this backwardsequence algorithm to select subtasks and request subtask proposals enables
candidate production schedules to satisfy the customer required due time and
delivery destination. This process is repeated by the Facilitator agent for the
remaining Transportation agents among TAk, where k = 2 to Nt and sends
messages to those agents to request proposals to perform Transportation 8.
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Then, each Transportation agent replies with proposals to perform
Transportation 8. These transportation proposals need to satisfy Et  DT, and
St  CT. In addition, as Transportation 8 is the final production procedure,
the proposals to perform Transportation 8 form the initial intermediate
production schedules. Therefore, the start time and total cost of these initial
intermediate schedules are allocated as TS = St, and TC = Ct. At this stage,
since multiple Transportation agents can provide proposals, there are
multiple intermediate schedules. The costs of these intermediate schedules
are calculated by adding together the cost of the process by the particular
Resource agent and the transportation cost for the next destination.
Step 4: Shortlist transportation proposals (or intermediate schedules) that
are achieved in Step 3. In this process, the Facilitator agent that is processing
the product order shortlists intermediate schedules that are achieved in Step
3. For the shortlisting process, the Facilitator agent selects an intermediate
schedule that has the lowest cost and moves it to a selected schedule list. If
multiple schedules have the lowest cost, a schedule with the latest start time
is moved to the selected schedule list. Then the Facilitator agent deletes all
schedules that have a start time earlier than the selected one. In the remaining
intermediate schedules, the Facilitator agent repeats this selection process
until no schedule is in the waiting list. This shortlisting process records
intermediate schedules that have a lower cost or a higher cost but with a later
start time. This approach deletes redundant intermediate schedules, as it
reduces agent negotiation activities in the subsequent step of requesting nextstage subtask proposals. Shortlisting the intermediate candidate schedules
assists in reaching a feasible schedule quickly by reducing related agent
negotiation activities and related computation. As Facilitator agents request
proposals and later schedule the resources through agent negotiation, some of
the intermediate candidate schedules that are feasible in the initial calculation
may become infeasible at the next step of calculation. For example, if the due
date/time is too close to the current date/time, some of the initial schedules
cannot reach a potential Resource agent to execute the next subtask because
of the tightly required time period. To illustrate this shortlisting process, a
flow chart is given in Figure 11.8.
Step 5: Request proposals of the subtask selected in Step 1 considering
intermediate schedules in Step 4 and form new schedules by including those
subtask proposals. In order to perform this step, the Facilitator agent sends
request messages to Resource agents for the subtask proposals. The request
messages are formed by including the start time of transportation proposals
that are recorded in Step 4 as the required finish time for the subtasks that
have been selected in Step 1 and the corresponding Resource agents that
were identified in Step 2. Considering each of the intermediate schedules
recorded in Step 4, the Facilitator agent forms a request message, sends this
message to ask for a subtask proposal, and combines the new proposal with
that related to intermediate schedules. By including the start time of each
proposal that is recorded in Step 4 to perform Transportation 8, as the
required finish time RT, the Facilitator agents form request messages and
send these messages to RA81 to request proposals to perform Operation 8.
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Then, RA81 replies with a proposal to perform Operation 8 with the
information of the start time, end time and cost. These proposals need to
satisfy E  RT, and S  CT. When achieving these proposals, total cost TC
and start time TS of intermediate schedules are allocated as TC = TC1 + C,
and TS = S, where TC1 is the total cost of an original intermediate schedule.
With this approach, the lead time between the procedures to perform
Operation 8 and Transportation 8 is minimised.

Start

Have a schedule
in waiting list?

Select intermediate
schedules that have the
lowest cost

Yes

No
End

No

Have multiple
schedules with the
lowest cost?

Yes
Move the select one to a selected
schedule list and delete those
schedules that have earlier start time

Select a schedule with the latest
start time in those schedules that
have the lowest cost

Figure 11.8. Flow chart for shortlisting intermediate production schedules

•

•

•

Step 6: Shortlist intermediate production schedules that are achieved in
Step 5. For this step, considering the intermediate schedules that are recorded
in Step 5, the Facilitator agent takes similar approaches to those of Step 4 to
shortlist the intermediate schedules by comparing the total cost and the start
time of intermediate schedules. This shortlisting process is repeated in order
to further reduce the redundant intermediate schedules resulted from the
proposals of the Resource agents. However, in this process, intermediate
schedules that have a lower cost or a higher cost but with a later start time are
recorded.
Step 7: Repeat Steps 2 to 6 until all Resource agents to perform the subtask
selected in Step 1 have provided proposals. At this stage, the Facilitator agent
repeats Step 2 to Step 6 until all Resource agents that are selected in Step 1,
have provided proposals. Considering Operation 8, the Facilitator agent
repeats Step 2 to Step 6 until all Resource agents RA8j, where j = 2 to m8
have provided proposals. This resource scheduling process forms and records
a series of intermediate production schedules. At this stage, the intermediate
schedules include proposals for Operation 8 and Transportation 8.
Step 8: Repeat Steps 1 to 7 until all subtasks have been selected. The
Facilitator agent repeats Step 1 to Step 7 to process the remaining subtasks.
According to a backward sequence, Operation 7 is selected as the next
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subtask. Then, the Facilitator agent repeats Step 2 to Step 7 until all Resource
agents RA7j, where j =1 to m7, to perform Operation 7 have provided
proposals. With this resource scheduling process, new intermediate schedules
are formed and recorded by including proposals of Operation 7 and
Transportation 7. However, as Transportation 7 links Operation 7 and
Operation 8, when requesting proposals of Transportation 7, locations of
RA7j, where j =1 to m7, are considered as start addresses. In addition, the
required finish time and end address are identified from locations of
Resource agents and start time to perform Operation 8, in intermediate
schedules. This approach enables the lead time between Transportation 7 and
Operation 8 to be minimised. This Step 8 of the resource allocation process
in VCIM resource scheduling continues until all remaining subtasks
operations have been selected and the final production schedules have been
achieved.
Step 9: Final selection of an optimized production schedule. When all the
final production schedules are achieved, the Facilitator agent performs a final
selection of an optimised production schedule. In this step, the Facilitator
agent selects an optimised schedule that has the lowest cost as the primary
criteria and shortest time as the secondary criteria. In this selection process,
as shown in Figure 11.9, the Facilitator agent selects a schedule that has the
lowest cost in the final production schedules; if multiple final schedules have
the lowest cost, the Facilitator agent selects a schedule that has the latest start
time in those schedules with the lowest cost; if multiple schedules have both
the lowest cost and the same start time, the Facilitator agent selects a
schedule with more Resource agents that are selected from a priority
Resource agent domain. A priority Resource agent domain is to be formed by
considering credit-related factors for partner resource selection and it is used
by the Facilitator agent to further reduce the search of the suitable resources
and to reduce the agent negotiation activities. Furthermore, when a Resource
agent has reached a required credit level, it will be allocated into the priority
domain. This selection approach conforms to the real enterprise cooperation
scenario, as Berger et al. [11.33] described that the enterprises are using
long-term partnerships to achieve the benefits provided by multiple sourcing.
For the final schedule, the total cost of the final production schedule is
calculated by adding together the selected resource agents’ costs and the
transportation agents’ costs. The start time of the final production schedule is
considered as the one with the earliest start time.

To support VCIM resource scheduling, a Facilitator agent needs a capability to
decompose a product order related tasks into subtasks. To achieve this capability, as
shown earlier in Figure 11.5, a Jess module is included in the agent structure of the
Facilitator. This Jess module includes knowledge base, database and inference
engine and in this module, heuristic knowledge of human experts is identified as a
set of rule-based knowledge by specifying a set of actions considering a group of
conditions for each individual product and capability. With this rule-based
knowledge, a Jess inference engine can match a collection of facts with given
conditions of the rules, and when a rule is initiated, actions of that rule are offered as
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inference solutions. Therefore, by including product order information as conditions
and subtask information as actions in a rule-based knowledge, when a customer
submits a product order that matches given conditions of a rule, that rule is initiated
and task decomposition is achieved. These mechanisms of a Jess module enable a
Facilitator agent to achieve task decomposition when receiving a customer’s product
order. However, to expand the capability of these agents, more information is to be
added by considering all the products that can be manufactured by the collaborating
enterprises.

Start

Select schedules that have
the lowest cost

Have multiple
schedules with the
lowest cost?

Yes

Select a schedule that has the latest
start time in the schedules that have
the lowest cost

No
No
Record the selected
schedule

Have multiple schedules
with the lowest cost and
same start time?

Yes
End

Select a schedule that has more agents
that are selected from priority domain

Figure 11.9. Flow chart for selecting the finalised production schedule

The product order information consists of sender agent, receiver agent, required
product name, delivery address, and due date/time. Subtask information includes
production procedures in a production process considering a specific product order.
Subtask information also indicates the sequence and relationships of the production
procedures. Although a Facilitator agent is currently imbedded with predefined
knowledge for decomposing each product within the capability for the VCIM
system, our research project endeavours to imbed the agent community with more
artificial intelligence to include many variations in each product profile that can be
manufactured by the collaborating partners.
In order to support VCIM resource scheduling, Resource agents need a
capability to perform local resource planning and to submit subtask proposals to the
Facilitator agents. Resource agents achieve this objective by determining the
required cost and processing time from the subtask request of the Facilitator agent
and by matching its capability information, and by considering the local lead time
and manufacturing process issues by checking its database first. Later, the Resource
agent allocates a time segment that is closest to the required finish time by checking
its working schedule, and forms a proposal message by including information of the
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start time, end time and required cost. This message is then sent as the proposal to
the Facilitator agent.
Currently, the manufacturing managers for the enterprise, where the Resource
agents are located, are allowed to update the lead time, capacity and capability issues
for the Resource agents. Similarly, managers who own the transportation systems,
update and validate the Transportation agents considering their local issues.
However, research is in progress to inbuild this knowledge without human
intervention by considering dynamic resource planning issues of the collaborating
enterprises [11.34][11.35].

11.4 Conclusions
To assist manufacturing industries in the current global market, researchers are
seeking solutions towards intelligent manufacturing and the application of virtual
computer-integrated manufacturing (VCIM) systems. Today, we are at the threshold
of utilising innovative and improved computer-related and communication
technologies for the betterment of manufacturing industries, compared to the
situation that prevailed a decade ago. The successful future of the manufacturing
industry is inextricably involved in the efficient and effective utilisation of
intelligent equipments and its components in the form of VCIM. The research in
VCIM and related technologies, and its application in manufacturing industries are
progressing towards a better future. Current developments in VCIM illustrate that
these systems can be extended beyond the boundaries of the manufacturing
industries to improve the future for mankind.
In order to illustrate the concept of VCIM resource scheduling, a simple resource
scheduling approach for a product is given in this chapter. In this approach, three
categories of agents, which include Facilitator agents to coordinate the agent
community, Customer agents to provide user interfaces to participate in VCIM
activities, and Resource agents to provide manufacturing functionalities, are
identified. With these agents, an agent-based architecture with a three-layered
structure, which can accommodate all these agents for a VCIM system no matter
where the agents are located and to which enterprise these agents belong, is
proposed. With this architecture, each participating organisation can have one or
more Facilitator agents to dictate their particular knowledge of resource planning
taking into consideration their own benefits, while each Facilitator agent can
potentially coordinate activities of all Resource agents through the Internet. This
feature enables many Facilitator agents to process information flow across the
VCIM environment in a parallel manner for multiple product requests, and has the
potential to be more reliable and efficient to support the distributed resource
integration than centrally controlled architectures by a single coordinator agent. In
addition, this illustrated approach permits new agents, whatever the category, to be
connected when and where necessary. This feature enables the VCIM system to
have more flexibility, information processing capability, and manufacturing
capability to quickly respond to the customer requirements.
In this approach, proposal messages for subtasks to manufacture a requested
product are generated through agent negotiation, which uses real-time working
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status information of the resources that are considered. The Facilitator agent uses a
backward sequence to select subtasks, request proposals, and uses a network
algorithm for the shortest path to reach a feasible schedule. With this approach, all
the candidate production schedules for the subtasks satisfy the customer-required
due date/time and delivering destination. Meanwhile, this approach achieves a
schedule that has the lowest cost as the primary criteria and the shortest production
time as the secondary criteria. In addition, this approach enables shortlisting of the
intermediate schedules to narrow the resource search scope by using a priority
Resource agent domain, which also helps to reduce the agent negotiation activities
and increase the speed in reaching a realistic schedule. By using these proposed
approaches to form the agent-based VCIM architecture, a prototype system has been
developed and tested at the University of South Australia’s Centre for Advanced
Manufacturing Research. The test results demonstrated that this approach for
resource integration and scheduling with the agent-based VCIM architecture is
viable. Based on the previous work, we are now working on extending the prototype
system and investigating more potential issues for a VCIM system implementation
in a real industrial application. With successful results, it is anticipated that the
VCIM implementation technology could be further improved, be practical, and be
easily adoptable by organisations, particularly small and medium manufacturing
enterprises.
In addition, this research of VCIM systems should be further strengthened
towards developing optimised VCIM systems, with more imbedded artificial
intelligence to control the scarce resources we have today, and to meet the
competitive and agility requirements of present and future business environments.
Furthermore, various developments that have been achieved in manufacturing,
computation, communication, and other related technologies needs to be integrated
into the exiting systems in a cohesive manner to provide a complete and intelligent
solution to industries. This cohesive integration will help industries move forward
into the next decade with confidence and competitive ability.
VCIM will help improve the competitiveness of many industries. The principle
of VCIM can be applied to a diverse section of enterprises, including agriculture,
biomedical engineering, building and construction industries, environmental
monitoring and control, medical laboratories, pharmacology, energy-related
industries, water resource monitoring, recycling and control, and even in
applications that enhance wildlife.
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Abstract
To increase the flexibility and responsiveness of a job shop in the more competitive market,
process planning and scheduling systems have been actively developed and deployed. It is
ideal to integrate the two systems more tightly to achieve the global optimisation of product
development and manufacturing. In this chapter, a unified representation model and a
simulated annealing-based approach have been developed to facilitate the integration and
optimisation process. Three methods, namely, processing flexibility, operation sequencing
flexibility and scheduling flexibility, have been used to effectively explore the vast search
space to support the optimisation approach. Performance criteria, including makespan, the
balanced level of machine utilisation, job tardiness and manufacturing cost, have been defined
in the optimisation approach to address the various practical requirements. Case studies under
different working conditions have been conducted to show the merits and characteristics of
the developed approaches.

12.1 Introduction
Manufacturing planning usually involves various decision-making stages.
Traditionally, these stages are organised in a sequential manner, i.e. the current stage
is based on the result of the previous stage, and the newly obtained result is used as
the input for the next stage. This strategy is reasonable when the objectives of these
stages are independent. However, when the variables of these stages are coupled or
the objectives are contradictory, the entire decision-making process will become
very complex. A typical example is in process planning and scheduling, which are
two important functions when planning the manufacturing operations for a batch of
parts. These functions are usually arranged to run consecutively. In process
planning, manufacturing resources (e.g. machines and tools) in a shop floor are
assigned for each individual part to ensure the application of good manufacturing
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practice and maintain the consistency of the desired functional specifications of the
part. In the following scheduling, it is necessary to decide how and when to assign
the manufacturing resources for the entire batch of parts. In a complex situation, it is
difficult to produce a satisfactory or even acceptable result through the consecutive
execution of the two functions. A fundamental reason is that there are many
conflicting and/or contradictory considerations and objectives in the functions. In
process planning, it is assumed that all the relevant machines and tools are available
when planning for parts. The main objectives are to achieve the minimal cost and to
meet the manufacturing specifications of each part. In scheduling, these parts need
to compete for machines to meet temporal and/or resource constraints, and therefore,
not all the generated process plans for the parts might be schedulable according to
the time and resource feasibility of a job shop.
Based on the above observation, it is necessary to develop a strategy with respect
to both process planning and scheduling more cooperatively. In this chapter, a
unified model-based integration scheme of process planning and scheduling has
been developed to address various objectives and enable greater dynamic
interactions and information sharing between the two functions. A simulated
annealing (SA)-based method has been developed to optimise the integration
problem. Three methods, namely, processing flexibility, operation sequencing
flexibility and scheduling flexibility, have been proposed to effectively explore the
vast search space to support the optimisation approach. Performance criteria, such as
makespan, balanced level of machine utilisation, job tardiness and manufacturing
cost, have been defined in the optimisation approach to address the various practical
requirements. To show the characteristics of the developed approach, some case
studies under different working conditions have been conducted.

12.2 Recently Related Works
In recent years, different works have been developed to consider process planning
and scheduling in a closer way. These works can be generally classified into three
categories: the iterative approach, the concurrent approach and the agent-based
approach.
The iterative approach is similar to the basic sequential arrangement of process
planning and scheduling, while improvements have been made to enhance the
interactions and integration between them. Multiple process plans for each part with
identical or similar manufacturing cost are first generated. A schedule is then
determined through choosing a suitable process plan of each part from their
alternative sets according to the current resource constraints of a job shop and
scheduling performance criteria [12.1]–[12.6]. The advantage of the approach is that
a set of process plans for each part with the optimised manufacturing cost are
generated for the scheduling module to choose from so that the objectives of both
process planning and scheduling can be achieved. In some further improved works,
process planning and scheduling are both in dynamic adjustment until satisfactory
performance criteria can be reached [12.7].
In the concurrent approach, some unified optimisation models have been
developed [12.8]–[12.12]. For example, both process planning and scheduling have
been represented in linear mixed-integer programming [12.8]. The concurrent
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approach can effectively alleviate the empirically iterative process, while the unified
models create much larger search spaces. To facilitate the search, intelligent
evolutionary algorithms and heuristic rules have been recently employed to generate
optimised solutions with the satisfaction of constraints efficiently. An optimisation
model was developed to combine the considerations of process planning and
scheduling, such as the production cost, the tardiness time, the setup cost, and the
early finish time [12.11][12.12]. Based on this, a Tabu search (TS)-based method
[12.11] and an improved hybrid genetic algorithm (GA)-based method [12.12] have
been designed to optimise planning and scheduling simultaneously. Other GA-based
methods include [12.9].
Recently, the agent-based approach has been under active investigation. Process
planning and scheduling have been encapsulated as agents, and the agent framework
provides a distributed intelligent solution for the multiple agents to work together
through negotiation, coordination and cooperation [12.13]–[12.15]. The recent
relevant works are surveyed in [12.13]. The major research issues include: (1) how
to encapsulate functional systems as agents effectively, (2) how to construct a better
multi-agent architecture, (3) how to design a reasonable negotiation mechanism, and
(4) how to empower and enhance agents with learning capabilities to improve the
performance of a multi-agent system, considering learning is one of the key
techniques for an agent.
In sophisticated situations, more careful considerations are needed. For process
planning and scheduling, different criteria are used to address specific practical
cases. From the process planning perspective, the lowest manufacturing cost is
usually a desired target, while the scheduling usually needs to look for the most
balanced utilisation of machines, the minimum number of tardy jobs, the shortest
makespan, etc. To meet the various requirements in practical situations, further
improvement is required on optimisation algorithms to make them more adaptive to
accommodate diverse objectives for users to choose from. Complex manufacturing
constraints, such as operation precedence constraints and manufacturing resource
constraints, also need to be considered carefully. It is imperative to develop a more
generic method to represent the exploration space with constraints. A unified modelbased method needs to be naturally utilised in various heuristic or evolutionary
algorithms to support the manipulation operators, such as the crossover, mutation,
shifting and swapping of operations, etc.

12.3 A Unified Model to Integrate Process Planning
and Scheduling
A process plan for a part can be represented by a series of machining operations,
applicable resources for the operations, setup plans, operation sequence, etc. A setup
can be generally defined as a group of operations that are manufactured on a single
machine with the same fixture (here, a setup is simplified as the tool approach
direction (TAD)). Based on the generated process plans of parts, the scheduling task
is to assign the parts and their machining operations to specific machines to be
executed in different time slots, targeting at a good shop-floor performance, such as
the shortest makespan, the most balanced machine utilisation, and the least total
tardiness, etc.
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(c) Scheduling flexibility to generate alternative schedules
Figure 12.1. Three strategies to generate alternative process plans or schedules

Intelligent algorithms are imperative to look for desired optimised results
effectively according to process planning and scheduling criteria. Three strategies
have been developed here: processing flexibility, operation sequencing flexibility
and scheduling flexibility. Usually, a part can be manufactured through different
process plans, and a batch of parts can be manufactured through different schedules.
Processing flexibility refers to the possibility of performing an operation on
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alternative machines with alternative TADs or tools. Operation sequencing
flexibility corresponds to the possibility of interchanging the sequence in which the
operations are performed. Scheduling flexibility relates to the possibility of
arranging different schedules to manufacture the parts and the operations. For a shop
floor with multiple available manufacturing resources, a group of parts can generate
a vast search space for determining process plans and schedules.
In Figure 12.1, the above three strategies to generate alternative process plans or
schedules are illustrated. For the processing flexibility strategy shown in Figure
12.1(a), an alternative process plan of a part can be generated if a different
combination of machine, tool and TAD is chosen for the part. With the application
of the operation sequencing strategy shown in Figure 12.1(b), different sequences of
operations can be arranged in a part to produce alternative process plans. The
scheduling flexibility strategy is illustrated in Figure 12.1(c), in which a new
arrangement of the part sequence is chosen to bring about a new schedule.
Each operation of a process plan for a part can be represented in a class
Operation. Based on this class, a process plan can be represented in a class
Process_Plan. The details of these two classes are given in Figure 12.2 and Table
12.1. The Process_Plan class consists of a series of operations. It assumes that a
process plan of a part has n operations for manufacturing the part, and its sequence
is the operation sequence of the process plan. The Operation class consists of three
types of data: the indices for the operation and the part that the operation belongs to,
the applicable (machines, tools and TADs) for the operation, and the chosen
(machine, tool and TAD) to execute the operation. In the Process_Plan, the
manufacturing cost for the process plan of a part has been defined in [12.16][12.17]
to include the costs from the machine utilisation, the tool utilisation, the setups, the
machine changes and the tool changes. A Gantt chart has been popularly used to
represent a schedule of a group of parts. In a Gantt chart, the order in which the parts
and their operations are carried out is laid out and the linkage/dependencies of the
tasks are represented. The X-axis of the Gantt chart represents time. Each row in the
Y-axis represents a machine and the specific arrangement for the operations of the
parts on the machine. Each machine is represented as a class Machine, which is
defined in Table 12.2. The Machine class is comprised of a number of time slots,
which can be further classified into idle time slots, preparation time slots for
machining operations (further including the setup time, the machine change time, or
Machine 1 Machine 2

Tool 1

Tool 2

… … Machine m

……

Operation 1
Tool k
Operation 2

Process_Plan

TAD 1
……
Operation

TAD 2
……

Operation n

TAD p

Figure 12.2. Illustrations of the classes Operation and Process_Plan
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Table 12.1. Definitions of Operation and Process_Plan classes

Operation
Variables

Descriptions

Operation_id

The id of the operation

Part_id

The id of the part that the operation belongs to

Machine_id

The id of a machine to execute the operation

Tool_id

The id of a cutting tool to execute the operation

Setup_id

The id of a setup (TAD) to apply the operation

Machine_list[ ]

The candidate machine list for executing the operation

Tool_list[ ]

The candidate tool list for executing the operation

Setup_list[ ]

The candidate setup (TAD) list for applying the operation

Operation_
parameters

Other machining parameters of the operations

Setup

The number of the setup required to execute the operation. It is defined in
Equation (12.1)

Setup_T

The setup time, which is defined in Equation (12.2)

MC

The number of machine changes required to execute the operation, which is
defined in Equation (12.3)

MC_T

The machine change time, which is defined in Equation (12.4)

TC

The number of tool changes required to execute the operation, which is defined
in Equation (12.5)

TC_T

The tool change time, which is defined in Equation (12.6)

Pre_T

The preparation time required to execute the operation, which is defined in
Equation (12.7)

Idle_T

The idle time before the operation is executed, which is defined in Equation
(12.8)

Process_Plan
Variables

Descriptions

Operation[ n ]

Define a process plan Process_Plan based on the above class – Operation. n is
the number of operations in the plan.

TC

Total cost of the process plan, which includes the setup cost, the machine change
cost, the tool change cost, the machine utilisation cost and the tool utilisation
cost.

Table 12.2. Definition of Machine class
Machine
Variables

Descriptions

Machine_id

The id of a machine to execute operations

Operation_list[]

The executed operations on this machine

Total_T

The total time to use the machine, which is defined in Equation (12.10)

Makespan

The makespan for a group of parts, which is defined in Equation (12.11)
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the tool change time), and machining time slots of operations. In the class, the
starting and ending moments for each operation are indicated to facilitate some
performance computations.
Criteria to evaluate the performances of process plans and schedules are defined
here. The criteria include the manufacturing cost, the makespan, the job tardiness,
and the balanced level of machine utilisation. In the following definitions, it assumes
that there are m machines available in a job shop, and there are n operations to be
executed on it for a specific machine.
Operation i is denoted as Operation[i]. Machine j is denoted as Machine[j].
:1 ( X , Y )

1
®
¯0

X z Y , and
X

Y

:2 ( X ,Y )

0
®
¯1

X

Y

0.

otherwise

(1) Setup time for Operation[i] – Operation[i].Setup_T:
For the first operation in a machine, there is a setup (Setup). For two consecutive
operations, its computation is given below (the first operation needs a setup):
Operation [1].Setup

1 , and

Operation [i ].Setup

: 2 (:1 (Operation [i ].Part _ id , Operation [i  1].Part _ id ), ,
:1 (Operation [i ].Setup _ id , Operation [i  1].Setup _ id ))

( i 2,...n )

(12.1)

That is, a setup is required for the first operation. The number of setups required
for other operations will be determined by the Part_id and Setup_id of an operation
and the operation just prior to it.
The setup time for each setup is considered to be the same, and Setup_Index is
the time index for each setup. Hence,
Operation[i ].Setup _ T

Operation[i ].Setup * Setup _ Index , ( i 1,...n )

(12.2)

(2) Machine change time for Operation[i] – Operation[i].MC_T:
A machine change of Operation[i] is denoted as Operation[i].MC, and its
relevant computation is given below (the change for the first operation is 1):
Operation [1].MC

1 , and

Operation [i ].MC

:1 (Operation [i ].Part _ id , Operation [i  1].Part _ id ) ,

( i 2,...n )

(12.3)

That is, a machine change is required for the first operation. The number of
machine changes required for other operations will be determined by the Part_id of
an operation and the operation just prior to it.
The machine change time is considered to be the same for each machine change,
and MC_Index is the time index for each machine change. Hence,
Operation [i ].MC _ T

Operation [i ].MC * MC _ Index , ( i 1,...n )

(12.4)
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(3) Tool change time for Operation[i] – Operation[i].TC_T:
A tool change of Operation[i] is denoted as Operation[i].TC, and the relevant
computation is as follows (the change for the first operation is 1).
Operation [1].TC

1 , and

Operation [i ].TC

:1 (Operation [i ].Tool _ id , Operation [i  1].Tool _ id ) ,

( i 2,...n )

(12.5)

That is, a tool change is required for the first operation. The number of tool
changes required for other operations will be determined by the Tool_id of an
operation and the operation just prior to it.
The tool change time is considered to be the same for each machine change, and
TC_Index is the time index for each tool change. Hence,
Operation [i ].TC _ T

Operation [i ].TC * TC _ Index , ( i 1,...n )

(12.6)

(4) Preparation time for Operation[i] – Operation[i].Pre_T:
The preparation time for an operation consists of the setup time, the machine
change time and the tool change time for the operation. That is:
Operation [i ].Pre _ T

Operation [i ]Setup _ T  Operation [i ].MC _ T
 Operation [i ].TC _ T , ( i 1,...n )

(12.7)

(5) Idle time for Operation[i] – Operation[i].Idle_T:
Operation[1].Idle_T is the start time of the machine to execute Operation[1], and
Operation [i ].Idle _ T

(i

Operation [i ].Start _ M  Operation [i  1].Start _ M  ,
Operation [i  1].Pre _ T  Operation [i  1].Mac _ T

2,...n )

(12.8)

where Operation[i].Start_M is the start time leading to execution of Operation[i],
and Operation[i].Mac_T is the machining time for Operation[i].
(6) Total time for Machine[j] – Machine[j].Total_T:
The total machine occupation time starts from the moment of its utilisation, and
the calculation consists of the idle time, preparation time and machining time of all
operations. That is:
Machine[ j ].Total _ T

Machine[ j ].Start _ M

(12.9)

n

 ¦ (Operation [i ].Idle _ T  Operation [i ].Pre _ T  Operation [i ].Mac _ T )
i 1

(7) Makespan:
m

Makespan

Max( Machine[ j ].Total _ T )
j 1

(12.10)
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(8) Balanced level of machine utilisation:
The standard deviation concept is introduced here to evaluate the balanced
machine utilisation (assuming that there are m machines, and each machine has n
operations).
n

Average _ Utilisation

¦ (Operation [i].Mac _ T )
i 1

, ( j 1,.., m )

(12.11)

n

m

¦ (Machine[ j ].Utilisation)
F

(12.12)

j 1

m
m

Utilizatio n _ Level

¦ (Machine [ j ].Utilisation  F )

2

(12.13)

j 1

(9) Part tardiness:
The due date of a part is denoted as DD, and the completion moment of the part
is denoted as CM. Hence,
Part _ Tardiness

0
®
¯CM  DD

if DD is later than CM
Otherwise

(12.14)

(10) Manufacturing cost for the process plan of a part:
In the authors’ previous work, the manufacturing cost associated with the
process plan of a part has been defined in terms of machine utilisation, tool
utilisation, setup changes, machine changes and tool changes. The relevant
computations are elaborated in [12.16][12.17]. Manufacturing constraints and a
constraint-handling algorithm for the operations in a process plan have been
developed to ensure the manufacturability of the generated process plans. The
definitions of the constraints and the constraint-handling algorithm can also be
found in [12.16][12.17].

12.4 Simulated Annealing-based Optimisation Approach
One of the major advantages of an SA (simulated annealing) algorithm is that it
enables the global minimum of an objective function in a complex search space to
be found efficiently. In SA, a parameter called “temperature” is used to guide and
control the iterations of the algorithm [12.18]. The temperature begins at a high level
and is cooled until equilibrium is reached. The way in which the algorithm avoids
being trapped in a local minimum is that it generates and accepts random solutions
in which the performance evaluation function has a greater value, i.e. the solution
has a higher energy. When the temperature is high, the algorithm will be likely to
accept a higher-energy solution, while at a very low temperature the algorithm will
almost only accept solutions of lower energy (therefore, a finally refined process).
Solutions are accepted according to the Boltzmann probability (the definition is in
Equation (12.15)).
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The structural design of the optimisation algorithm is affected by the chosen
performance criteria. To be more flexible to meet the various requirements in
practical situations, different performance criteria are considered in the algorithm,
including (1) manufacturing cost, (2) makespan, (3) the balanced level of machine
utilisation, and (4) part tardiness. Two or more criteria are incorporated as a
simultaneous consideration. The criteria are added up with weights as a single
criterion.
The major processes of the SA are described as follows:
1. Decide on “an initial schedule”. The schedule is based on the process plan
for each part. The process plans are generated by a process planning
algorithm [12.16][12.17]. A constraint-handling algorithm [12.16][12.17] is
applied to the generated plans to adjust them to satisfy the manufacturing
constraints.
2. The initial schedule is chosen as “the current schedule S”.
3. Determine the start and end temperatures T0 and T1. Set “the current
temperature T” as T = T0.
4. While not yet frozen (T > T1), perform Steps (a)–(c) below:
(a) Generate “a temporary schedule Sc” by making some random changes
on the current schedule S using several neighbourhood strategies. The
neighbourhood strategies are:
- Shift. This strategy removes an operation from its present position
and inserts it at another position in the current schedule.
- Adjacent swapping. This strategy exchanges two adjacent operations
in the current schedule.
- Mutation. Two types of mutation strategies are applied. The first
mutation strategy exchanges two operations chosen randomly in the
current schedule. The second mutation strategy randomly selects an
operation in the current schedule, and replaces the set of machine,
tool, and the TAD used in this operation from the candidate lists.
After the neighbourhood strategies have been applied, the constraint
handling algorithm is applied to Sc to adjust it to the feasible domain.
(b) Set ' Performance _ Criterion(S ' )  Performance _ Criterion( S ) .
The Performance_Criterion function is one of the above defined:
makespan, the balanced machine utilisation, the part tardiness, the
manufacturing cost, or a combined consideration.
if ' d 0 (downhill move): set S S ' .
else (uphill move):
choose a random number r from [0, 1]. Set S S ' when

r  e  k*' / T

(12.15)

(c) Return to Step (4) after lowering the temperature T as
T

D *T

where 0  D  1 .
5. If frozen ( T d T1 ), the algorithm ends.

(12.16)
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The value of the parameter k in Equation (12.15) is determined in the case
studies discussed later. To achieve optimal or near-optimal solutions, the cooling
process needs to be very slow, and D in Equation (12.16) should be very close to 1.

12.5 Case Studies and Discussions
Some assumptions that are commonly used in most of the previous research studies
regarding scheduling are taken for this study.
The assumptions include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parts are independent, and part pre-emption is not allowed.
The sequence of the operations of each part complies with manufacturing
constraints.
All parts, machines and tools are available at time zero simultaneously.
Each operation is performed on a single machine, and each machine can only
execute one operation at a time.
The time for a setup is identical and independent of specific operations. The
time for a machine change or a tool change follows the same assumption.
Machines are continuously available for production.
If a machine or a tool is broken down, or a new part is inserted, the algorithm
can restart and generate new process plans and a schedule due to the efficient
optimisation performance of the algorithm.

Based on multiple groups of parts, various experiments have been conducted for
different conditions and based on different performance criteria to measure the
adaptability and robustness of this approach. Eight parts have been used to test the
developed approach. For the group of parts, the results of the following three
conditions are taken here to demonstrate the performance of the algorithm.
1. The performance criterion is makespan (to achieve the minimum makespan).
2. The performance criterion is manufacturing cost (to achieve the minimum
cost).
3. The performance criteria are makespan and the balanced utilisation of several
machines. The two criteria are incorporated as a single criterion so as to
optimise them simultaneously. The criterion is:
Performanc e _ Criterion

Makespan  Weight *Utilisatio n _ Level

where Weight is used to adjust the incorporation rate of the two criteria to
achieve the best performance.
The optimisation results for the group of the parts are shown in Figure 12.3,
Figure 12.4 and Figure 12.5, respectively. All of the results are prone to stabilisation
after several hundreds of iterations. Through further trials on other groups of parts,
the developed approach has been verified to have stable performance and good
optimisation results.
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Figure 12.3. The optimisation results of Condition (1) for eight parts

Manufacturing cost

Cost
10500
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Figure 12.4. The optimisation results of Condition (2) for eight parts
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Figure 12.5. The optimisation results of Condition (3) for eight parts
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Meanwhile, the algorithm has been compared with other popular heuristic or
evolutionary algorithms, including GA, SA and particle swarm optimisation (PSO)
for the purposes of benchmarking. A GA is modelled based on natural evolution in
that the employed operators are inspired by a natural evolution process. These
genetic operators, including selection, crossover and mutation, can be used to
manipulate the chromosomes (solutions to a problem) in a population over several
generations to improve its fitness function gradually. A PSO algorithm is a recently
developed evolutionary algorithm, and it is inspired by the social behaviour of birds
flocking or fish schooling [12.19]. In a PSO algorithm, the potential solutions, called
particles, fly through the problem space to find the best solution. The optimisation
process is controlled by several parameters/functions, such as the fitness function,
neighbourhood functions and velocity.
From the results in Figure 12.6, it can be observed that all of the approaches can
reach good results, while different characteristics are shown due to the inherent
mechanisms of the algorithms. The SA-based approach usually takes a shorter time
to find good solutions but it is vigilant to its parameters (such as the starting
temperature and the cooling parameter) and the problems to be optimised. The GAand PSO-based approaches are slow in finding good solutions but they are robust for
optimisation problems. Meanwhile, the SA-based approach is much “sharper” to
find optimal or near-optimal solutions, and the common shortcoming of the GA- and
PSO-based approaches is that they are prone to prematurity in some cases (converge
too early and have difficulty in finding the optimal or near-optimal solutions).

Makespan

Time
5000
4500
4000

GA

3500
3000

PSO

2500
2000

SA

1500
1000
1

105 209 313 417 521 625 729 833 937 1041 1145 1249
Iterations

Figure 12.6. The comparisons of SA-, GA- and PSO-based approaches

12.6 Conclusions
An active research direction is to integrate process planning and scheduling more
seamlessly to reinforce the whole performance by utilising their complementary
roles in product development and manufacturing. In this chapter, a representation
model to unify the process planning and scheduling problems has been designed.
Based on this, a SA-based approach has been developed to determine the optimised
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results from the complex search space effectively and efficiently. Three strategies,
i.e. processing flexibility, operation sequencing flexibility and scheduling flexibility,
have been used to support the algorithm to explore the search space extensively.
Several commonly used performance criteria in practice, including makespan, the
balanced level of machine utilisation, job tardiness and manufacturing cost, have
been developed in the algorithm to meet the various practical requirements. Case
studies under various working conditions have been used to test the algorithm, and
the comparisons have been made for this approach and three modern evolutionary
approaches to indicate their characteristics and advantages.
The major characteristics of the chapter include:
•

•

•

Based on a unified model to incorporate the process planning and scheduling
problems, a set of systematic performance criteria have been developed and
embedded in the algorithm. The algorithm is enabled to choose one or more
specific criteria to address the different practical requirements, and its
adaptability is therefore enhanced.
Processing flexibility, operation sequencing flexibility and scheduling
flexibility can represent the extensive search space effectively. Meanwhile,
these strategies can be naturally utilised in various heuristic or evolutionary
algorithms to support their operators, such as the crossover, mutation,
shifting and swapping of operations, etc. Due to the feature, new heuristic or
evolutionary algorithms can be conveniently developed in future based on the
algorithm and strategies adopted in the chapter.
The comparisons made for this approach with the other modern optimisation
algorithms for various case studies and working conditions can indicate the
characteristics of the algorithms clearly. The comparisons and analysis can be
regarded as a good reference for users to choose a suitable algorithm to meet
their specific requirements.
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Abstract
New architectures of manufacturing systems have been proposed aiming at realising more
flexible control structures of manufacturing systems, which can cope with dynamic changes
in volume and variety of products, and also with unscheduled disruptions. The objective of
the research is to develop an integrated process planning and scheduling system, which is
applicable to the holonic manufacturing systems (HMS). A basic architecture for the HMS is
proposed to determine both suitable sequences of the machining equipment needed to
manufacture the products and suitable production schedules for the machining equipment. In
particular, procedures are developed to generate suitable production schedules and to modify
the process plans based on the scheduling results.

13.1 Introduction
Recently, automation of manufacturing systems in batch productions has been much
developed aimed at realising flexible small-volume batch productions. The control
structures of the developed manufacturing systems, such as FMS (flexible
manufacturing system) and FMC (flexible manufacturing cell), are generally
hierarchical. The hierarchical control structure is suitable for economical and
efficient batch productions in the steady state, but not adaptable to very small batch
productions with dynamic changes in the volumes and the varieties of the products.
Computer systems and manufacturing cell controllers have recently made much
progress, and individual computers and controllers are now able to share the
decision-making capabilities in the manufacturing systems. The network
architectures are widely utilised for the information exchange in design and
manufacturing, and some standardised models, such as STEP [13.1] and the CNC
data model [13.2], have been developed for the information exchange through the
information networks for design and manufacturing.
New distributed architectures of manufacturing systems are therefore proposed,
aiming at realising more flexible control structures of the manufacturing systems, in
order to cope with the dynamic changes in the volume and the variety of the
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products and also with the unforeseen disruptions, such as failures of manufacturing
equipment and interruption by high-priority jobs. They are so-called autonomous
distributed manufacturing systems, biological manufacturing systems, random
manufacturing systems and holonic manufacturing systems [13.3]–[13.11].
The objective of the research is to develop an integrated process planning and
scheduling system, which is applicable to the holonic manufacturing systems
(HMS). The HMS was proposed through an international cooperative research
project by the HMS consortium. A basic architecture and systematic methods are
proposed to determine suitable sequences of the machining equipment needed to
manufacture the products and also suitable production schedules for the machining
equipment in the HMS.
The following issues are discussed in this chapter:
1. literature review;
2. basic architecture of integrated process planning and scheduling system;
3. procedures to generate suitable process plans, which include machining
sequences of machining features of a product and sequences of machining
equipment needed to manufacture the machining features;
4. procedures to select a suitable combination of process plans of individual
products and production schedules of machining equipment by applying the
GA (genetic algorithm) and the dispatching rules; and
5. procedures to modify the process plans based on the scheduling results.

13.2 Literature Review
New distributed architectures of manufacturing systems have been proposed and
many research works have been carried out, aimed at realising more flexible control
structures of the manufacturing systems. An autonomous distributed architecture of
the manufacturing systems was discussed and applied to the real-time scheduling of
manufacturing systems [13.3]. A distributed method was proposed in the paper to
carry out the scheduling process based on the decision making of the constituent
equipment of the manufacturing system and the coordination among the equipment.
New architectures of the manufacturing systems termed “biological manufacturing
systems” were also proposed [13.4][13.5], in which the planning and execution of
the manufacturing processes are carried out in a distributed manner. The biological
manufacturing systems are controlled by the decision-making criteria and the
information, which are obtained through the investigation of the living things like
animals and their organs. Distributed planning and execution architectures have also
been proposed and applied to the whole enterprises [13.6], assembly systems [13.7],
and flexible machining systems [13.8].
In the early 1990s, an international cooperative research consortium named
“Holonic Manufacturing System” or HMS was established and it has carried out
active research works dealing with the modelling, planning and execution processes
in HMS. Typical examples of the HMS researches are presented in [13.9]–[13.11].
As regards the process planning and scheduling methods, multi-agent systems
(MAS) have been widely applied because of their flexibility, reconfigurability, and
scalability [13.12]–[13.14]. A multi-agent system was developed to generate the
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process routes and the schedules through the contract net bids [13.15]. The system
addresses some practical issues for merging the process planning with the shop-floor
scheduling such as the part’s feature representation and the operation specification.
A cascading auction protocol was proposed as a framework for integrating process
planning and shop-floor control [13.16]. The integration of the real-time online
process planning and the shop-floor control is accomplished progressively through a
recursive auction process. IDCPPS [13.17] is an integrated, distributed and
cooperative process planning system. The process planning tasks are separated into
three levels, namely, initial planning, decision making, and detail planning. The
responsibilities of each level are very similar to what has been presented in [13.18].
The integration with the scheduling is considered at each stage with the process
planning.
A new distributed process planning methodology was proposed by integrating
machining feature-based planning, function block-based control, and agent-based
distributed decision making [13.19]. It proposes to use two-level decision making,
which are supervisory planning and operation planning. The function block-based
integration architecture of the system with manufacturing scheduling and execution
control was discussed in a separate paper [13.20]. Another multi-agent architecture
was presented to determine operation routes and schedules in [13.21]. This approach
separates the rough process-planning task as a centralised shop-floor planner from
the detailed process planning conducted through agent negotiations. An agent-based
integrated dynamic process planning and scheduling system was developed to
increase the responsiveness of the manufacturing systems [13.22]. An agent-based
approach for dynamic integration of process planning and scheduling functions was
also proposed [13.23]. A review paper [13.24] describes the complexity of the
manufacturing process planning and scheduling problems, and reviews the research
literature on manufacturing process planning, scheduling as well as their integration,
particularly on agent-based approaches to these difficult problems. Major issues in
these research areas are discussed, and research opportunities and challenges are
identified.
The authors of this chapter have also proposed systematic methods for an
integrated system of process planning and production scheduling in the holonic
manufacturing environment [13.25]–[13.28].

13.3 Process Planning for Holonic Manufacturing Systems
13.3.1 Holonic Manufacturing Systems
The HMS consortium has developed the following definitions to help the common
understanding of the HMS [13.25].
1.

Holon: An autonomous and cooperative building block of a manufacturing
system for transforming, transporting storing and/or validating information
and physical objects. A holon consists of an information processing part and
often a physical processing part. A holon can be a part of another holon.
2. Autonomy: The capability of an entity to create and control the execution of
its own plans and strategies.
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3.

Cooperation: A process whereby a set of entities develops mutually
acceptable plans and execute these plans.
4. Holarchy: A system of holons that can cooperate to achieve a goal or
objective. The holarchy defines the basic rules for cooperation of the holons
and thereby limits their autonomy.

Figure 13.1 shows a basic architecture of the holonic manufacturing system
(HMS) for the machine products. The system is basically divided into the physical
processing part and the information processing part, and both parts consist of a set of
holonic components. The physical processing part transforms the blank materials to
the final products through the autonomous and cooperative activities of the holonic
components. The data required in the physical processes are planned and generated
in the information processing part, which also consists of a set of holonic
components.
Information processing part of HMS
Machine tool 1
Storage 1
Work-piece 1

AGV 1
Storage 2
Work-piece 2

Operation data

AGV 2
Jig/Pallet 1
Machine tool 2

Work-piece 3
Storage 3

Control data

Physical processing part of HMS
Storage1

Machine tool 1
Storage2
Work-piece2

Work-piece1

AGV1

Jig/Pallet1
Work-piece3
Storage3

Machine
tool 2

AGV2

Figure 13.1. Basic architecture of HMS (holonic manufacturing system)

The holonic components in the HMS are basically divided into two classes based
on their roles in the manufacturing processes. They are,
1. Resource holons that transform, transport, store and/or validate the products,
and
2. Job holons that are transformed by the manufacturing resources from the
blank materials to the final products.
The resource holons include all the manufacturing equipment, such as machine
tools, assembly stations, tools and jigs, and also the decision-making units, such as
process planning, scheduling and equipment control units.
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The job holons include all the objects transformed, transported, stored and
validated by the resource holons, in order to manufacture the final products.
13.3.2 Integrated Process Planning and Scheduling
The tasks of the process planning and scheduling systems are defined as follows;
1. Process planning system: The process planning system generates suitable
process plans for the individual products to be manufactured. The process
plans give suitable sequences of manufacturing equipment needed to
manufacture the machining features of the products, and the machining time
of the machining features. The process planning is carried out for the
individual products, based on the geometric and technological information
represented by the CAD model and the objective functions of the individual
products, such as the shop time and the machining cost.
2. Scheduling system: The scheduling system determines suitable production
schedules of manufacturing equipment in the HMS for manufacturing a set
of products. The production schedules give the loading sequences of the
products to the manufacturing equipment and the starting times of the
individual manufacturing processes of the products. The production
schedules are verified based on such objective functions as total makespan
and tardiness against due date.
As regards the scheduling problems in HMS, a distributed real-time scheduling
system has been proposed in [13.3][13.10] aimed at generating a suitable production
schedule when executing the manufacturing processes in the HMS. However, it is
assumed that the process plans of the products are predetermined and fixed in the
planning phase independently from the production schedules. So, integration of
process planning and scheduling in the planning phase is discussed here, which
generates both suitable process plans and production schedules for a set of products
to be manufactured, before executing the manufacturing processes in the HMS.
Figure 13.2 shows a basic architecture of the integrated process planning and
scheduling system proposed here. In what follows, the products to be manufactured
are called “jobs”. Two types of holons are considered in the research to realise the
integrated system shown in Figure 13.2. They are, job holons and scheduling holons.
The job holons represent the individual products to be manufactured in the HMS,
and carry out the process planning task to determine suitable machining sequences
of the machining features and suitable sequences of the manufacturing equipment
needed to manufacture the jobs.
The feasible process plans generated by the individual job holons are transmitted
to the scheduling holon for production scheduling of the HMS. Following this, the
scheduling holon determines suitable production schedules of all manufacturing
equipment in the HMS, based on the feasible process plans of all the jobs to be
manufactured.
13.3.3 Target System Configuration
The basic configuration of the target HMS considered in the research is shown in
Figure 13.3. The HMS consists of a set of machine tools, preparation stations, input
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Scheduling Holon
Candidate
Sequences of
Machining
Equipment

Efficiency of
Machining
Equipment

Job
Holons

Job Holon-n
Job Holon-3
Candidate
Process Plans
- Sequence of Machining
Job Equipment
Holon-2
Candidate
Process Plans
- Sequence
of Machining
- Machining
Time
Job Equipment
Holon-1
Candidate
Process Plans
- Sequence
of Machining
- Machining
Time
Candidate
Process Plans
Equipment
- Sequence
of Machining
- Machining
Time
Equipment
- Machining Time

Figure 13.2. Integrated system for process planning and scheduling

and output buffers, AGVs (automated guided vehicles), fixtures and tools. The
inputted jobs are transformed to the finished jobs through the manufacturing
processes shown in Figure 13.3.

Preparation
Station &
Fixture

AGV
Transportation
Process

Machine Tool & Tool
Machining Process

Fixturing Process
Waiting
Process

Tool Changing
Process

Buffer, etc.

Figure 13.3. Target manufacturing system and manufacturing processes
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The inputted jobs are firstly fixed on the fixtures at the preparation stations and
transmitted to the input buffer by the AGVs. After the fixturing process, both the
jobs and the fixtures are processed as single objects in the HMS. The jobs are then
transported to the machine tools in order to carry out the machining processes
required. If the refixturing is required to change the positions and the orientations of
the jobs against the fixtures, the jobs are transported to the preparation stations and
the refixturing process is carried out there. When all the required machining
processes of the jobs are finished, the finished jobs are transported to the preparation
stations to separate the jobs from the fixtures, and the jobs are transmitted to the
output buffers.

13.4 Process Planning by Job Holons
13.4.1 Input Information
The task of the process planning system for the machine products is to select
suitable machining sequences of the machining features and sequences of the
machining equipment for a target product to be machined in the HMS. The process
planning task is carried out by the individual job holons, and the following
procedures have been proposed to complete the process planning task [13.25]:
1. extraction of machining features to be machined from the product model;
2. selection of feasible machining equipment for individual extracted
machining features; and
3. selection of suitable machining sequences of the machining features and
suitable sequences of the machining equipment.
The third step is discussed here to realise a systematic method to select a suitable
process plan based on the shop time and the machining costs of the products. The
input of the third step is the information about the machining features of the job,
which is summarised as follows.
(a) Feasible machining equipment for machining features
The individual machining features MFi have feasible machining equipment MEik,
which are represented by the combinations of the machine tools MTik, the fixtures
FIik, and the cutting tools CTik, as shown in Figure 13.4(a).
(b) Machining time of machining features
The machining time MATik of the machining features MFi are specified for all the
feasible machining equipment MEik.
(c) Preference relation among machining processes of machining features
The preference relations specify the constraints on the machining sequences, as
shown in Figure 13.4(b). For example, a plane face MF1 should be machined before
the machining processes of all the holes MF2 and MF3 on the plane face. The
preference relations are given in the binary relation form as shown in the following:
MFi < MFj (i <> j)

(13.1)
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Machining
Feature
MF i

Feasible Manufacturing Equipment

Machining Time

ME i1

MT i1 & FI i1 & CT i1

MATi1
MMTi1

ME i2

MT i2 & FI i2 & CT i2

MATi2
MMTi2

ME i3

MT i3 & FI i3 & CT i3

MATi3
MMTi3

(a) Manufacturing equipment for machining feature
MF 2

MF 4

MF 1
MF 3

MF 5

(b) Preference relations among machining features
Figure 13.4. Information about machining features

where, MFi and MFj are the machining features, and the MFi should be machined
prior to the MFj.
(d) Arrival time TS of the job to the input buffer
The workpiece of the target product is then inputted to the HMS, and the
manufacturing process may be started at the time TS.
The following constraints are considered from the viewpoint of the manufacturing
resources and their schedules.
1. Machine tools and tools: Individual machine tools have fixed sets of tools in
their ATCs (automatic tool changers), and the tool changing time is constant
for all the machine tools.
2. Preparation stations and fixtures: All the preparation stations have the same
functions, and the operation time for fixturing and refixturing processes is
constant. Enough fixtures needed for all the jobs are stored at the preparation
stations.
3. AGVs and buffers: Enough AGVs and buffers are equipped in the HMS. The
transportation time of the AGVs among the input and output buffers, the
preparation stations and the machine tools are constant.
4. Production schedules of resources: All the resources mentioned above have
predetermined production schedules to carry out the manufacturing process
of the products, except the target jobs. Therefore, the manufacturing
processes of the target product shall be allocated to the equipment, when it is
free.
13.4.2 Objective Functions
Two types of objective functions are considered here for the process planning tasks.
They are the shop time and the machining cost of the target job. The manufacturing
processes of the jobs are classified into five types, shown in Figure 13.3, in order to
evaluate the objective functions.
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1. Machining process: Shape generation processes of the jobs with use of the
machine tools and the tools.
2. Fixturing process: Fixturing and refixturing processes of the jobs with use of
the preparation stations and the fixtures.
3. Tool changing process: Tool changing processes with use of the ATCs of the
machine tools.
4. Transportation process: Transportation processes among the machine tools,
the preparation stations and the buffers.
5. Waiting process: The other processes mentioned above.
The processing time of the manufacturing processes are given by the following:
MATik: Machining time of machining feature MFi by machining
equipment MEik.
STT(= constant): Transportation time among the machine tools, the preparation
stations and the buffers.
SFT(= constant): Processing time for fixturing and refixturing at the preparation
stations.
SCT(= constant): Tool changing time at the machine tools.
WT: Waiting time.
The shop time ST of the target job is given by,
ST

TF  TS

¦ MAT

ik

 ¦ STT  ¦ SFT  ¦ SCT  ¦ WT

(13.2)

where,
ST: Shop time of the individual job.
TF: Finishing time of all the manufacturing processes of the job.
TS: Arrival time of the job.
The finishing time TF and all the processing time in Equation (13.2) are obtained
after determining both the machining equipment for the individual machining
features and the sequence of the machining equipment.
The machining cost of the target job is evaluated based on both the
manufacturing process time and the operation costs per unit time of the
manufacturing resources. Table 13.1 shows the manufacturing processes and the
required resources. In the table, the circles indicate the manufacturing resources
required for the individual manufacturing processes. The total machining cost CO of
the target job is given by,
CO

¦ TT ¦ CO
p

pq

(13.3)

where,
CO: Machining cost of the target job.
TTp: Manufacturing process time. The index p specifies the types of
manufacturing processes shown in Table 13.1.
COpq: Operation costs per unit time of the manufacturing resources. The index q
gives the resources required for the operation p shown in Table 13.1.
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Table 13.1. Manufacturing processes and required resources
Operations

Resources
Machine tools (q=1)
Prep. stations (q=2)
Buffers (q=3)
AGVs (q=4)
Fixtures (q=5)
Tools (q=6)

Machining
process
(p=1)
O

Fixturing
process
(p=2)

Trans.
process
(p=3)

Tool changing
process
(p=4)
O

Waiting
process
(p=5)

O
O
O
O

O

O
O

O
O

O

The following equation is proposed as the objective function OF for the process
planning system,
OF = Ws STn + Wc COn

(13.4)

where, Ws and Wc are the weighting factors for the normalised shop time STn and the
normalised machining cost COn, respectively. The normalised shop time and
machining cost are defined in the following equations,
STn

ST / ¦ Ave MATik

(13.5)

CO / ¦ Ave MATik㨯COik

(13.6)

k

i

COn

i

k

where,

¦ Ave MAT

: Sum of the average machining times of the individual
machining features.
:
Sum of the average machining costs of the individual
Ave
MAT
CO
¦i k
ik
ik
machining features.
i

k

ik

13.4.3 Procedures Based on GA and DP
The problem to be solved in the process planning system is to determine suitable
machining sequences of the machining features and suitable sequences of the
machining equipment for all the machining features of the target job. The constraints
on the problem to be considered are the preference relation among the machining
features and the schedules of the machine tools and the preparation stations. A
procedure shown in Figure 13.5 is proposed to select suitable machining sequences
of the machining features and suitable sequences of the machining equipment,
simultaneously. The procedure includes the following two steps.
STEP-1: Generation of machining sequences by applying GA (genetic algorithm)
Sets of feasible machining sequences of the machining features are generated by
applying the GA, which satisfy the constraints on the preference relation among the
machining features. An optimum sequence of the machining equipment and the
objective function value are then determined for the individual machining sequence
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in the next step, in order to select suitable machining sequences for generating the
next generation of the population in GA.
STEP-2: Selection of optimum sequence of machining equipment by applying DP
(dynamic programming)
An optimum sequence of the machining equipment is generated by selecting
suitable machining equipment for each machining feature. The DP method is applied
to minimise the objective function given in Equation (13.4). Suitable machining
sequences and suitable sequences of the machining equipment can be obtained by
repeating the STEP-1 and STEP-2 as shown in Figure 13.5.
In STEP-1, the gene LZ of the individuals Z in GA are described in the following
form, which represents a candidate of the machining sequence of the machining
features.
LZ = {lz1, lz2, …, lzm}

(13.7)

where, lzi is the ID of the machining feature to be machined in the ith process in the
machining sequence. The individuals Z represent a feasible machining sequence of
the machining features.

•
•
•
•
•

Machining features
Feasible machining equipment for machining features
Preference relations among machining features
Machining time of machining features
Machining schedules of machining equipment

Generation of feasible machining sequences of
machining features by Genetic Algorithm

• Feasible machining sequences

Selection of optimum machining equipment by
Dynamic Programming for each machining sequence

• Optimum machining equipment of machining features
• Shop time and machining cost

No

Last
generation?
Yes

• Suitable machining sequence of machining features
• Suitable machining equipment

Figure 13.5. Process planning by applying GA and DP
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In the first step of GA, the individuals in the initial population are generated
randomly as the first parent generation. If the generated individuals do not satisfy
the preference relations among the machining features, they are removed. In the
second step, a set of offspring is generated from the parent population by applying
the generation operators of the crossover and the mutation. The offspring that does
not satisfy the preference relations is also removed.
The optimum sequence of the machining equipment is selected for the individual
machining sequence in STEP-2, and all the individuals of the parent and the offspring
are evaluated from the viewpoint of the objective function, by applying the DP.
Suitable individuals are selected to survive to the next generation.
The parameters needed for GA have been evaluated based on various numerical
experiments. The parameters shown in Table 13.2 are applied to the GA processes at
present [13.25].
Table 13.2. Parameters for GA processing
Population size (= No. of initial generations)
No. of offspring generated by crossover
Crossover probability
No. of offspring generated by mutation
Probability of mutation
Total generation

20
18
0.5
4
0.1
2000

The problem to be solved in STEP-2 is to select a suitable sequence of the
machining equipment from all the feasible machining feature sequences, as shown in
Figure 13.6. The nodes MEij in Figure 13.6 show all feasible machining equipment,
being the combinations of machine tools, fixtures, and tools. The arcs between the
nodes MEij and MEi+1k specify the increase of the objective function value 'OFij㨯i+1k,
which depends on both the MEij and MEi+1k.'OFij㨯i+1k̓ is evaluated as follows. The
increase of the shop time 'STij㨯i+1k is given as


'STij㨯i+1k = SUTij㨯i+1k + WT i+1k + MATi+1k

MF 1

MF 2

MF 4

MF 3

ME 0

MF 5

ME 31

'OF
'OF

(13.8)

ME 11

'OF

ME 51

ME 21

ME 41

ME 32

ME 22

ME 42

ME 33

ME 12
ME 13

'OF

ME 34

'OF

ME 52

ME n

ME 53

OF 6OF

Figure 13.6. Machining sequence and sequence of machining equipment
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where, MATi+1k is the machining time of the (i+1)th machining feature MFi+1 by the
kth feasible machining equipment MEi+1k. SUTij 㨯 i+1k and WTij are setup time and
waiting time between the machining processes of MFi and MFi+1.
The setup time SUTij 㨯 i+1k is given by the following equations based on the
assumptions on the operation time of the fixturing, tool changing and transportation
processes.
(1) If refixturing is required,
SUTij㨯i+1k = 2 STT + SFT

(13.9)

(2) If machine tool is changed,
SUTij㨯i+1k = STT

(13.10)

(3) If tool is changed,
SUTij㨯i+1k = SCT

(13.11)

The weighting time WTi+1k is evaluated based on both the finishing time of the
machining process of MFi and the production schedules of the kth feasible
machining equipment MEi+1k of machining feature MFi+1.
As regards the machining cost, the increase of machining cost 'CO is calculated
based on SUTij㨯i+1k, WT i+1k, and MATi+1k by applying Equation (13.3).
The dynamic programming (DP) method is adopted for selection of an optimum
sequence of the machining equipment that minimises the objective function,
including both the shop time and the machining cost of the target jobs.

13.5 Scheduling by Scheduling Holon
A procedure shown in Figure 13.7 is proposed to generate suitable production
schedules for all jobs. The job holons firstly generate suitable process plans based on
their objective functions by applying the method presented in Section 13.4, and send
N candidate process plans to the scheduling holon. Following this, the scheduling
holon selects a combination of the process plans of all the job holons and generates a
production schedules for the combination. The scheduling holon, then, sends the
feedback information to the individual job holons, and the job holons modify their
process plans based on the feedback information. The procedures shown in Figure
13.7 are iterated until a suitable combination of the production schedule and the
process plans are obtained. This section presents the scheduling process by the
scheduling holon and the process plan modification by job holons.
13.5.1 Objective Functions
The following objective functions are considered for the scheduling holon of the
HMS.
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Scheduling Holon
Production Schedule and Efficiency
of Machining Equipment

Scheduling by Applying Dispatching Rules and
Evaluation of Individual Populations

Selection of Sequence of Machining Equipment
for Each Job Holon by Applying GA

N Feasible Sequences of Machining Equipment

Job Holon-1

Job Holon-2

Process Planning by
Applying GA and DP

Process Planning by
Applying GA and DP

…

Job Holon-n
Process Planning by
Applying GA and DP

Efficiency of Machining Equipment

Figure 13.7. Procedures for scheduling and process plan modification

(1) Makespan: MS
The make span is the total time between the start time of the first job and the
finish time of the last job.
MS = TFL – TSF

(13.12)

where,
TSF: Starting time of the first machining process of the first job.
TFL: Finishing time of the last machining process of the last job.
(2) Total machining cost: TMC
The total machining cost is the sum of the machining costs of all the jobs, as
given in the following. The machining cost of the individual job is calculated, by
applying Equation (13.3), as the sum of the cost of all the manufacturing processes
of the job.
TMC

¦ CO

i

i

where,
COi : Machining cost of the job i given by Equation (13.3).

(13.13)
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(3) Weighted tardiness cost: WTC
The weighted tardiness cost is the total penalty cost that would be required due
to the delay in the due date of all the jobs.
WTC

¦W

i

u max 0, C i  d i

(13.14)

i

where,
Wi: Weight or delay penalty per unit time charged, if the ith job is not
completed before its due date di. Wi is set to be 1 in the present research.
Ci: Completion time of the ith job.
di: Due date of the ith job.
13.5.2 Scheduling Method Based on GA and Dispatching Rules
A genetic algorithm (GA)-based method is adopted for selecting a combination of
process plans, as the first step of the scheduling process. The chromosomes Ls of the
individuals S in GA are described in the following form in order to represent a
combination of the candidate process plans of all the jobs.
Ls = (ls1, ls2,…, lsi,…, lsM)

(13.15)

where,
i = 1, 2, …, M: ID of the jobs.
lsi = j (j = 1, 2, …, N): ID of one of the candidate process plans of the ith job.
The individual job holons send N candidate process plans to the scheduling
holon. The individuals in the initial population are generated by combining the
candidate process plans randomly, as the first parent generation of the GA.
After generating the chromosomes Ls of the individuals S representing a
combination of the process plans, the scheduling holon shall generate a suitable
production schedule of the HMS, i.e. the loading sequences of all the machining
processes of the jobs to the machining equipment.
At this stage, the scheduling holon shall consider a large number of machining
equipments and jobs to be manufactured in the HMS. Therefore, the problem
considered here is a large job-shop scheduling problem, and requires a long
computational time to arrive at an optimal solution.
A set of dispatching rules is adopted, in the research, for solving the scheduling
problems in a short computational time. The dispatching rules give the priority to
one job against all the candidate jobs that are waiting for the machining process of
the machining equipment [13.29]. The dispatching rules are utilised at the time when
the machining equipment is free and some jobs are waiting for the machining
equipment.
Let the kth process of the ith waiting job be denoted by MAik (i = 1, 2, …, m) and
its processing time of the machining process be MATik (k = 1, 2, …, ni). Three
different dispatching rules are applied to the waiting jobs. These rules have been
widely used for the large-scale job-shop scheduling problems. The following gives
the dispatching rules considered in this research.
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(1) SPT (shortest processing time)
This rule selects a job that has the shortest processing time of the next machining
processes. The ith job with the minimum value of the processing time of the next
process MATik is chosen as per SPT.
(2) SPT/TWKR (shortest processing time / total work remaining)
This rule selects a job that has the lowest ratio of the processing time of the next
machining process and the total processing time of the remaining machining
processes.
If the processing time of the next process is MATik then the ith job with the
minimum value Ai in Equation (13.16) is chosen as per SPT/TWKR.
ni

Ai

MATik / ¦ MATiD

(13.16)

D k

where, ni is the total number of machining process of the ith job.
(3) Apparent tardiness cost (ATC)
The ATC rule is a composite dispatching rule that takes into account the due
dates, the weights and the processing times of the jobs. It gives a priority index
called the ATC index for all the jobs. The ATC index is by
max(( d i  Ri  t ),0 )
WATi
exp( 
)
MATik
Gup

ATC i

(13.17)

where,
ATCi : ATC index for the ith job.
WATi : Delay penalty per unit time charged, if the ith job is completed
after its due date di. WATi is set to be 1 in the present research.
MATik : processing time of the next machining process of the ith job.
ni

Ri

¦ MAT D :
D

Total remaining processing time of the ith job.

i

k



di : Due date for the ith job.
t : Present time.
G: Parameter that determines the impact of weights versus the slack,
and G shall be between 0.1 and 5.
p: Average of the total remaining processing time of all waiting jobs.

13.5.3 Process Plan Modification
After generating the production schedule, the individual job holons modify their
process plans, based on the scheduling results. The modification process of the
process plans is described below.
The problem to be solved here is to redistribute the workloads of the busy
machining equipment, which is the bottleneck from the viewpoints of makespan and
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tardiness. Therefore, the following procedures are proposed for the job holons to
modify their process plans.
STEP-1: Evaluation of efficiency of machining equipment
The efficiency of the individual machining equipment is verified based on the
scheduling results. The efficiency EF of individual machining equipment is defined
by the following equation,
EF

¦ MAT / MS

(13.18)

where,

¦ MAT :

Sum of the processing time of the equipment.

MS : Makespan.

The efficiency EF of the individual machining equipment describes the levels of
the workloads.
STEP-2: Modification of processing time of machining equipment
The processing time of the individual machining equipment is modified based on
their efficiency, which corresponds to the workloads. The modified processing time
represent only the virtual processing time, which is referred to only in the
modification of the process plans. The modified processing time is given by the
following:
MAT ' ik
EFA O

MATik /( 1  EFA O )
O

(13.19)

¦ EF T / O
T 1

where,



O : Number of iterations of the scheduling and the process plan
modification shown in Figure 13.7.
MATik : Initial value of the processing time of the individual machining
equipment.
MAT’ik : Modified value of the processing time of the individual machining
equipment.
EFT : Efficiency of the machining equipment obtained by the Tth iteration of
the scheduling process.
EFAO : Averaged efficiency of the machining equipment obtained after O
iterations of the scheduling process.

In this research, the modified processing time of the individual machining
equipment is estimated based on the averaged efficiency obtained after O iterations,
in order not to make the efficiency EFT so sensitive to the modification process.
STEP-3: Modification of process plans by individual job holons
The individual job holons modify their own process plans based on the modified
processing time given in Equation (13.19). The modification is carried out by
applying the methods introduced in Section 13.4.3. By iterating the steps mentioned
above, the production schedules and the process plans are modified.
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13.6 Case Studies
13.6.1 Process Planning
A prototype of the process planning system has been implemented on a PC by using
C++ language. Some case studies have been carried out to verify the effectiveness of
the procedures proposed here.
Figure 13.8 shows an example of the product model of machine products for the
case study. This figure also shows the machining features extracted from the product
model by applying the extraction procedures proposed in our previous paper [13.25].
Thirty-two machining features were extracted in this case. The preference relations
among the machining features are summarised in Table 13.3.

㩷

㩷

Figure 13.8. Target product
Table 13.3. Preference relations among machining features
Preceding
MF11
MF30
MF23
MF32
MF20
MF16

Succeeding
MF30
MF25
MF32
MF17
MF16
MF21

Suitable machining sequences and sequences of machining equipment were
generated as shown in Figure 13.9, based on the information about the machining
features. As shown in the figure, the machining processes of the machining features
are allocated to the machine tools when they are free, and the schedules of the
refixturing and transportation processes are also considered.
Table 13.4 summarised the effect of the weighting factors Ws and Wc in Equation
(13.4). As shown in the table, when the Ws is increased, the shop time of the job is
decreased. This means that the proposed method selects a suitable machining
sequence of machining features and a suitable sequence of machining equipment
based on the weighting factors of the shop time and the machining cost of the target
jobs.
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(a) Process plan A (Ws = 0.5, Wc = 0.5)

(b) Process plan B (Ws = 1, Wc = 0)

Figure 13.9. Results of process planning
Table 13.4. Effect of weighting factors
Weighting
factor
Shop time
Machining cost

Ws = 1
Wc = 0
16,906.8
58,306.4

Ws = 0.5
Wc = 0.5
18,497.7
36,014.2

Ws = 0
Wc = 1
25,013.8
33,354.1

13.6.2 Verification of Dispatching Rules
A prototype system of the integrated process planning and scheduling system has
been implemented using C++ language. Some case studies have been carried out to
verify the effectiveness of the procedures proposed here.
The conditions of the case studies for process planning and scheduling are
summarised below.
1. No. of job holons: 10;
2. No. of candidate process plans of each job holon: 5;
3. No. of machining equipments: 7.
The scheduling system is first verified through the numerical experiments, in
order to find suitable combinations of the dispatching rules and the objective
functions. In these case studies, the production schedules are generated for the
individual combinations of the objective functions and the dispatching rules
mentioned in Sections 13.4.1 and 13.4.2, by applying the GA and dispatching rulebased scheduling method. Four cases of the combinations of the process plans are
considered as the input for the scheduling process, and the modification of the
process plans is not carried out.
Table 13.5 summarises the scheduling results for four cases of experiments. In
the table, the numbers show the number of the cases where the dispatching rules in
the top row generate the most suitable schedules from the viewpoints of the
objective functions given in the left column. As shown in the table, the most suitable
combinations of the dispatching rules and the objective functions are,
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(a) SPT/TWKR – Makespan,
(b) SPT – Total machining cost, and
(c) ATC – Weighted tardiness cost.
Table 13.5. Scheduling results for various dispatching rules
Objective functions
Makespan
Total machining cost
Weighted tardiness cost

SPT/TWKR
3
0
0

Dispatching rules
SPT
0
4
1

ATC
1
0
3

The results are almost the same as those presented in the literature [13.29], which
deals with the dispatching rules for the job-shop scheduling problems. Therefore,
these combinations are applied in the following case studies to further verify the
effectiveness of the process plan modifications.
13.6.3 Verification of Process Plan Modification
Some case studies have been carried out to verify the effectiveness of the process
plan modifications.
In the case studies, the individual job holons first generate five candidate process
plans by applying the procedures presented in Section 13.3.3, and send the process
plans to the scheduling holon. The scheduling holon secondly determines the most
suitable combinations of the process plans and the schedules, by applying the
procedures based on the genetic algorithm and the dispatching rules given in Section
134.2. Following this, the individual holons thirdly modify their process plans
referring to the effectiveness of the individual machining equipment, by applying the
procedure presented in Section 13.4.3.
The second and the third steps are iterated, and a most suitable combination of
the process plans and the schedule are generated. The number of iterations of the
second and third steps is set to be 30, based on the numerical experiments previously
carried out.
Figure 13.10 shows a typical example of the schedules, which are obtained
before the process plan modifications and after the process plan modifications. As
shown in the figure, the loads concentrated on the bottleneck machining equipment
are distributed by the process plan modifications, and the makespan of the HMS is
improved.
The effects of the process plan modifications are summarised in Table 13.6 for
15 cases. The table shows the comparison between the objective function values
obtained in the first iteration and those obtained after 30 iterations. It is shown,
through the case studies, that the objective function values are improved by iterating
the scheduling process and the process plan modifications. This means that the
process plan modification is effective in improving the production schedules of the
HMS.
The total computation time of the above-mentioned examples was about 10 min
for generating the final process plans and production schedules through 30 iterations
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(a) Before modification of process plans

(b) After modification of process plans
Figure 13.10. Example of improvement of schedules
Table 13.6. Summary of improvement of schedules
Objective functions
(dispatching rules)

Makespan
(SPT/TWKR)

Total machining
cost
(SPT)

Weighted tardiness
cost
(ATC)

Case
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Before modification of
process plans
4.38u104
2.57u104
3.15u104
2.26u104
2.42u104
6.72u105
4.36u105
3.94u105
4.63u105
4.17u105
5.36u104
1.19u104
4.05u104
0.16u104
0.88u104

After modification of
process plans
3.10u104
2.17u104
1.94u104
1.82u104
1.89u104
6.23u105
4.50u105
3.79u105
4.69u105
4.02u105
1.68u104
0.17u104
0.12u104
0.0085u104
0.0043u104
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of the process planning and the scheduling. The computation time is too long for the
real-time or dynamic process planning and scheduling tasks, which are carried out
concurrently with the manufacturing processes. However, it is not so long from the
viewpoint of the offline process planning and scheduling tasks, which are carried out
before executing the manufacturing processes.

13.7 Conclusions
This chapter presents an integrated process planning and scheduling system for the
HMS. The following remarks are concluded:
1. The basic architecture for integrated process planning and scheduling system
was discussed from the viewpoint of the distributed decision making of the
job holons and the scheduling holon.
2. A systematic method was proposed to select suitable machining sequences
of the machining features and suitable sequences of the machining
equipment based on the genetic algorithm (GA) and dynamic programming
(DP). The proposed approach provides a method to select solutions that can
minimise the objective function including both the shop time and the
machining cost.
3. A systematic method was also proposed to select suitable combinations of
the process plans generated by the individual job holons and to generate
suitable production schedules for all the manufacturing equipment by
applying the genetic algorithm and the dispatching rules.
4. An iterative method was developed to modify the process plans based on the
scheduling results. This method enables the individual job holons to modify
their process plans in a distributed manner.
5. A prototype of the integrated process planning and scheduling system has
been implemented and applied to the case studies. The results of the case
studies show that the proposed method is able to select a suitable
combination of the process plans and to generate a suitable production
schedule. In particular, the process plan modification method is effective to
obtain the most suitable combinations of process plans of the individual job
holons and the production schedule of the HMS.
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Abstract
This chapter describes a new planning method for proactively responding to dynamic events
that pose a threat to degenerate the supply services of manufacturing chains. A dynamic
system model for manufacturing chains under exogenous demand shocks is first described. As
the impact of dynamic events is most severe when manufacturing chains are in the full-load
state, a procedure is next presented for constructing full-load production functions of flexible
capacity. The third part of this chapter develops an optimal control model for integrating the
production functions of multiple production units. Given a nonordinary event of demand
shock, this method can be used to determine if the shock can be absorbed by the
manufacturing chains, without degrading its fulfilment services. The background of this
chapter is the semiconductor manufacturing industry. Demand shock in the distribution
channel of microchip products is described and characteristics of semiconductor
manufacturing are incorporated in modelling and method development. Numerical examples
are given to demonstrate the working of the method.

14.1 Introduction
A manufacturing chain is a large production system that provides manufacturing as a
service. Manufacturing services have broader performance requirements than pure
manufacturing. The focus of manufacturing is usually on improving factory
efficiency. In contrast, the challenges of manufacturing services lie in effective
collaboration between engineering, production and distribution units, in service
monitoring and control, and in achieving reliable codevelopment and fulfilment
performance. The performance requirements of manufacturing services are more
stringent, but their operating environment is less favourable. Many manufacturing
chains are faced with a high level of uncertainty in product demand, manufacturing
process, and production operation, and uncertainty fosters complex dynamic
behaviour of the system. In manufacturing, a common solution to cope with
uncertainty is to reserve safety resources, such as protective capacity [14.1] and
safety work-in-process (WIP) inventory [14.2], as safeguards. However, if a
manufacturing chain is lean in capacity or inventory, a significant event that arises
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from the inherent sources of uncertainty will have an impact not only on the origin
production unit but also on other parts of the chain. Manufacturing chains are
systems that are not only larger than factories but also highly dynamic. The
predictability of performance emerges as grand challenges of system research. In
this chapter, a supply chain model and a new method of proactive production control
are described for managing dynamic events that pose a risk to degenerate the supply
services of manufacturing chains. Semiconductor manufacturing is the problem
background for the development and application of the model and method.
Characteristics of semiconductor manufacturing are briefly described next.
Semiconductor manufacturing chains are composed of four stages of
manufacturing plants: wafer fabrication, wafer sorting, packaging and product
testing. Wafer fabrication plants are complex job shops that contain several hundred
machines and the manufacture of a silicon wafer requires several hundred process
steps. Scores of products can be found to exist in a factory and thousands of workin-process lots compete for the same set of machines, creating complex capacity
allocation and job scheduling problems [14.3][14.4]. Because of lengthy process
routing and prominent queuing characteristics [14.5], the average flow time
normally exceeds one month, making flow time control an important performance
requirement of wafer fabrication. Wafer sorting, also called circuit probing (C/P), is
an inspection and screening process. Circuits on the wafers are tested on
functionality to distinguish between good and bad dies (i.e. microchips on silicon
wafers). The manufacturing systems at wafer sorting plants have the characteristics
of non-identical (i.e. unrelated) parallel machine stations. Job orders are assigned to
testing machines in batches. There may be significant setup times between job types.
In the packaging stage, dies are sawed off and packaged using bumping, wiring,
and/or bonding processes through a sequence of operations. The last stage is the test
and inspection process of final products. The factory setting is similar to that of
wafer sorting, except that work-in-process materials are packaged microchips
instead of wafers. Material handling and tooling is more complex and varied.
The semiconductor industry has a vertically disintegrated structure that is made
up of several stages of engineering firms and manufacturing plants. At each of the
four manufacturing stages, there are many plants that are owned either by integrated
design and manufacturing (IDM) companies or by foundry manufacturers. There are
many possible relationships between partners of the chains. Figure 14.1 depicts
some examples of supply chains. Manufacturing services can be provided by a wafer
fabrication plant (fab), a circuit probe plant, a packaging plant, or some combination
of the plants. A variety of service control schemes are possible. For instance, the last
row of the figure shows that the control is delegated to the fab and final-test plant,
with the fab controlling C/P operation and the final-test plant controlling packaging
operation.
The organisation of the semiconductor industry can be roughly divided into two
segments: supply chains and demand chains. On the supply side, a manufacturing
chain can be regarded as a system that offers manufacturing services to its
customers. For foundry manufacturers, their customers include pure design
companies and some IDM companies. For IDM companies, the customers of the
manufacturing services are their product divisions. On the demand side, microchip
products are usually sold through several tiers and channels of a distribution
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network. The changes in inventory level in the channels are very dynamic. It should
be noted that the channels are a marketplace, and they are usually not subjected to
the central planning of any one firm. The volatility and unpredictability of demand
in the semiconductor industry is noted for frequent occurrences of overstock and
understock in the channels, even with good demand forecast tools. As it happens,
overstock or understock can be severe and firms in the demand chains will react by
cancelling orders or placing rush orders, which have a direct impact on the nominal
production of the supply chains. Production planning and control processes at the
supply chain level are usually managed by IC design companies or manufacturing
companies. However, because of fragmented ownerships, integration of planning
and control has been a persistent problem and challenge.
Design

Optional
Captive Fab

Optional
Captive C/P

control owner
control point

Fab

Fab

C/P

Packaging

Final Test

Packaging

Final Test

C/P

Packaging

Final Test

C/P

Packaging

Final Test

Figure 14.1. Semiconductor manufacturing chains

Semiconductor manufacturing employs continuously advancing process
technologies to fabricate complex microchips by using delicate machines in very
large plants. It is a complicated operation plagued by all sorts of uncertainty in
process yield, equipment reliability, microchip demands and product mixes. At the
same time, the cost of equipment is very high and has a high risk of obsolescence.
Many processing or testing machines have a unit cost of several to ten million US
dollars. Manufacturing resources must be kept very lean. As a result, resource
reserves are not a preferred solution to cope with uncertainty. Other systematic
solutions must be provided, but planning tools and methods are still in short supply.
Depending on the level of uncertainty, three classes of dynamic events can be
distinguished: deviation, disruption, and disaster. Deviation events refer to shifts in
system parameters such as machine availability and rework probability. With proper
system design, manufacturing operation usually can absorb or quickly recover from
deviation events without missing performance targets. Disruption events are those
events that are so significant and far reaching that normal operation is disrupted. For
example, if product mixes or demand have changed significantly, it will take a
significant time for the system to recover from deteriorating performance. During
the recovery time, performance becomes unpredictable and remedial actions must be
taken in order to bring the system back to a more stable state. The last class of
uncertain events is called disasters. Events such as large-scale industrial accidents
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will make catastrophic and long-lasting impacts on plant operation and functioning
of manufacturing chains.
Uncertainty is a prominent theme in the literature of both supply chain
management and factory management. Variability in demand, lead time, and order
quantity has long been recognised as the major contributing factor to the bullwhip
effect phenomenon. A distinction can be made between time-varying models and
dynamic models of the vast literature of models on inventory control, scheduling,
production rate, work release control, ordering policy, etc. If the variables of a
decision model vary with time, then the variables are time-varying and the model is
a time-varying model. If, for example, demand is modelled as a random variable that
follows a certain probability distribution and multiple time periods are under
consideration, then demand is time-varying. If a model has several time-varying
variables and the variables are interrelated, the model is dynamic. It is clear that not
all time-varying models are dynamic models by this definition; but dynamic models
are necessarily time-varying models.
Production models of supply chains can be analysed by their two components:
production functions of the constituent production units, and a mechanism for
linking up the production functions of multiple units. In economics, a production
function is a mapping from capital and labour inputs to output. Similarly, a
production function in the supply chain domain is a mapping from production states
and decisions to performance measures of production. Because there are a multitude
of performance measures and many production states and decisions have an effect
on performance, the form of production functions can be complicated and varied.
There are two approaches to modelling production functions: the time delay
approach and the clearing function approach. In time delay models, the emphasis is
on modelling the passage time that a job will spend in passing through a factory or
production unit. The second modelling approach is to view production as an
endeavour of clearing the WIP stock (by processing them and sending them out of
the factory). The emphasis of modelling is placed on identifying the nonlinear, statedependent relationship between output (such as throughput) and input (such as
system state variables). Traditional production functions are mappings from the WIP
level to throughput [14.6]. Throughput is not completely determined by or is not
proportional to the work-release rate. As the work released to a production unit
approaches its capacity ceiling, there might be efficiency loss attributable to
congestion or process interference effects. This type of models is called clearing
functions or output functions [14.6]–[14.8]. These functions are normally increasing
in input factors and are concave in shape.
Fluid models and mathematical programs are two of the most popular
mechanisms for linking up production functions. Ordinary differential equations
have been used to describe the relationship between work-in-process levels, flow
rates and production decisions. Analytic or approximate solutions can usually be
solved for the steady state of fluid networks [14.9][14.10]. For instance, Nagatani
and Helbing [14.9] used differential equations to characterise the relationship
between inventory level, order generation, and job arrival of multiple nodes, and
then analysed the stability of linear supply chains. Lefeber et al. [14.11] pointed out
that steady state fluid models are throughput oriented and that the time delay aspect
had been overlooked. To remedy this deficiency, they developed a model of partial
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differential equations to keep track of the progression of production in the time
dimension. Mathematical programs make use of difference equations of state
variables and control variables. The resultant models can easily include detailed
aspects of production such as a materials-acquisition plan, production schedule, and
ordering policies, at the expense of higher computation complexity.
In the literature of supply chain management, the type of uncertainty addressed
by the time-varying models and dynamic system models is mostly deviations.
Process yield and rework were modelled as random variables and stochastic
dynamic programs were used by Gong and Matsuo [14.12] to determine the optimal
release policy in multiple time periods for multi-product, multi-machine, re-entrytype production systems. Demands or job arrivals are commonly modelled by
random variables, stochastic processes, or smoothed forecast process [14.13]. In
addition to the time-varying property, models of dynamic systems capture the
dynamic interactions between variables. Ni et al. [14.14] describe a linear dynamic
system for spare part management in a repair network. Disruption events are harder
to model using either time-varying models or dynamic system models. Simulation
has been used to investigate the effect of some disruption events. Rose [14.15]
constructed a simplified plant model of simulation and investigated the behaviour of
wafer fabrication when a large quantity of work-in-process suddenly emerges. His
plant model is made up of bottleneck workstations as well as a time delay unit that
represents all other non-bottleneck stations. Dümmler [14.16] did detailed
simulation of wafer fabrication. His paper describes the transient behaviour of state
variables and performance measures after the work-release rate is changed and
reports on comparing several scheduling policies in such a situation.
How to respond to the occurrence of significant events that pose a risk to
degenerate the supply services is a major problem in supply chain management.
Such events are very frequent but unpredictable. In this chapter, a dynamic control
model will be described for managing disruption events. It should be noted that the
model is not intended to be used to “control” the supply chains. Supply chains, being
a distributed system and marketplace, are probably not susceptible to being
automatically controlled. The intended use of the model is to enhance the capability
to manage disruption events so that they become deviation events. If the effect of a
class of disruption events can be mitigated, they will no longer be disruption events.
Instead, their remnant uncertainty will be at the level of deviations. If that happened,
then we could say that supply chain control has been improved. The remainder of
this chapter is organised as follows. In Section 14.2, the problem description is
provided along with an analysis of the volatility of channel inventory in the
semiconductor industry. Sections 14.3 and 14.4 are devoted to the description of
production functions and the linking mechanism of the proposed supply chain
model. In Section 14.5, numerical examples are provided to demonstrate how the
model could be applied and the type of what-if questions that could be answered.

14.2 Problem Description
Figure 14.2 is a representation of a 2-node manufacturing chain model for
semiconductor manufacturing. A node can be considered as a production unit of a
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manufacturing shop or plant and the numerical subscript k is used to index the
nodes. The input to the chain is a demand process d(t). Release rate decision r1(t) is
made based on d(t). Normally, r1(t) will follow d(t), but with some smoothing or
time lag. Each node (k = 1 or 2) has a capacity Ck, a state variable of work-inprocess Wk, and an output rate ȍk(t). The release rate decision at node 2 also closely
follows ȍ1(t). The output of the last shop is sent to the distribution channel that
comprises microchip product companies, electronic manufacturing service
companies, distributors and retailers. The channel inventory is represented as I(t).
Market demand is usually different from the forecast d(t). Their difference is
represented by noise I (t ) .
Demand shock

d(t) r1(t)

Shop 1

+
W1(t)

C1

ȍ1(t) r2(t)

Shop 2
W2(t)

C2

ȍ2(t)
d(t)+I(t)
I(t)

Figure 14.2. A dynamic system representation of semiconductor manufacturing chains

Being at the starting point of the supply chains for the computer, consumer
electronics, communication equipment and many other industries, the demand
facing semiconductor manufacturing is very dynamic. It is a repeated phenomenon
that channel inventory swings from excessive to insufficient and back to excessive.
Such swings are quite random and might be very significant. Chou et al. [14.17]
analysed the worldwide demand of microchips and the annual throughput of some
major semiconductor manufacturing firms, and found that the demand process could
be suitably modelled as geometric Brownian motion processes and, with a drift of
approximately 0.2, the variation parameter reaches 0.3. Channel inventory
information is so valuable that it is monitored, marketed and sold as market
intelligence data. Since replenishing channel inventory is a source of demand
generation, the inventory level will affect the demand d(t) as indicated by the outer
loop. This feedback, however, is not continuous, but is in the form of disruption
events. If the I is a simple noise or if the manufacturing chain has ample built-in
reserves, the system will be stable. If the I is not a white noise and the chain is
lean, the system is prone to be unstable.
Channel inventory information might come as a shock input to the
manufacturing chain. When channel inventory is discovered to be lower than what
has been anticipated or planned for, it can be inferred that true market demand of the
end products is stronger than expected. Urgent orders thus will follow to replenish
the inventory. The predictability of manufacturing services will be dependent on the
characteristics of d(t). When d(t) has a large fluctuation, the controllability of
fulfilment services will be reduced. The impact of disrupting events is the most
severe when the chain is fully loaded. We assume that the chain is highly loaded and
demonstrate how to assess and mitigate the impact of shock input by proactively
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coordinating the production decisions at the node levels. Figure 14.3 illustrates a
general framework for managing dynamic events in the full-load state of the
manufacturing chain.
Long-run matching
I(t)

d (t )

ȍ1(t)

r1(t)

ȍ2(t)

Shop 1

+
W1(t)

W2(t)

C1

C2

Production Control

E(t)

Demand

Shop 2

S(t0)
Survey time t0

Analysis of capacity need

Figure 14.3. Proactive production control for managing dynamic events

Suppose that channel inventory is surveyed at discrete time t0. The discovered
excessive inventory is represented as S(t0) or simply S, which can be regarded as a
scalar (for one product type) or a vector (for multiple product types). It is converted
to some anticipatory demand forecasts E(t) over a short run horizon [t0, t0+T] after
its nature of state is analysed. This analysis process is likely to involve management
judgments. The anticipatory demand is a second source of demand stream. It is
distinct from the nominal demand input d (t ) , but is merged with d (t ) . (Note that
in Figure 14.2, the d(t) includes the demand shock, whereas in Figure 14.3 the
demand shock is separated from the nominal stream of demand.) The production
control function takes E(t) as input information and coordinates the production
decisions at the shops. The hypothesis of this chapter is that system stability can be
enhanced and performance improved by putting in place a shorter feedback loop and
by coordinating E(t) with control variables of the production shops. The problem
setting can be summarised as follows.
(1) The occurrence of dynamic events can not be predicted. But when a
dynamic event occurs, it becomes useful leading information to the
manufacturing chain in planning and tuning the supply capability. Let the
time of occurrence be t0.
(2) In the long run, the demand input d (t ) is matched with market demand.
But in the medium run, the difference might be significant. This implies that
in the short run I is a random variable, in the medium run

S

³

t0
0

I (t )dt z 0 , but in the long run

³

f
0

I (t )dt

0.

(3) The demand input to the system has two parts. One is nominal demand
d (t ) and the other is anticipatory demand E(t), t  [t0 t0  T ] , the latter
arising from the dynamic event.
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A supply chain model will be described in Sections 14.3 and 14.4. For the
remainder of this section, the phenomenon of channel inventory is described. In the
semiconductor supply chains, channel inventory includes those stockpiles of
microchips in foundry manufacturers, IDMs, electronic manufacturing service
companies and distributors. All companies pay attention to the level of the channel
inventory. The needs have been so great that there are market intelligence
companies who actively monitor the channel inventory and sell the compiled
information as information services. For instance, Figure 14.4 shows the excessive
inventory data published by iSuppli® over a duration of two years. A closer
examination of the data will reveal the impact of channel inventory information on
the supply chain production. The inventory under discussion is excess inventory,
rather than the absolute inventory. That is, it refers to the inventory in excess of the
normal seasonal inventory level. The average excess inventory was 1.6 billions (B)
in Q3 of 2004 and it was predicted at that time that the inventory will decrease to
1.5B in the following quarter. However, in Q4 of 2004 the excess inventory turned
out to be 1.0B. Given that the total revenue was approximately 200B a year, if the
inventory adjustment of 1.5B were to be completed in one month, the impact on the
supply chain would amount to a capacity impact of 9% (12/200×1.5) at the
aggregate level. Considering that aggregate demand is less volatile than individual
demands, Figure 14.4 provides evidences on the disrupting effect on the supply
chain. It also shows that inventory is very dynamic; what is realized could be quite
different from what has been planned for or predicted.

2.0

actual
forecast
realized

1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
-0.5

Q4 02

Q1 03

Q2 03

Q3 03

Q4 03

Q1 04

Q2 04

Q3 04

Q4 04

-1.0

Figure 14.4. Worldwide channel inventories (in $B USD, compiled in this study)

In practice, it can take one month, one quarter or longer to adjust the inventory
level back to its “norm”. The channels are a large and complex dynamic system.
Adjusting channel inventory is never a coordinated effort; each company will
analyse the inventory situation from its own perspective and takes an action that best
suits its own business objective. For foundry manufacturers, inventory adjustment in
the downstream channels has two implications. If the excessive inventory is low or
negative, urgent orders are likely to arrive from customers. Since capacity tends to
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be lean, the existing capacity might be further strained. If the excessive inventory is
high, customers are likely to cancel or delay orders. In this case, foundry
manufacturers should slow down the pace of deploying new capacity. For IDM
companies, a major concern will be on the robustness of supply performance that is
essential to product and business planning. When the supply chain is overloaded, its
supply performance will suffer and is manifested either in delayed delivery or
variability of delivery. Therefore, both customers of and manufacturers in a supply
chain will be concerned with the overall workload profile over the whole chain
when the channel inventory undergoes adjustment.
As there are many dynamic demand events, either indigenous or exogenous, a
management concern would be on their impact on service performance of the
manufacturing chains. It would be desirable to plan for some scenarios for such
disrupting events and this requires a new supply chain model and planning tool.

14.3 Full-load Production Functions
A production function is a mathematical relationship between system output (such
as throughput rate and flow time) and system input and state (such as input rate,
capacity, and variety). A wafer fabrication plant is a system that exhibits a
significant queuing delay phenomenon. As in any queuing system, the cycle time is
dependent on system parameters. In practice, factories use scheduling [14.18] and
work release policies (such as the CONWIP policy) to control the escalation and
variation in cycle time. Therefore, except for the very short term, cycle time could
be treated as fixed. Achieving a fixed cycle time, however, requires endeavour in
managing bottleneck machines, improvising alternative machines, and reducing
variations in capacity availability and job arrival.
Because the investment cost of equipment is very high, wafer fabrication plants
are lean in manufacturing resources. Plants can often be found to be at the full-load
states, in which demand exceeds capacity or the throughput is severely constrained
by bottlenecks. Conventional production functions normally are concerned with
situations in which workload is less than capacity. There is a need to develop new
production functions that are suitable for full-load states. Figure 14.5 illustrates our
concept of a full-load production function and how such a function is to be
constructed. The production function is made up of two segments. There is a regular
segment for which the workload is less than nominal capacity. This segment starts at
the origin and ends at a saturation point. The saturation point can be regarded as an
ideal state of operation in which loading is optimal and flow time is under control.
(Interested readers can refer to the Proceedings of International Symposium on
Semiconductor Manufacturing for frequent appearances of papers that describe
industry projects on the reduction of flow time and variation of flow time.) Beyond
the saturation point, workload will be greater than the nominal capacity and the
system is said to be in the full-load state. This state of excessive workload could
happen when there is a shift in product mixes or increase in workload due to rework.
In order to prevent deterioration of operation performance, additional capacity, in
the form of alternative routing, reactive scheduling, or even postponement of
maintenance, must be provisioned.
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Figure 14.5. Constructing a full-load production function

As it happens, there are usually alternative routings or machines for the
manufacture of a product. In the full-load state, products that have been assigned to
the bottleneck machines could be rerouted to alternative machines. The load at the
bottleneck would be alleviated and system capacity increased. Such an increase in
capacity can not be construed as permanent. It is attributable to the flexibility of
routing and equipment and it will be called flexible capacity in this chapter.
Activating flexible capacity will incur cost, since certain setup operations might be
required. In this section, the construction of a full-load production function based on
alternative routing will be described. (Alternative routing is also known as machine
backup planning or machine grouping in practice [14.3][14.4].) In the full-load state,
the mode of manufacturing management should change to that of managing flow
time; flow time must be kept under tight control by provisioning additional capacity
to the bottleneck. (According to queuing analysis, as the arrival rate approaches the
processing rate, flow time will grow exponentially to infinity. But, by proactively
activating flexible capacity or dynamically adjusting work input, this has never been
allowed to happen in practice.)
Before we describe the full-load production function and its modelling, we must
distinguish between average work-in-process and workload. In queuing analysis,
WIP level is an indicator of congestion. Both WIP level (N) and flow time (F) are
functions of input rate O and processing rate P . In addition, N and F are governed
by Little’s law ( N O  F ) in steady states. WIP can be interpreted as a resource
that is required to maintain nominal production, and O is the workload for the
system. In contrast, clear functions are discrete-time models of production. They
describe the efficiency aspect of production. As WIP is increased, variety and
complexity increase and efficiency decreases. In a large system, such as wafer
fabrication plants, the total WIP in a period (in the discrete model sense) could be
approximated by the sum of work released in that period and the base WIP level that
is deliberately managed. Because of the subtle difference in the meanings of WIP,
the notation w will be used to refer to the WIP in discrete-time models of clearing
function (whereas N is the WIP in the steady state of production). That is, as far as
clearing functions are concerned w N  O and the output rate y is a function of w.
In Figure 14.5, there are two coordinate frames. The regular segment of the
production function is expressed in the w-y frame and both the WIP level and
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output rate are expressed in absolute terms. At the saturation point, the output rate is
 . In the D -: frame, flexible capacity and
d and the average work-in-process is w
output rate are expressed in the normalised, marginal terms. Nominal capacity is
assumed to equal one (1.0) unit and flexible capacity is represented by the parameter
D t 0 . The output rate at the full-load state will be similarly expressed as the
marginal output rate : . The full-load production function is denoted as : h(D ) .
Production functions are increasing and concave. They have the functional form

y f ( w) aw2  bw  c , with f '( w) t 0 and f ''( w)  0 . Therefore, a  0 and
b t 0 . In addition, a full-load production function has the following characteristics
of utilising flexible capacity.
•
•
•

The starting point is the saturation point.
The maximum flexible capacity is finite, which is denoted as D . Flexible
capacity is expressible as a fraction ( D ) of the nominal capacity of 1.0.
Flexible capacity has a diminishing effect on increasing the output rate.

These characteristics can be concisely expressed as:
d and lim h '(D )
D oD

f ( w )

0

These conditions are referred to as geometric properties of production functions.
In the following, the full-load production function is first derived in the w-y
coordinates and then transformed to the D -: coordinates and instantiated with
typical data of a wafer fabrication operation. Given a production function of the
form y f ( w) , with domain [ w0 , wu ] and an initial point ( w0 , y0 ) , the geometric
properties require that 2awu  b 0 and
c

y0  aw02  2awu w0 . Thus,

y

aw2  bw  c

aw2  2awu w  ( y0  aw02  2awu w0 )

a ( w2  w02  2wu w  2 wu w0 )  y0
a

y  y0
2

w  2 wu w  w02  2wu w0

The value of a and wu can be estimated from experiment or simulated data
( wi , yi ), i 1,..., n .

a

1
n

n

¦ i 1 ai , where ai

yi  y0
2
wi  2wu wi  w02  2wu w0
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wu

max {wi }

i(1,...,n)









Thus, y f ( w) a w2  bw  c , where b 2a wu and c y0  aw02  2awu w0 .
The average flow time at wafer fabrication plants is approximately three times
that of the total processing time. Let d be the input and output rate, assuming no
yield loss. The average WIP equals 3d . The initial point ( w0 , y0 ) is the saturation
point with w0 4d and y0 d . Similarly, by substituting w 4d  D d ,

wu 4d  D d and y d  d : , the full-load production function can be transformed.

d :  d





a  (D d  4d ) 2  2awu (D d  4d )  d  a (4d )2  2awu  4d

Subtracting by d and dividing by d ,

:







ˆ   2awu )D  (16ad  8awu  16ad  8awu )
adD 2  (8ad

Substituting wˆ u
:

D d  4d , and after simplification, it can be obtained that



(aD 2  2a DD )d

(14.1)

14.3.1 A Full-load Production Function Based on Alternative Routing

In this section, a full-load production function is constructed for flexible capacity
afforded by alternative routing. A data set from the industry is used in the
calculation. The data set contains 5 products and 73 machine types. The number of
processing steps of the process routings ranges from three to five hundred. Machine
data includes such attributes as equipment type, availability and batch size. Using
these data, a full-load production function is constructed using the following
procedure:
1. For a given total volume of production d , generate product-mix scenarios
(indexed by s).
2. For each scenario
2.1 Determine a tool portfolio. The tool portfolio and its associated product
mix are regarded as the state of the saturation point.
2.2 Determine bottleneck machine groups and their alternative machines.
2.3 Rebalance the workload of the bottleneck machines and their alternative
machines to obtain the output rate.
3. Estimate the coefficients of the full-load production function.
If the total volume is divided into 10 parts, and distributed among 5 products,
there are 30 possible scenarios of product mixes. Tool portfolio planning is a
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complex task that involves combinatorial optimisation, economic analysis, and
multiple criteria [14.19]. In this work, a static capacity model, as compared to
queuing capacity models, is assumed in Step 2.1. Bottleneck machines are identified
by ranking machine groups by utilisation and the top 10% are selected. Alternative
machines of the bottlenecks are selected from machines of the same types as the
bottlenecks but with lower utilisation. In Step 2.3, a mixed-integer program is used
to rebalance the workload between the bottlenecks and their alternative machines.
This step requires solving two mixed-integer programs in sequence. Subscripts j, k, i
and b are used to index product, machine, process step and bottleneck machine,
respectively. Let wi , j ,k be the standard machine time, qi , j ,k be allocated
production, Ck be capacity, and N k be the number of machines. The decision
variable X (b,k ) refers to the fraction of the available time of machine b that is used
to backup machine k. Rebalancing of the workload involves three constraints:

¦ ¦ wi, j ,k  qi, j ,k
j

d Ck N k 

¦

X (b, k ) Cb N b 

(b , k )BR

i

¦

X ( k ,b ) C k N k

k

( k ,b )BR

X (b ,k ) d Y(b, k ) (b, k )

¦ k qi ', j,k t (1  D ) D j

j , (i ' is a particular step with wi ', j ,k z 0 for some k )

N k  N ; q j ,k , D  R ; 0 d X d 1; Y  ^0,1`

The first constraint is a balance equation for workload and capacity. It can be
simplified by evaluating the inner summation over all steps on the left-hand side.
The set BR contains pairs of machine (k) and backup machine (b). In the second
constraint, the Y variable is a 0–1 indicator variable. The third constraint is used to
model the excessive workload D . Using an objective function
Min. Z

¦ (b,k )BR Y(b,k )

and, for each value of D , if the formulation has a feasible solution Y, then it can be
concluded that the excessive workload is manageable through alternative routing. If,
on the contrary, there is no feasible solution, then the excessive workload is not
workable. In the former case, the maximum output can be obtained by using a
second objective function to maximise the output rate y: max y ¦ j ¦ k qi ', j ,k .
Using d = 22000 and solving each of the 30 scenarios, the output rate y and
corresponding D are shown in the following table. For some scenarios, the product
mixes are very extreme, with most of the demands concentrating on one or two
products; there are no feasible solutions for additional loading of D = 0.01. These
scenarios are not included in the table.
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Table 14.1. Simulated data for the full-load state

Excessive workload Į

Scenario
(mix ratio)

0.0

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

4:3:2:1:0
4:3:1:1:1
4:2:2:2:0
4:2:2:1:1
3:3:3:1:0
3:3:2:2:0
3:3:2:1:1
3:2:2:2:1
2:2:2:2:2

22314ʳ
22605ʳ
24850ʳ
22025ʳ
20807ʳ
24071ʳ
22014ʳ
24415ʳ
23441ʳ

22540ʳ
22803ʳ
25082ʳ
22278ʳ
21284ʳ
24395ʳ
22454ʳ
24842ʳ
23849ʳ

-ʳ
-ʳ
25265ʳ
-ʳ
-ʳ
24559ʳ
22821ʳ
25158ʳ
-ʳ

-ʳ
-ʳ
25351ʳ
-ʳ
-ʳ
24681ʳ
23088ʳ
25340ʳ
-ʳ

-ʳ
-ʳ
-ʳ
-ʳ
-ʳ
24753ʳ
23150ʳ
25411ʳ
-ʳ

From the simulated data, full-load production functions can be estimated by
using Equation (14.1) and the geometric properties. Three levels of d from 21500
to 22500 have been used in the calculation. The empirical production functions have
the following formulas. The data points and functions are displayed in Figure 14.6.

:

 47.964  D 2  5.756  D
°
°
2
® 49.079  D  3.926  D
°
2
°¯50.195  D  4.016  D

d =21500
d =22000
d =22500

It is worth noting that marginal output is greater in magnitude than marginal
capacity. This is a testimony to the effect of relieving the bottleneck.

ˢ̀˸˺˴
˃ˁˆ
˃ˁ˅ˈ
˃ˁ˅
˃ˁ˄ˈ
˃ˁ˄
˃ˁ˃ˈ
˃
ˀ˃ˁ˃ˈ
ˀ˃ˁ˄
˃

˙̈˿˿ˀ˿̂˴˷ʳˣ̅̂˷̈˶̇˼̂́ʳ˙̈́˶̇˼̂́

˃ˁ˃˄

˃ˁ˃˅

˃ˁ˃ˆ

˃ˁ˃ˇ
˔˿̃˻˴

˃ˁ˃ˈ

˃ˁ˃ˉ

Figure 14.6. Examples of full-load production functions
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14.4 A Dynamic System Model
In this section, a basic production model of manufacturing chains is presented.
Applications of the basic model will be described in the next section. A dynamic
system of Figure 14.2 can be represented by the following equations,
W1 (t )

r1 (t )  :1 (t )

(14.2)

W2 (t )

:1 (t )  : 2 (t )

(14.3)

r1 (t )

d (t )  E (t )

(14.4)

I(t )

(14.5)

:2 (t )  d (t )  I (t )

: k (t ) [ak D k 2  2ak D k D k ] dk

k = 1, 2

(14.6)

Equations (14.2)–(14.4) are rate balance equations. In Equation (14.5), the rate of
change in channel inventory is equal to the difference between : 2 (t ) and d (t ) ,
plus a noise I (t ) . In nominal operation : 2 (t ) is driven by d (t ) ; it should revert to
d (t ) in the long run. Equation (14.6) is a full-load production function, in which the
parameter D k (t ) is a control variable for activated flexible capacity, D k is the
maximum flexible capacity, and d is the throughput rate at the saturation point.
k

Equation (14.4) can be substituted into Equation (14.2) and the production
function (Equation (14.6)) can be substituted into Equations (14.2), (14.3) and
(14.5). As discussed in Section 14.2, the total output should equal to the total
demand in the long run, that is, ³ (:2 (t )  d (t ))dt should equal 0. In the long run,
excessive inventory should also be zero. Thus,

³ I(t )dt

0 and ³ I (t )dt

0 . In the

medium run, however, there will be excessive inventory, accumulated over a certain
duration [0, t0 ] so that

³

t0
0

I (t )dt

s z 0 . This quantity s will enter the chain as an

anticipatory input over a planning horizon of [ t0 , t0  T ]. After substitution, the
dynamic system (Equations (14.2)–(14.6)) can be reduced to:
W1 (t )

d  E (t )  [a1D1 (t ) 2  2a1D1D1 (t )]d1

W2 (t ) [a1D1 (t )2  2a1D1D1 (t )]d1  [a2D 2 (t )2  2a2D 2D 2 (t )]d2

(14.7)
(14.8)

The anticipatory input s is a total amount and let E(t) be the time path of the
anticipated demand. Set the event time t0 0 without loss of generality. E(t) must
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satisfy the following equality integral constraint

³

T
0

E (t )dt

s . Define a state

variable S(t) for the remaining amount of the anticipatory input. Therefore, S(0) = s,
S(T) = 0 and
S (t )

 E (t )

(14.9)

One more state variable can be defined. However, it is auxiliary and not essential.
Let Rk (t ) be the cumulative output from shop k.
R k (t )

: k (t )

In the dynamic system, the output rate is determined by D k and the cumulative
output can be derived by integrating : k (D k (t )) over time. Thus, it is sufficient to
have state variables Wk and S, without including Rk (t ) . (In the remainder of this
chapter, functional arguments are sometimes dropped for brevity of notation.)
To manage dynamic events, an immediate objective is to solve this dynamic
system for D k (t ) at the event time t0 = 0, given S(0) = s. If a solution can be found,
then it can be said that the impact of the dynamic event is manageable. If no solution
can be found, then the dynamic event is disastrous and other means must be
provisioned. This objective amounts to finding an admissible control trajectory of
D k (t ) subject to some constraints on work-in-process or cumulative output.
The admissible question can be answered by solving an optimal control problem
for the dynamic system. Equations (14.7) and (14.8) are equations of motion for
Wk . Because activating flexible capacity will incur the cost of machine setup, D k (t )
should not be a free variable.
14.4.1 A Formulation of Optimal Control

A manufacturing chain of two nodes is used to describe a basic model of optimal
control in this section. Let the state variable x be [W1, W2, S]T and the control
variable u be [ D1 , D 2 ,E]T. It should be noted that variations of the model will define
the control variables slightly differently, but this will be described later. We will
start with the objective function of the basic model by considering the interest of
both customers and manufacturers. Customers would be concerned with feasible
E(t) and the output of the chain. Whether an E(t) path is feasible is determined by
the existence of solution D k (t ) . Since output is determined by the total capacity in
the full-load state, it can also be derived from D k (t ) . Manufacturers are concerned
with utilising flexible capacity and its associated cost. Thus, a general form of the
objective function can be expressed as
Max
u

³ [¦  gk (D k (t ))  hk (Wk (t ))]  m0 Sdt
k
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where g k and hk are continuous and differentiable cost functions and m0 is a
parameter. The mission of S is to track the depletion of s. Its associated time path
E(t) is an input. Therefore, it does not enter into the objective function. It is assumed
that the cost function g k is increasing and convex and that the cost is zero when
D k (t ) = 0. Although a high level of WIP is not desirable, its associated cost is not as
severe as flexible capacity. The cost function hk is chosen to be linear in excessive
work-in-process Wk . There is another justification for this design. As the objective
function contains two cost functions, hk can be considered as a reference base for
g k . In this chapter, g k and hk are represented by polynomial functions:
g k (D k (t ))

bk D k 2 (t )  ck D k (t )

(14.10)

hk (Wk (t ))

mk Wk (t )

(14.11)

where bk, ck, and mk are coefficients, g k c t 0 and g k cc t 0 . This implies that g k is
a convex function with a positive slope. Numerically, 2bk D k  ck t 0 and bk t 0 .
Expressing Equations (14.7)–(14.9) in a concise form, the equations of motion for
state variables are:
W1 (t )

f1 ( x, u ) { d (t )  E (t )  [(a1D12 (t )  2a1D1D1 (t )) d1 ]

W2 (t )

f 2 ( x, u ) { [(a1D12 (t )  2a1D1D1 (t )) d1 ]  [(a2D 22 (t )  2a2D 2D 2 (t )) d2 ]

S (t )

f 3 ( x , u ) {  E (t )

The Hamiltonian function is
2

H

¦ [ g (D k (t ))  h(Wk (t ))]  m0 S  ¦ Oi (t ) fi ( x, u )  P (t ) f3 ( x, u )
k

i 1

where Oi (t ) and P (t ) are co-state variables. The initial state of the system can be
expressed as [ w1, w 2 , s ] for given w1 and w 2 . The state variable S(t) has a fixed
terminal state; its transversality condition is replaced by the condition S(T) = 0. The
equations of motion for co-state variables are

O1 (t ) W (t ) H

m1

(14.12)

O2 (t ) W (t ) H

m2

(14.13)

1

2

P (t )  S (t ) H

m0

(14.14)
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Since the terminal conditions for Wk are unconstrained, the transversality condition
Oi (T ) 0 should hold. Solve for O1 (t ) , O2 (t ) , and P (t ) to obtain:

O1 (t ) m1 (t  T )
O2 (t ) m2 (t  T )
P (t ) m0t  k
where k is a constant. The transversality condition of P (t ) is no longer P (T ) 0
but is replaced by the fixed terminal condition of S(T) = 0.
We now turn to the maximum principle condition Maxu {H } . The function H
has four terms. The first term is concave in D k . The second and fourth terms are not
functions of D k . The functional form of the third term depends on the relative
magnitude of O1 and O2 .
wH
wD1

w2 H
wD12

2b1D1  c1  (O2 (t )  O1 (t ))[(2a1D1  2a1D1 ) d1 ]

2b1  2(O2 (t )  O1 (t ))a1d1

2b1  2a1d1 (m2  m1 )(t  T )

By definition, b1 t 0 and a1d1 d 0 . It is desirable to move the work-in-process
downstream. Therefore, to impose a higher penalty cost on inventory upstream,
m1 t m2 is adopted as a premise. This premise ensures that w 2 H / wD12 d 0 and H is
concave in D k . (If m1  m2 , the convexity of H has to be determined by relative
values of the coefficients.) To find the optimum, let wH / wD1 0 .
2b1D1  2a1d1 (O2 (t )  O1 (t ))D1

c1  (O2 (t )  O1 (t ))(2a1D1d1 )

After rearranging terms, [2a1d1 (O1 (t )  O2 (t ))  2b1 ]D1
D1* (t )

2a1d1D1 (O1 (t )  O2 (t ))  c1
2a d (O (t )  O (t ))  2b
1 1

1

2

1

D1 

2a1d1D1 (O1 (t )  O2 (t ))  c1

2b1D1  c1

2a1d1 ( m1  m2 )(t  T )  2b1

(14.15)

Note that 2a1d1 (O1 (t )  O2 (t ))  2b1 t 0 . This relation will have implications in the
following sections of analysis.
wH
wD 2

2b2D 2  c2  O2 (t )[(2a2D 2  2a2D 2 ) d2 ]
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2b2  2a2 d2 O2 (t )

wD 22
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2b2  2a2 d2 m2 (t  T )

As a2 d2  0 , b2 t 0 and m2 t 0 , it can be seen that w 2 H / wD 22 d 0 . Let
wH / wD 2 0 .
[2b2  2a2 d2 O2 (t )]D 2

D 2* (t )

2a2 d2D 2 O2 (t )  c2

2a2 d2D 2 O2  c2
2a d O  2b
2 2 2

D2 

2

2b2D 2  c2

2a2 d 2 m2 (t  T )  2b2

(14.16)

To find the optimal E path, take the partial derivative of H.
wH
wE

O1 (t )  P (t ) m1 (t  T )  (m0t  k ) (m1  m0 )t  (m1T  k ) t  [0 T]

The sign of wH / wE is dependent on the relative magnitude of m0 and m1 . Because
m0 and m1 are inventory cost and it is desirable to move inventory downstream in
manufacturing chains, we will assume m0 ! m1 in the following analysis. (If
m0  m1 on the contrary, the analysis will be similar but opposite results will be
obtained.) The switching function of wH / wE is determined by
t ( m1T  k ) /(m1  m0 ) . When t  (m1T  k ) /( m1  m0 ) , (m1  m0 )t  (m1T  k ) ! 0
and H is linear in E with an upward-sloping curve. When t ! ( m1T  k ) /(m1  m0 ) , H
is a downward-sloping curve. Since S(0)=s, S(T)=0 and

³

T
0

E (t ) dt = [S (0)  S (T )]

=s, the value of k can be obtained by solving the equality:
( m 1T  k )

³

( m 1 m 0 )
0

T

E dt  ³ ( m 1T  k ) Edt
( m 1 m 0 )

E

(m 1T  k )
(m 1  m 0 )

 ET  E

(m 1T  k )
(m 1  m 0 )

s

in which (m1T  k ) /(m1  m0 ) d T . Therefore,
k

( s  ET )(m1  m0 )
 m1T
(E  E)

and by substituting k, s d ET .
Incidentally, it can be seen that k is non-positive ( k d 0 , since s  ET t 0 ).

E *(t )


° E t  (m1T  k ) /(m1  m0 )
°
®
° E t ! (m T  k ) /(m  m )
1
1
0
¯°

s  ET
EE
s  ET
EE

(14.17)
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where, E and E denote the lower and upper limits of the domain of E(t),
respectively.
A special case:
If m0 = 0, the state variable S will not appear in the objective function. Since
m1 ! m0 in this case, the switching function should be revised by a sign change.

E *(t )


° E t ! (m1T  k ) / m1
°
®
° E t  (m T  k ) / m
1
1
°¯

s  ET
EE
s  ET
EE

This implies that E(t) will start at the low level. Because, any input E is added to
W1 , a decrease in S will result in an increase in W1 . The work release E(t) is
delayed as much as possible, until the time has come to fulfill the constraint of

S(T) = 0.
Substituting the control variables (Equations (14.15)–(14.17)) into the Hamiltonian
function, the resultant new Hamiltonian function, renamed H 0 , contains Oi and Wk
alone, with no control variables. It is straightforward to show that the new function
H 0 has the following form (after substituting D k * and E*):
H0

g (t )  m1W1 (t )  m2W2 (t )  m0 S (t )  O1 (t ) E (t )  O2 (t ) f (t )  P (t ) E (t )

where g (t ), E (t ), and f (t )are functions of t only.

Since H 0 is concave in state variables for all t for given O and P , the
maximum principle conditions are sufficient for the global maximisation, according
to the Arrow sufficiency theorem [14.20].
14.4.2 Closed Control Set

Since the control variable D k is used to model flexible capacity, there are occasions
to impose additional (more stringent) constraints, other than the domain of the
production function, on the control variable. In this section, the basic model is
extended to include a closed control set. The additional limit on control variables
will be treated as inequality constraints:
0 d D k d D ku

Following the modelling approach of [14.20], define a Lagrange function
L

H  J cl Į  J cu (Įu
k  Į)
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where J cl and J cu are row vectors of Lagrange multipliers of dimension k for the
lower and upper limits of flexible capacity, and Į is D k in vector form. Let J cl be
[J cl (1), J cl (2)] and J cu be [J cu (1), J cu (2)] in vector form for k=2. It can be seen that
the convexity of H is maintained in L. The first-order condition for maximising L
calls for, assuming interior solutions,
wL
wD k (t )

0

wL
wJ cl (k )

D k t 0;

(14.18)
wL
wJ cu (k )

D ku  D k t 0

(14.19)
(14.20)

J cl (k ) t 0, J cu (k ) t 0
J cl (k )

wL
wJ cl (k )

0, J cu (k )

wL
wJ cu (k )

(14.21)

0

The complementary slackness conditions (Equation (14.21)) ensure that the terms in
the Lagrange function involving J cl (k ) and J cu (k ) will vanish in the solution, so
that the value of L will be identical with that of H after maximisation. To minimise
L, set the first-order condition wL wD k to zero.
wL
wD1 (t )

wH
 J cl (1)  J cu (1)
wD1 (t )

wL
wD 2 (t )

wH
 J cl (2)  J cu (2)
wD 2 (t )

0

0

Since the constraints D k d D ku and D k t 0 cannot be active simultaneously, there are
three possible cases for the values of J cl (k ) and J cu (k ) : (1) J cl (k ) 0 , J cu (k ) ! 0 ;
(2) J cl (k ) ! 0 , J cu (k ) 0 ; (3) J cl (k ) 0 , J cu (k ) 0 . Recall wH / wD k and denote it
as H ' .
wH
{H'
wD k

°[2b1  2a1d1 (O1 (t )  O2 (t ))]D1  2a1d1D1 (O1 (t )  O2 (t ))  c1
®
(2b2  2a2 d2 O2 (t ))D 2  2a2 d2D 2 O2 (t )  c2
°̄

Let Kk solve for wH / wD k = 0. For k = 1, the switching function

K1

2a1d1D1 (O1 (t )  O2 (t ))  c
.
2b  2a d (O (t )  O (t ))
1

1 1 1

2

The Hamiltonian H is concave and is maximised at K1 . As noted before,

k

1

k

2
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2a1d1 (O1 (t )  O2 (t ))  2b1 t 0 .

That is, the coefficient of D1 in H ' is negative. For any D1  K1 , H ' D ! H ' K
Similarly, it can be shown that for any D 2  K 2 , H ' ! H '
0.
1

2

D

•

2

K

Consider the case of J cl (k ) 0 and J cu (k ) ! 0 . It can be solved from
Equation (14.21) that D * D . In addition, this is only possible when
k

H ' D ! H 'K 0

•

0.

1

k

0 , which requires that D ku  Kk . To summarise this case, the

optimal control path is D k * D ku , when Kk t D ku .
Consider the case of J cl (k ) ! 0 and J cu (k ) 0 . It can be solved that
D k * 0 . Similar to the above case, this is possible only when
H ' D 0 d H ' K 0 0 and K k d 0 . (Note: The value of 0 is the lower limit of
D k . This case is just the opposite of the previous case.)

•

Consider the case of J cl ( k ) J cu (k ) 0 . The Lagrange L reduces to H. The
solution is as given by Equations (14.15) and (14.16). This is possible only
when Kk is not binding by the control limits. That is, 0  Kk  D ku .

To summarise the three cases, define a switching function Kk that solves for
wH / wD k = 0.

Kk (t )

 2a1d1D1 (O1 (t )  O2 (t ))  c1
°
° 2b1  2a1d1 (O1 (t )  O2 (t ))
®
2a2D 2 d2 O2 (t )  c2
°
°
2b2  2a2 d2 O2 (t )
¯

k

1

k

2

The optimal control path is:

D k * (t )

D ku
if K k (t ) t D ku
°
if K k (t ) d 0
®0
°Equations (14.15) and (14.16) if 0  K (t )  D u
k
k
¯

(14.22)

14.5 Numerical Examples and Application
In this section, two numerical examples will be used to demonstrate how the optimal
control model can be applied. Assume that the two shops have a capacity to meet
nominal demand d1 22000 and d2 22500 , respectively. All demands are
normalised and demand d = 0.0. The full-load production functions are
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:1

50.562  D12  4.045  D1

:2

51.711  D 22  4.137  D 2
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The upper limit of flexible capacity is D k 0.04 for k = 1, 2. These data yield
a1d1 –50.562, a2 d2 –51.711, 2a1d1D1 –4.045, and 2a2 d2D 2 –4.137.
In the first example, the objective function contains no state variable S. In the
second example, the state variable S is included. The two examples, as a whole,
demonstrate how an S path will make an impact on the production decision D k .
Example 1: (The objective functional contains no state variable S)

This example demonstrates the manufacturers’ perspective of using the model.
Assume the initial inventory [ w1, w 2 ] [0.13, 0.08] . Assume that the channel
inventory correction is 0.12 over three months. The manufacturers also expect the
anticipatory demand stream to vary within a range of 0.035 to 0.045 per time period.
Let s = 0.12, the planning horizon T = 3, and the domain of E(t) is set as [ E , E ] =
[0.035, 0.045]. Since the output rate, cost of flexible capacity and WIP level are the
usual concerns of the manufacturers, the following objective function is used, which
includes output rate : k , control variable D k and state variable Wk . The unit cost
of inventory is m1 = 1.0 and m2 = 0.8.

Max

T

2

³ ¦ >:
0

k

(t )  D k (t )@  W1 (t )  0.8W2 (t )dt

k 1

Since the output rate : k is expressed as a function of flexible capacity D k , the
objective function can be converted to the standard form of Equations (14.10) and
(14.11). That the objective functional contains no terms for variable S is equivalent
to setting m0 to 0,
2

{ ¦ (ak D k 2 (t )  2ak D k D k (t ))dk  D k (t )}  W1 (t )  0.8W2 (t )
k 1
2

¦ (ak dk D k 2 (t )  (2ak D k dk  1)D k (t )) W1 (t )  0.8W2 (t )

k 1

Therefore, bk  ak dk and ck 2ak dk D k  1 2bk D k  1 .
Specifically, b1 50.562, b2
51.711, c1 3.045 , c2
( s  ET ) /( E  E ) 1.5 .

The optimal control paths are (Equations (14.15)–(14.17)):

3.137 . Also,
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D1* (t ) D1 

2b1D1  c1

2a1d1 ( m1  m2 )(t  T )  2b1

D 2* (t ) D 2 

E *(t )

2b2D 2  c2

2a2 d2 m2 (t  T )  2b2

.04 

.04 

1.000
161.798  20.225t

1.000
351.635  82.738t

0.035 t  1.5
®
¯0.045 t ! 1.5

To obtain performance measures, compute :1 (t ) first.
:1 (t )

a1d1D1 * (t )2  2a1d1D1D1 * (t )
=a1d1[D1 

ak dk and ck

By substituting bk
simplified.
:1 (t )

2b1D1  c1
2a1d1 (O1  O2 )  2b1

b1[D1 

]2  2a1d1D1[D1 

2b1D1  c1
2a1d1 (O1  O2 )  2b1

]

2ak D k dk  1 1  2bk D k , :1 (t ) can be

1
1
]2  2b1D1[D1 
]
2b1 (O1  O2 )  2b1
2b1 (O1  O2 )  2b1
b1

b1D12 

( 2b1 (m1  m2 )(t  T )  2b1 )2

By substitution of value,
:1 (t )

0.081 

50.562
(161.798  20.225t )2

Cumulative output R1 (t ) can be computed from
t

R1 (t ) M1  ³ :1 (W )dW
0

M1  0.081t 

where M1 is a constant. Evaluating R(0), M1

R1 (t )

0.015  0.081t 

t

³0 :1 (W )dW

with R(0) = 0.

1.000
64.719  8.090t

1.000
64.719

0.015 . Thus,

1.000
64.719  8.090t

Equations (14.7) and (14.8) are used to compute the state variable Wk by
integration.
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~  d t  t E (W )dW  t R (W )dW
w
1
³
³
0

0

~  d t  E min(t , 1.5)  E max(t  1.5, 0)  R (t )
w
1
1
W1 (t )

0.115  0.035 min(t ,1.5)  0.045 max(t  1.5, 0)  0.081t 

1
64.719  8.09t

Similarly, it can be derived that
:2 (t )

a2 d2D 2 *(t )2  2a2 d2D 2D 2 *(t )
b2D 22 

b2
(2b2 m2 (t  T )  2b2 )2

By substitution of value,
51.711

: 2 (t )

0.083 

R2 (t )

0.001  0.083t 

W2 (t )

w 2  R1 (t )  R2 (t )

S (t )

(2351.635  82.738t ) 2

t

s  ³ E (W )dW
0

1.000
900.191  132.381t
0.094  0.002t 

1.000
1.000

64.719  8.090t 397.143  132.381t

s  E min(t , 1.5)  E max(t  1.5, 0)

0.12  0.035 min(t , 1.5)  0.045 max(t  1.5, 0)

The optimal control paths and the resultant state variables are plotted in Figure 14.7.
Because the objective function contains no state variable S, the release of work into
shop 1 is delayed as much as possible until it is time to fulfil the requirements of
S(T) = 0. Since an optimal path exists, it can be concluded that the channel inventory
correction will not degrade the quality of supply services.

(a) Control variables

(b) State variables

Figure 14.7. Optimal control and state paths (Example 1)
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Example 2: (with state variable S in the objective function and with control limits)

The E(t) path is a representation of an anticipated demand stream. In this example,
the state variable S is included in the objective function to provide a lever for the
customer of the supply chain to explore the capability of the chain in coping with
given E(t). That is to say, the customer could specify various paths of E(t) in
scenario-based proactive planning. In addition to the input data of Example 1, set
D1u = 0.034 and D 2u = 0.04 to impose additional constraints on control variables.
Replace the unit inventory costs of state variables by m0 6 , m1 4 , and m2 1 .
The objective function is formulated as
Max

T

2

³ ¦ >:
0

k

(t )  D k (t )@  6S (t )  4W1 (t )  W2 (t )dt

k 1

The switching function K1 is

K1 (t )

2a1d1D1 (O1 (t )  O2 (t ))  c
2b  2a d (O (t )  O (t ))
1

For K1 t D1u

1 1 1

0.04 

2

1
1011.240  303.372t

0.03 , the threshold value of t can be computed to be 2.784. Therefore,

for t d 2.784 , D1* 0.034 . For K1 d 0 , the threshold value of t is 3.251, which is
greater than T. This range of K1 is not applicable in this example. For 0  K1  D1u ,
Equation (14.15) is applicable. Therefore,

D1* (t ) D1 

2b1D1  c1

2a1d1 ( m1  m2 )(t  T )  2b1

0.04 

1
1011.240  303.372t

Collecting the three ranges together, the following is obtained:

°

if t d 2.784

.034

D1 *(t ) ®

1
°0.04  1011.240  303.372t
¯

if 2.784  t d 3

The switching function K 2 is

K2 (t )

2a2D 2 d2 O2 (t )  c2
2b  2a d O (t )
2

2 2 2

0.04 

1.000
413.688  103.422t

The optimal control path D 2 * (t ) can be similarly obtained. Of the three ranges,
only one is applicable.
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D 2* (t ) D 2 

2b2D 2  c2

2a2 d 2 m2 (t  T )  2b2

.04 
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1.000
, t  [0, 3]
413.688  103.422t

The optimal path of E(t) and the paths of state variables are:
0.045 t  1.5
®
¯0.035 t ! 1.5

E * (t )
R1 (t )

0.080 min(t , 2.784)  0.081max(t  2.784, 0)



1
 0.0001
6067.44  1820.232 max(t  2.784, 0)

W1 (t )

0.130  0.045 min(t ,1.5)  0.035 max(t  1.5, 0)  R1 (t )

:2 (t )

0.083 

R2 (t )

0.001  0.083t 

W2 (t )

0.08  R1 (t )  R2 (t )

S (t )

51.711
(413.688  103.422t ) 2
1.000
827.376  206.844t

0.12  0.045 min(t ,1.5)  0.035 max(t  1.5, 0)

The optimal paths of control and state variables are displayed in Figure 14.8.

(a) Control variables

(b) State variables

Figure 14.8. Optimal control and state paths (Example 2)

These two examples demonstrate a new planning capability to proactively
respond to scenarios of dynamic, interrupting events. The method can be applied to
answer the following types of questions in managing manufacturing chains:
•

If product demand is 20% higher, does the manufacturing chain have
sufficient capability to fulfil it?
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•

If there is a loss of 15% capacity at a production unit, how would the supply
capability be impaired?

14.6 Conclusions
Faced with many uncertainties and disrupting events, production control of
manufacturing chains as a large system is a challenging task. In this chapter, a new
method based on optimal control modelling is presented for managing dynamic
events that pose a risk to degenerate supply services of manufacturing chains.
Instead of using a conventional production function, this chapter presents an
innovative concept of full-load production function that describes the behaviour of
production units in the full-load state. The chapter also presents a dynamic system
model for manufacturing chains under exogenous demand shocks and develops an
optimal control model for integrating the production functions of multiple
production units. We demonstrate the application of this method to evaluating the
impact of demand shock events on supply chain production. This model provides a
useful tool of proactive planning to respond to dynamic, disrupting events inherent
in manufacturing chains.
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Abstract
In this chapter, we present operational and planning models for manufacturing systems.
These models are developed to show the operational fidelity of the models to various
manufacturing processes. The models are initially used to plan production activities for a
variety of products that will be semi-automatically manufactured. The same models are then
used to show how optimal operational conditions can be developed for a variety of processes
(minimum time and cost). The models are then extended to show how the operating
conditions can be perturbed so that optimal short-term planning models can be developed.
The approach is illustrated using a family of product family models developed at Penn
State University. The Factory for Advanced Manufacturing Engineering (FAME) at Penn
State, a sophisticated manufacturing system is used to produce the products in volume, as
would be the case for many commercial products.

15.1 Introduction
More often than not, there are discrepancies between what was planned and what
can be executed. Unplanned events such as machine breakdowns, delays in
receiving and dispatch of shipments, and order changes are more or less ubiquitous.
If service level requirements (SLR) are associated with the successful
implementation of these plans, then the discrepancies can be expensive. The
planning and execution systems should therefore have some mechanism to deal with
the deviations from the expected. Introducing redundancy into the system is the
usual approach for buffering the impacts of these unplanned events on the plans.
This is done as replanning is considered expensive – both computationally and from
implementation perspectives as well as causing system nervousness. In this chapter,
we present the aggregate high fidelity modelling (AHFM) approach for the
production planning problem. As the name suggests, the AHFM approach proposes
an aggregation over various planning hierarchies (hierarchies, as defined in
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hierarchical production planning literature), and the solution is comparable to those
obtained through various aggregate planning approaches – the efficacy of the
approach, however, lies in the way the AHFM approach facilitates replanning and
the systematic handling of deviations from the expected.
The AHFM approach systematically develops a planning model that spans
multiple levels of planning hierarchies under a common objective determined by the
production planner. It aggregates the flexibility/redundancy that is available at each
of these levels of hierarchies into a common pool, and the replanning approach (plan
perturbation) then optimally uses this pooled redundancy to buffer the impact of the
unplanned events. In this way, the AHFM formulation accentuates the available
redundancy in a manner that allows replanning and rescheduling on the fly, and plan
perturbation – the associated solution approach, seeks neighbourhood optimality that
minimises system nervousness when a transition is made from one production plan
to the other. The proposed approach is found to generate superior production plans
and shows linear to low-order polynomial growth in complexity as the problem size
grows.
Following the introduction section, the rest of the chapter is organised into 4
sections. In Section 15.2, we describe the AHFM approach for production planning.
Section 15.2 comprises of 3 subsections describing the model formulation,
implementation, and scalability details. Section 15.3 links the impact that the
unplanned events can potentially have on the planning problem, and puts the
replanning problem into perspective. The specific case of the addition of a new order
to an existing production plan is taken up for a detailed analysis and discussion in
this section. Section 15.4 discusses the extension of the AHFM approach to other
planning domains; with emphasis on flight scheduling and rescheduling. The
discussion and conclusions are presented in Section 15.5.

15.2 AHFM Approach
The traditional approach to production planning applies functional decomposition to
planning tasks: first, process engineers locally optimise all process parameters,
including the selected process plan and cutting speeds, and, only then do production
engineers optimise the production quantities and schedules in order to obtain the
maximum profit when all process variables are considered as fixed parameters. It
creates a master and slave hierarchy where the solutions at one level form the
starting point for decisions to be made at the next level.
The AHFM approach is an extension of the high fidelity modelling (HFM)
approach taken at Penn State [15.1]–[15.4]. HFM contains detailed simulations of
work-floors, and, given the global system objectives, integrates and optimises workfloor operations with lower-level process control of resources and higher-level
production and supply chain planning and control. In the AHFM approach, only
“hard” parameters, such as tools and material characteristics are fixed, while most of
the other parameters such as cutting speeds, feed rates, and depth of cut are
considered as being soft parameters, and are modelled as global variables in the
aggregate model.
In order to fully appreciate the AHFM approach, there is a need to understand
the entire process and identify the operational parameters that are in fact variables.
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In this chapter, the AHFM methodology is illustrated in a manufacturing
environment starting from an existing high-level plan, through low-level
components, to the integrative high fidelity model. The model will consist of an
aggregative production planner for manufacturing based on a real implementation in
the FAME lab at the Pennsylvania State University. The layout of the shop floor is
shown in Figure 15.1. There are several kinds of Haas CNC machines, such as
vertical milling centres (VF-0 and VF-3), and turning centres (SL-20 and SL-30), all
of which have the capability to manufacture a variety of prismatic and rotational
parts with reliability and accuracy. An Arena RT simulation-based control system is
utilised for computer-integrated control of the work cells.
The main products are Penn State-based souvenirs. This work will be focused on
one of the souvenirs – three parts from a Penn State chess set, shown in Figure 15.2.
Workstation 2

Workstation 1

HAAS
SL-20

HAAS
HS-1RP
ABB
IRB-140

ABB
IRB-2400L

IBM 7545

Kardex

HAAS
VF-OE

HAAS
VF3

HAAS
SL-20
W/BF

Figure 15.1. Example layout of Penn State CIM Lab

Part King

Part Bishop

Part Pawn

Figure 15.2. Example parts (PSU chess set)

15.2.1 AHFM for Production Planning
Parameters that directly impact process speed, such as spindle speed or feed in
machining, are an obvious choice. However, there are less-obvious parameters that
impact operational planning models. For example, different sample plans for quality
assurance can provide the same level of quality; in the semiconductor industry these
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sample plans have a direct impact on the production flow of wafers and,
consequently, on the production control models. The cost versus throughput rate
tradeoff of raw material selection in discrete manufacturing, concentration selection
in process industries, or universal versus specialised operator selection in services,
can be optimally solved only in an operational integrative model and not during the
design stage as is usually done. The following steps are proposed for the
implementation of the AHFM approach.
1. Traditional model: Formulate the problem using existing modelling
procedures for problem optimisation.
2. Visible and hidden parameters: List all of the parameters used in the model,
including hidden ones (e.g. chosen process plan/path for manufacturing each
part in the scheduling problem).
3. Potential for parameter variation: Identify the “soft” parameters that were
fixed in previous design steps. Reduce the set of variable parameters using
local optimisation models.
4. Integrative model: Incorporate all/most of the remaining “soft” parameters in
the original model.
5. Implementation: Develop optimisation method/heuristic solutions to solve the
extended problem.
15.2.1.1 Traditional Model
Traditionally, during the process planning stage, several process alternatives are
checked and then one alternative, considered as the best, is chosen. Consequently,
the production planning assumes a single process plan and known (fixed) processing
times for all the parts that are to be manufactured. Let G be the set of part types; Jg
be the set of process plans for part type g, g  G; Ij be the set of process steps of
process plan j; M be the set of available machines. We define tijm as the effective
processing time of part type g, g G, using process plan j, j Jg, on machine m, m
M, in the ith processing step, i Ij; xj as the number of parts made using process plan
j; kg as the synchronising coefficient between part types that defines the required
production volume ratios, e.g. for part “King” it is 1.0, for part “Bishop” it is 0.5,
and for part “Pawn” it is 0.125; tijm as the machining time for part using process plan
j on machine m. In traditional production planning, | J g | 1 for all part types g  G,
i.e. there is only a single process plan for each part. The P1 model maximises the
throughput of chess sets, constrained by the capacity of the individual resources, Km.
P1 Model:
xj
Max k1 ¦
jJ

(15.1)

1

Subject to
k1 ¦ x j
jJ1

kg

¦x
jJ g

j

 g G | g ! 1

(15.2)
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¦t

t jm

ijm

g  G, j  J g , m  M

(15.3)

m  M

(15.4)

iI j

¦x t

j jm
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d Km

g , jJ g

x j t 0 g  G, j  J g

(15.5)

Equation (15.1) defines the objective function of maximum productivity –
production quantities of any part can be used since all parts are synchronised
through Equation (15.2). Equation (15.2) ensures that while making a chess set, for
every “King” produced during a given production schedule, two “Bishops”, and
eight “Pawns” are also produced. Equation (15.3) finds the total processing time of
each process plan j on each machine m. Equation (15.4) ensures that the production
capacities of the individual machines are not exceeded. A schedule to manufacture xj
parts is then generated.
15.2.1.2 Visible and Hidden Parameters
Machining time tijm, synchronising coefficient kg and resource capacity Km are
straightforward parameters used in the aggregative production-planning model P1.
However, one of the hidden assumptions of the model is a given process plan for
each part. This process plan should be an additional parameter taken into account.
15.2.1.3 Potential for Parameter Variation
The synchronising coefficient kg is a part of the product (chess set) specification and,
therefore, cannot be varied. Other parameters should be considered for parameter
variation.
(1) Machining time
Selection of appropriate machining parameters is critical as they determine the
effective processing times of the product. These parameters are selected through
rule-based, data-driven or model-based approach. A model-based approach helps to
determine the operating parameters that correspond to parameters that minimise the
production cost per component or minimise the effective production time given in
Equations (15.6) and (15.7).
C ijm

t ijm

(m)
§ t ijm
·
Cb
¸
 C m t ijm  C r ¨
¨
¸
Nb
T
r
©
¹

(m)
§ t ijm
·
(m)
(h)
¸
t ijm
 t ijm
 t r( t ) ¨
¨ Tr ¸
©
¹

(15.6)

(15.7)

where Cb is a batch setup cost, Nb refers to the number of parts in the batch, Cm is a
(m)
cost of machining operation on machine m, Cr is a cost of tool r, t ijm
is the
machining time for the ith processing step of the jth process plan on machine m,
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(h)
is the material handling time (usually a constant) for the ith processing step of
t ijm

the jth process plan on machine m, t r( t ) is the tool change time (usually a constant)
for the rth tool, Tr is the tool life of the rth tool. In our production environment, the
same setup time is required for each part in the batch, therefore, Cb is proportional to
the batch size, and Nb should be set to one. For the general case, batch sizes should
be part of the decision variables as widely discussed in lot-splitting/lot-streaming
literature [15.5][15.6]. Minimisation of the operating costs, Cijm, or effective
processing time, tijm, is taken as the objective and is solved as a constrained
minimisation problem, where the typical constraints are of the form presented in
Equations (15.8)–(15.12) [15.7]:
Constraints on the Spindle Speed (depends on the machine):

v mmin  vijm

(15.8a)

vijm  v mmax

(15.8b)

Feed constraint (depends on the machine):

f mmin  f ijm

(15.9a)

f ijm  f mmax

(15.9b)

Cutting force constraint:
q
w
max
K F f ijm
d ijm
 Fijm

(15.10)

Power constraint:

Pijm

Fijm vijm

q
w
max
K F f ijm
d ijm
vijm  Pijm

(15.11)

Surface finish constraint:
h
1
max
K S f ijm
Dijm
 Rijm

(15.12)

where, Ks and h are specific coefficient and exponents of surface roughness
constraint; KF, q, and w are specific coefficient and exponents of cutting force
constraint; and Dijm is the tool diameter used for the ith operation of the jth process
plan on machine m. The tool diameter is usually given and set to the largest feasible
size for the given operation, since, as follows from Equation (15.12), tools with
higher values of Dijm can have higher feed rates, fijm. The feed rate, fijm, cutting speed,
(m)
vijm and the depth of cut, dijm, determine the machining time, t ijm
, and the tool life,
Tr. The general relationship between the machining time and tool life with the
machining conditions is presented in Equations (15.13) and (15.14).
(m)
t ijm

K ij Lijm Dijm
nf ijm v ijm

(15.13)
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Tr

Kr
D'
E' J '
vijm
f ijm
d ijm
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(15.14)

where, Lijm is the tool path length for the ith operation of the jth process plan on
machine m, Kr is the Taylor’s tool life constant for tool r; D ' , E ' , and J ' are speed,
feed and depth of cut exponents for tool r for operation i, and n is the number of
teeth. Solving a mathematical model using Equation (15.6) or (15.7) as the objective
and Equations (15.8a)–(15.14) as the domain constraints gives the values of the
machining parameters vijm, fijm, and dijm for the ith operation of the jth process plan
on machine m. In order to reduce the number of cuts, the depth of cut dijm should be
fixed at the maximum allowable limit dictated by the tool properties and material
properties. Between the two remaining decision variables, the spindle speed vijm and
the feed parameter fijm, the following property essentially reduces the decision space
to the spindle speed only.
Property: If the objective is to minimise a function of production time and/or
production cost described by Equations (15.6) and (15.7), then in the optimal
solution at least one of the Constraints (15.8a), (15.9b), (15.10), and (15.12) is
bounding, i.e. either the feed parameter fijm is set to its maximum value or the spindle
speed vijm is set to its minimum value or both.
Proof: Let the optimal solution spindle speed and feed parameters be vijm and fijm,
respectively. If at least one of Constraints (15.8a), (15.9b), (15.10), and (15.12) is
bounding, the property holds. If none of these constrains is bounding, we get a
contradiction as follows. Let us simultaneously decrease vijm by (1+H) to vijm /(1+H)
and increase fijm by (1+H) to fijm /(1+H), where H is a small number. If Constraints
(15.8a), (15.9b), (15.10), and (15.12) are not bounding they should continue to be
satisfied with the new spindle speed and feed parameters. Constraint (15.11) holds,
too, since q  1 [15.7]. The exponents in the tool life Equation (15.14) have the
following relation: E>D, therefore the new tool life will be longer while, according
to Equation (15.12), the machining time is unchanged. Consequently, the new
production time and production cost are better than the original ones – in
contradiction to the assumption that we have an optimal solution with the spindle
speed and feed parameter, equal to vijm and fijm, respectively.

Using typical values for the tool life coefficients and other parameters, fijm
usually is set to the upper bound value based on the surface finish constraint before
vijm reaches its lower bound. Consequently, we can substitute Equations (15.13) and
(15.14) into Equations (15.6) and (15.7) and obtain the following generic form:

C ijm

t ijm

(C )
a ijm

vijm
(t )
a ijm

vijm

D

(C )
(C )
 bijm
vijmijm  cijm

D

(t )
(t )
 bijm
vijmijm  cijm

(15.15)

(15.16)

where, a(C), b(C), c(C), a(t), b(t), c(t) are coefficients defined by the part and tool
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materials, manufacturing process, and machining and tool change costs; their values
are found using manufacturing data handbooks and equipment costs. Constraints
(15.8a)–(15.12) can be reduced to Constraint (15.17):
min
max
vijm
d vijm d vijm

 i, j , m

(15.17)

min
max
where, vijm
and v ijm
are the lower and the upper feasible bounds of vijm based on

the above constraints.
Lemma 1. Cost is a convex function of the spindle speed.
Proof:
0
Cijm



0
dCijm

(C )
aijm

vijm


dvijmt

D

( C ) ijm
(C )
 bijm
vijm  cijm

(C )
aijm

D

(C )
 bijm
D ijm vijmijm

2
ijm

v

0
d 2Cijm

(C )
2aijm

2
dvijm

3
vijm

(15.18)

1

(15.19)
D

(C )
 bijm
D ijm D ijm  1 vijmijm

2

! 0

D ijm !1

0
(C )
is a convex function of positive spindle speed Q ijm
.
Therefore, Cijm

We can find the optimal spindle speed, Q
0
dCijm



(C )
ijm

dv

(C )
vijm

(C )
aijm

( C ) D ijm 1

(C ) 2
ijm

v

1 D ijm 1

(15.20)

a ,b ,v !0

(C )
 bijm
D ijm vijm

(C )
ijm



, as follows.

0

(15.21)

(C )
aijm

(15.22)

(C )
bijm

Lemma 2. Processing time is a convex function of the spindle speed.
Proof:
0
tijm

0
dtijm

dvijm



(t )
aijm

vijm


D

(t )
(t )
 bijm
vijmijm  cijm

(t )
aijm
2
vijm

0
d 2tijm

(t )
2aijm

2
dvijm

3
vijm

D

(t )
 bijm
D ijm vijmijm

(15.23)

1

(15.24)
D

(t )
 bijm
D ijm D ijm  1 vijmijm

2

! 0

D ijm !1

(15.25)

a ,b ,v !0

0
(t )
is a convex function of positive spindle speed Q ijm
.
Therefore, tijm
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(t )
We can find the optimal spindle speed, Q ijm
, as follows.

0
dt ijm
(t )
dv ijm

(t )
ijm

v



(t )
aijm
(t ) 2
vijm

1 Dijm 1

( t ) D ijm 1

(t )
 bijm
D ijm vijm

0

(t )
aijm

(15.26)

(15.27)

(t )
bijm

(2) Alternative process paths/plans
In the traditional approach, as in selecting the machine parameters, a process path/
plan that minimises either processing time or production cost per part is usually
chosen. The operations routing summaries (ORS) are specific to the shop floor and
take into consideration the machines and the tooling that is available. Multiple ORS
are possible for the same part. However, in practice, usually one ORS (typically the
one that is most economic) is selected and used to generate the process plan. If the
machining time is made a decision variable, multiple ORS can be selected. An
alternative ORS that can be used for machining the pieces in the chess set is
presented in [15.3], Figures B1–B4 and Tables B1–B3.
(3) Machine capacity
In traditional aggregative planning, designers use conservative estimates of the
nominal machine capacity based on historic performance. Detailed scheduling tries
to make the actual plan as close (i.e. as feasible) as possible to the original
aggregative plan. If there is not enough capacity, e.g. due to machine and tool
breakdowns, finite buffers and/or an inefficient schedule, the production plan is
scaled down to meet the available capacity. Preventive maintenance, buffer design
and production scheduling may directly affect the effective machine capacity.
However, in the relatively simple manufacturing facility used in this example, the
effective variability of processing times is the main reason why the nominal capacity
may be overestimated.
15.2.1.4 Building Integrative Models
The main theme of the integrative models is putting together the profit objective and
decision variables identified in the previous step.
Integration of machining time and alternative process paths/plans
The traditional P1 model finds the production quantities xj when the processing
times tijm and process plan j for part type g are fixed. Model P1 can be modified into
Model P2 according to the AHFM approach by combining Equations (15.15) and
(15.16) with the P1 model:
P2 Model:
Max pk1 ¦ x j 
jJ1

(C )
§ aijm
·
( C ) D ijm
(C ) ¸
 bijm
vijm  cijm
xj¨
¨
¸
g , jJ g ,iI j , m
© vijm
¹

¦

(15.28)
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Subject to

k1 ¦ x j
jJ1

kg

¦x

j

 g G | g !1

(15.29)

jJ g

(t )
§ aijm
·
( t ) D ijm
(t ) ¸
xj¨
vijm  cijm
d Km
 bijm
¨
¸
g , jJ g ,iI j
© vijm
¹

¦

m M

(15.30)

Constraint (15.17) defines the feasible range of spindle speed for each operation

x j t 0 g  G, j  J g

(15.31)

where p is the selling price of the chess set. In AHFM, the cutting parameter
selection is done during production planning, providing an opportunity to improve
the system’s global performance.
15.2.2 Solution Approach to AHFM
We suggest an iterative procedure for capacity adjustment. In the iterative
procedure, detailed simulation-based scheduling checks the feasibility of the
solution of model P2 using traditional heuristics. If there is no feasible solution, the
capacity is reduced and model P2 is solved again. In order to be effective, the
resulting solution should differ from simply scaling down the number of units in the
original production plan. In order to be efficient, the procedure should converge
rapidly. It is found that the iteration procedure is efficient – just one iteration is
sufficient, but not effective – the resulting production plan is completely equivalent
to scaling down of the original one.
Once the processing steps in the alternative routes in P2 have been determined,
the a, b and c coefficients for Equations (15.15) and (15.16) are determined. The
parameters that are used for determining a, b and c depend on the tool material,
workpiece material, manufacturing process and machining and tool change costs,
and have been obtained from the data handbooks. Four cases were considered for
analysis.
1. Case 1 – Traditional: When the production plan is determined based on
machining parameters that are considered fixed and a single process plan per
part is used. In this case, decisions made during the process planning stage
are propagated to the production planning stage as fixed parameters. Given
the processing times and paths, the production planning module finds the
maximum production quantities using the P1 model. Given fixed sales prices
and unconstrained demand, P1 model is equivalent to profit maximisation.
2. Case 2 – Variable Machining Time: When the production plan allows
variable machining times, but only one process plan per part is used. In this
case, only process paths are fixed during the process planning stage, while
the cutting speeds (and resulting processing times and costs) are determined
by the P2 model during the production planning stage.
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3. Case 3 – Variable Process Plan: When the production plan allows multiple
process plans per part, but machining parameters are considered as fixed. In
this case, during the process planning stage, a set of possible process plans is
developed with fixed cutting speeds in each. How much each process plan is
used is determined by the P2 model during the production planning stage.
4. Case 4 – Variable Process Plan and Machining Time: When the production
plan allows multiple process plans per part and allows variable machining
times as well. In this case, during the process planning stage, a set of
possible process plans is developed. All other process decisions, i.e. how
much each process plan is used and what the cutting speeds are used, are
done by the P2 model during the production planning stage.
For determining the actual throughput and profitability, detailed schedules have
to be generated and the actual throughput needs to be determined. Popular heuristics
are incorporated into the simulation model to generate feasible schedules wherever
possible. The original production quantities were scaled down if they did not meet
the available machines’ capacity. The results from the simulation were used to
generate the operating schedule.

Solve (P2)
Stage 1

Stage 2

Zˆ n 1 , Xˆ g , n 1 , v gj , n 1

f ( K m , n 1 , S g , v gjmin , v gjmax )

n m n 1
Km, n1 m Kmmax
,n

Select a combination of single stage heuristics on the
basis of Xˆ g ,n1

Find ( Z n 1 , X g , n 1 , K m , n 1 ) Sim ( Xˆ g , n 1 , v gj , n 1 )
for all selected combinations of heuristics

Z nmax
1

K mmax
, n 1

max ^Z n 1: for combinations in iteration n  1`

K m , n1 corresponding to Z nmax
1

is

Z

max
n 1

 Zˆ n 1 d H

No

Yes
Stop

Figure 15.3. Spatiotemporal partition algorithm for composite high-fidelity production
planning
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A spatiotemporal partition heuristic (see Figure 15.3) is proposed wherein
mathematical modelling is used for taking global decisions, selecting process plans
and process parameters, and generating strict bounds on the solution. Simulation is
used for developing a detailed model of the shop floor and its control, taking timedependent decisions, determining actual machine capacities, and generating
schedules. The hybrid model calls the mathematical model and the simulation model
alternately, the output of one taken as the input for the other until there is a
convergence, or the desired level of productivity has been reached.
•

•

Stage 1: The solution to P2 is independent of sequencing constraints, and the
solution therefore is the upper bound on the profitability of the shop floor for
the machining capacity. Mathematical modelling is used in this case as the
constraints and the objective function are quasiconvex, and nonlinear
programming tools can converge to a good solution quickly.
Stage 2: Simulation is used to generate a dynamic model that takes as input
the process plans, the processing times, and the lot sizes from the static
model and uses the information to determine the actual processing capability
of the shop floor. A detailed shop-floor model is created to represent the
actual shop floor, and the constraints therein. The parameters generated by
the P2 model are taken as inputs and the simulation is executed to determine
the minimum shop-floor capacity that is required to complete the lots request.
If the required shop-floor capacity for satisfying the demands set by P2 is
higher than the capacity that is available (due to interactions, starvation at a
bottleneck, constraints due to material handler, etc.), the machining capacity
in the P2 model is reduced, and a new request is generated by the P2 model.
The process is repeated until the actual shop-floor capacity is greater than or
equal to (within an epsilon) the shop-floor capacity in the P2 model and all
the lots can be completed within the required time span.

15.2.2.1 Implementation Details
Some of the implementation issues encountered are as follows:
Stage 1: The P2 model is developed and solved using GAMS. The model, though
nonlinear, is convex or quasiconvex at least for some ranges of cutting speeds.
Standard packages such as CONOPT, MINOS, and SNOPT can be applied for
nonlinear optimisation. It takes as input the sequences that are possible for a given
part, machine availability and capacity, and the parameters for determining the
process parameters (a, b, and c). The outputs of the model are the lot sizes that need
to be made by the various process plans and the processing times for the parts in the
machines that maximise the profits at the enterprise level.
Stage 2: A detailed simulation model was developed for a cluster of three
machines: SL20, VF3, and VFOE. It was assumed that the shop floor is a job shop
and any sequence involving the three machines is allowable. Some of the other
assumptions that are made in the model are as follows:
•
•

The setup times are included in the processing times.
A part recaptures a machine immediately after a processing step if it requires
the same machine. This assumption allows grouping of processing times at a
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single machine for operations that are in sequence. Because of this
assumption, the processing times of individual steps are not required for
scheduling and the sum of all processing times in a group is directly taken as
the output from the GAMS model.
Transportation time between machines was assumed to be 0.
The system was modeled as a deterministic system and different heuristics
were introduced as queue-selection rules.

Initially, to determine the machining capacity, it is required that the throughput
be maximised. The SPT queue-selection rule was used at each machine so as to
ensure this. Different queue-selection rules were also tried, however, the completion
time with other rules was much higher. Once the parts are created, they are sent to
the machine according to the sequence they are supposed to follow (each part has a
predefined sequence).
After the required number of parts have been created and sent to the required
sequence, the parts either get processed, or wait in the system. At this stage, there
are interactions between parts, and it is this interaction that causes the actual
machining capacity to be below the theoretical values. Machines may be blocked or
starved at particular time instants due to the processing sequences.
The machine capacity in this model is in terms of time for which it is available.
If the simulations run length exceeds the time span, the iterative procedure
mentioned in Figure 15.3 is then employed to decrease the machining capacity in the
P2 model. The P2 model is executed again and a new set of optimal processing
parameters, lot sizes and sequences are derived for the decreased machining
parameters. A “Results.txt” file is updated and the simulation model is rerun. This
process is repeated until the simulation run time is smaller than or equal to the time
span of the planning horizon.
At the end of the iterative procedure, a file “Start.txt” will contain a feasible
schedule. Another file “Out.txt” has data of the profitability that can be achieved
using the above procedure. At this point, it can be inferred that the actual machine
availability of the machines is only for approximately 82% of the time. For the rest
of the time, they are starving.
It may be noted that the bottlenecking machine, M1 is now utilised for
approximately 83% of the time. The parts are sent to machines M2 or M3 after
processing at M1. For the rest of the time span, it is starved. This is necessary to
ensure that all the parts are completed within the specified time span.
CONOPT with a GAMS interface has been used for optimisation [15.2], Arena 7
for simulation [15.6] and MINITAB 14 for statistical analysis [15.3], respectively.
The following results are obtained for each case.
1. Case 1: The maximum profits that can be generated when different
handbook values of spindle speeds are selected after a single process plan
has been selected a priori are presented in Figure 15.4(a). As can be seen,
the profitability can considerably deteriorate if bad machining parameters
are chosen. During the process planning stage, usually two spindle velocities
are considered – the slow spindle speed with lowest cost per part and the
fastest allowed spindle speed. Both reduce the potential profitability by tens
of per cent!
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(a) Case1 and Case 2

(b) Case 3 and Case 4

Figure 15.4. Profits versus cutting speed

2. Case 2: When machining parameters are varied, the maximum achievable
profit is Ẑ 364.85 and x̂ = 94. Simulation was then used to determine the
operating schedule and the actual machining capacity under shop-floor
conditions. The actual number of parts that can be completed is x = 92,
thereby generating actual profits of Z = 358.36. These are presented in
Figure 15.4(a) as a horizontal line. Even though the 1.5% difference between
profit in this case and the best profit in the previous case is relatively small,
moving the cutting speed decision into the production planning stage
eliminates the possibility of choosing a bad speed that can cost tens of per
cent.
3. Case 3: The maximum profits that can be generated when different
handbook values of spindle speeds are selected (multiple process plans) are
presented in Figure 15.4(b). The cutting speeds were fixed at 8 levels in the
operating region to determine the profitability that can potentially be
achieved for those fixed operating parameters. These estimates are made
under conditions of zero machine starvation or blocking. Actual profits,
however, are slightly lower than these estimated values and are determined
by simulating the shop condition (see Figure 15.4(b)) shown in Table 15.1;
the profits in Case 3 dominate the profits in Case 1 by about 15% since a
more balanced utilisation of capacity is possible.
4. Case 4: When multiple process plans are allowed and the machining
parameters are varied, Ẑ = 521.97 and x̂ = 133. The results of the simulation
and the comparison of the actual profits with the estimated profits for both
fixed and variable parameters are presented in Figure 15.4(b). The profit
obtained in Case 4 is better than the highest profit obtained in traditional
Case 1 by more than 30%, that is much higher than just the sum of the
improvement of Cases 2 and 3. We should note that during the process
planning stage, the cutting speed that optimises the profitability in Case 1 is
not known, so the actual improvement from Case 1 to Case 4 can be even
higher. Variation of cutting speed becomes more important when the
production floor is more complex with more execution alternatives. This
leads us to a conjecture that a large-scale system would benefit more from
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Table 15.1. Combined results
Cutting
speed
80
100
120
140
160
180

Math model
exp. profits
335.93
359.31
363.04
352.89
332.75
305.34

Var.

364.88

Case 1
Actual
capacity
0.9732
0.9729
0.9731
0.9811
0.9752
0.9768
Case 2
0.9821

Actual
profits
326.94
349.58
353.28
346.25
324.52
298.26

Math model
exp. profits
400.275
428.27
434.09
424.07
402.27
371.41

358.36

521.97

Case 3
Actual
capacity
0.9636
0.9574
0.9719
0.9608
0.9677
0.9687
Case 4
0.9648

Actual
profits
385.72
410.03
421.90
408.06
389.29
359.80
503.64

the AHFM approach since (a) they have more opportunities for alternative
process plans, and (b) local optimisation in large-scale systems would lead to
higher imbalance and loss of production capacity.
Overall, adjusting hierarchical decision making regarding process plans and
machining parameters has resulted in a 30% increase in the profitability of the shopfloor operation chosen for the example across Case 1 to Case 4. The actual increase
in profitability depends on actual parameters, but AHFM production plans always
dominate the traditional ones and at least in some cases the improvement is
measured in tens of per cent without any investment required.
15.2.3 Scalability of AHFM
Scalability of the P2 model can be determined in terms of the computational time
and effort required to solve the P2 model as the problem size increases. The
methodology used here comprises of two steps. The first step comprises of
identifying the factors that can influence the size of the P2 solution space, their
impact on the computational effort, and their interaction with each other. The second
step comprises of building empirical equations for predicting the computational time
and effort required for solving the P2 model for a given problem.
Step 1: A designed experiment has been conducted to determine the factors that
contribute to the size and complexity of the model, and the interactions of these
factors with each other. The number of part types, number of processing steps per
part (assuming that all the processing is conducted on unique machines), the number
of process plans that are available per part type (assuming that all the process plans
for a single scenario are unique and non-overlapping), the range of the machining
parameters, and the number of machines, are the factors identified as contributors to
the problem size. The factors and their levels are presented in Table 15.2. It may be
noted that four of the five factors are independent: the number of machines (E) is
basically the product of factors B and C. The response that is being studied is the
computational effort that is required to solve the P2 model. The relationship between
the computational effort and the computation time is linear and while the
computational time is dependent upon the system configuration, the computational
effort is independent of it. In Figure 15.5(a), we plot the relationship between the
numbers of iterations and computing time for a Pentium III, 512 MB RAM, 1.1 GHz
computer used for this work.
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A 24–1 experiment with two replications was conducted using MINITAB with D
= ABC as the design generator for the 4 factors (A, B, C, and D) and the ranges
presented in Table 15.2. The half-factorial experiment with two replicates at each of
the 8 combinations indicates that the factors D, A, and C, and to a certain extent BC
(indicator of the number of machines) have a statistically significant effect on the
computational effort. The interactions (other than BC that is statistically significant
at 0.1) are statistically insignificant. The effect of process plan complexity is also
statistically insignificant as far as computational effort is concerned. The Pareto
chart indicating the relative contribution of the factors and their interactions is
presented in Figure 15.5(b).
Table 15.2. Process parameters (treatment factors) of interest and their level
Ser.

Factor

1
2
3
4
5

Number of part types (A)
Number of operations per part type (B)
Number of process plans per part type (C)
Percentage variability in cutting speed (D)
Number of machines (E = BC)

(a)

Range for
DOE (–/+)
Min
Max
3
11
3
7
1
3
0
100
N/A
N/A

Range for
regression
Low
High
10
100
3
20
1
5
0
100
5
40

No. of
levels
6
5
5
7
5

(b)

Figure 15.5. (a) Relationship between computational effort and computational time, and (b)
Pareto chart for effects of the four factors and their interactions on the computational effort to
solve P2.

Step 2: To determine the effect that each of these factors, i.e. D, A, C, and BC
has on the computational effort, regression over a wide range of values that covers
most reasonable-size problems was used. The ranges that were considered are
provided in Table 15.2. The relationship between the factors D, A, C, and BC and
the computational effort required for solving the P2 model (in terms of number of
iterations) are presented in Figures 15.6(a)–(d).
Based on the relationships that have been determined in Step 2, it can be
concluded that the computational effort is a function of A2, C, C2, D and E. The
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approximate relationship between the computational effort and the statistically
significant factors can be determined by fitting a regression equation between the
identified factors and their impact and the computation effort. In this integrative
regression, C becomes not significant. Using D, A2, E, and C2 as the predictors, the
regression equation that is obtained is as follows:
Iter = –2408 + 16.5D + 1.03A2 + 102E – 55.6C2
All the factors D, A2, E, and C2 are statistically significant with P values equal to
0.000, the residuals are normally distributed. The adjusted R2 value, indicative of the
quality of the regression estimate is 93.3%. The regression equation indicates that
the computational effort scales as a function of O(A2+D+E) and the number of
alternative paths, C, reduces the complexity. The computational complexity of
Model P2 enables us to solve industrial-size problems with up to five hundred part
types, one hundred machines and a 100% variability range in less than 250,000
iterations that is approximately four hours on a Pentium III, 1.1 GHz PC with 512
MB RAM.
2000
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Iter

S
R-Sq
R-Sq(adj)

12000

247.951
85.0%
84.2%

S
R-Sq
R-Sq(adj)
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(b)
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Iterations

6000

139.734
96.9%
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1500
5
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15

BC

(c)

(d)

Figure 15.6. Scaling of computational effort with (a) percentage variability allowed D, (b)
number of part types A, (c) number of available process plans per part type C, and (d) number
of available machines BC = E.
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15.3 Plan Perturbation due to New Customers Orders
Most manufacturing firms, be it one of the big three car manufacturers or small shop
floors, develop production plans and set production goals that enable them to satisfy
the forecasted demand over a given time horizon. The introduction of an additional
customer order or the possibility of implementation of unplanned activities within
that production plan that may disrupt the original plan is a common occurrence. If
additional production capacity is available with the shop floor, the newly introduced
task is incorporated in the plan without any difficulty. However, more often than
not, the schedule for the shop floor is tight. Shop floors resort to different strategies
to deal with the introduction of unplanned activities in the production plan in this
scenario. Depending upon the backorder cost of the parts in the original production
plan, the planner either drops some part of the previous production plan in order to
accommodate the additional demand on resources, or, if the backorder cost is too
high, the additional order is not accommodated in that time frame. There is another
possibility as well, that though well known, usually goes unexplored – the previous
plans can be perturbed, i.e. the processing times assigned to the scheduled
production can be changed to accommodate the additional load on the machining
resources.
Let us consider the following production environment. A company has
customers orders Dnt for each part n, n = 1 … N, in each period t, t = 1 … T, and a
tentative production plan to produce xnt parts in period t. Production of part n
requires In process steps; each step i, i = 1 … In, requires machine yni for processing
time pnit. The machines have a finite capacity Kmt for each machine m, m = 1 … M,
and period t. The holding and backorder costs in period t are ht and bt, respectively.
A new customer’s order for Dn parts arrives. We would like to address the following
two questions using the plan-perturbation approach: when could the company supply
the order and what will its corresponding operational cost be?
Unlike the common approach of finding an “empty slot” to put the order, we
would like to consider a possible change in the process plan when processing time
pnit can be changed in order to produce Dn parts in period t. We consider three
possibilities:
•
•
•

Policy P1 – the customer’s order can be undivided between periods and the
tentative production plan should hold;
Policy P2 – the customer’s order can be divided between periods but the
tentative production plan should hold;
Policy P3 – a completely new production plan could be derived.

15.3.1 Estimation of New Order Cost
Based on the three policies mentioned in the previous section, we have the following
algorithms for perturbing the production plans generated by the AHFM approach.
15.3.1.1 Policy P1: Indivisible New Order
(1) Single period model
Let us assume that the perturbation cost minimised for time period T when a new
indivisible order of product 0 with size x0 arrives.
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Lemma 3. Equations 15.32 and 15.33 are convex with respect to the spindle
speeds vijm.
Proof: Based on Lemmas 1 and 2, cost and processing time are convex functions
of vijm. The sum of convex functions is a convex function.

Theorem 1. Model M1 can be solved by convex programming.
Proof: Straightforward from Lemma 3.



Convex programming is scalable for implementing the proposed approach for
large-scale real-life problems.
(2) Multiple period cost – due date efficient frontier
The following algorithm provides the decision maker with the cost versus due date
efficient frontier when the new order cannot be divided between periods.
Algorithm A1:
Step 0: Setting the basis: find minimum cost for all operations of the new order,
Ci00m . Find the current cost of existing orders for all time periods T = 1,
T
…, TH, Cijm
.

Step 1: For each time period T = 1, …, TH, run Model M1 and find Z1T . If
infeasible, set Z1T f .
Step 2: Set Z P1 Z11 . For each time period T = 2, …, TH, find Z PT :
1

1

Z PT1

min Z PT11  x0 h, Z1T . Going backward, find the production period

tT when the new order is actually processed in order to obtain Z PT .
1
Step 3: For each time period T = 1, …, TH, find the additional cost for setting
the due date of the new order in this period:

'CPT1

tT
Z PT1  ¦¦¦ Cijm
 ¦¦ Ci00 m
j

i

m

i

m

(15.34)
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Theorem 2. Algorithm A1 finds the optimal solution for Policy P1.
Proof: Algorithm A1 finds the optimal solution when the due date is set to one.
By the induction argument, it is easy to see that it finds the optimal solution for
all other due dates.

Unfortunately, straightforward extension of Model M1 to divisible new customer
orders is not convex, as shown in the next section.
15.3.1.2 Policy P2: Divisible New Order
For due-date period DD, the model for Policy P2 is as follows:
Model M2:
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(15.37)

T 1

Lemma 4. Equations 15.35 and 15.36 are not convex with respect to the spindle
speeds vijm and x0T.
§a
·
D
Proof: Function x¨  bv  c ¸ is not convex with respect to v and x.

©v
¹
Therefore, Model M2 cannot be solved directly by convex programming. Let us
consider discretisation of x0. This can be done without loss of generality since we
produce whole parts only. Let xmin be the resolution of the discretization, i.e. xmin
parts are indivisible and should be processed together. When a part of the new order
of size xTprev is already scheduled in period T and the problem is to schedule the new
suborder xmin, the corresponding model is as follows:
Model M3:
N
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(C )
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i 1
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¸
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Lemma 5. Equations 15.38 and 15.39 are convex with respect to the spindle
speeds vijm.
Proof: Based on Lemmas 1 and 2, cost and processing time are convex functions
of vijm. The sum of convex functions is a convex function.

Theorem 3. Model M3 can be solved by convex programming.
Proof: Straightforward from Lemma 5.



Given the distribution of xTprev and due date DD, the following algorithm finds
where to schedule the next xmin parts of the new order.
Algorithm A2:
Step 0: Setting the basis: find minimum cost for all operations of the new order,
Ci00m . Find the current cost of existing orders for all time periods T = 1,
T
…, TH, Cijm
.

Step 1: For each time period T = 1, …, DD, run Model M3 and find Z 3T . If
infeasible, set Z 3T

f.
Step 2: Set Z
Z . For each time period T = 2, …, DD, find Z 4T :
Z 4T min Z 4T 1  xmin h, Z 3T .
Step 3: Going backward, find the production period tT when the new suborder is
actually processed in order to obtain Z 4DD .
1
4

1
3

Lemma 6. Given the distribution of xTprev and due date DD, Algorithm A2 finds
the optimal schedule for the next xmin parts of the new order.
Proof: Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.



In what follows, Algorithm A3 finds the minimal cost for supplying the complete
customer order by due date DD.
Algorithm A3:
Step 0: Setting the basis: find minimum cost for all operations of the new order,
Ci00m . Find the current cost of existing orders for all time periods T = 1,
T
..., TH, Cijm
.

Step 1: For each l = 1, …, x0/xmin, run Algorithm A2 for scheduling the suborder
l. Add the production period to set P.
Step 2: When l = x0/xmin, set Z PDD Z 4DD .
2
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Step 3: Find the additional cost for setting the due date of the new order in this
period:

'CPDD
2

T
Z PDD
 ¦¦¦¦ Cijm
 ¦¦ Ci00 m
1
TP

j

i

m

i

(15.40)

m

Lemma 7. Given disretisation of x0 by xmin and due date DD, Algorithm A3 finds
the optimal solution for Policy P2.
Proof: Let us assume that there is a different solution with better (lower) cost. In
this solution, there should be at least one period, say period t1, with more
suborders than in the solution found by Algorithm A3, and should be at least one
period, say period t2, with less suborders than in the solution found by Algorithm
A3. If we reschedule the optimal solution taking one suborder from period t1 to
period t2, the solution is feasible and has the same or lower cost. If the cost is
lower, we have a contradiction. If the cost is the same, we repeat this procedure
until we either improve the solution or rebuild the solution found by Algorithm
A3 – both of them bring us to a contradiction.

Algorithm A4 extends A3 to build the cost versus due date efficient frontier for
divisible customer orders.
Algorithm A4:
Step 1: For each DD = 1, …, TH, run Algorithm A3.
Theorem 4. Given discretisation of x0 by xmin, Algorithm A4 finds the optimal
solution for Policy P2.
Proof: The result directly follows from Lemma 7.

15.3.1.3 Policy P3: New Production Plan
This involves solution of the P2 model again (see previous sections).
15.3.2 New Order Insertion Case Study
This subsection focuses on exemplifying the plan perturbation approach for handling
a new order insertion. We start with a multiple time horizon planning model that
generates a production plan (using AHFM) for the production unit presented in
Section 15.2. The specifics of the original plan and the new order are as follows:
1.

Planned production for the 5 time periods: with demand as 12, 11, 10, 7, and
9 sets for time period 1–5, respectively.
2. New order size is of 9 units of part type King.
3. Holding cost of part type King is $0.33/time period for a lot size of 9.
The base case (production plan generated using the AHFM) can be summarised
as follows:
Minimum cost for a part type King: $7.531
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Cost of existing order:
Planned sets
Planned cost

Period 1
12
679.778

Period 2
11
616.902

Period 3
10
558.178

Period 4
7
384.657

Period 5
9
499.501

Furthermore, the perturbation cost, given that the base case and order size are
known, and the state of the system is the same, can be summarised as in Figure 15.7.

Figure 15.7. Perturbation cost as a function of order size and original plan

We then implement each of the policies 1–2 in cases 1 and 2, respectively.
Case 1: Indivisible new order in a multiple time period model
Implementing Algorithm A1:
Step 1: Identify the perturbation cost for an order of given batch size in each time
period for the given planning scenario.
Planned sets
Planned cost

Period 1
12
Inf.

Period 2
11
694.230

Period 3
10
631.522

Period 4
7
455.545

Period 5
9
572.802

Period 1
12
Inf.

Period 2
11
9.549

Period 3
10
5.565

Period 4
7
3.109

Period 5
9
5.522

Perturbation Cost:
Planned sets
Perturbation

Step 2: Based on the perturbation costs and the inventory holding costs, identify
from the past and the current period, the time period in which the cost for the
current time period is the smallest.
Planned sets

Period 1
12

Condition

Base

Prod. time

-

Period 2
11
min(Inf.,
9.549)
2

Period 3
10
min(12.549,
5.565)
3

Period 4
7
min(8.565,
3.109)
4

Period 5
9
min(6.109,
5.522)
5
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Step 3: Based on the perturbation cost and the inventory holding cost, determine
the cost versus due date frontier.
Planned sets
Perturbation

Period 1
12
Inf.

Period 2
11
9.549

Period 3
10
5.565

Period 4
7
3.109

Period 5
9
5.522

The results of Case 1 in terms of perturbation cost are shown in Figure 15.8.

Figure 15.8. Perturbation cost vs. planning period (due-date quote) for Case 1

Case 2: Divisible new order in a multiple time period model
Step 0: Model the base case (same as in the previous case).
Step 1: Determine the perturbation cost matrix.
Planned sets
1 Insertion
2 Insertions
3 Insertions
4 Insertions
5 Insertions
6 Insertions
7 Insertions
8 Insertions
9 Insertions

Period 1
12
Inf.
Inf.
Inf.
Inf.
Inf.
Inf.
Inf.
Inf.
Inf.

Period 2
11
0.679
1.419
2.225
3.135
4.687
5.706
6.862
8.140
9.549

Period 3
10
0.618
1.236
1.854
2.498
3.116
3.707
4.325
4.942
5.565

Period 4
7
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.225
0.789
1.417
1.981
2.545
3.109

Period 5
9
0.605
1.211
1.876
2.434
3.051
3.669
4.287
4.905
5.522

Step 2: Based on the perturbation cost matrix and the inventory holding costs,
identify from the past and the current period, the insertion units in the time
periods in which the cost for the current time period is the smallest.
Planned sets
Split
Cost

Period 1
12
None
Inf.

Period 2
11
None
9.549

Period 3
10
None
5.565

Period 4
7
None
3.109

Period 5
9
4 in 4 and 5 in 5
4.609
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Comparisions of perturbation costs in Case 1 and Case 2 at different order sizes,
9 and 25, are illustrated in Figures 15.9 and 15.10, respectively.

Figure 15.9. Comparison of perturbation costs for Cases 1 & 2 (order size: 9 Kings)

Figure 15.10. Comparison of perturbation costs for Cases 1 & 2 (order size: 25 Kings)

15.4 Extending the Applicability of AHFM
The AHFM has been applied to process planning in the food industry as well as for
fleet scheduling [15.7]. This section will be focusing on fleet scheduling.
Fleet assignments determine the type of aircraft to operate for flights in a given
schedule, subject to a variety of constraints. Airlines usually determine the timings
for their flights to respond to time-dependent demand and the requirements of
frequency plans, available fleets, and aircraft routings. Nevertheless, delays and
rerouting are unavoidable. Adjustments have to be made by altering some flights
from their so-called optimal times. Scarce runway time slots represent a resource
whose value can be determined from the impact of such rescheduling on the
objective function of the original schedule. Cao and Abid [15.8] analysed the
relationship between rescheduling of flights and airline profit.
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The AHFM principles are applied to a transportation problem in this section. In
most aircraft fleet-scheduling models, the aircraft speed is assumed to be a given
fixed parameter. This is usually the most economic speed, i.e. which reduces fuel
consumption per mile. However, most airplanes can fly at higher speeds (at least 5%
to 25%) depending on the type of aircraft. Of course, higher speed results in higher
costs, sometimes significantly higher, up to 50% from costs of the most economical
speed. For the preliminary check of the concept, we extended a basic daily fleetscheduling problem that can be formulated as follows: given (a) the size of fleet of
each aircraft type, (b) daily schedule of flights between airports, (c) costs associated
with an assignment of particular aircraft type to particular flight, (d) penalty costs of
unscheduled flights, and (e) maintenance time for each aircraft type in each airport,
what is the optimal assignment of airplanes to flights that minimises the total cost.
When the schedule is feasible, the penalty cost should be high enough to ensure
assignment of all flights. However, when the schedule is infeasible for given fleets,
the penalty cost can directly affect the optimal solution. The model is solved as a
minimum-cost network flow problem where nodes represent airports in each time
interval and arcs represent scheduled flights and dwells (where airplanes are on the
ground and remain at the same airport until the next time interval) as shown in
Figure 15.11.
Aircraft type 1

Aircraft type 2
Airports

Aircraft type 1
Airports

Aircraft type 2
Airports

Time

Time

Airports

(a) Basic problem

(b) Flight-speeding problem

Figure 15.11. Time–space network for fleet-scheduling problems

A small-scale model of three cities and three fleets was taken from the AMPL
test problem site [15.9] (Airline fleet-assignment problem, files fleet2i.mod and
fleet2.dat). It was solved using the GAMS interface and OSL solver. In this problem
the flight schedule is feasible, i.e. all flights can be scheduled. In the parameter
variation model, we assume that the flight times can be reduced by 10 minutes with
costs increased by 15% or reduced by 20 minutes with costs increased by 50%. As
shown in Table 15.3, the total cost was reduced by 25% by allowing speeding of the
flights. If we reduce the fleet size, making the flight schedule infeasible, e.g. due to
technical failures, flight speeding can help in keeping the schedule or, at least,
reduce the costs, as shown in Table 15.3.
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Table 15.3. Results for the fleet-assignment problem
Fleet sizes
Original problem
Infeasible problem 1
Infeasible problem 2

72S-6, 73S-6, L10.2
72S-3, 73S-3, L10.1
72S-1, 73S-1, L10.1

Traditional
approach
2068.00 (100%)
2353.00 (100%)
3038.00 (100%)

Parameter
variation
1576.00 (76%)
1613.65 (69%)
2236.85 (74%)

15.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, the extension of the AHFM approach for integrated planning in a
variety of industries was explored. Using a small set of problems, it has been
demonstrated that the model formulation, although not generic, can be easily
modified to accommodate a variety of system specifics, i.e. manufacturing,
processing and travel. The problems that have been illustrated reflect the actual
characteristic of such systems, but the size of the problems was reduced for
illustration. A major part of the focus of this chapter was to uncover the potential
savings that may be gleaned from such a technique. Because the opportunity
(increased profitability from 25–85% for realistic small-scale problems), there is a
strong indication that heuristics for large-scale problems should be developed as the
scale exceeds the capacity of today’s solvers. The potential savings for integrating
the planning domain are too large to ignore this critical aspect of the problem.
The aggregation of the production planning models becomes more and more
complex as we increase the number of hierarchies that the aggregate model covers.
It is essential to limit the complexity of the problem with an emphasis on the
tractability and computational complexity. Analysis of the special properties of the
models, such as unimodal regions, is required. At the end of Section 15.2, it is
shown that the computational time results for systems with increased size (number
of parts, number of alternative plans, variability of the range of parameters and the
number of machines). As expected, when the size of the problem increased, the
solution time increases. The increase of solution time appears to grow linearly as the
problem increases in the number of machines and the number of operations in a part
plan. The computational time increased quadratically as the number of parts
increased. Solutions for problems of a large size (20 machines and 100 part types)
were obtained in less than an hour using a personal computer. It appears that this
procedure can easily be scaled to solve real manufacturing problems.
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Abstract
As the technological information of enterprises becomes more and more distributed,
continuous data acquisition in decentralised computer numerical control (CNC) machine tools
and databases is necessary for a distributed manufacturing system. This chapter focuses on an
emerging ISO standard, informally known as STEP-NC, and the role it plays in closing the
gap between design and manufacturing for a distributed and collaborative manufacturing
environment. This new standard defines a new generation of NC programming language and
is fully compliant with STEP. STEP-NC brings richer information to the CNC machine tools,
hence intelligent machining and control are made possible. Its Web-enabled feature gives
itself an additional dimension in that distributed manufacturing can be readily supported. A
case study toward the end demonstrates such a system. The system adopts a three-tiered,
Internet-based network architecture, so that designing and manufacturing data can be
exchanged over the Internet. A STEP-NC adapter has been developed to convert generic
manufacturing information (at the task level) into native manufacturing information (at the
method level) for a chosen machine tool. A native CNC system database has been developed
to capture the conditions and capabilities of a machine tool and cutting tool. This database is
the foundation of the whole system since it contains all the native information about a specific
CNC machine.

16.1 Introduction
Manufacturing system’s configuration has undergone a number of revolutionary
changes since the days of craft production in the 1880s. The most recognised was of
course the dedicated transfer (machine) line, which enabled mass production at high
efficiency and low cost. With the need of the 1970s and 1980s to produce a wider
range of differing parts, “flexible” manufacturing was developed to meet the needs
of producing smaller batches of different parts. These systems used groups of
computer numerically controlled (CNC) machines that could be reprogrammed to
make different parts and are often combined with automated transport systems and
storage. These CNC machines became the central elements in the systems such as
flexible transfer lines, flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) and flexible
manufacturing cells (FMC).
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However, the new era of manufacturing industry at the turn of the century, is
characterised as highly dispersed and changeable. Increasingly, the industry is led by
a group of smaller, more agile corporations that springs up for specific purposes,
exists while the market sustains the new product and then gracefully disbands as the
market changes. Needless to say, manufacturing systems in this new era are required
to be robust, distributed and intelligent.
Li et al. [16.1] described a distributed manufacturing environment (Figure 16.1),
in which factories possessing various machines and cutting tools are at different
geographical locations, and different manufacturing capabilities are often selected to
achieve the highest production efficiency. When jobs requiring several operations
are received, feasible process plans are produced by available factories according to
the precedence relationships of those operations. Manufacturing operations can be
performed by different machines and cutting tools located at different locations. The
final optimal or near-optimal process plan is decided after comparison of all the
feasible process plans [16.1]. Different factories may have different optimal ways of
producing a part. For example, given the job as shown in Figure 16.1 [16.1] that
contains i number of features and j number of operations, there are three different
ways for Factory 1 to produce the part in an optimal fashion with four different
machine tools and three different cutting tools. To arrive at a globally optimised
solution in such a distributed manufacturing environment, infrastructure, data model
and hardware are the three key elements.

fi – feature ID, opj – operation ID, Factory n – factory ID
mk – machine tool ID, tp – cutting tool ID, –/+x, y, z – tool approach direction (TAD)
Figure 16.1. Distributed manufacturing system

CNC machine tools are the main piece of hardware in any manufacturing system.
There are demands and new opportunities to empower the current CNC machines
with the much-needed features such as distributability, interoperability and
reconfigurability. To this end, the major issues are product data compatibility/
interoperability and machine tool adaptability. Up to now little research has been
carried out in this field, but due to the developments of the new CNC data model
known as STEP-NC, there has been a surge of research activities in trying to address
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the above-mentioned issues. This chapter reports on these research activities and
tries to address the issues related to distributability, interoperability and
reconfigurability for CNC machine tools.

16.2 Impediments of Current CNC Technologies
Today’s CNC machine tools are well developed with capabilities such as multi-axis
control, error compensation and multi-process manufacture (e.g. combining mill/
turn/laser and grinding operations). In the meantime, these capabilities have made
the programming task increasingly more difficult and machine tools themselves less
adaptable. Some effort has been made to alleviate this problem, in particular the
trend towards open and distributable architecture control, based on OSACA (Open
System Architecture for Controls within Automation systems) [16.2] and OMAC
(Open Modular Architecture Controller) [16.3] where third-party software can be
used at the controller working within a standard windows operating system. One
further recognisable industrial development is the application of software
controllers, where PLC logic is captured in software rather than in hardware.
Although these developments have improved software tools and the architecture
of CNC systems, vendors and users are still seeking a common data model to
support all aspects, in particular the CAM/CNC end, of manufacturing processes
with no information loss. Though there are many CAM tools that provide varying
shop-floor programming functionalities [16.4]–[16.6], the problem of adaptability
and interoperability between systems was and is still seen as one of the key issues in
supporting distributed manufacturing.
CNC machine tools complete the product design and manufacturing lifecycle,
and more often than not they have to communicate with upstream sub-systems such
as CAM, CAPP and even CAD. In the case when neutral data exchange protocols
such as SET (Standard Exchange and Transfer), VDA (Verband des
Automobilindustrie: German Automobile Industry Association), and IGES (Initial
Graphics Exchange Specification) are used, information exchange can happen
between heterogeneous CAD and/or CAM systems. This is, however, only partially
successful since these protocols are mainly designed to exchange geometrical
information and are not totally suitable to all the needs of the CAD/CAPP/CAM
industry. Thus, the international community developed the ISO 10303 [16.7] set of
standards, well known as STEP (STandard for the Exchange of Product data).
By implementing STEP AP-203 [16.8] and STEP AP-214 [16.9] within CAD
systems, the design data exchange barrier is removed. However, data-exchange
problems between CAD/CAM and CNC systems remain unsolved. CAD systems
are designed to describe the geometry of a part precisely, whereas CAM systems
focus on using computer systems to generate plans and control the manufacturing
operations according to the geometrical information present in a CAD model and the
existing resources on the shop floor. The final result from a CAM system is a set of
CNC programs that can be executed on a CNC machine. STEP AP-203 and STEP
AP-214 only unify the input data for a CAM system. On the output side of a CAM
system, a fifty-year-old international standard ISO 6983 (known as G-Code or
RS274D) [16.10] still dominates the control systems of most CNC machines.
Outdated yet still widely used, ISO 6983 only supports one-way information flow
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from design to manufacturing. The CAD data are not utilised at a machine tool.
Instead, they are processed by a postprocessor only to obtain a set of low-level,
incomplete data that makes modification, verifications and simulation difficult. The
changes made at the shop floor cannot be directly fed back to the designer. Hence,
invaluable experiences on the shop floor cannot be preserved and reutilised.
The ISO 6983 standard focuses on programming the path of the cutter centre
location (CL) with respect to the machine axes, rather than the machining tasks with
respect to the part. Thus, it defines the syntax of program statements, but in most
cases leaves the semantics ambiguous, together with low-level limited control over
program execution. These programs, when processed in a CAM system by a
machine-specific postprocessor, become machine dependent. In order to enhance the
capability of a CNC machine, CNC controller vendors have also developed their
own tailored control command sets to add more features to their CNC controllers to
extend ISO 6983. These command sets once again vary from vendor to vendor
resulting in further incompatible data among the machine tools.
The current inflexible CNC control regime means that the output from a CAM
system has no adaptability, which in turn prevents the CNC machine tools from
having any distributability and interoperability. The main reason is that a G-code
based part program only contains low-level information that can be described as
“how-to-do” information. The CNC machine tools, no matter how capable they are,
can do nothing but “faithfully” follow the G-code program. It is impossible to
perform online, real-time intelligent control, nor machining optimisation. It is time
that a new NC data model was developed that can describe “what-to-do”
information, i.e. task-level information.

16.3 The STEP-NC Standard
Today, a new standard namely ISO 14649 [16.11]–[16.16] recognised informally as
STEP-NC is being developed by vendors, users and academic institutes worldwide
to provide a data model for a new breed of intelligent CNCs. The data model
represents a common standard specifically aimed at NC programming, making the
goal of a standardised CNC controller and NC-code generation facility a reality.
Currently, two versions of STEP-NC are being developed by ISO. The first is the
Application Reference Model (ARM) (i.e. ISO 14649) and the other Application
Interpreted Model (AIM) of ISO 14649 (i.e. ISO 10303 AP-238 [16.17]). For more
information on the use and differences between them readers are referred to [16.18]–
[16.20].
Contrary to the current NC programming standard (ISO 6983), ISO 14649 is not
a method for part programming and does not normally describe the tool movements
for a CNC machine. Instead, it provides an object-oriented data model for CNCs
with a detailed and structured data interface that incorporates feature-based
programming where a range of information is represented such as the features to be
machined, tool types to be used, the operations to perform, and the sequence of
operations to follow. Though it is possible to closely define the machine tool
trajectory using STEP-NC, the aim of the standard is to allow these decisions to be
made at a latter stage by a new breed of intelligent controller – a STEP-NC
controller. It is the aim that STEP-NC part programs may be written once and used
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on many different types of machine tool controllers providing that the machines
have the required process capabilities. In doing this, both CNC machine tools and
their control programs are made adaptable, interoperable and distributable. Figure
16.2 illustrates that in contrast to a conventional system, both geometric and
machining information can now be bidirectionally transferred between a CAD/CAM
system and a STEP-NC controller [16.21][16.22]. One critical issue is that the toolpath movement information is optional and ideally should be generated at the
machine by the STEP-NC controller.

Geometry

Geometry
Operation

Workingsteps Workplan

Op Sequence

NC Functions

CAD/CAM

NC Functions

Tool Path

Tool Path (Optional)

Post Processor

Uni-Directional
Uni-Directional
Information
Flow
Information Flow

G & M code
ISO 6983

STEP – NC

Tool
Tool Path
Path
Data
Data

Part Geometry
Part Geometry &
&
Manufacturing Data
Manufacturing
Data

STEP-NC
ISO 14649

Bi-Directional
Bi-Directional
Information
FlowFlow
Information

Geometry
NC Functions
Functions

Low Level
Level
G&
&M
MData
Data
G

Tool Path
Path

CNC
Controller

Workingsteps Workplan
NC Functions
Tool Path
STEPSTEP-NC

High
HighLevel
Level
CAD/CAPP &
CAD/CAPP
&
CAM
Data
CAM Data

Figure 16.2. Bidirectional information flow with STEP-NC

In STEP-NC, geometric information is defined by machining features (similar to
AP-224 [16.23]) with machining operations termed “Workingsteps” performed on
one or more features. These Workingsteps provide the basis for a “Workplan” to
manufacture the component. It is this type of data that is transferred into and out of a
STEP-NC intelligent controller. It would be interpreted by the controller, enabling
CNC operators to interact at the Workingstep (i.e. machining operation) level via an
intelligent MDI (Manual Data Interface) or CAD/CAM system at the controller.
To summarise, some of the benefits with using STEP-NC are as follows [16.24]:
•

•
•

•

STEP-NC provides a complete and structured data model, linked with
geometrical and technological information, so that no information is lost
between the different stages of the product development process.
Its data elements are adequate to describe task-oriented NC data.
The data model is extendable to further technologies and scalable (with
conformance classes) to match the abilities of a specific CAM, SFP (Shop
Floor Programming) or NC.
Machining time for small-to-medium-sized job lots can be reduced because
intelligent optimisation can be built into the STEP-NC controllers.
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•
•
•

•

The postprocessor mechanism will be eliminated, as the interface does not
require machine-specific information.
Machine tools are safer and more adaptable because STEP-NC is
independent of machine tool vendors.
Modification at the shop-floor can be saved and fed back to the design
department hence bidirectional information flow from CAD/CAM to CNC
machines can be achieved.
XML files can be used as an information carrier, and hence can enable Webbased distributed manufacturing.

A detailed discussion on value proposition for STEP-NC can be found in a report
produced by the OMAC STEP-NC Working Group [16.25] and other publications
[16.20][16.21][16.24].

16.4 STEP-NC Implementation Methods
Like other parts of the STEP standard, the STEP-NC data model is constructed
based on the EXPRESS language [16.26]. The EXPRESS language is a formal
language for the definition of entity-attribute data models. It is a completely generic
modeling language and can therefore be used to model data objects of any type. The
STEP-NC EXPRESS information model is organised into schemas. These schemas
contain model definitions and serve as a scooping mechanism for subdivision of
STEP-NC models. EXPRESS also gives STEP-NC an object-oriented flavour. Its
inheritance can be illustrated by the definition of manufacturing features defined in
STEP-NC [16.12]. For every 2½D manufacturing feature, there has to be a feature
placement value. Therefore, it is defined at the top level (in the Two5D_
manufacturing_feature entity). This attribute is inherited by all the “child” entities,
i.e. machining, replicate and compound features. Similarly, each sub-type of
machining features will have an elementary surface to define its depth, and it is
defined once for all at the machining_feature level.
EXPRESS language does not define any implementation methods. Therefore,
additional implementation methods are defined to describe STEP-NC instances for
building product exchange models, e.g. ISO 14649 models and ISO 10303 AP-238
models. There are several implementation technologies available:
1. A product model specific file format called Part 21 physical file [16.27];
2. A variety of programming language bindings that allow an application
programmer to open a data set and access values in its entity instances.
Bindings have been developed for C, C++ and Java [16.28]–[16.31];
3. Three methods for mapping EXPRESS-defined data into XML, described by
Part 28 Edition 1 [16.32]; and
4. The XML Schema-governed representation of EXPRESS described by Part
28 Edition 2 [16.33].
The last two implementation methods are of particular relevance in supporting
distributed manufacturing environment, though the first two are more fundamental
to STEP-NC implementations.
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16.4.1 Part 21 Physical File Implementation Method
STEP Part 21 defines the basic rules of storing EXPRESS/STEP data in a characterbased physical file. Its aim is to provide a method so that it is possible to write
EXPRESS/STEP entities and transmit those entities using normal networking and
communication protocols (i.e. FTP (File Transfer Protocol), e-mail and HTTP
(Hypertext Transfer Protocol)).
A Part 21 file does not have any EXPRESS schemas included. It only defines the
relationships between entities that are defined by the intended external EXPRESS
schemas. The Part 21 file format uses the minimalist style that was popular before
the advent of XML. In this style, the same information is never written twice so that
there is no possibility of any contradictions in the data. Each entity instance in a Part
21 file begins with a unique Entity ID and terminates with a semicolon “;”. The
Entity ID is a hash symbol “#” followed by an integer and has to be unique within
the data exchange file. The Entity ID is followed by an equal symbol (“=”) and the
name of the entity that defines the instance. The name of the instance is then
followed by the values of the attributes listed between parentheses and separated by
commas. The following is the excerpt of a STEP-NC ARM file.
ISO-10303-21;
HEADER;
FILE_DESCRIPTION(('A STEP-NC milling file'),'1');
FILE_NAME('sample_part1.stp',$,('AUMS'),(''),'Prototype
Mill','','');
FILE_SCHEMA(('STEP-NC milling schema'));
ENDSEC;
DATA;
// Project and Workplan
#1=PROJECT('Contour',#2,(#3));
#2=WORKPLAN('Work plan',(#4),$,#5);
#3=WORKPIECE('Workpiece',#6,0.01,$,$,#8,());
// Workingsteps
#4=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('Rough Contour',#13,#16,#17);
#5=SETUP('main_setup',#44,#48,(#51));
#6=MATERIAL('ST-50','Steel',(#7));
#7=PROPERTY_PARAMETER('E=200000 N/mm^2');
#8=BLOCK('Block',#9,260.000,210.000,110.000);
// Geometric data
#9=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('BLOCK',#10,#11,#12);
…………
// Manufacturing features
#16=GENERAL_OUTSIDE_PROFILE('Profile',#3,(#17),#18,#22,$,$,$
,$,#23,$,$);
// Operation data
#17=SIDE_ROUGH_MILLING($,$,'Contour
profile',#38,10.000,#39,#40,#43,$,$,$,20.000,5.000,0.000)
;
#18=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('Position of contour',#19,#20,#21);
#19=CARTESIAN_POINT('Position of
contour',(40.000,90.000,100.000));
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#20=DIRECTION('',(0.0,0.0,1.0));
#21=DIRECTION('',(1.0,0.0,0.0));
#22=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(20.000,$,$,$);
#23=COMPOSITE_CURVE('Contour Profile',(#24,#25,#56),.F.);
…………
// Tool data
#40=CUTTING_TOOL('Endmill 10mm',#41,(),(50.000),50.000);
#41=TAPERED_ENDMILL(#42,3,.RIGHT.,.F.,$,$);
#42=TOOL_DIMENSION(10.000,$,$,$,$,$,$);
// Machining technology
#43=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY($,.TCP.,$,3.3333,$,0.10,.T.,.F.,.F.);
#44=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('Reference point to Machine
zero’,#45,#46,#47);
#45=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(20.000,30.000,10.000));
…………
#56=COMPOSITE_CURVE_SEGMENT(.CONTINUOUS.,.T.,#57);
#57=POLYLINE('Second cut of the
contour',(#29,#30,#31,#32,#33,#27));
ENDSEC;
END-ISO-10303-21;

16.4.2 Data Access Implementation Methods
The STEP Data Access Interface (SDAI) reduces the costs of managing integrated
product data by making complex engineering applications portable across data
implementations. Currently, four international standards have been established for
SDAI,
•
•
•
•

Standard data access interface [16.28];
C++ language binding to the standard data access interface [16.29];
C language binding of standard data access interface [16.30]; and
Java programming language binding to the standard data access interface
with Internet/Intranet extensions [16.31].

Each standard defines a specific way of binding the EXPRESS data with a
particular computer programming language. Binding is a terminology given to an
algorithm for mapping constructs from the source language to the counterparts of
another. Generally speaking, the binding defined in SDAI can be classified into
early and late binding. The difference between them is whether the EXRESS data
dictionary is available to the software applications. There is no data dictionary in an
early binding, whereas in a late binding, the EXPRESS schema definition is needed
by late binding applications at run time. For example, the SDAI for C++ and Java
language binding is a typical early-binding approach; while the SDAI for C
language binding is a late-binding approach.
The early-binding approach generates specific data structure according to the
EXPRESS schemas and the programming language definitions. The entities defined
in EXPRESS schemas are converted to C++ or Java classes. The inheritance
properties in the EXPRESS schemas are also preserved in those classes. The
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advantage of an early binding is that the compiler of the programming language can
perform additional type checking. But because of the complexities of EXPRESS
schemas, the initial preparation, compiling and linking of an early-binding approach
can be time consuming.
The late-binding approach, on the other hand, does not map EXPRESS entities
into classes. It uses EXPRESS entity dictionaries for accessing data. Data values are
found by querying those EXPRESS entity dictionaries. Only a few simple functions
need to be defined in the late-binding approach to get or set values. A late-binding
approach is suitable for a programming language that does not have strong type
checking such as C language or an environment that may have multiple EXPRESS
schemas.
A mixed-binding approach may provide the advantages of an early binding
(compile-time type checking and semantics as functions in a class) and late binding
(simplicity). For example, a mixed binding takes advantage of the observation that
applications rarely use all of the structures defined by an AP AIM (e.g. AP-238).
The subset of structures that are used, called the working set, can be early-bound,
while the rest of the AP is late-bound. All data is still available, but the application
development process is simplified. The number of classes and files that are needed
are reduced dramatically, resulting in quicker compilations, simpler source control
and more rapid development.
16.4.3 XML Implementation Method (Part 28 Edition 1)
XML consists of different rules for defining semantic tags that breaks a document
into parts and identifies the different parts of the document. Furthermore, it is a
meta-markup language that defines a syntax in which other field-specific markup
languages can be written [16.34]. Essentially, XML defines a character-based
document format. The following is a simple XML document defining a milling
cutter,
<?xml version=“1.0”?>
<MILLING_TOOL>
MILL 18MM
</MILLING_TOOL>

XML is flexible because there is no restriction to these tag names. Hence, it is
possible to assign more human-understandable tag names in an XML document,
while computers just interpret an XML document according to a predefined formula.
It is obvious that the use of meaningful tags can make an XML document human
understandable as well as computer interpretable.
When representing EXPRESS schemas, Part 28 (Edition 1) [16.32] specifies an
XML markup declaration set based on the syntax of the EXPRESS language.
EXPRESS text representation of schemas is also supported. The markup declaration
sets are intended as formal specifications for the appearance of markup in
conforming XML documents. These declarations may appear as part of Document
Type Definitions (DTDs) for such documents.
Like the method used in SDAI, STEP Part 28 (Edition 1) [16.32] defined two
broad approaches for representation of data corresponding to an EXPRESS schema.
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One approach is to specify a single markup declaration set that is independent of the
EXPRESS schema and can represent data of any schema. This approach is called
XML late binding. The second approach is to specify the results of the generation of
a markup declaration set that is dependent on the EXPRESS schema. This approach
is called XML early binding. STEP Part 28 (Edition 1) defines one late-binding
approach and two early-binding approaches.
16.4.4 XML Implementation Method (Part 28 Edition 2)
It has soon become evident that the use of DTD syntax to specify mappings of
EXPRESS to XML as prescribed in Part 28 (Edition 1), results in a sub-optimal
solution. Recognising the limitations of the first edition, such as those discussed in
the previous section, ISO has begun to work on the second edition of Part 28
employing W3C XML Schema. The Part 28 (Edition 2) EXPRESS-to-XML-schema
mapping and configuration language [16.33] is still under development. The main
theme of the new implementation method is its two-level method. At the lower level
CAD authoring systems can continue to read and write STEP datasets. The only
difference on this level is that these datasets can now have an XML format to make
them more compatible with the higher level. At the upper level the datasets are
modularised by inserting information from the mapping tables into the XML data to
explain the meaning of each entity sequence. The new method can open up the
definition of an Application Protocol into a series of interconnected XML schemas.
This method is implemented using two languages, a configuration language for
describing how to map EXPRESS information into an XML-defined form, and the
existing STEP mapping table language converted into an XML form.
16.4.5 Recap – Issues Concerning STEP-NC in XML Format
The introduction of XML technology aids the development of the new type of
machine tool system based on STEP-NC. XML has been extensively researched in
various fields. Therefore, there are many software packages and guides that are
readily available as well as reliable. Because of this, development of a system using
XML becomes much easier and faster.
However, STEP-NC defines and stores CAD/CAM and CNC data as a graph
structure. This structure allows an item to be referenced by one or more items. XML
has a tree structure that does not take multiple references. The generation of an
individual element in every duplicated reference of an item will be the simplest
mapping method. But in this case, the size of a generated XML file will increase and
an operator may be easily confused by the duplicates. This means that unnecessary
items should not be duplicated in the conversion process. These may be duplicated,
for the convenience of the intelligent controller, and may include,
•

•

Any item that is connected to several different Workingsteps. For example, a
machining feature referenced by a rough and finish machining Workingstep;
and
Any geometrical items.
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16.4.6 Recent Research Publications
There has been a trend of using XML [16.32] (or rather ISO 10303 Part 28) instead
of EXPRESS language (or ISO 10303 Part 21 [16.27]) to represent the STEP-NC
information. The reason for this is obvious. The XML processing ability can easily
support the e-manufacturing scenario and in particular distributed process planning
activities. CNC machine tools can share information with other departments in and
outside the company over the Internet/Intranet.
Wosnik et al. presented a generic approach to pre-process and feedback process
data from servo drives to CNCs and CAPP systems in order to enable the higherlevel functionality of these systems [16.35]. This approach rests on the application
of open digital servo drives in machine tools and the design of applicationdependent algorithms to process and exchange drive signals for both online and
offline optimisation of machining processes. Also discussed are the effects of the
proposed methodology on design characteristics of open servo drives and CNC
kernels as well as on the data interfaces. The methodologies in their paper are
exemplified by their application in drive-spanning process force reconstruction.
Fichtner et al. [16.36] used agent and neural network technologies to acquire and
prepare distributed NC information for STEP-NC based process planning. The paper
suggests that the problem of current technological databases can be solved with the
help of agent technology and machine learning for distributed information on shopfloor and planning departments. As a result, a combination of agent-based
organisation and self-learning of feature-based technological information was
introduced.
A 5-axis STEP-NC milling machine that is run by STEP-NC in XML format has
been developed at the ERC-ACI (Engineering Research Centre for Advance Control
and Instrumentation) in Seoul National University [16.37]–[16.40]. The controller of
this 5-axis STEP-NC milling machine can execute machining operations
automatically. The interpreter for STEP-NC in XML format has a user-friendly
interface. The system was tested using two XML files, one 2.5D and the other 3D.
These two files were written using an XML editor from the developed interpreter.
Both test files were machined automatically by the STEP-NC controller, free of Gcode.
The above research outcomes have made initial inroads into supporting
distributed CAPP based on STEP-compliant data models. There is, however, a lack
of effort to address the problems at the system level whereby a “bigger picture” of
STEP-compliant distributed CAPP is envisaged and experimented. The following
sections present such a piece of research.

16.5 A STEP-compliant CAPP System for Distributed
Manufacturing
The STEP-compliant CAPP system developed at the University of Auckland [16.41]
[16.42] aims to support a distributed manufacturing environment. The system adopts
a three-tiered, Web-based network architecture (Figure 16.3). The client tier consists
of a set of applications and a Web browser, enabling interactions between users and
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the system. The process plans that are used as an input to a CNC system are
described in accordance with the STEP-NC AIM standard. Instead of low-level
information as stipulated by ISO 6983, higher-level information, such as machining
features, Workingsteps and Workplans, is used to constitute a process plan. A
database structure has been developed for both generic and native manufacturing
information and XML is used to represent the STEP-NC information in these
databases.

CAD workstation I

CAD workstation II

CAD workstation III

Generic
process plans

STEP AP203/AP214 files

Feature database
(AP-224)

Internet/Intranet
Knowledge
database

Generic resouces
database

CAPP System

Generic
manufacturing
databases
Internet/Intranet

Generic STEPNC files

Native STEP-NC
files

Internet/Intranet

Internet/Intranet Connection

Native machining
tool data

Native machining
tool data

CAM/CNC Workstation

CAM/CNC Workstation

Native cutting
tool data

Native cutting
tool data

Native process
plan database

Native STEP-NC files

Native process
plan database

Native STEP-NC files

Native
manufacturing
databases I

Native
manufacturing
databases II
STEP-NC compatible
CNC machine I

STEP-NC compatible
CNC machine II

Figure 16.3. A STEP-compliant distributed manufacturing model
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In the design phase, STEP AP-203 or AP-214 is used as the neutral data format
to exchange design data between different CAD systems or between CAD and
CAPP systems. Two different manufacturing information databases (generic and
native) co-exist to support CAPP data exchange. The generic manufacturing
databases contain abstract information about machine tools and cutting tools of any
kind. Hence, process plans generated using generic manufacturing resources cannot
be executed directly at the shop floor. This is because a STEP-NC based process
plan at this stage has only information about “what-to-do”, i.e. the tasks. Examples
of what-to-do information include machining features and the description of
requirements of machine tool(s) and cutting tool(s). At this stage, no information
about selection and determination of specific machine tool(s) and cutting tool(s) is
present in the STEP-NC program. Generic process plans are therefore machine
independent. The native manufacturing databases reflect the actual conditions and
capabilities of a shop floor including existing machine tools and cutting tools that
can be used for “populating” and optimising a generic process plan so as to generate
native process plans for final execution. To this end, a native manufacturing
database can be considered as a “DNA” bank for all the available manufacturing
facilities.
CAD data
(STEP file)

Knowledge database
Manufacturing resources
CAD data
(STEP file)

Create the
generic STEPNC file

Generic
STEP-NC
AP-238 program

Feedback
information
about processing

A1
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Generate the
native STEP-NC
Program
A2

Interface

CNC language
Native STEP-NC
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ST-Developer
Operator
Interface

Generic
operations
program
library

Generate the
native CNC
language file
A3

ST-Developer

ST-Developer

Raw
material

Machine the
workpiece
A4

interface

Operator
CN Controller
ST-Developer

Figure 16.4. IDEF0 diagram of the STEP-compliant manufacturing model

As the CAPP system is designed based on the three-tiered architecture, it has the
ability to switch between different manufacturing databases to generate generic or
native STEP-NC files to provide a maximal flexibility to support distributed and
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collaborative manufacturing. As shown in dashed lines in Figure 16.3, when the
CAPP system is connected to a generic database, the output STEP-NC files will be
universal and machine tool independent. Under this condition, the CAM system can
later populate and optimise a generic STEP-NC file based on the native
manufacturing database on the shop floor to obtain a suitable STEP-NC file for a
specific CNC machine. When the CAPP system is directly connected to a native
manufacturing database, it will be able to optimise the machining sequence, select
machine tools and cutting tools at the process planning stage and generate a STEPNC file that can be directly used by a targeted CNC machine. Figure 16.4 shows the
detailed information flow in the system.
In this scenario, CAM systems are more likely to be integrated with STEP-NC
enabled CNC machines or rather their controllers. The main functions of a CAM
system are therefore to optimise the generic STEP-NC information and offer data
connections to a CAPP system instead of calculating tool trajectories and generating
CNC programs, which will be handled by the built-in functions of the STEP-NC
controller.
16.5.1 System Model
The abstract model of the proposed STEP compliant manufacturing system is
illustrated in Figure 16.5. In order to support a distributed manufacturing
environment, the system is of a three-tiered network hierarchy.
The client tier is effectively a GUI, consisting of a set of applications and a Web
browser to enable interactions between users and the system. The main functions of
the client tier are to analyse the necessary interactions between users and the entire
system as well as to provide an effective way to realise the interactions using
existing technologies.
The business logic tier is the core of the proposed system; it acts as a CAPP
server. The main functions in this tier are similar to those of a traditional CAPP
system. Common CAPP tasks such as feature recognition, designation of machine
tool/ cutting tool and operation optimisations are carried out on the CAPP server.
The data tier supports the CAPP server. It represents generic or local shop-floor
information pertaining to process planning. By switching between different data
sources at the data tier, the CAPP system can better support collaborative
manufacturing.
(1) Client Tier – User Interface
The client tier directly interacts with users. As a STEP-compliant system, there are a
number of different modules that are needed to provide the required functions in the
client tier. They are,
•
•
•

a user interface that can view process plans through a specific query
statement;
a STEP physical file interpreter that interprets the STEP and STEP-NC
structures;
a GUI that displays 3D models based on the geometrical information in a
STEP file;
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Figure 16.5. Abstract system model of the STEP-compliant manufacturing system

•
•

•
•

a module that presents manufacturing plans in STEP-NC terms, i.e.
Workplans and Workingsteps;
a module that presents, and allows the user to modify, manufacturing
information such as features, machine tools, cutting tools and tolerances in a
Workingstep;
a module that allows users to alter the sequence of Workingsteps and/or
Workplans; and
an XML interpreter that can interpret both the generic manufacturing
information from the CAPP server and native manufacturing information
from a database in XML format.

The client tier starts with listing the existing process plans in a process plan
database through a query statement. When a specific process plan is chosen,
Workplans and the solid models in the plan can be presented to the user via GUI. At
this stage, the XML interpreter provides the interpreted XML manufacturing
information to the clients. XML DTD, XSLT and XML Schema and/or the controls
for keeping the XML data are retrieved from the manufacturing databases in a
desired manner. In doing so, the manufacturing information within the XML data
can be easily used to modify the current process plan. In response to the
requirements from the client tier, the most suitable framework in which these
modules can be implemented is a Web browser.
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(2) Business Logic Tier – CAPP Server
Two different types of business logic tiers are represented as shown in Figures 16.6
and 16.7. The difference between them is the way in which the Workingstep
optimiser works with the process planner. In Model I, the CAPP server is able to
access different native manufacturing resources to generate different native process
plans, hence an “integrated” scenario. Model II on the other hand, generates the
generic and native process plans in tandem. The latter is likely to be generated at the
shop floor. Therefore, it supports an “interfacing” scenario.
STEP AP-203/214 Standard
STEP AP-224 Standard
Native machining tool database

STEP AP-224 compliant
feature database

Native process plan database
Native machining tool database
Optimising algorithm

Features

Feature
Recognition
A11

Process
planning

Native STEP-NC
AP-238 programs

A12
Operator
Interface
Operator
Interface

Figure 16.6. CAPP server Model I (Integrated model)
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Figure 16.7. CAPP server Model II (Interfacing model)
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In both models, feature recognition is the first task. The inputs to this module are
data files conforming to ISO 10303 AP-203 or AP-214. The controls include ISO
10303 AP-203, AP-214, AP-224 and a feature database compatible with AP-224.
AP-203 and AP-214 are used to describe the pure geometrical information of a part,
whereas AP-224 is used to describe machining features in a process plan. The goal
of using AP-224 as a control here is to provide a universal and STEP-compliant
machining feature library in place of different proprietary feature libraries from
different system vendors. AP-224 is also used to define STEP-NC machining
features. The feature recognition module may have two different modes, automatic
and manual.
The main function of the process planning module in Model I is to assign
manufacturing resources to the features generated by the feature recogniser. The
controls of the process-planning module include ISO 10303 AP-238 (STEP-NC
AIM), Workingstep optimising algorithms and native manufacturing resources
databases. The native manufacturing resources databases conform to ISO 14649 Part
111 (tools for milling) and Part 121 (tools for turning). As the manufacturing
information is stored in STEP Part 28 (Edition 1) XML format, the connection
between the CAPP server and the native resources databases is via the Internet. If
the native shop-floor manufacturing resources are connected, the process planning
module can directly assign specific manufacturing resources such as machine tools
and cutting tools to each feature for creation of Workingsteps. Workingsteps are
optimised and properly sequenced to generate a process plan that can be executed
immediately at the shop floor.
In Model II, the Workingstep optimisation mechanism is separated from process
planning and forms a new module. This may be due to the fact that the native
manufacturing resources are still pending. In this case, the outputs of the processplanning module are generic process plans. They will be “populated” by a “native
STEP-NC adapter” with the information from an identified native manufacturing
resource to give a native process plan. Essentially, generic process planning is a
process of “enriching” the machining features, represented as the AP-224 format in
this case, with the necessary syntax information to form entities defined by STEPNC, e.g. Workplans and Workingsteps. Some preliminary decisions such as
Workingstep ordering and setup planning will be mainly based on the feature
information and the information from a generic manufacturing database. Note that
whatever decision is reached at this stage, changes can be easily made once the
native manufacturing information becomes available. Many information slots in an
STEP-NC file will remain empty or carry default values at this stage. This is
intended by the standard, that is STEP-NC has the ability to just model what-to-do
information. A detailed description about the above-mentioned native STEP-NC
adapter is given in the next section.
To recap, both Models I and II seem to perform similar functions. There is,
however, a fundamental difference between them. In Model I, the output from the
CAPP server is a specific, “how-to-do” process plan, which can be directly used by
a specific manufacturing facility. This “how-to-do” information may not be used by
other manufacturing facilities. In Model II, there is an intermediate result from the
process-planning module, i.e. a generic process plan. This generic process plan
contains “what-to-do” instead of “how-to-do” information. It is therefore machine
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tool independent. The “what-to-do” information maintains its generic nature until
the last moment when the CAM system of the chosen machine tool populates it with
the native manufacturing information so as to generate a specific (how-to-do)
process plan. Therefore, Model II possesses the required flexibility and portability to
support collaborative and distributed manufacturing.
(3) Data Tier – Data Model
The databases in the data tier are constructed by applying the Part 28 (Edition 1)
rules to the EXPRESS schemas. For example, the feature database is constructed by
applying the Part 28 rules to ISO 10303 AP-224 schemas and the cutting tool
database is constructed by applying the Part 28 rules to ISO 14649 Part 111 and Part
121 schemas. The following XML codes from the cutting tool database define a
centre drill, which can be displayed in a Web browser (Figure 16.8).
<STEP-XML xmlns:ceb="urn:iso10303-28:ceb">
<cutting_tool ceb:id="66" ceb:copies="4">
<id>CENTER_DRILL_5MM</id>
<its_tool_body>
<center_drill ceb:id="65" ceb:copies="4">
<dimension>
<tool_dimension ceb:id="59" ceb:copies="4">
<diameter>5.000000</diameter>
<tool_top_angle>0.000000</tool_top_angle>
<tipcutting_edge_length>0.000000
</tipcutting_edge_length>
<edge_radius>0.000000</edge_radius>
<edge_center_vertical>0.000000
</edge_center_vertical>
<edge_center_horizontal>0.000000
</edge_center_horizontal>
</tool_dimension>
</dimension>
<number_of_teeth>2</number_of_teeth>
<hand_of_cut>
<hand>right</hand>
</hand_of_cut>
</center_drill>
</its_tool_body>
<overall_assembly_length>50.000000
</overall_assembly_length>
<angle_for_spindle_orientation>0.000000
</angle_for_spindle_orientation>
<tool_holder_diameter_for_spindle_orientation>0.000000
</tool_holder_diameter_for_spindle_orientation>
</cutting_tool>
</STEP-XML>

The RDBMS (Relational Database Management System) is used in the data tier.
In order to keep the original structure within an XML document, XML documents
are stored as a whole in the RDBMS or as an external file outside the RDBMS.
Once such a database is constructed, the information required by the CAPP server
can be carried by the XML documents and transferred via the Internet. The XML
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documents are readily viewable in Web browsers and/or interpreted by a STEPXML interpreter in the CAPP server to obtain specific manufacturing information.

Figure 16.8. Cutting tool information in XML format shown in a Web browser

16.5.2 Native STEP-NC Adaptor and Native CNC Databases
An important part of the CAPP server Model II is the STEP-NC Adapter. The
STEP-NC Adapter works with a native CNC system database and a Human–
Machine (HM) Interface (Figure 16.9). The CNC database stores the detailed
information about machine tools, cutting tools, setup, etc, that the adapter uses to
“populate” the generic information (stored in a generic STEP-NC program) so as to
generate a new NC program specific to, or customised for, the targeted NC machine
tool. The HM interface can display the details of “what-to-do” information stored in
the program.

Figure 16.9. Logical structure of the native STEP-NC adaptor
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CNC machining centres are vendor specific and vary in their hardware
configuration and control software. Numerous data are preloaded onto a machine
tool during production to cater for different machine functions. In order for the
adapter to work with different machine tools, it is essential to have a database
structure that is capable of modelling the native information of different machine
tools. Based on this database, the adapter can be developed with ease. When a new
machine tool arrives, the only task would be to store the information of the new
machine tool into the native database. The adapter, which has been developed to
work with the database of a fixed structure, does not need to be altered. The
remaining part of this section describes the information that is necessary to construct
the database.
There are two categories of information about a machining centre that need to be
modelled in the database, (1) mechanical components of a machining centre, i.e. the
physical configuration of the machining centre, and (2) the activities of the
machining centre that may be controlled, and the data that is needed to control it, i.e.
control and data components of a machining centre.
(1) Physical Configuration of a Machining Centre
Five different types of information have been considered at the present time, these
are: Workspace, Travel, Linear axes, Tool magazines, Tool handling systems and
Accessories.
The machine Workspace is defined as a bounded plane or volume in which the
tool and workpiece can be positioned and through which controlled motion can be
invoked. It is one of the basic pieces of information for defining the maximum size
of a workpiece. Travel designates a maximum distance that the cutting tool(s) can
reach in the X, Y and Z directions, respectively. Together with the workpiece, it is
one of the basic pieces of information for defining the maximum machining size of a
workpiece. Linear axes, which are often mutually orthogonal, denote the relative
linear motion of the tool (and/or workpiece) provided by the machine’s independent
mechanisms. Information about all cutting tools is stored in the Tool magazines and
Tool handling system. Accessories of a machining centre contain all the hardware
that is necessary for a machine to be robust, efficient, reliable and accurate. Some
examples are, the pallet loading system, tailstock in a lathe or fixtures for a milling
centre.
(2) Control and Data Components of a Machining Centre
The control and data components of a machining centre contain information about
the controller, feed rate, maximum spindle speed, coordinate system and tool change
parameters. The coordinate system defines the base of a machining centre. When an
NC instruction is generated, the geometry of the workpiece must be transformed into
this coordinate system. The tool change parameters include the tool-changing times
and tool-changing sequences.
16.5.3 System Development
In the interest of space, only two types of development work are discussed. The
objectives are to (a) enable a process planner to view and manually edit the existing
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process plans/STEP-NC programs in STEP AP-238 Part 21 file format using the
manufacturing resources provided in STEP Part 28 XML format, and (b) enable
access to, and modification of, manufacturing databases across the Internet.
(1) Client Tier Implementation
The prototype of the client tier has been developed and implemented under the
Microsoft Windows£ environment. All client applications are unified within
Microsoft Internet Explorer£ 6.0. A set of development tools and technologies are
used,
•
•
•
•

Microsoft Visual C++£ 6.0 and Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC£);
ST-Developer£ [16.43] and STIX£ [16.43];
OpenGL£ (Open Graphics Library);
ActiveX£ technology.

ST-Developer£ is a software development package for developing and working
with STEP applications. It offers libraries for reading, writing, processing and
checking STEP data of Part 21 formats. It also provides EXPRESS early binding
with C++ classes and Java classes. These features help to develop additional STEPcompatible applications. Applications written in Visual C++£ can offer functions to
read and write STEP Part 21 files, as well as create, delete, traverse and change any
EXPRESS defined datasets compiled as objects in C++ style. STIX£ is a STEP
IndeX library for STEP AP-238 from the same company. It contains a C++ library
that provides useful functions to process manufacturing data in STEP AP-238
format. Therefore, STIX£ simplifies implementation and processing of STEP AP238 information in programs written in Microsoft Visual C++£.
Figure 16.10 shows the client user interface. A STEP AP-238 file in STEP Part
21 format is represented in an ActiveX control. The left frame is a tree structure
listing all the Workplans and Workingsteps in the STEP-NC file, whereas the right
frame represents the geometrical model of the finished part. Client users can modify
the information such as cutting tools, tolerance and manufacturing technologies.
(2) Business Logic Tier Implementation
In the business logic tier, a Web server has been constructed. It utilises the Internet
Information Server (IIS£), Visual Basic£ IIS application and Active Server Pages
(ASP£) to generate dynamic Web pages for different client users. The Web server
separates users into two groups: process planners and database administrators.
A process planner can access a list of existing process plans generated by the
Web server. The process planner can then choose the desired process plan to
modify. Each hyperlink leads to one existing process plan represented in an AP-238
Part 21 physical file and stored in the data tier. Once a process plan is chosen, the
process plan file will be downloaded into the ActiveX control and represented in a
Web browser for modifications. New process plans can be uploaded back to the data
server after modifications.
For database administrators, the tier functions differently. The STEP Part 28
XML documents that contain manufacturing information are parsed by the Web
server before transmission. Hence, database administrators can focus on the
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manufacturing information in the XML file. The generated dynamic Web page for
database administration is illustrated in Figure 16.11.

Figure 16.10. Prototype of client tier interface

Figure 16.11. Interface for database administration

The left frame in the interface is a tree menu structure presenting the structure of
an XML document. The upper-right frame represents the extracted manufacturing
information. The lower-right frame is the editing area, in which, the “Name” section
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represents tags in an XML document, and the “Value” section refers to the detailed
manufacturing information in the XML tags. Once the modifications are submitted,
the Web server generates a new XML document based on the new values. The
corresponding values in the manufacturing databases are also updated to reflect the
changes.
(3) Data Tier Implementation
The data tier is currently implemented using Microsoft Access 2000£. The
manufacturing information is stored as XML files in the operating system on which
the data tier is implemented. The complete file paths of those XML files are stored.
Some important attributes such as tool diameter, tool length and tool name by which
the manufacturing information can be identified are also extracted and stored in the
tables to enable more specific query statements. The main benefit of such an
implementation method is that the database is easy to construct, and both the
original XML structure and the flexibility provided by SQL can still be preserved.
For example, a simple query statement, “Select filepath from drilltools where
tooldiameter = 5.0 and overallasslength = 50.0”, will return the file path for the
existing drilling tools with a diameter 5.0 and overall assembly length 50.0. The
CAPP server can then extract the detailed manufacturing information from the XML
documents according to the file paths.
(4) STEP-NC Adapter
The STEP-NC Adapter relates the process plan in the STEP-NC format to the
potential manufacturing facilities stored in the database. In other words, the adapter
tries to “interpret” the STEP-NC entities in terms of the native machining functions
present in the database (Figure 16.12). Whether or not a complete interpretation is
possible or the given process plan is achievable, also gives rise to the suitability of a
specific machine tool.

Machine tool
stiffness

Cutting tool
information

Material
properties

Machine table
configuration

Raw material

Adapter
Adaptor

Maximum
feed_rate ....

STEP-NC Entities

Workpiece .....

Figure 16.12. Adapter working diagram

In the adapter, the decomposed generic STEP-NC program is mapped to the
information stored in the database (Figure 16.13). The outcome is a collection of
Workingsteps organised under one or more Workplans for one or more machine
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tools present in the database. Failure to complete such a mapping process renders a
signal indicating an “un-runable” STEP-NC program using the manufacturing
facilities selected from the database.

Figure 16.13. Structure of the Adapter

(5) Native CNC Databases
The Database, built using Microsoft Access®, has an explicit and simple data
structure, making it easier for a machine operator to use. To illustrate the structure
and use of the database, a CNC lathe has been used.
Machine resource
There are two types of manufacturing information stored in this database;
machine tool and machine parameters (Figure 16.14). The manufacturing
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information in the database has been rearranged into four groups, for which an HM
interface has been developed. This interface allows users to retrieve, edit and create
database entities.
Cutting tool database
ISO/DIS 14649 Part 121 [16.16] has been followed to define the cutter
parameters for the lathe cutting tool database. The tool database provides the
information for tool setup in an NC program. Therefore, information such as tool
type, tool geometry and tool expected life is also included.
Setup resource database
The setup resource database includes the information related to the machine tool,
operator, workpiece and setup coordinate system. Similar to the previous two
databases, it is possible to load and modify an existing setup file to suit a new setup.
Material (workpiece) resource
In this database, the workpiece’s configuration, its parameters and the material
properties are defined. Once a workpiece is defined or loaded, it can be displayed in
a GUI.

Figure 16.14. Interface for machine resource database

16.6 Conclusions
First published in 1994, the initial scope of STEP covered the geometry, product
structure and technical drawings. Since then, the standard has been extensively
implemented on major commercial projects in the aerospace, automotive and other
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industries. Typical implementations are the use of STEP to combine the information
on the shape and other characteristics of individual parts with assembly structures to
form a single integrated representation of a complex assembly or product. This
information is gathered from a range of application systems and consolidated into a
STEP file that can be transferred to other companies and unloaded into their
corresponding systems. The advantage from combining this data is that it guarantees
consistency for information deliveries, and avoids the administrative cost of
ensuring that data is consistent between multiple systems.
Now STEP is on the verge of a new success with the release of a specification
for defining the data input to CNC controllers – STEP-NC. Currently, these
controllers are driven by vector codes developed in the 1960s. STEP-NC provides a
unique NC program format for CAPP, CAM and NC, avoids postprocessing and
entails a truly exchangeable format. Operators can now be supported at the machine
tool level by complete information containing understandable geometry (machining
features), task-oriented operations (Workingsteps and Workplans), strategies and
tool definitions. CNC machines implementing STEP-NC can have a more open and
adaptable architecture, making it easier to integrate with other manufacturing
facilities such as workpiece-handling devices. The relatively high level of funding
over a number of STEP-NC related projects during a short span of time, sufficiently
demonstrated the importance of the STEP-NC related development work.
Participation of, and collaboration among, a wide variety of organisations such as
end users, academic and research institutions, and manufacturers of CAM systems,
controls and machine tools, echoes the significance and relevance of this work, in
particular from the industry perspective. STEP-NC comes in two “forms”,
Application Requirements Model (ISO 14649) and Application Interpreted Model
(ISO 1030 AP-238). AP-238 provides an information view of the data, whereas ISO
14649 provides a functional view of the data.
STEP-NC can also support a distributed and collaborative manufacturing
scenario. This is demonstrated by the case study. The system in the case study
supports a bidirectional information flow throughout the design and manufacturing
chain. Design information in its entirety is available in the manufacturing model.
Manufacturing information is feature-based and task-oriented. In a collaborative
manufacturing environment, designers and manufacturers are often geographically
dispersed. Therefore, the framework adopts a three-tiered, Web-based network
architecture to provide an open structure for the system. This architecture provides
convenient ways in exchanging design and manufacturing data in STEP Part 21
and/or Part 28 file format through the Internet. The client user interface is
implemented within a Web browser so that the implementation and maintenance
costs can be reduced. Manufacturing information databases implemented in STEP
Part 28 XML format enabled the CAPP server to switch between geographically
dispersed shop-floor resources through Internet connections to realise collaborative
manufacturing.
The STEP-NC adapter plays an essential role in the system as it is responsible
for “populating” the generic manufacturing information (what-to-do) to arrive at
native manufacturing information (how-to-do). Another key element of the system is
the native manufacturing databases. The fact that the information about “what-todo” and “how-to-do” is separated makes the manufacturing information “mobile”.
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This feature enables agile, adaptable and distributed manufacturing. The system has
a user-friendly interface through which one can easily amend and update a process
plan.
It is the author’s belief that with the persisting development and implementation
of STEP-NC, what is happening may not be simply the reshaping of CNC. It may be
the reshaping of manufacturing. In the vision that is now emerging, the CNC
machine tool will be playing a more important role than ever in the distributed
manufacturing scenario.
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